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Most documents cited in NRC publications will be available from one of the following
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PREFACE

This DRAFT NUREG presents the results of the Nuclear Regulatory Comission
(NRC) staff review of the BWR Owners Group (BWROG) proposed new Standard
Technical Specifications (STS) for the BWR/6 design. These new STS were
developed based on the criteria in the interim Comission Policy. Statement on-
Technical Specification improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors dated
February 6, 1987.

The new STS will be used as bases for developing improved plant-specific
technical specifications by individual nuclear power plant owners that have '

BWRs designed by General Electric. The NRC staff is~ issuing this draft new
STS for a 30 working-day comment period. Following the coment period, the j
NRC staff will analyze coments received, finalize the new STS, and issue them 1

for plant-specific implementation.

Coments should be submitted no later than March 15, 1991, in accordance with
the following guidance: The exact wording of each proposed change should be-
marked in pen and ink on copies of all the affected pages of DRAFT NUREG-1434,
" Standard Technical Specifications, General Electric Plants BWR/6." Each
proposed change should be numbered Each proposed change should be
accompanied with a se)arate techni .. justification, cross referenced to the
applicable proposed c1ange on the marked-up pages.

Submit written coments to: David L. Meyer,- Chief, Regulatory Publications
Branch, Division of Freedom of Information and Publications Services,- Office-
of Administration, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555.
Hand deliver comments to: 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda,- Maryland,- between
7:45 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. on Federal workdays.
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Recirculation Loops Operating
B 3. 4.1 -

C
( B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.1 Recirculation Looos Ooeratina

BASES
.

. .

BACKGROUND The reactor coolant recirculation system is designed to
provide a forced coolant flow through the core to remove
h i rom the fuel. It-removes more heat from the fuel than

possible with just natural circulation. .The forced-
ow, refore, allows operation at significantly higher

? power n would otherwise be possible. :The recirculation
e y is ontrols reactivity over a wide span of. reactor

y the recirculation flow rate to control the
c the moderator. The reactor coolant.

Reci n tem consists of two recirculation pump
.lo the reactor. vessel. These loops provide
the ipin for the. driving-flow of' water to the reactor-
vessel mps, external loop contains one variable
speed m culation pump, a: flow control valve,-

and a moto MG) set -to control' pump speed and
associated- pum valves, and instrumentation.
The recircu atio ps . t of the reactor coolanth pressure boundarj d- :o inside.the drywell

y/ structure. The , e ' tor vessel internals.
. k~

The recirculated coo ant co ists ' aturated water from
~

the steam separators and dryers f' been subcooled by
incoming feedwater. This wate se wn the annulus
between the reactor vessel ind the core shroud. A
portion of the coolant flow om-the vessel, through the
two external recirculation loops, and becomes the driving-
flow for the jet pumps Each of- the two external
recirculation loops discharges' high pressure flow into an
external manifold, from-which individual recirculation inlet

:lines are routed to the jet pump risers within the reactor lvessel. The remaining portion of, the coolant mixture in the
|

annulus becomes the suction flow for the jet pumps - ' This !

flow enters the jet pump at' suction inlets and'is i
-

accelerated by the driving flow.. - The drive flow and !
suction flow are mixed in the jet pump throat section. The. l

total flow then passes through the jet pump diffuser section |

into the area below the-core
.

sufficient head in the process (lower- plenum),' gaining| to-drive the required flow
upward through the core.

-(continued) |-

(continued);

b
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Recirculation loops Operating
B 3.4.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The subcooled water enters the bottom of the fuel channels
(continued) and contacts the fuel cladding, where heat is transferred to

the coolant. As it rises, the coolant begins to boil,
creating steam voids within the fuel channel that continue
until the coolant exits the core. Because of reduced
moderation, the steam voiding introduces negative reactivity
that must be compensated for to maintain or to increase-
reactor er. The recirculatior, flow control allows

o )er nerease recirculation flow and sweep some of
t1 the fuel channel, overcoming the negative

vity effect. Thus, the reason for having
v ble cu tion flow is to compensate for reactivity
ef i ver a wide range of )ower generation
(i.e t d power) without laving to move
control r di b desirable flux patterns. Because
of the n ity addition when recirculation flow -
is decrease , re coolant pumps are tripped, resulting
in a void bui nd r ower reduction and offsetting

kany serious c q might occur in the unlikely
event of an antl ient without scram.

Each recirculation lo ma tarted from the control
room. The M-G set pr s of individual
recirculation loop dri e in each loop can be
manually or automaticall d.

.-

V
APPLICABLE The operation of the reactor cools irculation system is
SAFETY ANALYSES an initial condition assumed in tf esign basis Loss of

Coolant Accident (LOCA) (Ref.1). During a LOCA caused by a i
recirculation loop pipe break, the intact loop is assumed to l
provide coolant flow during the first few seconds of the !
accident. The initial core flow decrease is rapid because i

the recirculation pump in the broken loop ceases to pump |
reactor coolant to the vessel almost immediately. The pump '

in the intact loop coasts down relatively slowly. This pump
coastdown governs the core flow response for the next
several seconds until the jet pump suction is uncovered

|
(Ref. 1). The analyses assume- that both loops are operating 1

at the same flow prior to the accident. If a LOCA occurs
with a flow mismatch between the two loops, the analysis
conservatively assumes the pipe break is in the loop with
the higher flow. The flow coastdown and core response are
.potentially more severe 5 this case, since the intact loop

(continued)

(continued)

BWR/6 STS B 3.4-2 12/31/90 6:47pm
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Recirculation ~ Loops Operating
B 3.4.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE is starting at a lower flow rate and the core response is
SAFETY ANALYSES the same as if both. loops were operating at the lower flow

(continued) rate. The recirculation system is also assumed to have
sufficient flow coastdown characteristics to maintain fuel
thermal margins during abnormal o)erational transients
(Ref. 2), which are analyzed in 0;1 apter 15 of the FSAR.

A t-specific LOCA analysis has been performed for_ the
e) assuming only one operating recirculation loop.
ysis.has demonstrated that, in the event of a LOCA
a pipe break in~ the operating recirculation loop,cause

the g Core Cooling System response will provide
oling, provided-the AVERAGE PLANAR-LINEAR

TE (APLHGR) requirements are modified
acc 3).

The rans alyses of Chapter 15 of the (Unit Name] FSARhave al n for single recirculatiLF loop.o>erati emonstrate sufficient flow coas.tdownclaracteri tain fuel thermal margins during the
abnormal op ran s analyzed provided the
MINIMUM CRITICAL R PR) requirements are
modified. Duri

\ ation loop operation,modification to ion System Average Power
Range Monitor (AP t- ints are also requiredto account for the fferen rela ips between
recirculation drive flow and re e flow. The APLHGR,MCPR, and APRM flow biased si al power setpointsfor single loop operation a ified in the CORE
OPERATING LIMITS REPORT.

The above analyses are for Design' Basis Accidents (DBAs) and
transients that establish the acceptance limits for
recirculation-' loop operation. Reference to the analyses for

;

these DBAs and transients is used to assess changes to
recirculation loop operation as they relate'to the'

acceptance limits.

Recirculation loops operating satisfies Criterion 2 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement.

(continued) I

|

G
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Recirculation Loops Operating
B 3.4.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 Two recirculation loops are required to be in operation with
their flows matched within the limits specified in
SR 3.4.1.1 to ensure during a LOCA, caused by a break of the
piping of one recirculation loop, the assumptions of the
LOCA analysis are satisfied. With the limits specified in
SR 3.4.1.1 not met, the recirculation loop with the lower
flow must be considered not in operation. With only one
recirc n loop in operation, modifications to the
requ R limits (LC0 3.2.1), MCPR Limits (LC0 3.2.2)
an lased Simulated Thermal Power-High setpoint
( .3.1) be applied to allow continued operation
c sten h p assumptions of Reference 3.

IMkh
.,

APPLICABILITY In MODES rements for operation of the Reactor
Coolant R ircu System are necessary since there is
considerable in ctor core and the limiting
design basis si cidents are assumed to occur.'

In H0 DES 3, 4, an nse .ces of an accident are
reduced and the coastd ha tics of the
recirculation loops ar t

A
V qv

ACTIONS /L1

With one recirculation loop not ig ation, the non-
operating loop must be returned tb eration within
24 hours. A recirculation loop is considered not in
operation when the pump in that loop is idle or when the
mismatch between total je* pump flows of the two loops is
greater than required limits. The loop with the lower flow
must be considered not in operation. Should a LOCA occur
with one recirculation loop not in operation, the core flow
coastdown and resultant core response may not be bounded by
the LOCA analyses. Therefore, only a limited time is
allowed to restore the inoperable loop to operating status.

Alternatively, if the single loop requirements of the LC0
are applied to operating limits and RPS setpoints, operation;

with only one recirculation loop would satisfy the,

| requirements of the LCO and the initial conditions of the
) accident sequence.

(continued)

(continued)

BWR/6 STS B 3.4-4 12/31/90 6:47pm
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Rocirculation Loops Operating
B 3.4.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS The 24-hour Completion Time is based on the low probability
(continued) of an accident occurring during this time period, on a

reasonable time to complete the Required Action, and on
frequent core monitoring by operators allowing abrupt i

changes in core flow conditions to be quickly detected.

Thi Required Action does not require tripping the
ulation pump in the lowest flow loop when the mismatchr

total jet pump flows of the two loops is greater
n required limits. However, in cases where large

flow atches occur, low flow or reverse flow can occur in
pu I ro or reverse flow is detected, the condition

lated by changing pump speeds to reestablish
r y-tripping the pump.

With no cul ops in operation, or a single loopnot res 9 status within the required
Completion single loop requirements of the LC0 1

'

not applied ar quired to be placed in a MODE
in which the LC nrr . This is done by placing the

Os plant in MODE 3 i In this condition, the )

recirculation lo s re d to be operating because
i

of the reduced sev As inimal dependence on
the recirculation loop coas own teristics. Theallowed Completion Time is reas ased on operating

,

experience, to reach the requ rom full power in !an orderly manner and withn lenging plant systems. '

I

-_

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that- the recirculation loop flows are s (10]%
of rated core flow when operating at < [70]% of rated core
flow and at s 5)% core flow at 2every 24 hours (when both loops are[70]% of rated core flowin operation will assure
against loop flow mismatch. At low core flow (i.e., < 70%
rated core flow), the MCPR requirements provide larger
margins to the fuel cladding integrity Safety Limit such
that the potential adverse effect of early boiling
transition during a LOCA is reduced. A larger flow mismatch
can therefore be allowed when core flow is < 70% of rated

(continued)

{} (continued)V
BWR/6 STS B 3.4-5 12/31/90 6:47pm
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Recirculation Loops Operating
B 3.4.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE core flow. The recirculation loop-jet pump flow, as used in
REQUIREMENTS this surveillance, is the summation of the flows from all of

(continued) the jet pumps associated with a single recirculation loop.

[For this facility, jet pump flows are measured as follows:]

The mismatch is measured in terms of percent of rated core
flow, flow mismatch exceeds the specified limits,
the 1 the lower flow is considered inoperable. This
SR red when both loops are not in operation
s; he m tch limits are meaningless during single loop
ol ral u ion operation. The 24-hour Frequency is
con urveillance Frequency for jet pump
oper - n and has been shown by operating
experienc d te to detect off-normal jet pump loop
flows in r.

" , _

(Unit Name]p''
9

[6.3.3.4.],"(Title)."REFERENCES 1.

2, [ Unit Name] FSAR, on .], "[T i tl e] . "

[3. Plant-specific ana n oop operation.]
.

.

O
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FCVs
B 3.4.2

O

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.2 Flow Control Valves (FCVs)

BASES

BACKGROUND The Reactor Coolant Recirculation System is described in the
Background section of the Bases for LCO 3.4.1, which

ses the operating characteristics of the system and
s affects the design basis transient and accident '

1 The jet pumps and the FCVs-are part of the.

React oolant Recirculation System. The jet pumps are
de d the Bases for LCO 3.4.3.

,
'

c. n Flow Control System consists of the
elec,j draulic components necessary for the
po% P

'gan
" w^e two hydraulically actuated FCVs. The.

reci rcula Woop flow rate can be rapidly changed within
the exp flow , in response to rapid changes insystem n n the system response are requiredto minimiz on core flow response during certain
accidents a ts, lid state control logic willgenerate an FCV on " signal in response to anyC one of several aul. it or analog control

'

\ circuit failure on inhibit" signal causeshydraulic power un iut an raulic isolation suchthat the FCVs fail "hs is.
'

L

APPLICABLE The FCV stroking rate is 11 to 1 11% per second in
SAFETY ANALYSES the opening and closing directions on a control signal

failure of maximum demand. This stroke rate is an
assumption of the analysis of the recirculation flow control
failures on decreasing and increasing flow
The closure of a recirculation FCV concurren(Ref.1 and 2).t with a loss-

. of-coolant accident (LOCA) has been analyzed and found to be|

acceptable for a maximum closure. rate.of 11% of stroke per
second (Ref. 3).

The above analyses are for Design Basis Accidents (DBAs)
that establish the acceptance-limits for the FCVs.
Reference to these analyses is used to assess changes -to the
FCVs as they relate to the acceptance limits.

Flow control valves satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim
Policy Statement.

(continued)
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FCVs
B 3.4.2

BASES (continued)

LCO The FCV in each operating recirculation loop must be
OPERABLE to ensure that the assumptions of the design basis
transient and accident analyses are satisfied.

The FCV is considered OPERABLF then the requirements of
SR 3.4.2.1 and SR 3.4.2.2 are ,oet.

1

'

APPLICABILITY In 1 2, the FCVs are required to be OPERABLE since
thes nditions there is considerable energy in the

r rc n e limiting design basis transients and
acc to occur. In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the
conse e tent or accident are reduced and
OPERABILI e control valves is not important.

ACTIONS A.1 and 8.1

With a FCV inoper ssu ons of the design basis
transient and accident yse t be met and the
inoperable FCV must be ur BLE status within
4 hours. -

Opening a FCV faster than he lim cou uit in a more
severe flow runout transient resultin ation of the
Safety Limit MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER ). Closing a
FCV faster than the limit charact es assumed in the
LOCA analysis (Ref. 3) could affe he recirculation flow
coastdown resulting in higher >eak clad temperatures.

. Therefore, if a FCV is inoperaale due to stroke times faster
| than the limits, deactivating the. valve will essentially-

lock the valve in position, which will prohibit the FCV from
adversely affecting the DBA or transient analyses.
Continued operation is allowed in this Condition.

The 4-hour Completion Time is a reasonable time period to
complete the Required Action, while limiting the time of
operation with an inoperable FCV.

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does not
apply if the FCVs cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
within the asscciated Completion Time. This is done by
placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours. This

(continued)

(continued)
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FCVs
B 3.4.2

[~'\

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS places the plant in a condition where the flow coastdown
(continued) characteristics of the recirculation loop are not important.

The allowed Completion Time is based on operating experience
to reach the required MODE from full power in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE 24.2.1.-

REQUIREMENTS gV h

y Hydra t power unit pilot-operated isolation valves lo:ated
$ bet 'thepservo valves and the common "open" and "close"

r%%# sar Tip, ired to close in the event of a loss of
Wy! u r re. When closed, these valves inhibit FCV
moti loc g hydraulic pressure from the servo valve
to n and close lines as well as to the
alte nate op. This surveillance verifies FCV lockup on
alossof{ rauli ssure.

V W
The 18-mon ywas developed considering plant
conditions )erfor he SR and the potential for an
unplanned plant ien"gt, e SR is performed with the

(m reactor at power p ~ g" rience has shown these
.pa e SR when performed on% components virtu

'

f he Frequency wasthe 18-month Frequ .

concluded to be acceptable .Fom a' ability standpoint.
bSR 3.4.2.R

This SR ensures the overall* rage rate of FCV movement at
all positions is maintained within the analyzed limits.

The 18-month Frequency was developed considering plant
conditions needed to perform the SR and the potential for an
unplanned plant transient if the SR is performed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience has shown these
components virtually always pass the SR when performed on
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [15.3.2.], "[ Title]."

2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [15.4.5.], "[ Title]."

3. [ Plant-specific Safety Evaluation Report.]

V
t
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Jet Pumps

B 3.4 REACTOR C00LAHT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.3 Jet Pumos

1

BASES

l
BACKGROUND The reactor coolant Recirculation System is described in the '

Back round section of the Bases for LC0 3.4.1, which
d ses the operating characteristics of the system and )e characteristics affect the design basis accident

.

'

The are part of the reactor: coolant Recirculation -
esigned to provide forced circulation
to remove heat from the fuel. The jet

pu in the annular region ietween the core
sh ssel inner wall. Because the jet pump
suc on el n is at two-thirds core height the vessel
can be ded a lant level maintained at two-thirds
core he e complete break of the

trecirculat - that-is located below the jet pump- I
suction el

Each reactor to loop contains ten jet
pumps. Recircul 3 down the annulus between

-

the reactor vessel 1e shroud. A portion of
, the coolant flows from the ssel ugh the two external-

recirculation loops, and become ving flow-for the
jet ) umps. Each of the two e irculation loo s )

idisc 1arges high pressure fl o an external- manifol -from '

. which individual recirculat inlet lines are routed- to the'

jet pump risers within the reactor vessel. The remaining
portion of the coolant mixture in the annulus becomes the
suction flow for the jet pumps. -This flow enters the jet
pump at suction inlets and is accelerated by tho driving

iflow. The drive flow and suction flow are mixed in the jet
pump throat section. The_ total flow then passes through the
-jet pump diffuser section into the area below the core

drive the req) ired flow upward through the -core.(lower plenum , gaining sufficient head in the process tou

|

APPLICABLE Jet pump OPERABILITY is an explicit assumption in the design
SAFETY ANALYSES basis loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) analysis evaluated in

Reference 1. The analysis for the design basis LOCA

(continued)
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Jet Pumps ;

B 3.4.3 '

BASES (continued)

.

APPLICABLE establishes the acceptance limits for the jet pumps.
SAFETY ANALYSES Reference to this analysis is used to assess changes to the

(continued) jet pumps as they relate to the acceptance limits.

The capability of reflooding the core two-thirds core height
is dependent upon the structural integrity of the jet pumps.
If the structural system including the beam holding a jet
pump in. .e fails, jet pump displacement and performance
degr ould occur, resulting in an increased flow area
thr- 'the .t pump and a lower core flooding elevation.
T ould rsely affect the water level in the core
d g thex loodsphase of a LOCA as well as the assumed
bl .J, a LOCA.

Jet pumps J C rion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement (i,

e n

q$' , tj
LC0

The structural fa@i
fa of the jet pumps could cause

significant degrad he ab ity of the jet pumps to
allow reflooding to tw ird i eight during a LOCA.
OPERABILITY of all jet p Le ad to ensure that
operation of the Recir e i' 11 be consistent
with the assumptions use h en basis analysis
(Re f. 1) . For a jet pump o be 0 RABLO
either criteria of SR 3.4.3.1. '

must satisfy

A s

RV
APPLICABILITY The jet pumps are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2

since there is a large amount of energy in the reactor core
| and since the limiting DBAs are assumed to occur in these

MODES. This is consistent with the requirements for'

operation of the Recirculation System (LC0 3.4.1).

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the Recirculation System is not
required to be in operation, and when not in operation
sufficient flow is not available to evaluate jet pump
operability.

(continued)

O
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-Jet Pumps
B 3.4.3

,

,0 \

Q BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Ad
An inoperable jet pump can increase the blowdown area and

4 reduce the capability of reflooding during a design basis
LOCA. If the jet pumps cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the associated Completion Time, the plant must-
be laced in MODE 3 in which the LC0 does not apply. The
a ed Completion Time of 12 hours is reasonable, based on

g experience, to reach the required MODES from full
e an orderly manner and without challenging plant

syst

Time of Required Action A.1 contains a Note-

all jet pumps are treated as an entity with
a si p on Time, i.e., the Completion Time is on a,

Co

-,

SURVEILLANCE o
REQUIREMENTS

-

.

This SR is desig o gnificant degradation in jet
1 (] -pump performanc at t pump failure (Ref. 2).
g This SR is requi d r only when the loop has

forced recirculati kce 111ance checks and
measurements can on1 be pe "orme ing jet pump
operation. The jet pump failur ern is a complete
mixer displacement due to jet failure. Jet pump
plugging is also of concern- it adds -flow resistance to,

j the recirculation loop. Si icant degradation is-
4 indicated if the specified criteria confirm unacceptable

deviations from established patterns or relationshi n. The-:

allowable deviations from the established patterns lave been 1
i

i developed based on the variations experienced at plants iduring normal operation and with jet pump assembly failures I
(Refs. 2 and 3), i,

The recirculation flow control valve (FCV) operating
characteristics (loop flow versus FCV position) are
determined by the flow resistance from the loop suction4

i through the jet pump nozzles. A change in the relationship
indicates a flow restriction, loss in pump hydraulic
performance, leak, or new flow path between the

,

; (continued)
'

(continued)

.

'
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Jet Pumps
B 3.4.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE recirculation pump discharge and jet pump nozzle. For this
REQUIREMENTS criterion, the loop versus FCV position relationship must be

(continued) verified.

Total core flow can be determined from measurements of the
recirculation loop drive- flows. Once this relationship has
been established,-increased or reduced total core flow for
the sa circulation loop drive flow may be an indication
of fa piponeorseveraljetpumps.

ual N pumps in a recirculation loop typically do
n~ avetigsa low. The unequal flow is due to the
dri igRan . hich does not distribute flow equallyw
to a' 4fter w (or jet pump diffuser-to-lower
plenum dif Lal ssure) pattern or relationship of one
jet pump 45 erage is repeatable. . An appreciable
change in this rj nship is an indication that increased
(or reduced) r. L ance F ccurred in one of the jet
pumps. This b increase in the relative flow
for a jet pump t lenced beam cracks.

'
The deviations for no re red indicative of a
potential problem in t Trec drive flow or jet
pump system (Ref. 2). . or r s and established
jet ") ump flow and differ sur tterns are
estaalished by plotting hiitorica data, iscussed in-
Reference 2.

[For this facility, jet pump flow asured as follows:]

The 24-hour Frequency-has been shown by operating experience
to be adequate to verify jet pump operability, and is
consistent with the Surveillance frequency for recirculation
loop operability verification.

This SR is not required to be performed when THERMAL POWER
| is s 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER. During low flow

conditions, jet pump noise approached the threshold response
of the associate flow instrumentation and precludes the
collection of repeatable and meaningful data.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Jet Pumps
B 3.4.3-

BASES (continued) I
*

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR,- Section (6.3], "[ Title)."

2. GE Service Information Letter No._330. " Jet Pump Beam
Cracks," June 9, 1990.

3. .NUREG/CR-3052, " Closeout of IE. Bulletin 80-07: BWR Jet' !
Pump Assembly Failure," November 1984.

'A$%

Aj|>i!icM,0 >

I
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S/RVs
B 3.4.4

i B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
'

B 3.4.4 Safetv/ Relief Valves (S/RVs)

BASES

BACKGROUND 1he American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code requires the Reactor Pressurs
Ve be protected from overpressure during upset

,
'

.ons by self-actuated safety valves. As part of the
ressure relief system, the size and number of,,

L safet lief valves (S/RVs) are selected such that peak
pre 1 he nuclear system will not exceed the ASME Code

reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). '

The re ated on the main steam lines between the
re d the first isolation valve within the
dr 11. RV discharges steam through a discharge
line to nt ie minimum water le A in the
suppress

The S/RVs c by e r of two modes-the safety i

mode _or the reli do. safety mode (or spring mode
ofoperation),tl i t f the steam pressure inO, the main steam l- t st-a spring-loaded disk
that will pop open 1 et pressure exceeds the
spring force. In th relie mode- ower-actuated mode of
operation), a pneumatic piston r and mechanical
linkage assembly are used to- ve by overcoming
the spring force, even with lve inlet pressure equal
to zero psig. The pneumati erator is arranged so that
'its malfunction will not prevent the valve disk from lifting
if steam inlet pressure reaches the s_oring lift set i,

pressures. In the relief mode, valves may be opened
manually or automatically at the selected preset pressure.,

Six of the S/RVs providing the relief function also provide<

the low-low set relief function specified in LCO 3.6.1.6.
Eight of the S/RVs that provide the relief function are part
of the Automatic Depressurization System specified in
LCO 3.5.1. The instrumentation associated with the relief ,

valve function is discussed in the Bases for LC0 3.3.6.5. '

!
(continued)-

:
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S/RVs
B 3.4.4

|

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The overpressure protection system must acconnodate the
. SAFETY ANALYSES most severe )ressure transient. Evaluations have

determined tiat the most severe transient is the closure of
all main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) followed by reactor
scram on nigh neutron flux (i.e., failure of the direct
scram associated with MSIV position -(Ref.1). For the
purpose of the analyses, six of the)S/RVs are assumed to
o)erate the relief mode, and seven in the safety mode.
Tie a ' results demonstrate that the design S/RV
ca able of maintaining reactor. pressure below
t. E Coc imit of 110% of vessel design pressure
( x 12 si 1375 psig). This LC0 helps to ensure
tha p imit of 1375 psig is met during the
desi 1

,

Referencet$'the
dditional events which are expected

to actuate From an overpressure standpoint,.

these events unded e MSIV closure with flux scrum
event describ 9 boy p4

Safety / Relief Val q Cri . ion 3 of the NRC InterimPolicy Statement.
.

$% -,_.

Sevens /RVsarerequiredt[be0 BLk he safety mode,
t

LCO

and an additional six S/RVs (other tha ven S/RVs that
satisfy the safety function) must be n the relief
mode. To be operable, a valve mu ' properly set to open
at the required pressure and have . its surveillance
requirements. The requirements of this LC0 are applicable
only to the capability of the S/RVs to mechanically open to
relieve excess pressure. In Reference 1, an evaluation was-

I perform 3d to establish the parametric relationship between
the peak vessel pressure and the number of OPERABLE S/RVs.
The results show that with a minimum of seven S/RVs in the|

i safety mode and six S/RVs in the relief mode OPERABLE, the
| ASME Code limit of 1375 psig is not exceeded.
|
'

The S/RV setpoints are established to ensure the ASME Code
limit on peak reactor pressure is satisfico. The ASME Code
specifications require the lowest safety valve be set at or
below vessel design pressure (1250 psig) and the highest
safety valve be set so the total accumulated pressure does

(continued)

(continued)

O
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S/RVs
B 3.4.4

BASES (continued)

'LCO not exceed 110% of the design pressure for overpressurization
(continued) conditions. The transient evaluations in Reference 2 ace

based on these setpoints, but also include the additional
uncertainties of i 1% of the nominal setpoint to account for
potential setpoint drift and to provide an added degree of
conservatism.

O ^ tion with fewer valves OPERABLE than specified, or with
ts-outside the ASME limits, could result in a'more

actor response to a transient-than predicted,-
f,possi resulting in the ASME Code limit oa rea: tor

pre be4pg exceeded.
W M O.

'

- % -

'

APPLICABILITY In - 3, the specified number of S/RVs must be
OPE BLE s here may be considerable er.ergy in the
reactor and t niting design basis transients are
assumed . oc 5/RVs may be required to provideL
pressure r harge energy from the core until such
time that t He moval (RHR) System is capable
of dissipating t at.

In MODE 4, decay e e ' h for the RHR System
to remove, and rea

- e1 w enough that the-
overpressure limit cannot b appr d by assumed
operational transients or accide MODE 5, the reactor
vessel head is unbolted-or remi n e reactor is at
atmospheric pressure. =The S p unction'is not needed
during these conditions. 'W

ACTIONS -Ad

With the-safety function of one S/RV inoperable, the
remaining OPERABLE S/RVs:are capable of providing the
necessary overpressure protection. Because of additional
design margin, the ASME Code limits for the RCPB can also
be satisfied with two S/RVs inoperable. However, the
reliability of the Pressure Relief System is reduced because
additional failures in the remaining OPERABLE S/RVs could
result in-failure to adequately relieve pressure during a
limiting event. For this reason, continued = operation is
permitted.for a limited t!me only.

(continued)

(continued)
,
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! S/RVs
8 3.4.4

I !

| BASES (continued)

i
ACTIONS The 14-day Completion Time % 7estore tho' inoperable S/RVs'

(continued) to OPERABLE status is based on the capa#11ty of the !
'

| remaining S/RVs, the low probability of a., eveht requiring
| S/RV actuation, and a reasonable time to ,omplete the

Required Actio.s.'

L,1 and B.2

With tho minlFue numoer of S/RVs OPERABLE,- a
tra esult in the violation of the ASME Code

on re r pressure. If the safety function of the
rable Vs. nnot be restored to OPERABLE status

wi r1 Completion Time or if the safety
func re S/RVs are inoperable, the plant
must be a e in which the LCO d es not apply.
This is the plant in at least M DE 3 within

i 12 hours a .in within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Ti e rea le, based on operating|

experience, t ac red modes from full power in
an orderly manne challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR demonstrates that he S/R s wil n at the
l pressures assumed in the safety.analy ference 1.
l (For this facility] These pressure as follows:

[ ] psig. The demonstration o /RV lift settings
must be performed during shutdown nce this is a bench
test, and in accordance with the provisions of SR 3.0.5.
The lift setting pressure shall correspond to ambient
conditions of the valves at nominal operating temperatures

; and pressures.

| The 18-month Frequency was selected because this
| Surveillance must be performed during shutdown conditions,
| and is based on the refueling cycle.

SR 3.4.4.2

A manual actuation of each S/RV is performed to verify that,
mechanically, the valve is functioning properly and no
blockage exists in the valve discharge line. This can be
demonstrated by the response of the turbine control valves

(continued)

(continued)
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S/RVs ;

8 3.4.4 |
! \p.C)} BASES (continued)

l
-

.

SURVEILLANCE or bypass valve, by a change in the measured steam flow, or
{REQUIREMENTS any other method suitable to verify steam flow. Adequate !

(continued) reactor steam dome pressure must be available to perform
this test to avoid damaging the valve. Sufficient time is
therefore allowed after_the required pressure is achieved to
perform this test. Adequate pressure at which this test is
to e performed is 920 psig (the pressure recommended by the
y manufacturer). Plant startup is allowed prior to 1

g this test because valve OPERABILITY and the
p for overpressure protection are verified, per ASME

4 req l nts, prior to valve installation. If the valvefai ate due only to the failure of the solenoid but
pening on overpressure, the S/RV is

LE.
;

Th uency is consistent with SR 3.4.4.1 to l
ensure th S RVs are manually actuated following
removal efur t or lift setting testing.

|

The 12 hou r manual actuation after the required
pressure is suf ient to achieve stable

,

'

conditions for t nd
i complete the SR. -

s adequate-time to reasonably

_
. b A
v y

REFERENCES 1, [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section ),"[ Title]."

2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Sect 5], "[ Title]."

Og
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.5

B 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

B 3.< . 5 RCS Operational LEAL 2 K

BASES
.

.
. .. ,, . .. .. .. . - . .

.. -- _u
1

| BACKGROUND The RCS includes syster; Ld components that contain or
!
I transport the coolant to or from the reactor core. The

re containing components of the RCS and the portions
,

eting systems out to and it,cluding the isolation I

fine the reactor coolant pressure boundary RCPB).he j s of the RCPB components are welded or bolt d.

fe, the joint and valve inte faces can
mounts of reactor coolant IS KAGE, through ieit rational wear or mechanical deterioration.Li rational LEAKAGE are required to ensureI app orla

onistakenbeforetheintegritfimitsofof the RCPBis impa Thi pecifies the types and
1.EAKAGE t used to identify and quantify it.

! 10 CFR 50 GDC Ref. 1) rer s means for

O
ndetectina and, t e actical He rifying ti.a

source u/ reacto Regu ,ory Guide 1.45. i

(Ref. 2) describ e ds for selecting LEAKAGE
detection systems

. I

The safety significance of leaks e RCPB varies widelydepending on the source, rate, ion of the leaks.Therefore, detection of LEA the primary containment
|

is necessary. Methods for kly separating the identified
LEAKAGE from the unidentified LEAKAGE are necessary to

| iprovide the operators quantitative infirmation to permit
!

them to take correction action should a leak occur !

detrimental to the safety of the facility or the public.

A limited amount of leakage inside primary containment is
expected from auxiliary systems that cannot be made'100% ,

leaktight. Leakage from these systems should be detected
and isolated from the primary containment atmosphere, if
possible, to not mask RCS operational LEAKAGE detection.

This LCO deals with protection of the RCPB from degradation
and the core from indequate cooling, in addition to
preventing the accio at analyses radiation release
assumptions from being exceeded. The consequences of

(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.5

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND violating this LCO include the possibility of a loss-of-
(continued) coolant accident (LOCA).

APPLICABLE The allowable RC; operational LEAKAGE limits are based on
SAFETY ANALYSES the )redicted and experimentally observed behavior of pipe

cracc.s. - normally expected background LEAKAGE due to i

equip
~

gn and the detection capability of the
in nta for determining system LEAKAGE were also
e ered, e evidence from experiments suggests, for
L . GE ej'|tretter than the specified Unidentified LEAKAGEv
li:,|tteettelproWMity is small that the imperfection or
crack'aff0cinthd kl W such LEAKAGE would grow rapidly.

The unid E flow limit allows time for
correcti actiol re the RCPB could be significantly
compromised. 1 -gpm ' is a small fraction of the
calculated fl ' ro 1 crack in the primary system

'

piping. Crack ' experimental programs (Refs 3
and 4 shows leak undredsofgpmwillprecede
crack)inttability (Ref . g),

The above analyses est cc ce limits for RCS
operational LEAKAGE. Ref e Ah alyses is used to
assess changes to the faci ity wh h cou ffect
operational LEAKAGE as they relate to tance limits.

The low limit on increase in unide d LEAKAGE assumes a
failure mechanism of intergranula ress corrosion cracking
(IGSCC) that produces tight cracks. This flow increase
limit is capable of providing an early warning of such
deterioration.

No applicable safety analysis assumes the total LEAKAGE
limit. The total LEAKAGE limit considers RCS inventory
makeup capability and drywell floor sump capacity.

RCS operational LEAKAGE satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)
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RCS Ooerational LEAKAGE
D 3.4.5 i

O
BASES (continued)

LCO a. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE

No pressure boundary LEAKAGr < allowed, being
indicative of material degrw ation. LEAKAGE of this
type is unacceptable as t1e leak itself could cause
further deterioration, resulting in higher LEAKAGE.
Violation of this LCO could result in continued
degradation of the RCPB.

dentified LEAKAGE.

lons per minute (gpm) of unidentified LEAKAGE-

s as a reasonable minimum detectable amount
. devs -
-

" tainment air monitoring, drywell sump
mo ring, and containment air cooler

n low rate monitoring equipment can detect
with asonable time period. Violation of t.his
LC d re continued degradation of the pCPB.

C. 10.1

The total L E base) on a reasonable

O minimum de The limit also accounts
for LEAKAGE r so (identified LEAKAGE).
Violation of dic an unexpected amount
of LEAKAGE and, there re, c indicate new or
additional degradation in omponent or system.

d. h id.cntiLLg L LE M M L_L

An unidentified LEAKAGE increase of 2 gpm in any
24-hour period indicates a potential flaw in-the RCPB
and must be quickly evaluated to determine the source
and extent of the LEAKAGE. The increase is measured
relative to the steady-state value; temporary changes
in LEAKAGE rate as a result of transient conditions
(e.g.,startup are not considered. As such, the
2-gpm increase) limit is only applicable in MODE 1 when
operating pressures and temperatures are established.
Violation of this LC0 could result in continued
degradation of the RCPB.

(continued)
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RCS Operationti LEAKAGE
B 3.4.5

BASES (continued)
,

t ...

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the RCS o>erational LEAKAGE LCOs ap)1y
because the potential for RCPB EAKAGE is greatest when tao
reactor is pressurized. Therefore, detection of RCPB
LEAKAGE is required during MODES 1, 2, and 3.

In MODES 4 and 5 RCS operational LEAKAGE limits are not
required since the reactor is not pressurized and stresses
in the materials and potential for LEAKAGE are reduced.

'
A included to provide clarification that

ions A 8, and C are treated as an entity with a
s le C 'iondime.

DQG$ ' JCh
ACTIONS A.1 and

With either t denti- EAKAGE, the total LEAKAGE, or
both greater t limits, Actions must be taken
to identify the termine the significance of the
leak. Because th imit re conservatively below
the LEAKAGE that woul ti ritical crack size,
4 hours are allowed to i e the LEAKAGE rates
before the reactor mus n f a change in
unidentified LEAKAGE has ifi nd quantified, it
may be reclassified and considere as i fied LEAKAGE.
However, the total LEAKAGE limit would unchanged.>

'

C.1 and C.2

An unidentified LEAKAGE increase of 2 gpm in a 24-hour
period is an indication of a potential flaw in the RCPB and

j must b6 quickly evcluated.

i Although the increase does not necessarily violate the
absolute unidentified LEAKAGE limit, certain susceptible
components must be determined not to bc the source of the
LEAKAGE within the required Completion Time. RCS type 304
and type 316 austenitic stainless steel piping that is
subject to high stress or that contains relatively stagnant

| or intermittent flow fluids must be evaluated and eliminated
! as the source of the increased LEAKAGE. This piping is very

susceptible to IGSCC.

(continued)

| (continued)

9
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.5

BASES (continued) ,

l

!

ACTIONS Alternatively, the LEAKAGE rate must be restored to within 1

(continued) limits within the required Completion Time.
'

The 4-hour Completion Time is needed to properly verify the
source or reduce the LEAKAGE increase before the reactor
must be shut down.

#
D.A and D.2

ym[p.an gne of the Required Actions A.1, B.1, and C.1 or C.2

ffd<f icannot pe met within the 4-hour Com)1etion Time, the reactor

4mus piped in a MODE in which tie LC0 does not apply:
g , 3 M pin 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours.

b .

The W Co etion Times are reasonable, based on
ope %p ng* . nee, to reach the required MODES from full
powe in brly manner and without challenging plant
safety s s. g%

' A &g$jdV,
# Ay

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.5.1 A,. ,b

The RCS LEAKAGE
'

. @ b( REQUIREMENTS
variety of instruments

designed to provide rms4$en L GE is indicated and
to quantify the various types of E. LEAKAGE detection
instrumentation is discussed in ail in the Bases
for LC0 3.4.7. Sump level and r are typically4

monitored to determine actua KAGE rates. However,
any method may be used to qil ify LEAKAGE within the
guidelines of Reference 2. In conjunction with alarms and
other administrative controls, an 8-hour Frequency for this
Surveillance is appropriate for identifying changes in
LEAKAGE and for tracking trends.

SR 3.4.5.2

The leaktight integrity of the RCPB is verified by visual
inspection. The Inservice Testing Program and operational
hydrostatic tests at normal operating pressure are
acceptable means of verifying no RCPB LEAKAGE. The 18-month
Frequency is based on the refueling cycle and adequately
verifies RCPB integrity,

i

| (continued) |

| n 1

1
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.5

BASES (continued)
_

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 30, ' Quality Of
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary."

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, " Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary leakage Detection Systems," May 1973.

3. G 20, " Failure Behavior in ASTM A106 Pipes
pg Axial Through-Wall flaws,' April 1968.

( UREG- 67, " Investigation and Evaluation of
ra in Austenitic Stainless Steel Piping of

W actor Plants,' October 1975.'

5. [Vnl , SA }Section[5.2.5.5.3.],"[ Title)."

'Te>.
.

.

O
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RCS PlV Leakage
B 3.4.6

() B 3.4 REACIOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.6 RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PlV) Lealtgg

BASES

;

BACKGROUND 10 CFR 50.2, 10 CFR 50.55a(c), and GDC 55 of 10 CFR 50
Ap ndix A (Refs. I, 2, & 3) define RCS P!Vs as any two
n 11y closed valves in series within the reactor coolant

:e boundary (RCPP) that separate the high pressure RCS
i om ' attached low pressure system. PlVs are designed to
N eet requirements of Reference 4. During their lives,m

the ~ Ivn' can produce varying amounts of reactor coolant
h either normal operational wear or mechanical
a

Th 110ws RCS nigh pressure operation when
leakhge t I these valves exists in amounts that do not
comprom ety P!V leakage limit applies to each
individ va' ge thronah these valves is not
included ' igg le LEAKAut. specified in LC0 3.4.4.

Although this sp
~

'

vides a limit on allowable1 cat:

'O P!Vleakageratephts se is to prevent
overpressure fai Wr - > essure portions of
connecting systems e age . t is an indication
that the P!Vs between the and connecting systems
are degraded or degrading. PIV could lead to
overpressure of the low press 'or components.
Failure consequences could oss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) outside of containme an unanalyzed accident which
could degrade the ability for low ~ pressure injection.

The basis for this LCO is the 1975 Reactor Safety Study
(Ref. 5) that identified potential intersystem LOCAs as
a significant contributor to the risk of core melt.
A subsequent study (Ref. 6) evaluated various P!V
configurations to determine the probability of-intersystem
LOCAs. This-later study concluded that periodic
leak testing of the PIVs can substantially reduce-

(continued)

(continued)

i
l

I

(_/ |
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RCS PIV Leakage )
B 3.4.6

BASES (continued)

!
) EtCKGROUND intersystem LOCA probability. PIVs are provided to isolate

(continued) the RCS from the following typically connected systems

a. Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System;

b. Low Pressure Core Spray System;
,

Hig g ssure Core Spray System; andc.

d.g hr e Isolation Cooling System.
pg a

% nn j isted in Reference 7.T4tIVs
.yh(05,couldresultincontinueddegradation

'

ViolaHW f. s

3 of a PIV, jouldilead to overpressurization of a low

product barrier.pg*p loss of the integrity of a fission-
pressure 4md

,dp g464
n

Reference 5 ident N, m r u
;

APPLICABLE i tial tersystem LOCAs as a
'

SAFETY ANALYSES significant contributo the f core melt. The
dominant accident sequ i ystem LOCA category
is [the failere of the on of the RHR-
System outside of contain .ac t is the result.

of a postulated failure of the PI , wh re part of the
RCPB and the subsequent pressurization RHR System
downstream of the PIVs from the RCS. he low'

pressure portion of the RHR SystemJ pically designed for
[800] psig, overpressurization fafWe of the RHR low4

pressure line would result in a LOCA outside containment and
subsequent risk of core melt.]

Reference 6 evaluated various PIV configurations, leak
testing of the valves, and operational changes to determine
the effect on the probability of intersystem LOCAs. This
study concluded that periodic leak testing of the PIVs can
substantially reduce the probability of an intersystem LOCA.

Leakage from the PIVs is a factor in the dose rates that are'

used in safety and accident analyses. Therefore, the
leakage must be maintained within LC0 limits to ensure
assumptions used in the analyses are valid.

(continued)

(continued)

4
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|

RCS PlV Leakage |
B 3.4.6 i

BASES (coptinued)

APPLICABLE PIV leakage is not considered in any Design Bat.s Accident
SAFETY ANALYSES analyses, however. This specification provides for

(continued) monitoring the condition of the RCPB to detect PlV
degradation that has the potential to cause a LOCA outside
of containment, which has not been analyzed. Compliance
with this LCO ensures that an unanalyzed Condition will not
be entered. Therefore RCS PlV Leakage satisfies Criterion 2

A#g%op e NRC Interim Policy Statement.
, -

,

LCO RCS, le ge is leakage into closed systems connected to
ation valve leakage is usually on the order of

's Leakage that increases significantly.

sug at ething is o>crationally wrong and
co must be ta(en. Violation of this LCO
cou res continued degradation of a PlV, which could
lead to ress 'on of a low pressure system and the
loss of i" a fission-product barrier.

For the two rie he leakage requirement ap)1ies
to each valve in< ual not to the combined lea (age
across both valv are not individuallyO leakage tested, y failed completely and not
be detected if the e les meets the leakage
rec uirement. In th situa on, rotection provided by
recundant valves would be lost.

The LCO P!V leakage limit i gpm per nominal inch of
valve size with a maximum 1 of 5 gpm (Ref. 8). The
previous criterion of I gpm for all valve sizes imposed an
unjustified penalty on the larger valves without providing
information on potential valve degradation and resulted in
higher personnel radiation exposures. A study concluded a
leak rate limit based on valve size was superior to a single
allowable value.

Reference 8 permits leakage testing at a lower pressure
differential than between the specified maximum RCS pressure
and the normal pressure of the connected system during RCS
operation (the maximum pressure differential). The observed
rate is adjusted to the maximum pressure differential by
assuming leakage is directly proportional to the pressure
differential to the one-half power.

[

I(continued)
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RCS PlV Leakage
B 3.4.6

BASES (continued)

,

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, this LCO applies because the PlV
leakage potential is greatest when the RCS is pressurized,

in MODES 4 and 5, leakage limits are not provided because
the lower reactor coolant pressure results in a reduced
potential for leakage and for a LOCA outside the
containment. Accordingly, the potential for the
consequ ' s of reactor coolant leakage is far lower during
these g
AMhas t$t$n added to provide clarification that each

wit g~ y,isJnd JetionTimeforthepurposeofthisLCO.
f% spath ndent and is treated as a separate entity

ty
jw, .,T4

A.I..A.2.ffand$PY)J
ff%

ACTIONS

gn# %
Four hours arei rovi peduce leakage in excess of thef

understablecondt]
I' permits operation to continueallowable limit.f
e co etive actions to reseat

the leaking PlVs are t urs allow these Actions.

and restrict the time p leaking valves.

Alternatively, the flow mus @ ist ted by two other
valves. Required Action A 2.1 and' Req ' Action A.2.2 are '

modified by a Note that the valves use Lsolationmust
meetthesameleakagerequirementsa&j W and must be
on the RCFB.

Required Action A.2.1 requires that the initial isolation
with one valve must be performed within 4 hours of exceeding
the limit. This 4-hour Completion Time is based on the same
rationale as the time for Required Action A.I.

Required Action A.2.2 specifies that the double isolation
barrier of two valves be restored by closing another valve
qualified for isolation or restoring one leaking PIV. The
72-hour time after exceeding the limit considers the time
required to complete the Action and the low probability of
a second valve failing during this time period.

RCS PlV leakage is considered out of limits if the equipment
used to measure RCS PIV leakage is determined to be

t inoperable at the time SR 3.4.5.1 is performed. Requirod

(continued)

(continued)
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.6

BASES (continued)
.

ACTIONS Action A.1 or Required Action A.2.1, and Required
(continued) Action A.2.2 apply to restoring such equipment to OPERABLE

status.

B.1 and B.2

If leakage cannot be r.duced or the 'ystem isolated, the
ust be placed in a MODE b wM +he requirement does

y. This is done by ' ant in MODE 3
h 2 hours and MODE # .,, hiurs. This action

may r e the leakage anc a.,o reduces the potential for
a u de the containment. The Completion Times are

bl ed on operating experience, to achieve the
i rom full power in an orderly manner and

wit 11 ng plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.
REQUIREMENTS

Performance te on each RCS PIV or isolation
valve used to sa R Action A.2.1 or Required

O Action A.2.2 is u y that leakage is below the
specified limit i h leaking valve. The
leakage limit of 0, inc nominal valve diameter
up to 5 gpm maximua app i o ea lve. Leakage testing
requires a stable pressure condi

(For this facility, RCS PIV blation valve leakage is
measured as follows:)

Testing is to be performed every 9 months, but may be
extended up to a maximum of 18 months, a typical refueling
cycle, if the plant does not go into MODE 4 for at least
7 days. The 18-month Frequency required in 10 CFR 50.55a(g)
(Ref. 9), is within the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Code, Section XI Frequ w f requirement
(Ref.10), and is based on the prudence ef performing
Surveillances such as this only during n outage. The
Surveillance needs stable conditions nd has the )otential
for an unplanned plant transiint |f performed wit 1 the plant
at power.

In addition, testing must be performed once after the
valve has been opened by flow or exercised to ensure tight

(continued)

(v) (continued)
1
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RCS PlV Leakage
B 3.4.6

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE reseating. PIVs disturbed in the performance of this |
REQUIREMENTS Surveillance should also be tested unless documentation i

(continued) shows that an infinite testing loop cannot practically be
avoided. Tosting must be performed within 24 hours after
the valve has been resented. Within 24 hours is a
reasonable and practical time limit for performing this
test afte opening or rescating a valve.

SR 3. cepted for entry into MODE 3 to permit
le e at high differential pressures with stable

ions possible in the lower MODES.
.A A

MDF X

REFERENCES 1. Titi e federal Regulations, Part 50,
Sect initions-Reactor Coolant Pressure
Bound ry."

2. Title 10, d Regulations, Part 50,
Section 50. nd Standards," Subsection (c),
" Reactor Co re ary."

3. Title 10. Code o e ons, Part 50,
Appendix A. Secti ainment," General
Design Criterion 55, o Pressure
Boundary Penetrating ontai nt."

4. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel ion XI,,

Subsection IWV, " Inservice T of Valves in
l'" lear Power Plants."

.

'

5.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Connission (dent Risks in U.S.

NRC)," Reactor
Safety Study-An Assessment of Acci
Commercial Nuclear Power Plants." Appendix V, WASH-
1400(NUREG-75/014), October 1975.

6. U.S. NRC, "The Probability of Intersystem LOCA:
'

Impact Due to leak Testing and Operational Changes,"
NUREG-0677, May 1980.

i 7. [ ]

(continued)

(continued)

f
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RCS PlV Leakage
B 3.4.6 ,

>

|

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 8. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section XI,
. (continued) Subsection IWV, " Inservice Testing of Valves in'

Nuclear Power Plants,' Paragraph IWV-3423(e).

9. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Section 50.55a, " Codes and Standards," Subsection (g), ;

" Inservice inspection Requirements."

E Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
section IWV, " Inservice Testing of Valves in

2
- ear Power Plants," Paragraph IWV-3422.

As , 4
ocyp 37Qg

'
.-

!

!

A
\}
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RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.7

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.7 kCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation

BASES

1

)BACKGROUND GDC 30 of Appendix A to 10 CFR $0 (Ref. 1) requires means '

for detecting and, to the extent practical, identifying the
1 on of the source of RCS LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide

f. 2) describes acceptable methods for selecting
etection systems.

Li KAGE from the reactor coolant pressure boundary-

ired so that ap)ropriate action can be taken
ity of the RC)B is impaired (Ref. 2),

LEA systems =for the RCS are provided to alert
th n LEAKAGE rates above normal backgroundlev s ar ted and also to sup)1y quantitative
measure fL ates. The sases for LCO 3.4.5
discuss 1 S LEAKAGE rates.

Systems fo the KAGE of an identified source
from an unidenti so necessary to provide prom)t

t and quantitative he operators to permit tiemi to take immediat a .

LEAKAGE from the RCP insid the 11 is detected by at
least one of two or three indepe onitored variaM es,
such as sump level changes an seous andparticulate radioactivity 1 The )rimary means of
quantifying LEAKAGE in the 11 is tie drpell floor
drain-sump monitoring system.

The drywell floor drain sump monitoring system monitors the
LEAKAGE collected in the sump. This unidentified LEAKAGE
consists of LEAKAGE from control rod drives, valve flanges t

or packings, floor drains, Closed Cooling Water System, and
drywell air cooling unit condensate drains, and any LEAKAGE l
not collected in tae drywell equipment drain sump. The !drywell floor drain sump has transmitters that supply level !

indications in the main corarol room.

The floor drain sump level indicators have switches that
start and stop the sump pumps when required. A timer starts I

cach time the sump is pum)ed down to the iow level setn''nt.
If the sump fills to the ligh level setpoint before F

'

(continued)

(continued)
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RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.7

BASES (continued)
_

BACKGROVND timer ends, an alarm sounds in the control room, indicating
(continued) a LEAKAGE rate into the sump in excess of present limit. A

second timer starts when the sump > umps start on high level.
Should this timer run out before tie sump level reaches the
low level set >oint, an alarm is sounded in the control room
indicating a LEAKAGE rate into the sump in excess of a
preset limit. A flow indicator in the discharge line of the
drywell floor drain sump pumps provides flow indication in
the control. room.;py -

,

its drywell hir monitoring systems continuously monitor the
dryiell atmosphere,for airborne particulate and gaseous
radienctivity..-A; sudden increase of radioactivity, which
may be attributed'to RCPB steam or reactor water LEAKAGE,
is annunciatedlin the control room. The drywell air
particulate and gaseous radioactivity monitoring systems are
not capabl6 of quantifying leakage rates, but are sensitive
enough to indicate increased, LEAKAGE rates of 1 gpm within
1 hour. Larger |thangesfielf.AKAGE rates are detected in
proportionally shorter; titues'(Ref. 3).

4 r w 4

(Condensate from four"o 3he sjdywell coolers is routed
to the drywell floor drain susprandJs monitored by a flow
transmitter which provides4 1adiciationdad alarms in the
control room. This drywellsair cooler iondensate flow rate
monitoring system serves as an added indicator, but not ,

quantifier, of RCS unidentified LEAKAGE,)4
vy

APPLICABLE AthreatofsignificantcompromisekotheRCPBexistsifthe
SAFETY ANALYSES barrier contains a crack that is large enough to propagate

rapidly. LEAKAGE rate limits are set low enough to detect
the LEAKAGE emitted from a single crack in the RCPB (Refs. 4
and 5). Each of the LEAKAGE detection systems inside the
drywell is designed with the capability of detecting LEAKAGE
less than the established LEAKAGE rate limits and providing
appropriate alarm of excess LEAKAGE in the control room.

A control room alarm allows the operators to evaluate the
significance of the indicated LEAKAGE snd, if necessary,
shut down the reactor for further investigation and
corrective action. The allowed LEAKAGE rates are well
below the rates predicted for critical crack sizes (Ref. 6).
Therefore, these actions provide adequate response before
a significant break in the RCPB can occur.

(continued)

(continued)
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RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.7

O
BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE RCS LEAKAGE detection instrumentation satisfies C.riterion 1
SAFETY ANALYSES of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)
J

LCO The drywell floor drain sump monitccing system is required
toc ntify the unidentified LEAKAGE from the RCS. Thus,
Mr system to be considered OPERABLE,'either the flow
gl6 nit g or the sum) level monitoring portion of the

4, ' syst st be OPERABLE. The other monitoring systems
ro fea alarms to the operators so closer examination

r tion systems will be made to determine the
'

t rrective action that may be required. With
the de tion systems inoperable, monitoring for
LE , PB is degraded.,

[For thig M 111ty' BLE LEAKAGE detection
1nstrumeMatign- of the followingt)

[For this f k efo])owingsupportsystemsare
p required to be O LE P ' ~ re LEAKAGE detection

instrumentation B .

,

-[For this facility,4kh$se '

ort systems which,
,

i
upon their failure, do not qui aring the LEAKAGE
detection instrumentation inoper their justification
are as follows:)

,

<ff.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, LEAKAGE detection systems are required'

OPERABLE to support LCO 3.4.5, "RCS Operational LEAKAGE."
This applicability is consistent with that for LCO 3.4.5. ,.

,

i

e

ACTICNS A.1. A.2.1 and A.2.2

With the drywell floor drain sump monitoring system.

inoperable, no other form of sampling can provide the
!

,

equivalent information. However, the atmospheric activity
monitor does provide [(or)'and the drywell air cooler

lcondensate flow rate monitor) indication of changes in '

'

(continued)

U (continued)
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RCS LEAKAGE DetCction Instrumentation
B 3.4.7

BASES (continued)

'

ACTIONS LEAKAGE. Twenty-four hours are allowed to restore the drain
(continued) sump monitoring system to OPERABLE status or Condition E

must be entered. Twenty-four hours limits the time that
operation can continue without the ability to measure the
leakage rate and establish compliance with the LEAKAGE
limits. Alternatively leakage rate may be determined by
manually mping the sump or by measuring the sump level
differe very four hours. If neither of these two
meth 11able Condition E must be entered since
le cann be quantified.

Wi he 1 or drain sump monitoring system.

ino eakage rate being measured by manually
pumpi e uring sump level differences,
operation in or 30 days. The 30 days allow'

kage rate is available,gnizes that a
r the system and recosufficien

but preventsmethod to quanti
_

g$ongperiodwithadegradedoperationoft} ant<

leakage detect s

9)9
-

0.1 and B.2
.t A

With the required prim co mospheric
particulate and gaseous .sy inoperable, grab
samples of the containmen mas We s be taken and
analyzed to provide 'r t dic information ovided a sample
is obtained and anal. s ary 12 hour ant may
continue operation for bc to 30 day

,

| The 12-hour interval provides peri information that is
; adequate to detect 1.EAKAGE. The 30-day Com)1etion Time for
; restoration recognizes that at least one otier form of leak
' detection is available.

GS
[With the required primary containment air cooler condensate
flow rate monitoring system inoperable, samples shall be

,

taken and analyzed every 12 hours to provide periodic'-
information. The 12-hour interval provides periodic
information that is adequate to detect LFAKAGE
and recognizes that other forms of leak detection are
available.),

(continued)

(continued)

O.
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RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.7

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS ~ID.1 and D.21
(continued)

[With the containment atmosphers radioactivity monitor and
the containment air cooler condensate flow rate monitor ;

inoperable, the only means of detecting leakage is the
containment sump monitor. This condition does not )rovide
the required diverse means of leakage detection. T 1e

'

ed Action is to restore either of the inoperable
-

s to OPERABLE status within 30 days to regain the
- leakage detection diversity. The 30 days

comp 1 n time ensures that the plant will not be operated
, in raded configuration for a lengthy time period.)

ndi k.-

i ts
If

'

Wion of A, B, C, or D'eannot be met withinq
the equi letion Time, the reactor must be placed in
a MODE i ch the,440 does not apply. This requires
placing re }WatleastMODE3within12hoursand-
in MODE 5 486rs. -The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable ase 9peratjagexperiencetoperformthe
actions in an or . ymanger/ without challenging plant

O ff h'systems,

V@/jgig6)..k)
?

fd

With all required monitors inoper too automatic means
, atW .immediateof monitoring LEAXAGE are avail

.0.3 is required,. plantshutdown in accordance with

SURVEILLANCE SR' 3.4.7.1. SR 3.4.7.2. and SR 3.4.7.3
REQUIREMENTS

These_SRs are the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of each
of the RCS LEAKAGE detection monitors. The check gives
reasonable confidence that each channel is operating
properly. The Frequency of 12 hours is based on instrument
reliability and is reasonable for detecting off-normal
conditions. For this facility, a CHANNEL CHECK consists of
( ).

i
(continued)

.

(continued)

)O]
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RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation i

B 3.4.7

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3,4.7.4. SR 3.4.7.5. and SR 3.4.7.6
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) These SRs are the performance f a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
on each of the RCS LEAKAGE detection monitors. The test
ensures that the monitor can perform its function in the
desired manner. The test verifies the alarm setpoint and
relative accuracy of the instrument s,tring. The frequency
of 31 days considers instrument reliability, and operating
experience-has shown it p oser for detecting degradation.
Forthisfa%ility,aCHANNE.FUNCTIONALTESTconsistsofe
[/o v ).1
Q Av A

SR 43.4 J.F.' SR' 2.4. 7.8. and SR 3.4.7.9
- y( 9

These SRs,are the performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION for
each of titeiRCS'i m A M detection instrumentation channels.

ire
The calibrhtion 'g'rifies the accuracy of the instrumentstring, includin the instrtments located inside
containment. The freqesecy ef (18 months? is a typical
refueling cycle and]cens'iders channel rel' ability. Again,
operating experience hs p' oven this frequency is
acceptable. For this facility,Ja!OmNNEL CAllBRATION
consists of ( ). gf jg g

,q m 3 Q~

* v Nm
REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal RegulatishMPart 50,

" Domestic Licensing of Production 7end Utilization
Facilities," Appendix A, Sectienc1V, " Fluid Systems,"
General Design Criterion 30,'" Quality of Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary."

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, " Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary Leakage Cetection Systems," May 1973.

|

3. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section (5.2.5.2.], "[ Title)."

4. GEAP-5620, ' Failure Behavior in ASTM A106 Pipes
Containing Axial Through-Wall Flows," April 1968.

; 5. NUREG-75/067, " Investigation and Evaluation of
Cracking in Austenitic Stainless Steel Piping
of Boiling Water Reactor Plants," October 1975.

6. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section (5.2.5.5.3.), "(Title)."

O
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.8

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.8 RCS Soccific Activity

BASES
-

BACKGROUND During circulation, the reactor coolant acquires radioactive
materials due to release of fission products from fuel leaks

,

i the coolant and activation of corrosion products in the
coolant. These radioactive materials in the coolant -

4 np out in the RCS, and, at times, an accumulation
,4{Vwill k away to spike the normal level of radioactivity.

%(The
ase3cf coolant during a Design Basis Accident (DBA)

T 4e loactive materials into the environment,

g,imum allowable level of radioactivity in-
w

Liml4 _ 'the
theip ct Ant are established to ensure, in the event
of a' rele any radioactive material to the environment
during ", radi , doses are maintained within the
limits g , .; _ f.1).0 r

ThisLCOcoitt iodt and total specific activity
limits. The iod . so Lhetivities are expressed in

O terms of a DOSE lV 21$4pergramofreactor
ctop,$r.polant activity is limitedQ coolant. Total s eq

,

ght beta and gamma energyon the basis of tiel
levels in the coolan;. The'h, ave 110wlevels are intended to-
limit the 2-hour radiation dose t( hidividual at the site
boundarytoasmallfractionohlbe^10dR100 limit.

Af
APPLICABLE Analytical methods and assumptions involving radioactive
SAFETY ANALYSES material in the primary coolant are presented in the FSAR

(Ref. 2). The specific activity in the reactor coolant (the
source term) is an initial condition for evaluation of the
consequences of an accident due to a main steam line break
(MSLB) outside containment. No fuel damage is postulated in
the MSLB accident, and the release of radioactive material
to the environment is assumed to end when the main steam
isolation valves close completely.

This MSLB release forms the basis for determining offsite
doses (Ref. 2). The limits on the specific activity of the
primary coolant ensure that the 2-hour thyroid and whole

(continued)

p (continued)
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RCS Specific Activity
|

B 3.4.8 |

91BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE body doses at the site boundary, resulting from an MSLB
SAFETY ANALYSES outside containment during steady-state o)eration, will not

(continued) exceed 10% of the dose guidelines of 10 C R 100. This is
the acceptance limit for the MSLB analysis.

The limits on specific activity are values from a parametric
evaluation of typical site locations. These limits are
conservative because the evaluation considered more
restrictive parameters than for a specific site, such as
the locatio'fef the site boundary and the meteorologicaln

conditions 3 the site.f

RCS2specifFactthitysatisfiesCriterion2oftheNRC
Interim Policy 5tatement.

|| f
a y ;y

LC0
The specific iodine actlytty, Al specific activity is limited

is limited to 0.2 pCi/gm DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-13)', and $e tot
to 100/E pCi/gm.<Theep' limits ensure the source term
assumed in the safetyealysis for,the MSLB is not exceeded,
so any release of radiotetivity to the en"tronment during an
MSLB is less than a small fraction ~of the 10 CFR 100 limits.

N . y, T.
s . 31

APPLICABILITY InMODE1,andMODES2and3withanymajA$teamlinenot
isolated, limits on the primary coolanttradleictivity are
applicable since there is an escape path for relcue of
radioactive material from the coolant to the environment in
the event of an MSLB outside of primary containmnt.

In MODES 2 and 3 with the MSIVs closed, such limits do not
apply since an escape path does not exist. In MODES 4 and
5, no limits are required since the reactor is not
pressurized and the potential for leakage is reduced.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

When the reactor coolant specific activity exceeds the LCO
DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 limit, but is less than or equal lo
4.0 pCi/gm, samples must be analyzed for DOSE EQUIVALENT

| (continued)

(continued)
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RCS Specific A:tivity
B 3.4.8

OQ BASES (continued)

ACTIONS I-131 at least every 4 hours. In addition, the s)ecific
(continued) activity must be restored to the LCO limit in 48 1ours.

The Completion Time of once every 4 hours is the time needed
to take and analyze a sample. The 48-hour Completion Time
to restore the activity level provides a reasonable time for
temporary coolant activity increases (iodine spikes or crud ;

bursts) to be cleaned up with the normal processing systems.
#SM

fj R SE S IVALENT I-131 specific activity is considered out of
dPl
% y imits' (f the equipment used to measure DOSE EQUIVALENTI 13Meecific activity is determined to be inoperable at

'49the . ' .4.8.2 is performed. Required Action A.1 and
ir t g .2 apply to restoring such equipment toA

OPE . tatu5m
QF Uyfff

B.1andB.Jf**
If the Ok Wk.I-131 cannot be restored to less than
or equal 0.t thin 48 hours, or if at any time it is
greater that' . m, itneust be determined at least
every 4 hours an . maWhm lines must be isolated

O within 12 hours.6 sol ain steam lines precludes
the possibility of r r etive material to the
environment more t siint i f on of the requiremenh
of 10 CFR 100 durin 'a postulated _ accident.

J&
The Completion Time of once eve 64 h6efs is the time needed
to take and analyze a sample.Me 12-hour Completion Time
is reasonable, based on operating experience, to isolate the
main steam lines in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

f_d

When the reactor coolant specific activity is greater than
100/1 pCi/gm, the reactor must be placed in MODE 3 with all
main steam lines isolated within 12 hours. The required
MODE 3 operation ensures the reactor is subcritical.
Closing the MSIVs eliminates the potential radioactivity
release path to the environment during the MSLB event.

The 12-hour Completion lime is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power and to

(continued)

(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.8

BASES (continued)

ACTI0l;S isolate the main steam lines in an orderly manner and
(continued) without challenging plant systems.

Gross specific activity is considered out of limits if the
equipment used to measure gross specific activity is
determined to be inoperable at the time SR 3.4.8.1 is
performed. Required Action C.1 applies to restoring such
equipment"to OPERABLE status.

/g n y

Sk 0'
SURVEILLANCE 4.8.1
REQUIREMENTS .m, k

The Surveillance reWres performing a gamma-isotopic
analysis as a measury of the gross specific activity of the
reactor coolant"at least once per 7 days. While basically a
quantitative measure"of radionuclides with half lives longer
than 15 minutes,1 excluding indines, this measurement is the
sum of the degasted gamst activities and the gaseous gamma
activities in the;sangle taken. This Surveillance provides
an indication of any' increase in. gross specific activity.

Trendinktheresultso
his S rvbillance allows proper 8

remedia action to be taken'before reaching the LCO limit NF
under normal operating conditionsh Thei$urveillance is
applicable in MODES 1 and 2, and in MODEilyith RCS average
temperature at least 500'F.. The 7-day Frogmency considers
the unlikelihood of a gross fuel failure'during the time.

SR 3.4.8.2 h
This Surveillance is performed, in MODE 1 only, to ensure
iodine remains within limit during normal operation, and
following fast power changes when fuel failure is more apt
to occur. The 14-day Frequency is adequate to trend changes
in the iodine activity level considering gross activity is
monitored every 7 days. The Frequency, between 2 and
6 hours after a power change of greater than or equal to 15%
RATED THERMAL POWER within a 1-hour period, is established
because the iodine levels peak during this time following
fuel failure; samples at other times would provide
inaccurate results.

[For this facility, DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 specific activity
is measured as follows:]

(continued)

(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.8

i BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.8.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) A radiochemical analysis for i determination is required

every184 days (6 months)TheIdeterminationdirectlywith the plant operating in MODE 1equilibrium conditions.
relates to the LC0 and is required to verify plant operation
within the specified gross activity LCO limit. The analysis
foril is a measurement of the average energies per

zdisintegration for isotopes with half lives longer than
415 minutes,excludinglodines. Operating experience has

A f'shown,that i does not change rapidly and the Frequency of
y 184, days recognizes this,
g #:e gy,

~Moti l-states,that SR 3.0.4 does not apply so sampling can
,

be perfomed in N0DE 1. Note 2 requires that the sample be
takensaftet21 effective full power days and 20 days of
MODE'l operation have elapsed since the reactor was last
subcriticab for at 1 east 48 hours. This ensures the4

radioactive materials'are at equilibrium so the analysis for
E is representative,and not skewed by a crud burst or other
similar abnorma1Levent. ,s

g*,

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Codefof~ Federal Regulations, Part 100.11,
" Determination 'of Exclusion Afsa, Low Population Zone,
and Population Center Distance,ij973.

v. v
2. [ Unit Name) FSAR Sectionl[15.1.40), '[ Title)."

4

|
|

J |
|
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RHR-Shutdown
B 3.4.9

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.9 Residual Heat Removal (RHR)-Shutdown |

I

BASES
. . ,-

BACKGROUND Irradiated fuel in the shutdown reactor core generates heat-
during the decay of fission products and increases the l
t ature of the reactor coolant. This decay heat must I

4p% ved to reduce and maintain the' temperature of the
d Mact ' oolant to s 200'F. This decay heat removal is

//>Vinpr ation for >erforming refueling or maintenance
k? ope ns or for (eeping the reactor ir, the conditions

'

d n operation,
w p4 .

,

The und8, manually controlled shutdown cooling-
su | t M RHR System provide decay heat removal.
Each' loop its of a motor-driven pump, two heat
exchang seri! tAnd associated-pi sing and valves.
Both lo ha suction from tie same recirculation
loop. Ea kg a rges the reactor coola'nt, after
circulationi e re etive heat exchanger, to the
reactor via the iat rculation loop. The RHR heat

(N exchangers trans] he {tandbyServiceWaterSystem (LCO 3.7.. .

'

&Q<<

APPLICABLE Decay heat removal by the RHR he shutdown cooling
SAFETY ANALYSES mode is not required for mit Ton of any event or accident

evaluated in the safety anal s. Decay heat removal is,
however, an important safety function that must be
accomplished or core damage could result. -Those LCOs that
operating experience and probabilistic risk assessment have
generally shown to be important to public health and safety )are retained as Technical Specifications.

1

LC0 Two RHR shutdown cooling subsystems are required to be
.

OPERABLE, and, when no recirculation pump is in operation, I

one subsystem must be in operation. An OPERABLE RHR
shutdown cooling subsystem consists of one OPERABLE RHR
pump, two heat exchangers in series, and the associated
piping and valves. Each shutdown cooling subsystem is
considered OPERABLE if it can be manually aligned / remote

(continued)
rx

( (continued)-
'

|
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RHR-Shutdown
1B 3.4.9

BASES (continued)
| -

|

| LCO or local) in the shutdown cooling mode for removal of decay
'

(continued) heat. In MODES 3 and 4, one RHR shutdown cooling subsystem
can provide the required cooling, but two subsysters are
required to be OPERABLE to provide redundancy. Operation of
one subsystem can maintain and reduce the reactor coolant
temperature as required.

An RHR pump,is OPERABLE when it is capable of being powered
,

and able to2 provide flow if required.
,w ,f

,

LFor:this facility, the following sapport systems are
required to'be OPF.RABLE to ensure RHR shutdown cooling
subsystasj0PERASILITY:]

,- p >;..

[For this fai:tlity, these required support systems which,
upon their;failbre,,deinot require decisring the RHR
shutdown cooling)sttbsystems inoperable and their
justification arecas follows ]

py;wi

< ' y j@ e
APPLICABILITY InMODESIand2,andhMODE3withreactorsteamdome

pressure above the RHR< cut-in permissive pressure, this LCD
is not applicable. Undev these
does not allow placing thelow-p; conditions, the permissive.ressure DIR shutdown ecoling

'

subsystem into operation. ' Operation of the.RHR System in
the shutdown cooling mode is not allowed!above this pressure
because the RCS pressure may exceed the' design pressure of
the shutdown cooling piping. Decay: heat removal at reactor-
pressures above the RHR cut-in permissive pressure is
typically accomplished by boiling in the core and condensing
the steam in the main condenser.

In MODE 3 with reactor steam dome pressure below the RHR
cut-in permissive pressure ([ ] psig), and in MODE 4, the
RHR System may be operated in the shutdown cooling mode to
remove decay heat to reduce or maintain coolant temperature.

The requirements for decay heat removal in MODE 5 are
discussed in LCO 3.9.8 and LCO 3.9.9.

The Note permits both RHR shutdown cooling subsystems to be
shut down for a period of 2 hours in an 8-hour period,-

provided that one subsystem is OPERABLE and the coolant
temperature remains below 200*F. The margin to bJiling

(continued)

(continued)
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RHR-Shutdcun
B 3.4.9

OV BASES (continued)
__

APPLICABILITY should be low enough that the time anticipatt:| for being
(continued) without forced RCS flow will be less than 2 has and not

long enough for the coolant temperature to reach 200'F.
When this temperature is approached, the OPERABLE RhR
subsystem must be placed in service. This is permitted
becLuse the core heat generation can be low enough and the
heatup rate slow enough to allow some changes to the RHR
subsystems or other operations requiring RHR flow
letertwption without violating the LCO.j

y- m

ACTIONS Add .d'AJ.2.andA.2.3
s , w

With,ensiAHR shitdown cooling subsystem inoperable for decay
heat'remdval,;the inoperable subsystem oust be restored to
OPERABLE status within 8 hours, in this condition, the

J remainiq0PEPA5LE subsystem can provide the necessary decay
heat removal. .Tbileverall reliability is reduced, however,
because a single failure in the OPERABLE subsystem could
result in reducedflMt shutdown cooling capability.

ypy A&19 An alternative tofRecuired Actjen A.1 is to establish anC/ alternate method of cocaycheat' removal within 8 hours. This
alternative method need not':be sa hty grade; however, if it
is not, a safety-grade meth6d must1be demonstrated OPERABLE
within 24 hours. The required cooltypapacity of the
alternate method should be ensured by verifying (by
calculation or demonstretion)cits capability to maintain or
reduce temperature. Decay heat removal by ambient losses
can be considered as contributing to the alternate method
capability.

[0ne alternate safety-grade shutdown cooling method is |

pum)ing water from the suppression pool through a RHR heat ,

exc1 anger and into the reactor vessel through a low pressure 1

coolant injection flow path. A cooling loop back to the l
supprossion pool could use the main steam safety relief-
valves and their discharge piping. This method uses safety-
grade, seismically qualified, and environmentally qualified
equipment that can withstand a loss of offsite power.
Alternate methods could use the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling'

System or the Reactor Water Cleanup System.)

(continued)
_ _ _ .

(continued)
O
; 4

N)
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RHR- Shutdown
B 3.4.9

L

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS The 8 hour Completion Time to either restore the RHR
(continued) shutdown cooling subsystem or Gstablish an alternate method

of decay heat removal is based on the importance of the RHR
shutdown cooling function, the level of redundancy provided,
and a reasonable time to complete the Required Action.

The 24-hour Completion Time to demonstrate an alternate
safety- e decay heat removal method OPERABLE provides !

suffig ime to perform tests or analyses, while limiting
operet n w the loss of safety-grade redundancy for the
(sesy' heat yal function.

4 9 y
SineWinef ter h snethod of removing decay heat may not be
as reHehle, " all s the RHR shutdown cooling subsystem,
the inop Rs down cooling subsystem must be
returned K atus within 14 days. The 14-day
Completto ' Time ta ed on the importance of the shutdown
cooling funct jendlimi The time of operation with an
alternate met of_ (cooling, yet allows time for
repair of the RHR wg;yoolingsubsystem.

L 1. B.2.1. B.L jL dh,
If one inoperable RHR " & * 11NN )<1

bsystem cannot be'

restored to OPERABLE stat' i i th ociated Conoletion
Time, or if both subsystems are i pera . action must be
taken immediately to restore one RHR s cooling
subsystem to OPERABLE status or esta| a 1 ternate
method of decay heat removal for , noperable subsystem.

Again, if the alternate methods are not safety-grade, a
safety-grada alternative for each inoperable subsystem
must be demonstrated OPERABLE, by test or analysis, within
24 hours. (The discussion for alternate methods under
Required Action A.1, T,equired Action A.2.1, Required
Action A.2.2, and Required Action A.2.3 also applies here.)

In addition to the alternate method process, one RHR
shutdown cooling subsystem must be restored to UPERABLE
status within 72 hours.

Immediate action ensures that decay heat removal is
available at all times and signifies the importance of
beginning restoration without Jelay and continuing until
a method of decay heat removal is established. The basis

(continued)

(continued)
'
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RHR-Shutdown
B 3.4.9

V BASES (continued) i

{
i

ACTIONS for the 24-hour Completion Time is the same as for |
i(continued) Required Action A.2.2. The 72-hour Completion Time for

restoring one subsystem to OPERABLE status considers the
importance of having at least one subsystem OPERABLE and
the restoration time.

C.l. C.2.1. C.2.2. C.2.3. and C.2.4 I
im

deRHRshutdowncoolingsubsystemandnorecirculation )
i

pemp taloperation, except as is permitttd by the
!Appli ility Note, forced reacter coolent circulation musty

be r redfor an alternate method must be establishedw "2 hours. Restoration of forced circulation requires j
a

tme'RH >:ibutden cooling subsystem or one retiraulation pump '

plac ;49';cperntlon. If the alternative methe a used, the
coolentst'emperature and pressure must be monitoredrea

hourly. .:^#
pf !%

Asbefore[f if thefd$teirnate method is not safety grade, a
safety-graWhittinativemustbeprovenOPERABLEwithin
24 hours. (Ths%agession for alternate methods under
RequiredActionAGFRequngdActionA.2.1, Requiredn,

| ( Action A.2.2, anditequired'Act A.2.3 again applies here.)-

y p;g -

shutdown cooling sub] system ift oneIn addition to the 4 E na ' wet k process, one RHR~

be restored to operation within rculation pump must
).

4y
|

| The 2-hour (4mpletion Time consfDrs the time necessary to
re-establish forced circulat M and prevent boiling away
coolant that could lead to fuel failure and spread of
radioactive contamination and could require significant
makeup to the RCS. The hourly Completion Time for
monitoring of temperature and pressure provides adequate
warning of potential problems without forced coolanti

circulation. The basis for the 24-hour Completion Time is
the same as for Required Action A.2.2. The 72-hour
Completion Time is reasonable for restoration of a subsystem;

or a recirculation pump to operation without relying on an
alternate method of heat removal for an extended time.

(continued)

/

L]
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RHR-Shutdown
B 3.4.9

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

The 31-day Frequency of this SR is based on Inservice
Testing Program requirements to perform valve testing at -
least once every 92 days. This SR does not require any;

testing or valve manipulation; rather, it involves
verification by means of system walkdown that those valves
outside Aentainment and not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secureditm position can be aligned to their correct
posittori. Stace these valves are readily accessible to

lfeennel dur$ng normal plant operation and verification of
p%%r, posit.$en is gelatively easy, the 31-day Frequency wast

cho' set'>te' provide % additional assurance that the valves arein the proper? sitten. Because some of the required valves
are interl

.
wclos @ when above the RHR cut-in permissive

pressure,(en'al14Wance is provided to test the valves within
12ho9rsafterp)est'arehasbeenreducedbelowthecut-in
perh M i"e pressure. This,callows conditions to be
estabh shed under which"4he test may be performed.

QQQ; $
.

.

REFERENCES None. p( i

. ~

M,h.s
r qr

h,p?

1

O
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RCS P/T Li;;;its |

B 3.4.10

O
! B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.10 RCS Pressure and Temoerature (P/T) Limits

BASES
- . ., , m- ...,,,- . .- +5 *pa 4 - --,-+---.a 3 -- ,- 3

- h,,

BACKGROUND All components of the RCS are designed to with:tand effects
of. cyclic loads due to system pressure and temperature.
changes. These loads are introduced by startup (heatup)
a utdown (cooldown) operations, power transients, and

trips. This LCO limits the P/T. changes during RCS
I atu d cool jown, within the design assumptions and the

stress imits for cyclic operation.a

y,4i2kp.}91b, tains P/T limit curves for heatup, cooldown,
s-

s

1Mtf *in ce$akandhydrostatic(ISLH) testing,anddata '

for imu ate of change of reactor coolant
te td heatup curve provides limits for both
heat p and icality.

' #

Each P/T it ines an acceptable region for normal
operation., "ui Cese of the curves is operational
guidance du or cooldown maneuvering, when loop
pressure and tem ure tedt ations-are monitored and

lienbTg'ce(g to determine.that operation
cps compared to the 'v) is within the al

q p % jonh$&
s ableft

g
TheLCOestablishesoperatinglimi$^thatprovideamargin
to brittle failure of the reacto ( l and piping of the
reactor coolant pressure bound } C The vessel is the.

component most subject to brit failure. .Therefore, the
LCO limits apply mainly to the' vessel.

10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref.1) requires the establishment of
P/T limits for material fracture toughness requirements of
the RCPB materials. Reference 1 requires an adequate margin
to brittle failure durin
operational occurrences,g normal-operation, anticipatedand system hydrostatic tests. It
mandates the use of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Code, Section III, Appendix G (Ref. 2).

Reference 1 addresses the-concern that undetected flaws can
exist in the RCPB components and can result in brittle
(non-ductile) failure if subjected to unusual pressure or
thermal stresses. Certain RCS P/T combinations can cause
stress concentrations at flaw locations, which, in turn,

(continued)

(continued).
G.>
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RCS F/T LiQits
B 3.4.10

|

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND can cause flaw growth and result in failure before the
(continued) ultimate strength of the mat 6 rial is reached. Material

toughness resists and can even arrest flaw growth.

Material toughness varies with temperature and is less at
room temperature than at operating temperature. Toughness
also depends or, the chemistry and impurities of the base
material / weld material, and heat-affected zone material.

, Furtherquerehneutron fluence affects material toughness
by decreasir$ ductility; the effect accumulates, and the
sortion of tie RCPB in a high fluence area, the vessel
>eltline region,. steadily decreases in ductility with
exposure, time. M %

~ w.x
Linear elastl'y yc fractur$ mechanics (LEFM) methodology is

a

used to determink the' stresses and material toughness at
locations withintthe'RCPB. The LEFH methodology follows the
guidance given hy|10 CFR- ,$ Appendix G; ASME Section III,
Appendix G; andjRegula Guide 1.99 (Ref. 3). Although
any place in the.,RCPG|js" object to non-ductile failure, the
more restrictive liinit(apply to,the vessel beltline, the
vessel closure head, andsthe vesseh outlet nozzles. With
increased neutron fluence', thej|ye'ssehbeltline, with base
metals and welds, typic'allysbecomes thp most restrictive
region. & 7) Q

Material toughness properties of the fqfN4 materials of
the reactor vessel are determined in accordantie with the NRC
Standard Review Plan (Ref. 4), the American Society for-

Testing Materials (ASTM) E 185 (Re'f/ 5), and additional
reactor vessel requirements. These properties are then
evaluated in accordance with Reference 2..

; One indicator of the temperature effect on ductility is the
nil-ductility temperature (NDT). The NDT is that
temperature below which non-ductile fracture failure may
occur. Ductile failure may occur above the NDT.

A range of NDT data points for the stal alloy used in
reactor vessel fabrication has been established by testing,
but the exact value of NDT cannot be determined. Therefore,
a nil-ductility reference temperature (RTuo7) has been
established by experimental means. The neutron
embrittlement effect on the material toughness is reflected
by increasing the RT,37 as exposure to neutron fluence
increases.

(continued)

(continued)
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RCS P/T Licits
| B 3.4.10

OQ BASES (continued)

I

BACKGROUND In effect, the temperature below which non-ductile failure I

(continued) can occur increases over time in o>eration. Reference 3- J
provides guidance for evaluating tie effect of neutron
fluence. To assist in evaluating the amount of RT shiftm
to be applied, surveillance specimens, made up of samples

of reactor vessel material, are placed near the inside wall
of the reactor vessel in the beltline region.
h :

M*[,$thbaRT
increases with vessel exposure to neutron

AiffuencetaEEd the material toughness decreases, the P/T limit
curvestere correspondingly adjusted. This gives limits that

g%b provWe pressure boundary protection over the design life of
Qthe'vetsyngThe effect of the RT shift is to cause the

'peessuretmitjtodecreaseataglgven temperature.

The' sh in he f of the vessel material will
be establi ned teriv 177by removing and evaluating the
irradiatgreactor. el material specimens, in accordance
withASTM]E185J )andAppendixHof10CFR50
(Ref. 6). s1he'!Mer g P/T limit curves will be adjusted,
as necessarK be the, evaluation findings and the
recommendations o fereage %,,

This specificati p ypes of limits:
9 g g

Reactor coolant P/T curves thitgefine allowablea.
operating regions; and $.g.& v

b. Limits on the allowable rate of change of temperature
of the reactor coolant?,which affect the thermal
gradients through the wall of the vessel and, thus,
the tensile stresses in the wall.

In use, the P/T curves are-primarily for prevention of non-
ductile failure, whereas the limits on rate of change assist
in preventing both ductile and non-ductile failures.

The P/T limit curves are composite curves established by
-superimposing limits derived from stress analyses of those
portions of the reactor vessel and head that are the most
restrictive. At any specific pressure, temperature, and
temparature rate of change, one location within the reactor
vessel will dictate the most restrictive limit. Across
the span of the P/T limit curves, different locations are

(continued)

(continued)
'
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RCS P/T Lirits
B 3.4.10

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND more restrictive, and, thus, the curves are composites of
(continued) the most restrictive regions.

The heatup curve represents a different set of restrictions
than the cooldown curve because the directions of the
thermal gradients through the vessel wall are reversed.
The thermal gradient reversal alters the location of the
tensile stress between the outer and inner walls.

sr g
The.NN51$Ihbn to generate the ISLH testing curve uses
different safety factors (per Ref. 2) than the heatup and
cboldown cuirves.4he ISLH testing curve also extends to

theySgstgn twsg%,re of 2500 psia.g 9

that theytWat9easp@i40'F above the heatup curve or theThe criticaH .limi include the Reference 1 requirement

cooldown cbrve aiutno't lower than the minimum permissible

temperature for;tAh ISLH@ testing.U vg
The P/T limit curses,. gasociated temperature rate-of-
change limits are"de, in cpaj~ unction with stress
analyses for large num 'of _ ing cycles and provide-
conservative margins t4t_ eon. 11e W 1ure. Although
created to provide limits forst$ibse spiircific normal
operations, the curves alse:can WusedA determine if
an evaluation is necessary*for an' abnorm @ ransient.

M
The consequence of violating the LC0Jimits & that the RCS
has been operated under conditions that could have resultedj
in brittle failure of the RCPB, possibly leading to a
non-isolable leak or loss-of-coolant accident. In the event
these limits are exceeded, an evaluation must be performed
to determine the effect on the structural integtity of the,

RCPB components. The ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix E.

'

(Ref. 7) provides a recommended mathodology for evaluating
an operating event that causes an excursion outside the
limits.

!

APPLICABLE The P/T limits are not derived from Design Basis Accident
SAFETY ANALYSES (DBA) analyses. They are prescribed during normal operation

to avoid encountering pressure, temperature, and temperature-
rate-of-change conditions that might cause Lndetected flaws
to propagate and cause non-ductile failure of the RCPB, a

(continued)

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.10

i

/~'N '

I i BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE condition which is unanalyzed. Reference 8 establishes the
SAFETY ANALYSES methodology for determining the P/T limits. Since the P/T

(continued) limits are not derived from any DBA,-there are no acceptance
limits related to the P/T limits. Rather, the P/T limits
are acceptance limits themselves since they preclude
operation in an unanalyzed condition.

Tha? analyses comprise a number of steps that establish the
Jt.eits. Following are the basic elements:

h[. ine the temoerature orofile. The reactor coolant

M(%sRplant" faint
Aemperature rate of change is defined so that normal

operation can readily proceed without
%F const Cooldown and ISLH testing rates of change

aresimilthlydefined. These rates of change become
4,LCO;limityas well as the bases for the heat transfer
' calculations,

b. Per ha # Ufer calculations. The results
determine 41e thermal gradient through the vessel

-wall. 'Thdismalyses account for variances in flow rate
and the consequent changes in the rate of heat

r' transfer between the; reactor coolant and the wall
( during differentJst~eges oftheatup and cooldown.

-f? 4 g
c. Establish the material touahn at a function of

ILTsti. ASME Section III, Appen6 4 G provides the basis
for RT and Regulatory Gside li99 provides the basis
for adftIs, ting RT as arfection of neutron fluence
and material con,s$ituent's and impurities.

d. Perform a LEFM analysis to establish the P/T limits.

The criterion for setting the limits is that the

combined P/T stresses cannot exceed the material
toughness for the specific temperature under examina-
tion. The analytical stress concentration at each
location is driven by postulating specific flaw sizes.
Stress intensity factors for P/T are calculated and
compared to a reference stress intensity factor.
Safety factors are applied to the pressure stress
intensity factor.

' With the material toughness established as a function
of RT stress analyses are performed per Reference 2
toselg, hep /Tlimits. The limiting location oft

(continued)

O (continued)
V
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RCS P/T Linits
B 3.4.10

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE maximum stress may vary during heatup or cooldown
SAFETY ANALYSES operations, depending on prescure, tenerature, and

(continued) temperature rates of change.

Thus, the heatup and cooldown curves are composites
of the limiting pressures at specific tem)eratures,
with separate curves derived for varying leatup and
coohlswn rates.

My;A
sust~ A curves. The curves are adjusted forc.

_ Eiffereisses in elevation between the instrument tap
locatjmis and the vessel beltline and for system-

s

ee los''es's at different stages of heatup or
m#

dow (;,The@g/
ce mit curves are also adjusted for
the est ,d i rument errors of the wide-range P/T
inst %nt's7 f
The P/T 1 curve t account for a requirement
from Ref ce ,k ~ minimum temperatures of the
closure head 1 vessel flange regions must be
at least 120- e limiting RT 'of thefor these-

is20fregions when the ur
preservice hydros ic -. . p re.

The calculation assumes a
ne-quarterofth(jpti surfacedpfect

with a depth f wall kness, ; T, anda length of a T exists first at the in the vessel
l wall, then af the outside of the ves 1'

These dimensions are well within t corrent detection
capabilities of inservice inspecti ' techniques. Therefore,
the P/T limit curves developed for this postulated defect
are conservative and provide adequate protection against
non-ductile failure.

To ensure that the radiation embrittlement effects on the
RT are accountad for in the calculations for the limituo7
curves, the most limiting RT (of the various reactor
vessel components) is used a,nc[ includes a radiation-inducedo

shift corresponding to the end of the fluence period for
which heatup and cooldown curves are generated. This shift
is a function of both the neutron fluence and the copper and
nickel contents of the vessel material. The heatup and
cooldown P/T limit curves-include predicted adjustments for

(continued)

(continued)
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RCS P/T Linits
B 3.4.10

BASES (continued)-

APPLICABLE _the RT shift and state the nuniber of effective full power-
7

SAFETY ANALYSES yearsforwhichthisshiftapplies.
,

(continued) |

The actual shift in RT of the beltline ' region material j
will be established pe,riodicall|, during operational history '

by removing and evaluating the irradiation = surveillance.
.

specimens installed near the inside wall of the reactor -
ves b1 in the core' area. Since the rieutron spectra at the-

Aradiation samples and at- the vessel, inside wall are
,4

/F{essentia.11y identical, the measured transition shift for asampleican be applied.to the adjacent.section of.the reactor- i

V vesselF The limit curves must; be recalculated when the
SfgedissFRT Sfrom the surveillance specimens is higher than-

tWeal, j tMj % for,the presumed radiation exposure.-

RCS@d % wfT limitsis tisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim
16

Policy Statement.
h$Y af%
~

&"*' Mq
LCO The elementPbfith@lCO arer

a. RCS pressur N$andheatuporcooldownrate-h
are within t e J $specifiedinLC03.4.10.-

-

gp ;g *g
b. The tem)erature"differn ce be " n the reactor. vessel

bottom lead coolant and .the r pressure vessel-
(RPV) coolant is within the3imitFief the PRESSURE AND
TEMPERATURE LIMITS REP 0g(PTLR)' during recirculation ;

pump startup. v

c. The temperature difference between the reactor. coolant
in the respective recirculation loo)=and in the
reactor vessel' meets the limit of tle-PTLR during pump ;

,

startup.

d. RCS P/T are within the criticality limits specified
in the PTLRL

e. The reactor vessel flange and the head flange ,

temperatures are within the limits of the-PTLR when 1
reactor vessel head bolting studs are tensioned. j

.(continued)-

(continued) |

! (h.
|^ \ }' |

V l

|
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RCS P/T Limits |
B 3.4.10

O|
-

'

BASES (continued) !

|
'

LC0 These limits define allowable operating regions and permit a
(continued) large number of operating cycles while also providing a wide

margin to non-ductile failure.

The rate of change of temperature limits control the thermal
gradient through the vessel wall and are used as iaputs for
calculating the heatup, cooldown, and ISLH testing P/T limit
curves. A%us, the LCO for the rate of change of temperature
restric W stresses caused by thermal gradients and also
ens g the%vjlidity of the P/T limit curves,

w w
V 1ation of;the limits places the reactor vessel outside of
the4medkef thelstress analyses and can increase stresses
in otheF RCS ' ' 'onents . The consequences depend on several
factors, asffe. ow: %

gy Qb.A
The sbveritf efi@he departure from the allowablea.
operatingrpressurejesperatureregimeortheseverity
of the rate'of_ change of" temperature;

b. The length o h limi were violated (longer
violations allow t Jtemp gradient in the thick'

vessel walls to juer(p ' need); and '

v j.p h '

c. The existences, sizespan agient s of flaws in
the vessel material. ,

M A..

APPLICABILITY The RCS P/T limits LC0 provides a" ition of acceptable
operation for prevention of non-ductile (brittle) failure in
accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref. 1). Although
the P/T limits were developed to provide guidance for

| operation during heatup or cooldown (MODES 3 and 4) or ISLH
i testing, their applicability is at all times in keeping

with the concern for non-ductile failure.

During MODES 1 and 2, other LCOs provide limits for
operation that can be more restrictive than these P/T
limits. These LCOs are LCO 3.4.1, " Recirculation Loops
Operating," and LC0 3.4.11, " Reactor Steam Dome Pressure."
Safety Limit 2.1, " Safety Limits," also gives operational
restrictions for preseure and temperature and maximum

! pressure. Furthermore, MODES 1 and 2 are above the
l temperature range of concern for non-ductile failure, and

| (continued)
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RCS P/T Linits
B 3.4.10

O

BASES (continued)
.

APPLICABILITY stress analyses have been performed for normal maneuvering
(continued) profiles, such as power ascension or descent.

ACTIONS The Actions designated by this specification are based on
the premise that a violation of the limits occurred during
n plant maneuvering. Severe violations caused by

transients, which'may be accompanied by equipment
, may also require additional Actions based on-

_

emerg operating procedures.

Ope at d4hin the P/T limits :nust be restored to
wi Wta. The RCPB must be placed in a condition
tha has 'utsrified by stress' analyses. Restoration is
in the dire to reduce RCPB stress.

The 30-min n Time reflects the urgency of
restoring rs t ithin the analyzed range.
Most violations no re, and the activity can

h) be accomplished hi controlled manner.
V

Beside' restoring pit mits, an evaluation
is required to determine if ICS o ion:can continue.
The evaluation must verify the grity remains
acceptable and must be comple continuing
operation. . Several methods e used, including
comparison with pre-analyze ansients in the stress
analyses, new analyses, or inspection of:the' components. .

|The evaluation must-be completed, documented, and approved
.

in accordance with established plant procedures-and
;administrative controls. I

'

ASME Section XI, Appendix E (Ref.'6) may be-used to support
the evaluation. However, its use is restricted to-
evaluation of' the vessel beltline. The evaluation must|

extend to-all components of the RCP8..: -

The 72-hour Completion Time is reasonable to accomplish the
evaluation. The evaluation for-a mild violation is possible
within this time, but more severe violations may require

(continued)

j (continued)
'

b)'w
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RCS P/T Licits
B 3.4.10

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS special, event-specific stress analyses or inspections. A
(continued) favorable evaluation must be completed before continuing to

operate.

Condition A is modified by a Note requiring both Required
Action A.1 and Required Action A.2 completed whenever the
restore operation within limits and perform the evaluation
of the effects of the excursion outside the allowable
limits O Restoration alone is insufficient because higher-
tha pantlyz~edAstresses may have occurred and may have
affected theiRCPB integrity.
Q m A

The'cambiintiontof!RCS P/T is considered out of limits if
the equipment ySed'te..peasure RCS pressure or temperature
is determir4ibito be perable. Required Action A.1 and
Required ActionVA;2;' ~ly to restoring such equipment to-

1

OPERABLE status.Dx -

161 and B.2 . ghf
If a Required Ac ociated Completion Time of

MODE because either ths$the plantinust be placed in a lowerCondition A are not met
RCS remainedtip an unacceptable P/T

region for an extended vected,ofMncreased stress, or a
sufficiently severe eventtchusedndrastic%ntry into an
unacceptable region. Eithbr possibilitiMedicates a need
for more careful examination of the eventyliest accomplished
with the RCS at reduced pressure and tsoperature. With thef
reduced conditions, the possibility;ef' propagation of
undetected flaws is decreased. V

If the restoration activity cannot be accomplished in
30 minutes, Required Action.B.1 and Required Action B.2
must be implemented to reduce P/T.

If the evaluation for continued operation cannot be
accomplished in 72 hours or the results are indeterminute
or unfavorable, action must proceed to reduce pressure and
temperature as specified in Required Action B.1 and Required
Action B.2. A favorable evaluation must be completed,
documented, and approved before returning to operating P/T
conditions. However, if the favorable evaluation is
accomplished whlie reducing P/T conditions, a return to
power operation may be considered without completing
Required Action 8.1 and Required Action B.2.

(continued)

(continued)
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RCS P/T Liz;its
B 3.4.10

O
h BASES (continued)

ACTIONS P/T are reduced by-placing the plant in at least MODE 3
(continued) within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The

Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required MODF.S from full power
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

The,36-hour Completion Time for achieving MODE 5 permits

Abaksperiod may be desirable if a temperature rate of )].
a sank period, if needed, or a slower cooldown [(~5'F/hr

Ak?4ctiangsp$h
imit has been violated.

}
'Rw,@s.4M/i%,f 4%

PSURVEILLANCE

Aq MREQUIREMENTS Verttita;p4tAatoperationiswithinLCOlimitsisrequired
ever.Y 30 ugetrtes when RCS P/T Conditions are undergoing
planned s,4anges. TMsgrequency is considered reasonable in
view of"the contre 1FMem indication available to monitor RCS
status. Ales;$1nde? temperature rate-of-change limits are
specified in'howlyi}ncrements, 30 minutes permit assessment
andcorrectionoWnorg$jons,,

ldkorISLHtestingmaybek~ Surveillance for atu
discontinued when ty>deflMtion Mven in the relevant- plant
procedureforendingtheactivityfsgtisfied.

%,

A Note requires this Surveillance;d_lSLH testing.
b e erformed only

during system heatup, cooldowngan
\y

(For this facility, RCS P/T is measured as follows:]

SR 3.4.10.2 and SR 3.4.10.3-

Differential temperatures within the applicable LCO limits I
ensure that thermal stresses resulting from the startup of

'

an idle recirculation pump will not exceed design
allowances. In addition, compliance with these limits
ensures that the assumptions.of the analysis for the etartup
of an idle recirculation loop (Ref. 9) are satisfied.

Performing the Surveillance with' i5 minutes before
starting the idle recirculation pump provides adequate

(continued)

(continued)

O
'
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RCS P/T Lialts
B 3.4.10

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE assurance that the limits will not be exceeded between the
REQUIREMENTS time of the Surveillance and the time of the idle pump

(continued) start.

An accepteble means of demonstrating compliance with the
temperature differential requirement in SR 3.4.9.4 is to
compare the temperatures of the operating recirculation loop
and the,1410 loop.

BWh u
A NotO requ res SR 3.4.9.3 to be performed in MODES 1, 2,
And;3Tand i NODE 4 with reactor steam dome pressure
.C 25:, sig. G A Note also requires SR 3.4.9.4 to be performed
onip m WODES 1, q 3, and 4.

as y
(For this f ity, tom head coolant temperature is
measuredspfoll y
[Forthisfacil|ltf,RPV_ ant temperature is measured as
follows:) %f

tghg? ;(Jy'

3

1R 3.4.10.4
,

A separate limit is use he or is critical.
'

Consequently, the RCS P ve ed within the
appropriate limits before. thd ng ol rods that
might make the reactor critical.

Performing the surveillance within 1
'

t before
achieving criticality provides ade assurance that
the limits will not be exceeded bd en the time of the
surveillance and the time of the control rod withdrawal.

IR._324.10.5

t.imits on the reactor vessel flange and head. flange
temperatures are generally bounded by the other P/T limits
during system heatup and cooldown. However, operations
approaching MODE 4 from MODE 5 and in MODE 4 with RCS
temperature less than or equal to certain specified values

i require ensuranc.e that these temperatures meet the LC0
i limits. SurvEillances must be performed eVery 30 minutes'

while approaching and early in MODE 4, then overy 12 hours
:

until reaching the specified RCS temperature.

(continued)
.-.

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits<

B 3.4.10
m
f
4 )
V BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The flange temperatures must be verified above the limits
REQUIREMENTS 30 minutes before and while tensioning the vessel head

(continued) bolting studs to ensure that once the head is tensioned the
limits are satisfied. When in MODE 4 with RCS temperature
less than or equal to 80*F, 30-minute checks of the flange
temperatures are required because of the reduced margin to

-the limits. When in MODE 4 with RCS temperature less than
or/Mual to 100'F, Surveillances of the flange temperatures

care required every 12 hours to ensure the temperatures are

jgwithi$@the limits specified in the PTLR.-'fp
* i The 30-minute Frequency reflects the urgency of maintaining
g$thettemp'eret,ures within limits, and also limits-the timo

"that'the temperature limits could be exceeded. The 12-hour
Frequengcpls reysonable based on the rate of temperature
changepossiblelatthese-temperatures.

yv
~gg jpw~

Append 40pCode Ef Federal Regulations, Part 50,REFERENCES 1. Title
fx 0; cture loughness Requirements."j .

t9 asps

O' Proth:istir34essel Code, Section III,t 2. ASME Boiler .d Pre
Appendix G, Con A% f % gat st-Non-Ductile Failure."

-

3. Regulatory Guid~e 1.99,''Revis " Radiation,

Embrittlement of Reactor Ve terials," May 1988.

4. NUREG-0800, USNRC Standa keviewPlan,Section5.3.1,
" Reactor Vessel Materidit"," Rev.1, July 1981.

__ 5 . ASTM E 185-82, " Standard Practice for Conducting
Surveillance Tests for. Light-Water Cooled Nuclear
Power Reactor Vessels," July 1982.

6. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations Part 50,.
Appendix H, " Reactor Vessel Material' Surveillance
Program Requirements."

1

| 7. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
'

Appendix E, " Evaluation of Unanticipated Operating
Events."

(continued)
|

(continued)
A

1 1
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|
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RCS P/T Liaits
B 3.4.10

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 8. NE00-21778-A, " Transient Pressure Rises Affecting
(continued) Fracture Toughness Requirements for Boiling Water

Reactors," December 1978.

9. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [15), "[ Title),"
[ Subsection 15.1.26.)
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Reactor Steaa Dome Pressure
| B 3.4.11

3[Q B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
,

B 3.4.11 Reactor Steam Dome Pressure

BASES
_

BACKGROUND The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure is an assumed initial
condition of Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) and transients
a s also an assumed value in the determination of

nce with reactor pressure vessel overpressure
on criteria.

.= i

Kp . qy '

APPLICABLE * W re dome pressure of s [1020) psig is an
SAFETY ANALYSES ini i of the vessel overpressure protection

an ence 1. This analysis assumes an initial
max um steam dome pressure and evaluates the
respons the p relief system, primarily the
safety / e ring the limiting pressurization
transient, nation of compliance with the. *

overpressur is d ndent on the initial . reactor
steam dome press the the limit on this pressure

(O ensures that th su L s' ,,the overpressure protection.

) analysis are con r. T' fer 2 also assumes an initial
reactor steam dome .1su ' or analysis of DBAs and
transients used to etermini the s for fuel-cladding
integrity (MINIMUM CRITICAL POWE - see Bases for
LC0 3.2.2) and 1% cladding pla .- st n (see Bases for-
LC0 3.2.1). References 1 a * ontain the acceptance
limits for the associated D 'and transients. They.are
referred to when making modifications to the unit that could
affect the reactor steam dome pressure to assess any effect
in relation to the acceptance limits.

Re lor steam dome pressure satisfies the requirements of
C iterion.2 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LCO The specified reactor steam dome pressure limit of
s [1020] psig assures the plant is operated within the
assumptions of the transient analyses. Operation above the
limit may result in a transient response more severe than
analyzed.

(continued)

(continued)
V
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Reactor Steau Dome Pressure
B 3.4.11

BA.S:S (continued)

LCO The system is CPERABLE when:
(continued)

a. All components necessary to provide the function are
functional and in service; and

b. All required surveillances are current and have
. demonstrated acceptable performance.

M
h,v5'

l , the reactor steam dome pressure isAPPLICABILITY Ip ES 1 2

reg) ired t less than or equal to the limit. In these
MODE 5WW(act4any be generating significant steam and

sfets are bounding. The limit may be
the DMHnd @ygntiMexceeded pg ted operational occurrences;
however, evaltNN, 's of References 1 and 2 demonstrate
that appro riate.Iret or and fuel limits are not exceeded.

In MODES 3, 4, 5 ttist. is not applicable because
~

thereactorisshuti Je these MODES, the reactor
pressure is'well bbT e requir.ed limit, and no
anticipated events will' , lleg$he overpressure limits.

y) A A %A

(y y 't g' 7
ACTIONS A.d

Withthereactorsteamdomepressuregle,4s erdhan the limit,
prompt action should be taken to reduce pressure to below
the limit and return the reactor tWperation within the
bounds of the analyses. The 15-hour Completion Time is
reasonable considering the importance of maintaining the

,

pressure within limits. This Completion Time also ensures
that the probability of an accident while pressure is
greater than the limit is minimal. If the operator is
unable to restore the reactor steam dome pressure to below
the limit, then the reactor should be placed in MODE 3 to
be within the assumptions of the transient analyses.

Reactor steam dome pressure is considered out of limits if
the equipment used to measure reactor steam dome pressure is
determined to be inoperable. Required Action A.1 applies to
restoring such equipment to OPERABLE status.

(continued)
1

(continued)
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Reactor Stea 1 Dome Pressure
B 3.4.11

(.;

-( BASES (continued)

ACTIONS JL1-
(continued)

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which th'e LCO does.not
aapply if the reactor steam dome pressure cannot be restored

to within the-limit within the associated Completion Time.
This is done by placing the plant:in at least MODE 3 within-
12 hours. This Completion Time is reasonable,- based on
opappting experience, to reach the required MODE from full
pquelrjjn an orderly manner and without challenging plant.

s(h ! -.

SURVEILLANCE h ti '
'-

REQUIREMENTS
Verth-@eaf,ith

- A
reactor steam" dome pressure is.

.. -1[1020] piWensures that the-initial Conditions of the

DBAs andhp|ensientsA"fte be sufficient for identifying-rs met.- Operating experience has shown
the 12-h Fr !

trends and in (aperation within. safety analyses
1-assumptions,E - i ..

1 Ari'
.- -.

(For this facili *reaster dome pressure is c.easuredy as follows:] pg~

4 -g a

[UnitName]FSAR,Sectionjfk h4.],"[ Title)."REFERENCES 1.

2. (UnitName]FSAR,SectiM[1.5],"[AccidentAnalyses]."
'

.

,1

O
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.1

/O
( B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS) AND REACTOR CORE ISOLATION4

COOLING (RCIC)

B 3.5.1 ECCS-Operatina

BASES

BACKGROUND The ECCS is designed, in conjunction with the primary and
secondary containment, to limit the release of radioactive
materials to the environment following a loss-of-coolant
accident (LOCA). The ECCS uses two independent methods
(flooding and saraying) to cool the core during a LOCA.
The ECCS networ( is composed of the High Pressure Core Spray
(HPCS) System, the low pressure cc.re spray (LPCS) System,
and the low pressure ccolant inje. tion (LPCI) mode of the
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System. The ECCS also consists

The
of the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS)for the ECCS.

.

sup?ression pool provides the source of water
Altiough no credit is taken in the safety analyses for the
condensate storage tank (CST), it is capable of providing a
source of water for the HPCS System.'

On receipt of an initiation signal, all ECC5 pumps
,Q automatically start, simultaneously align, and inject water,
Q taken either from the CST or suppression pool, into the

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) as RCS pressure is overcome by
the discharge pressure of the ECCS pumps. Although the
system is initiated, ADS action is delayed, allowing the
operator to interrupt the timed sequence if the system is
not needed. The HPCS pump discharge pressure almost
innadiately exceeds that of the RCS, and the pump injects
coolant into the spray sparger above the core. If the break
is small, HPCS will maintain coolant inventory while the RCS
is still pressurized and, thus, vessel level. If HPCS
fails, it is backed up by ADS in combination with LPCI and
LPCS. In this event, ADS timed sequence would be allowed to
time out and open the selected safety / relief. valves (S/RVs),
depressurizing the RCS and allowing the LPCI and LPCS to
overcome RCS pressure and inject coolant into the vessel.
If the break is large, RCS pressure initially drops rapidly,
and the LPCI and LPCS systems cool the core.

Wa4.er from the break returns to the suppression pool where
it is used again and again. Water in the suppression pool
is circulated through a heat exchanger that-is cooled by the
Standby Service Water System (SWS). Depending on the

(continued)
,

(continued)(v;
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND location and size of the break, portions of the ECCS may be
(continued) ineffective; however, the overall design is effective in

cooling the core regardless of the size or location of the
piping break. Although no credit is taken in the safety
analysis for the RCIC System, it performs the same function
as HPCS but has limited makeup capability. Nevertheless, it
will maintain inventory and cool the core, while the RCS is
still pressurized, following a reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
isolation.

All ECCS subsystems are designed to ensure that no single
active component failure in any subsystem will prevent
automatic initiation and successful operation of the minimum-
required ECCS subsystems.

The LPCS System (Ref.1) consists of a motor-driven pump, a
spray sparger above the core, piping, and valves to transfer
water from the suppression pool to the sparger. The LPCS
System is designed to provide cooling to the reactor core
when the reactor pressure is low. Upon receipt of an
initiation signal, the LPCS pump is automatically started
(from normal AC power, if available; otherwise, the pump
starts after emergency AC power becomes available). When
the RPV pressure drops sufficiently, LPCS flow to the RPV
begins. A full flow test line is provided to route water
from and to the suppression pool to allow testing of the
LPCS System without spraying water into the RPV.

LPCI is an independent operating mode of the RHR System.
'

There are three LPCI subsystems. Each LPCI subsystem,

(Ref. 2) consists of a motor-driven pump, piping, and valves
to transfer water from the suppression pool to the core.
Each LPCI subsystem has its own suction and discharge piping
and separate vessel nozzle that connects with the core
shroud through internal piping. The LPCI subsystems are
designed to provide core cooling at low RPV pressure. Upon
receipt of an initiation signal, each LPCI pump is
automatically started (from normal AC power, if available;
otherwise, the pumps start after emergency AC power becomesi

i available). When the RPV pressure drops sufficiently, LPCI
flow to the RPV begins. RHR System valves in the LPCI flow
path are automatically positioned to ensure the proper flow
path for water from the suppression pool to inject into the
core. A discharge test line is provided to route water from

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS- Operating l

B 3.5.1 |

BASES (continued) |

BACKGROUND and to the suppression pool to allow testing of each LPCI
(continued) pump without injecting water into the RPV.

The HPCS System (Ref. 3) consists of a single niotor-driven
pump, a spray sparger above the core, and piping and valves
to transfer water from the suction source to the sparger.
Suction piping is provided from the CST and the suppression
pool. Pump suction is normally aligned to the CST source to
minimize injection of suppression pool water into the RPV.
If the CST water supply is low or the suppression pool level
is high, however, an automatic transier to the suppression
pool water source ensures-a water supply for continuous
operation of the HPCS System. The HPCS System is designed
to provide core cooling over a wide range of RPV pressures
(0 to 1177 psid, vessel to suction source). Upon receipt of
an initiation signal, the HPCS pump automatically starts
(from normal AC power, if available;' otherwise, the pump
starts after emergency AC power becomes available) and
valves in the flow path begin to open. Since the HPCS
System is designed to operate over the full range of
expected RPV pressures, HPCS flow oegins as soon as the
necessary valves are open. - A full flow test line is

O provided to route water from and to the CST to allow testing
Q of the HPCS System during normal operation without spraying

water into the RPV.

The ECCS pumps are provided with minimum flow bypass lines,
which-discharge to the suppression pool. The valves in
these lines automatically o)en to prevent pump damage due to
overheating when other disc 1arge line valves are closed or -
RPV pressure is greater than the LPCS or LPCI pump discharge
pressures fol. lowing system initiation. -To ensure rapid
delivery of water -to the RPV and to minimize water-hammer
effects, the ECCS discharge line keep fill systems are
designed to maintain all pump discharge lines filled with
water.

The ADS (Ref. 4) consists of (8] of the (20] S/RVs. It is
designed to provide depressurization of the primary system
during a small-break LOCA if HPCS fails or is unable to
maintain required water level in the RPV. ADS operation
reduces the RPV pressure to within the operating pressure
range of the' low-pressure ECCS subsystems (LPCS and LPCI),
so that these subsystems car, provide core cooling. Each ADS- l
valve is supplied with pnsumatic power from an air storage !
system, which consists of air accumulators and air receivers llocated in the drywell.

|
1

O (continued) |
1
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ECCS-Operating |

B 3.5.1

BASES (continued)
|

APPLICABLE The ECCS performa n % evaluated for the entire spectrum of |
SAFETY ANALYSES break sizes for a postulated LOCA. The accidents for which

ECCS operation is requieted are presented in Reference 5.
The required analyses and assumptions are defined in
10 CFR 50 (Ref. 6), and the results of these analyses are
described in FSAR, Section 6.3.3 (Ref. 5).

,

|

This LCO helps to ensure that the following acceptance
criteria for the ECCS, established by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 7),
will be met following a LOCA assuming the worst-case single
active component failure in the ECCS:

a. Maximum fuel element cladding temperature is s 2200*F; l

b. Maximum cladding oxidation is s 0.17 times the total
cladding thickness before oxidation;

c. Maximum hydrogen generation from zirconium-water
reaction is s 0.01 times the hypothetical amount that
would be generated if all of the metal in the cladding
cylinders surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding
surrounding the plenum volume, were to react;

d. The core is maintained in a coolable geometry; and

e. Adequate long-term cooling capability is maintained.

The limiting single failures are discussed in Reference 8.
For a large-break LOCA, failure of ECCS subsystems in

' Division 1 (LPCS and LPCI-A) or Division 2-(LPCI-B and LPCI-;

C) due to failure of its associated diesel generator is, in
general, the most severe failure. For a small-break LOCA,
HPCS System failure is the most severe failure. One ADS
valve failure is analyzed as a-limiting single failure for
events requiring ADS operation. The remaining OPEPABLE ECCS
subsystems provide the capability to adequately cool the
core and prevent excessive fuel damage.

The ECCS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement.

1

(continued)

i
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ECCS- Operating
B 3.5.1

BGES v.ontinued)

LCO AM ECCS subsystems and [eight) ADS valves are required to.
be opt?ABLE. The ECCS subsystems are defined as the three
LPCI subsystems, the LPCS System, and the HPCS. System. The
low pressure ECCS subsystems are defined as the LPCS System
and the three LPCI subsystems.

,

With fewer than the required number of'ECCS subsystems
OPERABLE during a limiting design basis LOCA concurrent with
the worst-case single failure, the limits specified-in
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 7) could potentially be exceeded.- All
ECCS subsystems must therefore be properly aligned,, tested,
maintained :and supported by appropriate support systems to
be OPERABLE and to satisfy the single failure criterion
required by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 7). The ECCS is supported by
cther systems that provide automatic ECCS initiation signals'

(LCO 3.3.5.1, " Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)
Instrumentation"), service water to cool rooms containing
ECCS equipment (LCO 3.7.1, " Standby Service. Water System
(SSW) and Ultimate Heat Sink," and LCO 3.7.2, "High Pressure
Core Spray (HPCS) Service Water System"), electrical- power
(LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating," and LC0 3.8.3, "DC -.

Sources-Operating"), suppression pool cooling (Standby
SWS),-and pneumatic power-(ADS instrumentation air supply).

|
'

A LPCI subsystem may be considered OPERABLE during alignment
to and operation in the RHR shutdown cooling mode when below
the RHR cut-in permissive pressure in MODE 3, if capable of

; being manually- realigned from the control room to the LPCI
; mode and not otherwise inoperable. At these low pressures

and decay heat levels, a' reduced complement of ECCS i

subsystems can provide the required core cooling, thereby:
allowing operation of an RHR shutdown cooling-loop when
necessary.

[For this facility, an OPERABLE HPCS System constitutes the
following: )

(For this facility, an OPERABLE LPCI subsystem constitutes
the following:] 4

(For this facility, an OPERABLE LPCS subsystem constitutes
the following:]

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LCO (For this facility, an OPERABLE ADS valve constitutes the
(continued) following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are.
required to be OPERABLE to er.sure ADS valve OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not require declaring the ECCS.

subsystems or ADS valves inoperable and their justification
are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY- All ECCS subsystems are required to be OPERABLE during
MODES 1, 2, and 3 when there is considerable energy in the
reactor core and core cooling would be required to prevent
fuel damage in the event of a break in the primary system
piping. In MODES 2 and 3, the ADS function is not required
when pressure is s 150 psig, because the low-pressure ECCS
subsystems (LPCS, LPCI) are capable of providing flow into
the RPV below this pressure. ECCS requirements for MODES 4
and 5 are specified in LCO 3.5.2.

A Note has been added to provide clarification that all ECCS
subsystems and all ADS valves are treated as an entity for
this LCO, with a single Completion Time.

..

ACTI0h'S L.1

If any one low-pressure ECCS subsystem is inoperable, the
inoperable subsystem must b9 restored to OPERABLE status

! within 7 days. In this condition, the remaining OPERABLE
subsystems provide adequats core cooling during a LOCA.
Overall ECCS reliability is reduced, however, because a
single failure in one of the remaining OPERABLE subsystems
concurrent with a LOCA may result in the ECCS not being able
to perform its intended safety function. The 7-day
Completion Time is based on a reliability study (Ref. 9)
that evaluated the impact on ECCS availability by assuming
that various components and subsystems were taken out of
service. The results were used to calculate the average
availability of ECCS equipment needed to mitigate

(continued)

(continued)>

O.
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.1

O) BASES (continued)
\.

ACTIONS the consequences of a LOCA as a function of allowed outage
(continued) times (ADTs).

B.1. B.2. and B.3

With two ECCS subsystems inoperable, at-least one ECCS spray
subsystem must be immediately verified to be OPERABLE. If

HPCS System is one of the inoperable subsystems then RCIC-
must also be immediately verified to be OPERABLE. At least
one subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE stetus within
72 hours. In this condition, the remaining OPERABLE.

subsystems provide adequate core cooling during a LOCA.,'

Also, the RCIC System will automatically provide makeup
water at most reactor operating pressures. Inmediate
verification of RCIC System OPERABILITY is therefore

__

required when HPCS is inoperable. -~This may be performed by-
an administrative check or by- examining logs or other
information to determine that the RCIC System is OPERABLE.
Verification does not require performing the SRs needed to
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the RCIC System. However, if
the OPERABILITY of the RCIC System cannot be-immediately
verified, Condition D must be immediately entered.

Overall ECCS reliability is reduced in this condition
x because a single failt3e in one of the remaining OPERABLE

subsystems concurrent with a LOCA may result in the ECCS not
being able to perform its intended safety function. Since
the ECCS availability is reduced relative to Condition A, a
more restrictive Copletion Time is imposed. The 72-hour
Completion Time is based on a reliability study, as provided
in Reference 9.

C.1 and C.2

If the HTCS System is inoperable, and the RCIC System is
immediately verified to be OPERABLE, the HPCS System must be
restored to OPERABLE status within'14 days. In this
condition, adequate core cooling.is assured by.the
OPERABILITY of the redundant and diverse low-pressure ECCS
rubsystems in conjunction with ADS. Also, the RCIC System
will automatically provide makeup water at most-reactor-
operating pressures. Iwnediate verification of RCIC
OPERABILITY is therefore required when HPCS is inoperable.
This may t,e performed by an administrative check or by

(continued);
.

(continued)
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.1

|

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS examining logs or other infonaation to deter:the that the '

(continued) RCIC System is OPERABLE. Verification does not require
performing the SRs needed to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of
the RCIC System. However, if the OPERABILIT't of the RCIC
System cannot be immediately verified, Condition D must t
immediately entered. If a single activs compbnent' fall
concurrent with a LOCA, there is a potential, depending on
the specific failure, that the minimum required ECCS-
equipment will not be available. A 14-day Completion Time
is based on the results of a reliability Judy (Ref. 9) and
has been found to be acceptable through ope.ating
experience.

D 1 and 0.2

2 The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not"

apply, if the Required Actions and associated Completion . .
Times of Condition-A, B, or C are not met. This is done by
placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in jH0Df. 4 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are '

reasonable based on operating experience related to the time
required to reach the required H0 DES from full power in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

;..

Ll

The LC0 requires [eight] ADS valves to be OPERABLE to
, provide the ADS function. Reference 10 contains the results

,

"

; of an analysis that evaluated the effect of one ADS valve
out of service. Per this analysis, operation of only
[seven) ADS valves will provide the required
depressurization. The overall reliability of the ADS is
reduced, however, and operation is only allowed for a-

limited time. lne 14-day Completion Time is based on a
i reliability study (Ref. 9) and has be en found to be

acceptable through operating experien.:e.

F.1 and F.2

If any one low-pressure ECCS sulsystem is inoperable in
addition to one inoperable required ADS valve, adequate core
cooling is assurad by the OPERABILITY of HPCS and the
remaining low-pressure ECCS subsystems. The ECCS
reliability is further reduced, however.--If a single active
component failure occurs

(coctinued)

(continued)
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ECC' Operating i

B 3.5.1

O
(] "ASES (continued)

ACTIONS concurrent with a design basis LOCA, the minimum re,ui,eu
(continued) ECCS equipment may not be available. Since both a high-

pressure (ADS) and low-pressure subsystem are inoperable, a
more restrictive Completion Time of 72 hours is allowed to
restore either the low-pressure ECCS subsystem or the ADS
valve to OPERABLE status. This Completion Time is based on
s reliability study (Raf. 9) and has been fcund to be
acceptable through operating experience.

G.1 and G.2

The plant must be placed in c Cemdtt%n in which the LCO
does not apply, if the P,.. quired Actions und associated
Complu ten Times of Condition E or F are not met or if two
or more n. quired ADS valves are inoperable. This is done by
placing thu plant in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and
reducing reactor steam dome pressure to s 150 psig within

'

36 heers. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable based
I on operating experience related to the time required to

reach the required MODE and condition from full power in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

O lid
When multi)1e ECCS subsystems are inoperable, as stated for
Condition 1, the pl:nt is in a Condition outside of the
accident analyses. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 must be entered
immediately.

_ . . -
.

**lRVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.1
niQUIREMENTS

The flow path piping has the potential to develop voids and
pockets of entrained air. Maintaining the aump discharge
lines of the HPCS System, LPCS System, and .PCI subsystems
full of water ensures that the systems will perform
properly, injecting their full capacity into the RCS upon
demand. This will also prevent a water hammer following an

; ECCS initiation signal. One acceptable method of ensuring
the lines are full is to vent at the high points. The! 31-day Frequency is based on the gradual nature of void
buildup in the ECCS piping and the procedural controls
governing system operation and operating experience.

(continued)
_.

n (continued)
(
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.1

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3. 5.1.jt
REQUIREMENTS

.

(continued) Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power-operated,
and automatic valves in the ECCS flow paths provides
assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for ECCS
operation. This SR does not opply to valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position since these
valves were verified to be in the correct positten prior to
locking sealing, or securing. A valve that receives an
initiatIonsignalisallowedtobeinanon-accident
position provided the valve will automatically reposition in
the proper stroke time. This SR does not require any
testing or valve manipulation; rather, it involves
verification that those valves capable of
mispositioned are in the correct position.potentially beina

'

i
This SR doet

not apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently misaligned,
such as check valves.

The 31-day Frequency of this SR was derived from the
Inservice Testing Program requirements for performing valve
testing at least once every 92 days. The Frequency of
31 days is further justified because the valves are operated
under procedural control and because improper valve
alignment would only affect a single subsystem.- This
Frequency has been shown to be uceptable through operating
exnerience.

This SR is modified by a Note that allows an LPCI subsystem
to be considered OPERABLE during alignment to and operation
in the RHR shutdown cooling mode when below the RHR cut-in
permissive pressure in MODE 3, if ca;able of biing manually
realigned from the control room to tie LPCI mode and not
otherwise inoperable. This allows operation in the RHR
shutdown cooling mode during MODE 3 if necessary.

,

SR 3.5.1.3 !

!
\

Verification every 31 days that ADS (air receiver} pressure |is 2 [150) psig assures air pressure for reliable ADS
operation. The accumulator on each ADS valve provides
pneumatic pressure for valve actuation. The designed
pneamatic supply pressure requirements for the accumulator
a'e such that, following a failure of the pneumatic supply
co the accumulator, at least two valve actuations can occur
with the drywell at 70% of design pressure (Ref. 11). The

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.1

O BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE ECCS safety analysis assumes only one actuation to achieve
REQUIREMENTS the depressurization required for operation of the low-

(continued) pressure ECCS. Inis minimum required pressure of ( ) )sig
is provided by the ADS Instrument Air Supply System. T ie
31-day Frequency takes into consideration administrative
control over operation of the Instrument Air Supply S) stem
and alarms for low air .ressure.

SR 3.5.1.4

The performance requirements of the ECCS pumps are
determined through application of the 10 CFR 50, Appendix K,
criteria (Ref. 6). Periodic surveillance is performed (in
accordance with the Am;rican Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Code, Section XI requirements for the ECCS pumps) to
verify that the ECCS pumps will develop the flow rates
required by the respective analyses. The ECCS pump flow
rates ensure that adequate core cooling is provided to
satisfy the acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 7).

The pump flow rates are verified against a system head that
is equivalent to the RPV ressure expected during a LOCA.
The total system pump out et pressure is adequate tof overcome the elevation head pressure between the pump

y suction and the vessel discharge, the pi)ing friction
losses, and RPV pressure present during .0CA. These values
may be established during preoperational testing. A 92-day
Frequency for these tests is in accordance with the
Inservice Testing Program and must not be exceeded.

SR 3.5.1.5

The ECCS subsystems are requireu to actuate automatically to
perform their designed function. These surveillance tests
demonstrate that with a required tyshm initiation signal
(actual or simulated), the automatic initiation logic of <

HPCS, LPCS, and LPCI will cause the systems or subsystems to
operate as designed, including ac'1ation of the system ;

throughout its emergency operating sequences, including j
automatic pump startup, and actuation of all automati? I

valves to their required positions. This test also ensures
that the HPCS System will automati ally restart on a RPV low

I water level (Level 2) signal received subsequent to a RPV
high water level (Level 8) trip and that the suction is
automatically transferred from the CST to the suppression
pool.

| (continued)
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ECCS-Operating
i

B 3.5.1 !

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The 18-month Frequency was developed considering the plant
REQUIREMENTS conditions needed to perform the SR and the potential for

(continued) unplanned plant transients if the SR is aerformed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience las shown that these
components usually pass the SR when performed on the
18-month Frequency, which is based on the refueling cycle.
Therefore, the /reque. icy was concluded to be acceptable from
a reliability str.opoint.

This 1R is modified by a Note that ucludes vessel injection
during the test. Since all active components are testable
and full flow can be demonstrated by recirculation through
the test line, coolant injection into the RPV is not
required during the tests.

SR 3.5.1.6

The ADS designated S/RVs are required to actuate
automatically upon receipt of specific initiation signals.
A system functional test (logic only) is performed to
demonstrate that the ADS logic operates as designed hen
initiated either by an actual or simulated initiation
signal, causing proper actuation of all the required
components.

The 18-month Frequency was developed considering the plant
conditions needed to perform the SR and the potential for
unplanned plant transinats if the SR is performed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the SR when performed on the
18-month Frequency, which !s based on the refueling cycle.
Therefore, the Frecuency was concluded to be acceptable from
a reliability stancpoint.

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes valve actuation.
This prevents a RPV blowdown.

SR 3.5.1.7

A manual actuation of each ADS valve is performed to verify
that the valve and solenoids are functioning properly and
that no blockage exists in the S/RV discharge lines. This
is demonstrated by the response of the turbine control or
bypass valve, or by a change in the measured stc =. ficw, v.-
by any other method suitable to verify steam flow. Adequate

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.5.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE reactor steam dome pressure must be availa',le to perform
REQUIREMENTS this test to avoid damaging the valve. Sufficient time is

(continued) therefore allowed, after the re
to perform this test once only. quired pressure is achieved, Adequate pressure at which
this test is to be performed is (100) psig (the pressure
recommended by the valve manufacturer). Reactor startup is
allowed prior to aerforming this test because valve
OPERADILITY and tie setpoints for overpressure protection
are verified, per ASME requirements, prior to valve
installation. Thus, a Note is included in this SR to
indicate that SR 3.0.4 does not apply. '

The 18-month frequency was developed considering the plant
conditions needed to perform the SR and the potential for |unplanned plant transients if the SR is )erformed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience las shown thst these
components usually pass the SR when performed on thc

i
18-month Frequency, which is based on the refueling cycle. '

Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from
a reliability standpoint.

A
REFERENCES 1. (UnitName)FSAR,Section(6.3.2.2.3),'(Title)."

2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section (6.3.2.2.4), "(Title)."

3. (UnitName]FSAR,Section(6M.2.2.1),"(Title)."
4. (UnitName)FSAR,Section(6.3.2.2.2),"[ Title)."

5. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section (6.3.3), "[ Title)."

6. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
,

Appendix K, 'ECCS Evaluation Models." |

7. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46, '

" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Reactors."

8. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section (6.3.3.3), "[ Title)."

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.1

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 9. Memorandum from R.L. Baer (NRC) to V. Stello, Jr.
(continued) (NRC , ' Recommended Interim Revisions to LCO's for

ECCS) Components,' December 1, 1975.

10. (UnitName)FSAR,Section(0.3.3.7.8),"(Title).'

11. (UnitName)FSAR,Section(7.3.1.1.1.4.2),"[ Title)."

.

O

!
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ECCS- Shutdown
B 3.5.2 |O !O B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS) AND REACTOR CORE ISOLATION |

COOLING (RCIC) SYSTEM

B 3.5.2 ECCS- Shutdge

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) System,
Low Pressure Core Spray LPCS) System, and low pressure
coolant injection (LPCI)(moce of the Residual Heat Removal
(RHR) System is providcd iri the Bases for LCO 3.5.1.

APPLICABLE The Applicable Safety Analyses Section of Bases B 3.5.1 also
SAFETY ANALYSES applies to this Bases section. The ECCS )erformance is

evaluated for the entire spectrum of brea( sizes for a
postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). The long-term
cooling analysis foWwing a design basis LOCA (Ref.1
demonstrates that only one ECCS subsystem is required,)
post-LOCA, to maintain the peak cladding temperature below
the allowable limit. To preserve the single failurea criterton, described in Reference 2, a minimum of two ECCS

tv) subsystems are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5.
Two OPEMBLE ECCS subsystems also ensure adequate inventory
makeup In the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) in the event of
an inadvertent vessel draindown.

The ECCS satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statemont.

LC0 Two ECCS subsystems are required to be OPERABLE and
independent for single failure 3rotection. The ECCS
subsystems are defined as the t1ree LPCI subsystems, the
LPCS System, and the HPCS System. The LPCS System and each
LPCI subsystem consist of one motor-driven pump,
valvestotransferwaterfromthesuppressionpec.picing,and, to the
RPV. The HPCS System consists of one motor-driven pump,
piping, and valves to transfer water from the suppression
pool or condensate storage tank (CST) to the RPV. One LPCI
subsystem (A or B) may be aligned in the shutdown cooling
mode of the RHR System in MODE 4 or 5 and considered
OPERABLE for the ECCS function, if it can be

(continued)
n\

,

(d (continued);
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ECCS-Shutdown
B 3.5.2

,

BASES (continued)

LCO manual'y realigned from the control room to the LPCI mode
(continued) and is not otherwise inoperable. Because of low-pressure

and lov-temperature conditions in MODES 4 and 5, sufficient
time will be available to manually align and initiate LPCI
subsystem operation to provide core cooling prior to
postulate $ fuel uncovery. Support systems affecting the
OPERABILITY of the ECCS are discussed in the LCO section of
Bases E 3.5.1.

(For this faci?ity, an OPERABLE HPCS System constitutes the
following: )

(For this facility, an OPERABLE LPCI subsystem constitutes
the following:)

(For this facility, an OPERABLE LPCS subsystem constitutes
the following:)

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not require declaring the ECCS
subsystems inoperable and their justification are as
follows:)

O
APPLICABILITY OPERABILITY of the ECCS subsystems is required in MODES 4

and 5 to assure adequate coolant inventory and sufficient
heat-removal capability for the irradiated fuel in the core
in case of an inadvertent draindown of the vessel.
Requirements for ECCS OPERABILITY during MODES 1, 2, and 3
are discussed in the Applicability section of Bases B 3.5.1.
ECCS subsystems are not required to be OPERABLE during N0DE
5 with the cavity flooded, the upper containment pool gate'

removed, and the water level maintained at A 22 ft 8 inches
above the RPV flange. This provides sufficient coolant;

! inventory to allow operator action to terminate the
| inventory loss prior to fuel uncovery in case of an
| inadvertent draindown.

The Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) is not required
to be OPERABLE during MODES 4 and 5 because the RPV pressure

,

is < 150 PSIG, and the LPCS, HPCS, and LPCI subsystems can ;

provide core cooling without any depressurization of the !

primary system.

(continued)

O
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ECCS- Shutdown
B 3.5.2

O
BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1 and_fLJ

If any one required ECCS subsystem is inoperable, the
required inoperable ECCS subsystem must be restored to
OPERABLE status in 4 hours, in this condition, the

remaining OPERABLE subsystem can provide sufficient RPV
flooding capability to recover from ar inadvertent vessel
draindown. Overall system reliability is reduced, however,
because a single failure in the remaining OPERABLE
subsystem concurrent with a vessel draindown could result in
the ECCS not being able to perform its intended function.
The 4-hour Completion Time for restoring the required ECCS
subsystem to OPERABLE status is based on engineering
judgment that considered the availability of one subsystem
and the low probability of a vessel draindown event. With
the inoperable subsystem not restored to OPERABLE status
within the required Completion Time, action must immediately
be initiated to suspend operations with a potential for
draining the reactor vessel (OPDRVs) to minimize the
probability of a vessel draindown and the subsequent
potential for fission-product release. Actions must
continue until OPDRVs are suspended.

V 1 0.2. 0.1. D.2. and 0.3
If both of the required ECCS subsystems cre inoperable, all
coolant inventory makeup capability may be unavailable.
Therefore, sctions must immediately be initiated to suspend
OPDRVs in order to minimize the probability of a vessel
draindown and the subsequent potential for fission-product
release. Actions must continue until OPDRVs are suspended.
If at least one ECCS subsystem is not restored to OPERABLE
status within the 1-hour Completion Time, edditional actions
are required to minimize any potential fission-product
release to the environment. This includes initiating
immediate action to restore the following to OPERABLE
status: secondary containment, one standby gas treatment
subsystem, and one secondary containment isolation valve,
and associcted instrumentation in each cssociated
penetration not isolated. This may be performed by an
administrative check or by examining logs or other
information to determine if the components are out of
service for maintenance or other reasons. Verification does
not require performing the SRs needed to demonstrate
OPERABILITY of the components. If, however, any required

(continued)
-

(mk.) (continued)
,
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ECCS- Shutdown
B 3.5.2

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS component is inoperable, then it must be restored to
(continued) OPERABLE status. In this case, SRs may need to be performed

to restore the component to OPERABLE status. Actions must
continue until all required components are OPERABLE.

The 1-hour Completion Time to restore at least one ECCS
subsystem (injection or spray) to OPERABLE status ensures
that prompt action is taken to provide the required cooling
capacity or to initiate actions to place the plant in a
condition that minimizes any potential fission-product
release to the environment.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.1 and SR 3.5.2.2
REQUIREMENTS

The minimum water level of [12 ft 8 inches] required for the
.

' suppression pool is periodically verified to ensure that the
suppression pool will provide adequate net positive suction
head (NPSH) for the ECCS pumps, recirculation volume, and
vortex prevention. With the suppression pool water level
less than the required limit, all ECCS subsystems are
inoperable unless they are aligned to an OPERABLE CST.

When the suppression pool level is less than
(12 ft 8 inches), the HPCS System is considered OPERABLE
only if it can take suction from the CST and the CST water

| 1evel is sufficient to provide the required NPSH for the
! HPCS pump. Therefore, a verification that either the

suppression pool water level is 2 (12 ft 8 inches! or the
HPCS System is aligned to take suction from the CST and the
CST contains 1(170,000] gallons of water, equivalent to
18 feet, ensures that the HPCS System can supply makeup
water to the RPV.

I The 12-hour Frequency of these SRs was developed considering
'

operating experience related to suppression pool and CST
water level variations and instrument drift during the

| applicable MODES. Furthermore, the 12-hour Frequency is
'

considered adequate in view of other indications, including
alarms, available in the control room to alert the operator
to an abnormal suppression pool or CST water level
condition.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS- Shutd:wn
B 3.5.2

(y BASES (continued)
.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.3. SR 3.5.2.5. and SR 3.5.2.6
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The bases provided for SR 3.5.1.1, SR 3.5.1.4, and
SR 3.5.1.5 are applicable to SR 3.5.2.3, SR 3.5.2.5, and
SR 3.5.2.6, respectively.

IR 3.5.2.4

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power-operated,
and automatic valves in tie ECCS flow paths provides
assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for ECCS
operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position since these
valves were verified to be in the correct position prior to

or securing. A valve that receives anlocking, sealingl is allowed to be in a non-accidentinitiation signa
position provided the valve will automatically reposition in
the proper stroke time. This SR does not require any
testing or valve manipulation; rather, it involves
verification that those valves capable of potentially being
mispositioned are in the correct position. This SR coes not
apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently misaligned,

O such as check valves. The 31-day frequency is appropriate
V because the valves are operated under procedural control and

the probability of their being mispositioned during this
time period is low.

In MODES 4 and 5, the RHR System may operate in the shutdown
c+aling mode to remove decay heat and sensible heat from the
reactor. Therefore, RHR valves that are required for LPCI
subsystem operation may be aligned for the shutdown cooling
mode.

This SR is modified by a Note that allows one LPCI subsystem
of the RHR System to be considered OPERABLE for the ECCS
function if all the required valves in the LPCI flow path
can be manually realigned from the control room to allow
injection into the RPV and the system is not otherwise
inoperable. This will ensure adequate core cooling if an l

inadvertent vessel draindown should occur.

(continued)
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ECCS- Shutdown
B 3.5.2

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [6.3.3.4], "[ Title)." .,

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46, .,

" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light-Water-cooled Nuclear Power
Reactors."
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RCIC System
B 3.S.3

m

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS) AND REACTOR CORE ISOLATION
COOLING (RCIC) SYSTEM

B 3.S.3 ELC $ntra

BASES
m- -- -m .

BACKGROUND The RCIC System is not part of the ECCS; however, the RCIC
System is included with the ECCS section because of similar
functions.

1he RCIC System is designed to operate either automatically
or manually following reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
isolation accompanied by a loss of coolant flow from the
feedwater systea to provido adecuate core cooling 6nd
control of RPV water level. Unter these conditions, the
High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) and RCIC systems perform
similar functions. The RCIC System design requirements
ensure that the criteria of Reference 1 are satisfied.

The RCIC System consists of a steam-driven turbine-pump '

unit, pi ing, and valves to provide steam to the turbine, as?
woll as piping and valves to transfer water from the tuction

(mu) source to the core via the feedwater system line, -Suction
piping is provided from the condensate storage tank (CST)
and the suppression pool. Pump suction is normally aligned
to the CST to minimize injection of suppression pool water
into the RPV. If the CST water supply is low or the
suppression pool level is high, however, an automatic
transfer to the suppression pool tssuros a water supply for
continuous operation of the RCIC System. The steam suroly
to the turbine is piped from main steam line A, upstream of
the inboard main steun line isolation valve (Ref. 2).

The RCIC System is designed to provide core cooling over a
wide range of reactor pressures, [ ] to [ ] psig. Upon
receipt of an initiation signal from low RPV water level, |

the RCIC turbine accelerates tu a specified speed. As the 1

1RCIC flow increases, the turbine control valve is
automatic.lly adjusted to maintain design flow. Exhaust :

steam from the RCIC turbine is discharged to the suppression '

pool. A full flow test line is provided to route water f rom
and to the CST ?o allow testing of the RCIC System during |

'normal operation w|thout injecting water into the RPV. The
RCIC pump is provided with a minimum flow bypass line, which
discharges to the suppression pool. The valves in this line

j (continued)
, , -() (continued)
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RCIC System
B 3.5.3

BASES (continued)
,

BACKGROUND automatically o>en to prevent pump damage due to overheating
(continued) when other discaarge line valves are closed. To ensure

rapid delivery of water to the RPV and to minimize water-
hammer effects, the RCIC System discharge line keep fill
system is designed to maintain the pump discharge line
filled with water.

_

APPLICABLE The ability of the RCIC System to provide makeup coolant to
SAFETY ANALYSES the reactor is used to respond to transient events. The

RCIC System is not an Engineered Safety feature (ESF) System
and no credit is taktn in the safety analyses for RCIC
System operation. Based on its contribution to the
reduction of overall plant risk, however, the system is
included in the Technical Specifications as encouraged by
the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

_ _

LCO The OPERABILITY of the RCIC System provides adequate core
'

cooling such that actuation of any of the ECCS subsystems is
not reouired in the event of RPV isolation accompanied by a
loss of feedwater flow. The RCIC has sufficient capacity to
.naintain RPV inventory during an. isolation event.

f[ Tor this facility, an OPERABLE RCIC System constitutes theollowing:-]|
i

l (For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to cnsure RCIC System OPERASILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not require declaring the RCIC System
inoperable and their justification are as follows:)

- .

APPLICABILITY The RCIC System is required to be OPERABLE in NODES 1, 2,
and 3 with reactor steam dome pressure > 150 psig, since
RCIC is the primary non-ECCS water source for core cooling
when the reactor is isolated and pressurized. In MODES 2
and 3 with reactor steam dome pressure s 150 psig, and in

(continued)
- - . - - ~

(continued)
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RCIC System
B 3.5.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY MODES 4 and 5, RCIC is not required to be OPERABLE since the
; (continued) ECCS subsystems can provide sufficient flow to the vessel.

|

ACTIONS A.1 anL L 2 |
'

If the RCIC System is inoperable during M00 S I, 2, o- 3-

with reactor steam dome pressure > 150 psig, and the nPCS
. System is immediately verified to be OPERABLE, the RCIC

System minst be restored to OPERABLE status within 14 days.
' In this condition, loss of the RCIC System will not affect

the overall plant capability to provide makeup inventory at'

i high RPV pressure since the HPCS System is the only high-
pres',ure system assumed to function during a loss-of coolant'

accident (LOCA). OPERABILITY of the HPCS is therefore
innediately verified when the RCIC System is inoperable.
This may be performed by an administrative check or by
examining logs or other information to determine if the ""S
System is OPERABLE. Verification does not requiret

performing the SRs needed to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of
the HPCS System. If the OPERABILITY of HPCS system cannot
be immediately verified, however, Condition B must be.

: immediately entered. For transients and certain abnormal,

! cvents with no LOCA, RCIC (as opposed to HPCS) is the
preferred source of makeup coolant because of its relatively '

small capacity, which allows easier control of RPV water.

level. Therefore, a limited time is allowed to restore the
inoperable RCIC to OPERABLE status.

;

The f.CCS Completion Times are based on the results of a
study that evaluated the impact on ECCS availability by
assuming that various components and subsystems were taken4

out of service. The results were used to calculate the4

j average availability of ECCS equipment needed to mitigate
: the consequences of a LOCA as a: function of allowed outage
'

times (A0Ts). A0Ts were then chosen to )rovide comparable
levels of ECCS availability throughout tie industry,

4 (Ref. 3). Because of the similar functions of the HPCS and
; RCIC, the A0Ts determined for the HPCS are also applied to

RCIC.

(continued)

(continued)
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RCIC Systen
B 3.5.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS B.1 and BJ
(continued)

If the RCIC System cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in
the associated Completion Time, or if HPCS System is
simultaneously inoperable, the plant must be ) laced in a
condition in which the LCO does not apply. T11s is done by
placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and
reducing reactor steam dome pressure to 3 150 nsig within
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on o)erating experience related to the time required
to reach t1e required MODE and condition from full power in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

The flow path piping has the potential to develop voids and
cockets of entrained air. Maintaining t" pump discharge
line of the RCIC System full of water en w res that the
system will perform properly, injecting its full capacity

will also prevent a water hammer (RCS) upon demand.
into the Reactor Coolant System This

following an initiation
signal. One acceptable method of ensuring the lines are
full is to vent at the high points. The 31-day Frequency is
based on the gradual nature of void buildup in the RCIC
piping and the procedural controls governing system
operation and operating experience.

SR 3.5.3.2
!

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power-operated,l

l and automatic valves in the RCIC flow path provides
! :ssurance that the proper flow path will exist for RCIC

operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position since thesa
were verified to be in the correct position prier to
locking, sealing, or securing. A valve that receiv: an
initiation signal is allowed to be in a non-ac-;aent
position provided the valve will automatically reposition in
the proper stroke time. This SR does not require any

| testing or valve manipulation; rather, it involves
| verification that those valves capable of potentially being

mispositioned are in the correct position. This SR does not
apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently misaligned,

(continued)

(continued)
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RCIC Systea
B 3.5.3 :

O
! BASES (continued)

m

SVRVEILLANCE such as check valves. For the RCIC System, this SR also
REQUIREMENTS includes the steam flow path for the turbine and the flow

(continued) controller position. The 31-day Frequency of this SR was
derived from the Inservice Testing Program requirements for
performing valve testing at least every 92 days. The
frequency of 31 days is further justified because the valves
are operated under procedural control and because improper
valve position would affect only the RCIC System. This
Frequency has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

SIL_L5 3.3 and SR 3.5.3.4

The RCIC pump flow rates ensure that the system can maintain
reactor coolant inventor.y during pressurized conditions with
the RPV isolated. The flow tests for the RCIC System are
performed at two different pressure ranges such that system
capability to provide rated flow is tested both at the
higher and lower operating ranges of the sy;, tem. Since the
required reactor steam dome pressure must be available to
perform SR 3.5.3.3 and SR 3.5.3.4, sufficient time is
allowed after adequate pressure is ach!eved to perform these

( tests once only. Reactor startup is allowed prior to
' performing the low-pressure test because the reactor

pressure is low and the time to satisfactorily perform the
test is short. The reactor pressure is allowed to be
increased to normal operating pressure since it is assumed
that tlie low-pressure test for ECCS pumps has been
satisfactorily completed and there is no indication or
reason to believe that RCIC is inoperable. Thus, a Note is
included in SR 3.5.3.3 to indicate that SR 3.0.4 does not
apply.

A 92-day frequency for SR 3.5.3.3 is consi d s t with the
Inservice Testing Program requirements. Tb 18-month
F*equency for SR 3.5.3.4 was developed considering the plant
c(nditions needed to perform the SR and the potential for
urplanned plant transients if the SR is )erformed with the
roactor at power. Operating experience las shown that these
components usually pass the SR when performed on the
18-month Frequency, which is based on the refueling cycle.
Therefore, the frequency was concluded to be acceptable from
a reliability standpoint.

(continued) ;

(continued)

(v) !
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RCIC System
B 3.5.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Based on operating experience, the 12 hours allowed to
REQUIREMENTS demonstrate that the RCIC pump can deliver the rated flow

(continued) under high and low pressure is sufficient.

_SR 3.5.3.5

The RCIC System is required to actuate automatically to
perform its design function. This surveillance test
demonstrates that with a required system initiation signal,
actual or simulated, the automatic initiation logic of RCIC
will cause the system to operate as designed, including
actuation of the system throughout its emergency operating
sequence, automatic pump startup and actuation of all
automatic valves to their required positions. This test
also ensures the RCIC System will automatically restart on a
RPV low water level (Level 2) signal received subsequent to
a RPV high water level (Level 8) trip and that the suction
is automatically transferred from the CST to the suppression

'

pool.

The 18-month Frequency was developed considering the plant
conditions needed to perform the SR and the potential for
unplanned plant transients if the SR is )erformed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience las shown that these
components usually pass the SR when performed on the
18-month Frequency, which is based on the refueling cycle.
Therefore, the Frecuency was concluded to be acceptable from
a reliability stancpoint.

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes vessel injection
during the test. Since all active components are testable
and full flow can be demonstrated by recirculation through
the test line, coolant injection into the RPV is not
required during the test.

'

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 33, " Reactor

j Coolant Makeup."

| 2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [5.4.5.2], "(Title]."
l

I 3, Memorandum from R.L. Baer (NRC) to V. Stello, Jr.
| (NRC), " Recommended Interim Revisions-to LCO's for

ECCS Components," December 1, 1975.

l --

O
-
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Pritary Containment
B 3.6.1.1

/ B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1.1 Primary Containment

BASES
-

BACKGROUND The function of the primary containment is to isolate and
contain fission products released from the reactor primary
system following a Design Basis Accident (DBA) and to
e ine the postulated release of radioactive material

. ta the recuirements of 10 CFR 100.11 (Ref.1) or the NRC

W@,d_ staff ,
arovec licensing basis (e.g., a specified fraction

g of 10 R 100 limits). The primary containment consists of
~

slined, reinforced concrete vessel that surrounds the
%ast pdearysystemandprovidesanessentiallyleak-

t herfieF ainst an uncontrolled release of
radiosptjvity itheenvironment. Additionally, this
stnhtoret s shielding from the fission products that
may le pr "in the primary containment atmosphere
following ' ident canditions.

To ensure t M M ,M g%r
- im containment is OPERABLE, leakage-test

requirementFh set, rth by Reference 2. These test
requirements pro 'for, ic verification by tests of

[V
s

\ the leak-tight i r rimary containment and-
systems and comp .. pe te the primary contain-

leakagethrougitheb.the
ment. The pur>ose- omkag sts is to ensure that

rimary"conta t and systems and
components that penetrate the pr ntainment shall not
exceed the allowable leakage r fied in-the
technical specification and . "in the safety analyses.
Additionally, these periodid ests ensure that prcper
maintenance and repairs are made during the service life of
the plant.

To maintain primary containment OPERABILITY, the drywell
bypass leakage must be minimized to prevent over-
pressurization of the suppression chamber during the drywell
pressurization phase of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).
This requires periodic testing of the drywell bypass leakage
per LCO 3.6.5.1, "Drywell," and confirmation that the
primary-containment-to-drywell vacuum breakers are closed
per LC0 3.6.5.5.

(continued)

(continued)

v
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Primary Containment
B 3.6.1.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND This specification ensures that the performance of the
(continued) primary containment in the event of a DBA meets the

assumptions used in the safety analyses of References 4
and 5. All leakage-rate requirements and SRs are in

.

conformance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 2), as modified
by approved exemptions.

APPLICABLE The s6fety! design basis for the arimary containment is that
SAFE 1Y ANALYSES the< primary; containment must wit 1 stand the pressures and

tageratures of the limiting DBA without exceeding the
des % n leakage rate, such that, in conjunction with the
other| containment:systemsandENGINEEREDSAFETYFEATURE
(ESF) systemsith'e release of fission-product radioactivit)
subsequent te e|DBA Will not result in doses in excess of

3

thevalues|given{inthelicensingbasis.

The DBA that ressNs in Arelease of radioactive material
within primarf contair.neht is a LOCA. In the analysis of
this accident, it is,assursed that primary containment is
OPERABLE at event'initiatten suchsthat release of fission
products to the environment is, cont [olled by the rate of
primary containment leakage. %

v .e y
Analytical trethods and assumistibns < involving tb gimary
containment are presented in References 3 and 4, The safety

|
analyses assume a nonmechanistic fission-product release
following a DBA, which forms the basis!for determination of,

offsite doses. The fission-product: release is, in turn,
based on an assumed leakage rate from the primary
containment. OPERABILITY of the primary containment ensures
that the leakage rate assumed in the safety analyses is not
exceeded and that the site-boundary radiation dose will not
exceed the limits of 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1) even if a
nonmechanistic release were to occur.

All leakage-rate requirements and SRs are in conformance
with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Def. 2), as modified by approved
exemptions as contained in the Primary Containment Leakage
Rate Testing Program. The maximutn allowable leakage rate
for the primary containment (L.) is [0.437]% by weight of
the containment and drywell air per 24 hours at P.,
[11.5) psig (Ref. 3). The maximum allowable leakage rate is
based on what is acceptable for nuclear safety
considerations per 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1).

(continued)

(continued)
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Primary Containment |
B 3.6.1.1 !

O BASES (continued) '

d
APPLICABLE Reactor size, site location, and meteorology, as well as the
SAFETY ANALYSES possible mechanisms for radioactivity generation and

(contihued) transports, are all considered in specifying the allowable
leakage rate for a given containment system. For this unit,
L-[ ]% per day and P, = [ ] psig, resulting from the
llmitingdesignbasisLOCA(Ref.4).

The acceptance criteria a) plied to accidental releases of
rgdisactive material to tie environment are given in terms

qegtg1radiationdosereceivedby:
gf f a. A Nember of the general public who remains at thef

k[teaclusion-area boundary for 2 hours following the'"8Ph'h,hepostulatedfission-productrelease;or
g

Q e

b.(popdutam-toneboundaryforthedurationofthe
A sesber eh the eneral public who remains at the low-

accidentP
jp A

ThelimitfestMfa,,hedIin10CFR100(Ref.1)hethyroidfromare a whole-
body dose efellysm af a dose of 300 rem to t

basis, however,h(ge Mth. .M e NRC staff-a) proved licensing
iodine exposurd

Use s,seeifraction of t1ese limits.

Os
4W D V' %

Primary containment _sattshes % .

W M g
,tjerion 3 of the NRC InterimCP

Policy Statement. Q
.N

xy %
LCO The requirements stated in this2100 define the performance

of the primary containment flesion-product barrier. The
containment design leakage rate (L ) is an assumed initial
condition. PrimarycontainmentOPIRABILITYismaintainedby
limiting leakage to within the acceptance criteria of
10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 2).

The primary containment LCO requires that primary
containment OPERABILITY be maintained. Other containment
LCOs support this LC0 by ensuring that:

a. All penetrations required to be closed during accident
conditions are either:

1. capble of being closed by an OPERABLE automatic
containment isolation system, or

(continued)

n (continued)
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Prirary Containment i

B 3.6.1.1 ;

BASES (continued)

LCO 2. closed by manual valves, blind flanges, or
(continued) deactivated automatic valves secured in their

closed positions, except as provided in
Reference ();

b. All equipment hatches are closed;

c. Primary containment air locks are OPERABLE (see
LCQ1,6.1.2,ConditionC, Note);

Wb
d, / ]its es defined in the Primary Containmrpdrycontainmentleakageratesarewithintheir

9 im 'cakage.

. Rate ,Testingfrogram;

e, nism associated with each penetration

W ,%}}ows, or 0-rings) is OPERABLE; and
, be(e.g <

f. The s ruct d41 4ntegrity of the primary containment is
ensuredby$hesuc x1 completion of the Primary

Containmed Tend p'in
illance Program and by

associated wise k tions of the steel liner and

penetrations'foKy'$j MA,
ice pdeteriorationorbreach

of integrity.

The Required Actions, q r containment LCOs

arenotmet,havebeenspgifiedythel(i LCOs and not in
LCO 3.6.1.1. 7A
Compliance with LCO 3.6.1.1 will enswe d p ary
containment configuration that is atretturally sound and
will limit leakage to those leakag,tsrates assumed in the
safety analysis. As a result, offsite radiation exposures
will be maintained within the limits of 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 1)
(or the NRC staff-approved licensing basis) following the
most limiting DBA. The provisions of this LCO as delineated
in the above definition are implemented as follows:

a. OPERABILITY of primary containment penetrations:

1. The OPERABILITY of valves that are closed or are
required to close in response to a containment
isolation signal is ensured by compliance with
the SRs of LCO 3.6.1.3, ' Primary Containment
Isolation Valves," and 10 CFR 50, Appendix J

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Primary Containment
B 3.6.1.1

BASES (continued)

LCO
Leakage) Rate Testing Program.(Ref. 2 , as defined in the Primary Containment(continued)

,

Some of the valves
that must be closed to meet the accident analysis
assump'.icns may be opened on an intermittent
basis under ada.inistrative controls. These
valves are identified in Reference ). The
Required Actions or SRs of LCO 3.6.3.3 ensure
that the associated primary containment isolation
valves (PCIVs) close within the required time
limit, that the affected penetration is isolated,

' h. by closed isolation valves or blind flanges, or,

|jf that the plant is shut down. In addition, the
'/ e C tests required by SR 3.6.1.1.1 ano

.1 dix J require that these PCIVs meet
4 led leakage-rate criteria, namely, that the# [d leakage rate for all penetrations and! om

subject to Types B and C tests shall be
han 0.6 L,.

jt, ' %.
2 4 he 'PCIVs that are required to be

accident conditions, and do not
c tic , is verified by
SRs 3. .1., 3.2, 3.6.* 3.3, and

O'
:

3. 6.1.< that must be closed to.

meet tl an is assumptions may be
opened ort n itt asis under
administra ive co rols

>

b. The OPERABILITY of the p c ainment equipment
hatch is ensured by co ce with the leakage
criteria established b CFR 50, Appendix J
(Ref. 2).

c. The OPERABILITY of the primary containment air locks,
required by LCO 3.6.1.2, " Primary Containment Air
Locks," requires that at least one' door in each air
lock be closed during MODES 1, 2,-and 3; that the air
lock satisfy the required 10 CFR 50, Appendix J
(Ref. 2), leakage-test requirements, as described in
the Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program;
and that the door interlocks function as required.

(continued)

(continued).
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Pricary C ntainment
i B 3.6.1.1

BASES (continued)

LCO d. Containment leakage-rate requirements are contained in
(continued) 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 2), and the Primary

Containment eakage Rate Testing Program. These
requiremen o are implemented to ensure that the
primary containment as a whole, and each of its
penetrations and isolation valves, does not exceed the
specified leakage rates,

e. T BILITY of penetration sealing mechanisms is
y the successful completion of all the
esting requirements stipulated in 10 CFR 50,

(Ref. 2).ppend ~

Th ted to meet the above requirements'

prov s the primary containment will perform
its desi ction to mitigate the consequences of
accident sult in offsite exposures comparable
to 10 CFR 00 (F guidelines, or some fraction
established i N approved licensing basis.

Aey
APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, c se a release c.f radio-

active material to pri n In MODES 4 and 5,
the probability and co e 14f e events are reduced

~~

due to the pressure and ra 11 ions of these
MODES. Therefore, primary contai ment < t required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 to prevent 1 f radioactive
material from primary containment.

7
e

ACTIONS /L1
,

In the event that primary containment is inoperable, primary
containment must be restored to OPERABLE status within
1 hour. The 1-hour Completion Time provides a period of
time to correct the problem that is commensurate with the
importance of maintaining primary containment OPERABILITY
during MODES 1, 2, and 3. This time period also ensures
that the probability of an accident (requiring primary
containment OPERABILITY) occurring during periods where
primary containment is-inoperable is minimal.

(continued)

(continued)
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Pricary Containment i

B 3.6.1.1 j

| BASES (continued)

ACTIONS B.1 and 8.2 )
; (continued)

,

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not 1

apply if primary containment cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status in the associated Completion Time. This is done by
placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in
MODE 4 within 36 hours The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
r "(red MODES from full power in an orderly manner and
wl t challenging plant systems.

/(,/ %
~

% $~ ,-

SURVEILLANCE % W E6.h11,
REQVIREMENTS O d. C',

MaintMa$agtiletrimarycontainmentOPERABLErequires
compH ance with the visual examinations and leakage-rate
test'recuirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 2), as
modificcMapproved exemptions, as described in the Primary
Containmer Lenkag"e'inate Testing Program. This SR reflects
the leakage. rete
primary containme; testing requirements with regard to overallnt14eakage'(Type A leakage tests), leakage
from equipment hattfi, electrical penetrations, and other(q oenetrations except aiWiecks4 Type B leakage tests), and
PCIVs, except (20]-ineO perge VW yes (Type C leakage tests).s

These periodic testing' rec411eme verify t!nt the primary
containment leakage rate coes not ed the leakage rate
assumed in the safety analyses. , 3-rate testing of the
primarycontainmentpurgevalvati 6essed in
LCO 3.6.1.3, " Primary Containment isolation Valves," Air-
lock door seal leakage testing ~is addressed in LC0 3.6.1.2.
The frequency is required by 10 CFR 50, Mpendix J (Ref. 2),
and identified in the Primary Containment Leakage Rate-
Testing Program. Thus, SR 3.0.2 (which allows frequency.
extensions) does not apply.

SR 3.6.1.1.2

The structural integrity of the primary containment is
assured by the successful completion of the Primary
Containment Tendon Surveillance Program and by associated
visual inspections of the steel liner and penetrations for
evidence of deterioration or breact of integrity that
ensures that the structural integri ) of the. primary
containment will be maintained in accordance with the 4

provisions of the Primary Containment Tendon Surveillance
-]

(continued)-

( (continued)
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PrtCary Containment
B 3.6.1.1

BASES (continued)

l'

SURVEILLANCE Program. Testing and frequency are consistent with the
REQUIREMENTS recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.35 (Ref. 6).

(continued)

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of federal Regulations, Part 100.11,
* Determination of Exclusion Area low Population Center
Di r,tence. '

2. ,/ f'1 'k Code of federal Regulations, Part 50,
4@Appendia4J, " Primary Reactor Containment Leakage
%%estjgjforWater-rooledPowerReactors."T

3. j%.n p d..n mnftMit' Ne htSAA,. Section [],"[ Containment
Systems),$' p$ )$q#q . ; \.

4. (UnitName](FSAR,Section[ ),"(Title)."
#' 4%

[ Unit Narfel@FSARC8ection [),"[ Title)."5.
&Ib|1 hiRegulatey GliidbiL35,f' Inservice Inspection of6.

Ungrouted Tendons %Prestrw Concrete Containment
Structures.' (jf .

- y w
N$

Af '%4W
ugj|'

O
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Primary Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.1.2

B 3.6 CONTAINHENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1.2 Primary Cont'dinment Air Locks

BASES
umb*i ''sP% mi s ..ii.a > ||4 MI ' il IEI"'| |II I MIR I N i lI NIdiNIhfl dll ND'd El|I iINIIId 'l'I R M Im IN ;

-

-

UACKGROUND Two double-door primary containment air locks have been
bui t into the primary containwent to provide N rsonnel

s to the primary conthinment and to provide primary
nt isolation during the process of aersonnel entry

The air locks are designed to witastand the same.

loads mperatures, and peak design internal and extern'il
pre s .the primary containment, in order to maintain

7 ment OPERABILITY (Ref. 1). As port of the
a nent, the air lock limits the release of

radi ma' | rial to the environs during normal plant>

oped o I fough a range of incidents up to and
inc1; din llated Design Itasis Accidents (DBAs).

Each ai ek, een designed and tested to certify
its ability d pressure in excess of the maximum.

expected pr owl :4 DBA in primary containment.
As such, closure a si ' or ensures that the primaryO containment is B the doors has inflatable

U/ seals that art ma n .ov psig by the seal air-
flask / pneumatic sy ik is ntained at a )ressure,
2 [90) psig. Each oor has"two se to ensure they are
single-failure proof in maintai leak-tight boundary
of primary containment.

Each air lock is nominally ght circular cylinder,
10 feet in diameter with doors at each end that'are
interlocked to prevent simultaneous opening. The air locks
are provided with limit switches on both doors in ead air
lock that provide control room indication of door position.
Additionally, control room indication is provided to alert
the operator whenever an air-lock door interlock mechanism
is defeated. During )eriods when primary containment is not
required to be OPERAB.E, the door interlock mechanism may be
disabled, allowing both doors of an air lock to remain open
for exter.ded periods when frequent primary containment entry
is necessary. Under some conditions, as allowed by this
LCO, the primary containment may be accessed through the air
lock when the door interlock mechanism has failed by
manually performing the interlock function.

(continued)

(continued)
d
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Prtrary Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.1.2

BASES (continued)
_

BACKGROUND The primary containment air locks form part of the primary
(continued) containment pressure boundary. As such, air-lock integrity

and air tightness is essential to limit offsite doses from a
DBA. Not maintaining air-lock integrity or air tightness
may result in offsite doses in excess of those deceribed in
the plant safety analyses. All leakage-rate requirements
and SRs conform with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 2), as
modifie4 % approved exemptions.
|}%

,dy/ 13
" y co deinm p t OPERABILITY, and the limiting ofAPPLICABLE P r

SAFETY ANALYSES ra iges4WeWeleeme=.to the environment, is a consideration
in the'evaluntlen bf number of accident analyses. Forexample, theJps-of olant accident (LOCA) analysis
requires f prin g ainment boundary to ensure that the
site-boundhry raduation dose will not exceed the limits of
10 CFR 100 or Ate 1RC staff-approved licensing basis (e.g.,
a specified f/ action,

19;iidetermination of exclusion areasCFR 100 limits). As delineated
in 10 CFR 100 (R W the
and l u-population ~'z Mroun&g a site must consider a
fission-product releaseWom theC re with offsite release

based on the expected desionstreMe)%ykage rate from the
primary containment. Y M%CV
The DBA that results in a Yelease f ra tive materialwithin primary containment is a LOCA in the '

analysis of this accident, it is assl primary
containmentisOPERABLEateventist tion, such that
release of fission products to thiskhvironment is controlled
by the rate of primary containment leakage. The primary
containment was designed with an allowabic leakage rate of
[0.1]% of containment air weight per day. This leakagerate, L., is defined in 10 'CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 2), as
[ unit-specific #): the maximum allowattle containment leakage
rate at the calculated maximum peak containment pressure
(P ) [ unit specific f) following a DBA. This allowable
le,akage rate forms the basis for the acceptance criteria
imposed on the SRs associated with the air locks.

The acceptance criteria a) plied to DBA releases of
radioactive material to tie environment are given in terms
of total radiation dose received by:

a. A member of the general public who remains at the
exclusion-area boundary for 2 hours following onset j

(continued)

Gl(continued) i
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Primary Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.1.2

3

; BASES (continued) '

v __

APPLICABLE of the postulated fission-product radioactivity
SAFETY ANALYSES release; or

(continued)
b. A member of the general public who remains at tbc low-

population-zone boundary for the duration of the
accident.

The" imits established in 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 3) are a wholo-4mfy se of 25 rem, or a dose of 300 rem to the thyroid

4f. rtspry gei $4nment air lock OPERABILITY is also required to
Mom .ine exposure, or both. The NRC staff-approved
licen basis may use some fraction of these limits.

stWim 00he"emount of fission-product gases that-may bypass
pri tainA6nt.and contaminate Oad pressurize the
se inment.

!i egjn each air lock is sufficient toClosure
support prkma N . ,.= :nt OPERABILITY following postulated

i events- N' le "both doors are kept closed when the.

air lock is no - usedfornormalentryandexitfromprimary contain , a t

/ The primary cont lo i satisfy Criterion 3 of the( NRC interim Policy' em 4

_

gP 4) i
LCO As part of the primary contalement, the air lock's safety

function is related to contforof offsite radiation- ~

1expotures resulting from a DBA. Thus, the air lock's
|structural integrity and leak tightness are essential to the

successful mitigation of such an event. .

|

The air locks are required to be OPERAULE. - For eaci, air
lock to be considered OPERABLE, the air-lock interlock
mechanism must be OPERABLE, the hir lock must be in:
compliance with the Type B air-lock leakage test, and both
air-lock doors must be OPERABLE. The interlock allows only
one air-lock door to be open at one time. This provision
ensures that a gross breach of primary containment-does not
exist when primary containment is required to be OPERABLE.

The closure of a strgle door in an air lock will maintain
primary containment OPERABILITY, since each. door is designed

)
; (continued)

_p -(continund)-V
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Primary Containment Air Locks '

B 3.6.1.2

BASES (continued)

LCO to witnstand the peak primary containment pressure
(continued) calculated to occur following a DBA.

This LCO provides assurance that the primary containment
air locks will perform their hi9.',eri safety function to
mitigate the consequences ',( accidents that-rould result it-,

offsite exposures comparable to 10 CFR 100 limits or some
fracti 4stablished in the NRC staff-approved licensing
basi ' M3

-

-

~

[ dhis f flity, the following support systems are
r tred ? OPpABLE to ensure primary containment air
lo

~

FLITVi[ 1w ;f

(For this, hy, 'se required support systems which,'

ilWeupon thei
containmen air l , no' require declaring primary

as follows:] g$o#cWinoperable and their justification are_ IP
Y .,45h

InMODES1,2,and3,%Ni
Y g

APPLICABILITY
active material to priN|3BA coult

a se e release of radio-
y coetain In MODES 4 and 5,

the probability and coriseguencesi'o. ;tonts are reduced
due to the pressure and temperat 11 tions of these
MODES. Therefore, the priinary co tainm
required to be OPERABLE in M00ES'4 and# air. lock is notevent leakage

of radioactive material from primarg[pai
nt.

TN Required Actions of Condition 'k B,- or C are modified by
a Note that allows entry and exit to perform repairs on the
affected air-lock compomnt. If the outer door ise

inoperable, then it ma * 3 easily accessed for repair. If
the inner door is the ;.e that is inoperable, however, then
it is preferred tha'. ne air lock be accessed from inside-,

primary containment by entering through the other OPERABLE
air-lock. If this is not practicable, however, then it is
permissible to enter the air lock through the'0PERABLE outer
door, which means there-is a short time during which tre
containmert boundary is not intact (during access thrNgh {

-

the outer door). The ability to open the OPERABLE door,
even if it means the primary containment boundary is
temporarily not intact, is acceptable due to the low
probability of an event that'could-pressurize the primary
containment during the short time in which the OPERABLE door

(continued)

'(continued)

$
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Primary Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.1.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY is expected to be o)en. After each entry and exit the
(continued) OPERABLE door must >e immediately closed.

An additional Note has been included to provide clarifi-
cation that for this LCO, all primary containment air locks
are treated as an entity with a single Completion Time,

r

Of0,_
ACTIONS d A ''l . A.1.1. A . 2. 2.1. and A . 2. 2. 2.

V nd
1- Witlagne air;-lock door inoperable in one or more primary
D*ceptainment? air locks, an OPERABLE door must be verified

ctosed/end remain closed in each affected air lock. This
ensureafthat a 9eak-tight primary containment barrier is
mainta'ined)hyrthe use of an OPERABLE air-lock door. This
action mustibe* completed within I hour. The 1-hour
Completions. Time is. consistent with- the Required Actions of,

LC0 3.6.171, "Prt:ury2 Containment," which requires that
primary containmedt,De' restored to OPERABLE status within
I hour. " %$? m.,

Q Ai.%
In addition, the/ttioperabls door,,in each affected air lockh must be restored 't'o GPERABLE status or the affected air-lock
penetrationmustbe$ isolated.bylackingclosedtheOPERABLE'

air-lock door. OneofthesdtwoRestredActionsmustbe
completed within the 24-hour Completten Time. The 24-hour
Completion Time is considered reasonabl( for restoring the
air-lock door to OPERABLE states'considering the OPERABLE
door of the affected air loNis being maintained closed.

Required Action A.2.2.2 verifies that the affected air lock
with an inoperable door has been isolated by the use of a
locked closed OPERABLE air-lock door. This ensures that an
acceptable primary containment leakage boundary is
maintained. The leakage-rate acceptance. criteria-are
defined in SR 3.6.1.2.1. The Completion Time of once per
31 days is based on engineering judgment, Land is considered
adequate in view of other administrative controls, such as
indications of interlock mechanism status, available to the

~

operator that ensure that the OPERABLE air-lock door remains
: closed.
.

(continued),

#

(contir.ued)

)v
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Pritary Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.1.2

DASES (continued)

ACTIONS B l . B.2. and BJ
(continued)

With an air-lock door interlock mechanism inoperable in one
or both primary containment air locks, the Required Actions
and associated Completion Times consistent with Condition A
are applicable.

Conditipa78@hs
is modified by a Note that allows entry and exit

througtegn ir lock that is under the control of a dedicated
ind v4ftial t tioned at the air lock to ensure that only one

is operpd at the time and that the opened door is
i iatel helosed,

[b 2 I h
40@(@!ntrN'M

c.1

With one $'ribed }n|C6hdition A or B, one door in theecks. inoperable for reasons other than
more

those desc
affected primari.containmentiair lock must be verified to be
closed. This Wetionsu s W hellompleted within the I hour
Completion Time.gitrtsppsifiedtimeperiodisconsistent
with the Required-Acti bef LCO

res that
,6.1.1, " Primary

Containment,* which re' mary containment be
restored to OPERABLE s us withi ur.

Additionally, the air 1 ck be red to OPERABLE
status within 24 hours. The 24-hour Co ion Time is
reasonable for restoring inoperable ai to OPERABLE
status considering that at least one' aintained
closedineachaffectedairlock.jp?"

w
The Required Actions of Condition C are moc 'ied by a Note
that requires the primary containment be dec *ed inoperable
should both doors in an air lock fail the air ock door seal
test, SR 3.6.1.2.1 and SR 3.6.1.2.4.

D.1 and 0.2

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does not
apply if the inoperable primary containment air lock cannot
be restored to OPERIBLE status within the associated
Completion Time.. This is done by placing the plant in at
least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours.
The allowed Completion Tir9s are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to r ach the required MODES from full,

| power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

(continued)
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Prirary Containment Air Locks |
B 3.6.1.2- '

[ BASES (continued)
\

SURVEILLANCE SB 3.6.1.2.1
,

REQUIREMENTS
Maintaining primary containment air locks OPERABLE requires
compliance with the leakage-rate test requirements of
10 CFR 50, Ap)endix J, as modified by approved exemptions,
and as descri)ed in the P=imary Containment Leakage Rate-
Tes ing Program. This SR reflects the leakage-rata testing
r rements with regard to air-lock leakage-(Type B leakage-

sb The acceptance criteria are described in the unit- '

qdtWaka# Rate Test Progrant. The periodic testing

g%jgFrequi ~ " nts-verify that the air-lock leakage does not
:

exce Ahe allowed fraction of the-overall primary
M W sakage rate. The Frequency is required by

'CFR PA ' ' dix J, as modified by approved exemptions,
and M ri in the Primary Containment Leakage Rate
TestM .Y Thus, SR 3.0.2 (wliich allows rmuency
extehsions s not apply.:

The SR h'$ ?sh'becaiga'fffMhbyaNoteindicatingthatan
rph

inoperables Ek, door does not invalidate the )revious
successful # e-of overall air lock lea (age test.
This is consider aso :since either air-lock door is
capable of provi .* g UMasi oduct-barrier in the event
of a DBA.

Je+ f-
U "

SR 3. 6.1.L2
. .

The air-lock door interlock me designed to prevent
simultaneous opening of bot s-in the air lock. Since
both the inner and outer do 'of an air lock are designed
to withstand the maximum expected post-accident primary
containment pressure (Ref. 4), closure cP either door will
ensure prima.y containment OPERABILITY. Thus, the door
interlock feature ensures that primary containment
OPERABILITY is maintained while the air lock.is being used

| - for personnel transit in and out of the containment.
Periodic testing of this interlock demonstrates that the I

interlock will function as desigaed and that simultaneous
inner and outer door opening w!U twX inadvertently occur.

| Due to the purely mechanical rMue of |his interlock, and i

i given that the interlock mechanho it only challenged when
I primary containment is entered, % test is only- required i

to be performed prior to enteri% prMary containment, but I

is not required.more frequently.than t,nce'per 184 days. The
184-day Frequency is based on engineering judgement and is ;

considered adequate in view of other administrative- '

(:.ontinued)

,_ ( ) (continued)
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Prirary Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.1.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE controls, such as indications of interlock mechanism status
REQUIREMENTS available to operations personnel.

(continued)
SR 3.6.1.2.3

The seal air-flask pressure is verified to be at 2 90 psig
every 7 days to ensure that the seal system remains viable,
it must be checked because it could biced down_during or
followtapinocess through the air lock, which occurs
re fy. 'The 7-day frequency has been shown to be
a 'able thmugh operating experience and is considered
a egnate in view of the other indications available to,

opere(lens 1personnelthat the seal air-flask pressure is
1ow.%"#'gf'"tg

.c mm q.
SR 3.6.1 1 4 ff
A seal pneumatitOhstem testMo ensure that pressure does
not decay at a'Tste off|&(tFpsig for a period of [48] hours
from an initial pressure ofc 90 psig is an effective
leakage rate test'to verifyf(ys]em performance.s t The 18-
month Frequency was developed cons 16qring it is prudent that
many Surveillances onlysbe performed /during a plant outage.
This is due to the facththatithecplaritstnust be in a shutdown

usually pass the SR when p# fence' has stfewn these components
condition. Operating exp

erformed'on ths94-month

Therefore,thefrequencywasconcluded[jefqpcle.to beW eceptable from
Frequency, which is based on the refuel

a reliability standpoint. p

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title)."

| 2. Title 10, Coda of- Federal Regulations, Part 50,
. Appendix J, " Primary Reactor Containment Leakage
| Testing for Water Cooled Power P.cactors."

l 3. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 100.11,
" Determination of Exclusion Area, low Population Zone
and Population Center Distance."

4. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Table [6.2-13), "[ Title]."

__

O
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.PCIVs" i

B 3.6.1.3

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1.3 Primary Containment Isolation Valves (PCIVs)

BASES
,

-
4

BACKGROUND The function of the PCIVs, in combination with other
acc dent-mitigation systems, is to -limit fission-product-

e duri'.y ad following postulated Design Basis
. .

ts (DL.Taj to values less- than 10 CFR 100.11- (Ref.1)E
s ose limits that' are part of the NRC staff-approved

"licen basis. Primary containment isolation within the
time itstspecified for those PCIVs designed to close,

i )tensuresthatthereleaseofradioactive.
ri . environment will be consistent with the

' n'the-analyses for.a DBA.i ass us i
t -

! The PERA requirements.for.PCIVs help" ensure that.'
adequat ary Oment leak tightness is maintained:
during a af

-paths to t r
~.ident by minimizing potentici leakage '

4'
t, Therefore, the OPERABILITY

requirement ssur
~

leakage rates as i
^e that' primary containment

fety , analysis will:not be
exceeded. Thesej ol s consist of either passive

'

\ devices or activeV,( ). es. Locked-closed . manualF valves, deactivated omi va? secured .in their closed
j position (including check v lves: flow through the valve;

secured), blind flanges, and clo iems are considered
4

;

passive devices. -Closed systems M e Ise systems designed
| in.accordancewith_GDC57(RdW2automatic valves designed to'Mlose) ' Check valves, or otherwithout operator-actioni

; following an accident, are considered active: devices. Two:
i barriers in series are provided for- each peni.?. ion so that'

no single credibleLfailure or malfunction of .6 active:
! component can result 'in a loss of isolation'(and possible'

loss of primary containment OPERABILITY) or leakage- that'

exceeds limits assumed in the safety analysis. One of these=
,

| barriers may be a closed system inside primary containment- 'I
(in accordance with the Requirements V 10 CFR 50,:

Appendix A,.GDC 57).
t

Primary containment isolation .ocess upon receipt of a high'
containment. pressure or a low Reactor-Coolant System:(RCS)
pressure signal. The primary containment isolation signal
closes . automatic PCIVs in 41uid penetrations not required
for operation of ENGINEEl;ED SAFET" FEATURE (ESF) systems

.

'

j -(continued)
'

h[ 1(continued)
4
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND in order to prevent leakage of radioactive material. Upon

(continued) actuation of safety injection, automatic primary containment
valves also isolate systems not required for containment or
RCS heat removal. Other penetrations are isolated by the
use of valves in the closed position or blind flanges. As a
result, the PCIVs (and blind flanges) help ensure that the
primary containment atmosphere will be isolated in the event
of a release of radioactive material to containment
atmosphiereifrom the RCS following a DBA. OPERABILITY of the
PC (and bitnd flanges) ensures that primary containment

ILITY is maintained during accident conditions.

Th - 24h[inchprimarycontainmentpurgevalves' '

(PCP afe JCIVs thet are qualified for uso during allt

operationa)QpoqstioW( The [6]- and (20]-inch PCPVs are
normally i@ntai fj)esedinMODES1,2,and3toensure
leak tighthess, e' purge valves must be closed when not
being used fo 'ssure seskol or as icw as reasonably

that primary conta$pereh6gmility considerations.to ensureachievable (Al )
negot leakage rates assumed in the safety

analysis will not'be' d. .Tk se valves receive an
isolation signal. [Fo is fecGity the isolation signal
consists of the followj ~y

y q

APPLICABLE The PCIV LC0 was derived from the reg related
; SAFETY ANALYSES to the control of offsite radiation r ting from

major accidents.- As delineated inrt02CFR 100.li (Ref. 1),
the determination of exclusion areas"and low-p>>pulation
zones surrounding a proposed site must considor a fission-
product release from the core with offsito release based on
the expected demonstrable leakage rate from the primary
containment. This LCO is intended to ensu'ce that offsite
dose limits are not exceeded (actual prir.ary containtrent
leakage rate does not exceed the value assumed in the safety,

| analyses). As part of the primary containment boundary,
PCIV and PCPV OPERABILITY are essential to primary'

containment OPEPABILITY. Therenre, the safety analysis of
any event reosiring isolation > -imary containrent is3

applicable to this LCO.

The DBAs that re. alt in a release of radioactive material
within primary containment are a loss-of-coolant accident

(continued).

(continued)
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PCIVs-
B 3.6.1.3

O
V ' BASES (continued)

,

APPLICABLE (LOCA), a main steam line break (MSLB), and a fuel-handling
SAFETY ANALYSES accident inside primary containment Refs. 3 and-4). In

(continued) the analysis for each of these; accid (ents...it is assumed that -
PCIVs are either closed or function to close within the
required isolation time following.esent initiation. This
ensures that potential leakage patts-to the environment
through PCIVs (and PCPVs) are micimized. Of the events
a ed in Reference 3, the F.St.B -is the most limiting event-

tradiological consequences. The closure' time of the
e$ IVsp the most significant varia::le from a radiological
W standpptnt. The MSIVs are required to close in 3 to

5s s;.therefore, the 5-second closure time is assumed:
~

a' s. The offsite dose calculations assume that
-

p ;;va O are clor% at n nt'itic.ation. Likewise,
it i J '.(t the'pr,i., contwinnent is. isolated such ,

that Mhssion pioducts to the-environment is '

cont clle #he.. ate of primary containment Leakage.-
.

~ h *a) plied to accidental releases ofThe acce ance
radioactive altpotioenvironmentaregiven'interms
of total ra L m d6se rece,1yed by:

4

- F
e!% e )ic who remains at the

--

(V) exclusion-ar a
g,a. A member of e' _ .1 M

.y fot/2 hours following onset of
thepot,tulatadKfissionp^'roddetradioactivity-release;
or %

b. A member of the general p w emains at the-low-
population-zone boundary! . r the duration of. the
accident, v

The limits established in 10 CFR 100 are' a.whole-body dose-
of 25 rem or a dose of 300 rem to the thyroid from' iodine.
exposure, or both.. The NRC staff-approved licensing-basis

_

":V use _a specifico fraction of these limits'. The worst-
* we 2-hour _ dose- anticipated at the exclusion-area boundary
,.urs following-the postulated worst-case DBA.

The worst-case DBA is a conservative analysis of the LOCA
event for which a significant instantaneous release of
fission-product radioactivity from the core is postulated.

The DBA analysis assumes that, within 60 seconds after the
accident, isolation of the primary containment is- complete

(continued) .

- j'} (continued).\J
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE and leakage terminated, except for the design leakage rate,

of. The primary containment isolation total response timeLSAFETY ANALYSES
60 seconds includes signal delay, diesel generator(continued)

startup (for loss of offsite power), and PCIV stroke times.

The single-failure criterion required to be imposed in the
conduct plant safety analyses was considered in the
origina' c ign of the PCPVs. Two valves in series on each-

vide assurance that both the supply andpur
."11 3could be isolated even if a single failure

v

ex
ed, inboard and outboard isolation valves on each

1 re q ded ith diverse power sources [ motor-operated

p sa@Fw
rated, spring closed, respectively).anc f

19 signed to preclude common modeThis
failures f abl both valves on a purge-line.

The purge alve e unable to close in the environment
following a L Ther .each of the purge valves is
required to r in ' sed during MODES 1, 2, and 3.
In this case, th lure criterion remains
applicable to the o fa re in the control circuit
associated with each v hthe PCPV design.-

precludes a single fat f o ising primary
t t stem is operated incontainment OPERABILITY

accordancewiththesubjeh y)
The PCIVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the .im Policy
Statement.

4'

LC0 PCIVs form a part of the primary containment boundary.
The PCIV safety function is related to control of offsite
radiation exposures resulting from a DBA. This LC0
addresses PCIV OPERABILITY, stroke time, and PCPV leakage.
Other PCIV leakage rates are addressed by LCO 3.6.1.1,t

" Primary Containment," under Type C testing.

The automatic isolation valves are considered OPERABLE when.
their isolation times are within limits, the valves actuate
on an automatic isolation signa'1, and excess-flow check |
valves actuate within the required differential pressure |
range. The PCPVs have additional OPERABILITY requirements. 1

(continued) ,

|i
'

(continued)

I
t
'
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

m

BASES (continued)

LCO PCPVs with resilient seals must meet additional leakage-rate
(continued) requirements (Sk 3.6.1.3.8). PCPVs that are not qualified

to close under accident conditions must be sealed-closed or
blocked to prevent full opening to OPERABLE. Also, purge
system valves actuate on an automatic isolation signal. The
valves covered by this LCO are listed with their associated
stroke times in the FSAR (Ref. 4),

mally closed isolation valves or blind flanges are

<Fautomdtc valves are deactivated and secured in their closed
eensi d OPERABLE when manual valves are locked-closed,

'

posi. (including check valves with flow through the valve
) endiblind flanges and closed systems are in place.' *

d ems)rethosesystemsdesignedinaccordancewith
GDC 5Fl . 2)gA These past,1ve isolation valves / devices are
tho /4 pfeference S.

~ ILITY,of; hams:CIVs requires OPERABILITY of theAlso, OP he P
followin ppgsp

ESFSyNNN "mentd on that produces isolationa.
g signals, in ng imary containment pressure,i low RCS pre e m qontainment radiation-,V High], and 5 fe+#,e t1 V stem instrumentation;w

b. Emergency electfical power;

c. Instrument air system form' a ' ally. operated
valves.

This LC0 provides assurance that the PCIVs will perform
their designed safety functions to mitigate the consequences
of accidents that could result in offsite exposure
comparable to the Reference 1 limits or some fraction as

|established in the NRC staff-approved licensing basis.

[For this facility, those required support systems which
upon their failure do not require declaring PCIVs inoporable I

and their justification are as follows:]

[For tM s facility, the supported systems impacted by the
inoperabliity of a PCIV and the justification of whether or

!not each supported system is declared inoperable are as
follows:]

(continued)
1 0
|
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3|

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a release of radio-
active material to primary containment. In MODES 4 and 5,
the probability and consequences of these events are reduced
due to the pressure and temperature limitations of these
MODES. Therefore, mo.t PCIVs are not required to be
OPERABLE 6nd the PCPVs are not required to be sealed-closed
in MODES and 5. Certain valves are required to be

OPERABLE (j{Ni:however, to prevent inadvertent reactor vessel
draindep These valves are those whose associated instru-
menMibn ihrequired to be OPERABLE per LC0 3.3.6 (this
dageitiot include the excess-flow chec( valves that isolate
t W u sociated instrumentation).

$h 1$ hoodified by a Note allowing normallyThe
locked- or italed-closed PCIVs, except the [ ]-inch- PCPVs,
to be opef|hintertittently under administrative controls.
The PCPV exceptienraprilies to PCPVs that are not qualified
to close underAcIdent. conditions. These controls consist
of stationing aidedicated! operator who is in continuous
communication witFtheJc'or4rol room, at the controls of the
valve. Inthiswaf,'the.pehetrattencanberapidlyisolated
when a valid primary containment?tse]intainment purge line

ation signal is

penetration and the fac'stte of;th'e cet" thatJthe phtrations exhaust
indicated. Due to theJ

directly from the primary 4ce6tainment absphere to the
environment, these valves may not'be ope under
administrative control. Theprovisions# 3.0.4 apply.

,4 W *

I A further Note has been added to preytde clarification that
for the purpose of this LCO, each penetration flow 3ath is
independent and is treated as a separate entity wit, a
separate Completion Time.

ACTIONS A.l. A.2.1. A.2.2.1. and A.2.2 d

With one or more PCIVs inoperable, at letst one isolation
| valve must be verified to be OPERABLE in each affected open
! penetration. This action may be satisfied by examining logs

or other information to determine if the valve is out of
service for maintenance or other reasons. This Required

i Action is to be completed within-I hour in order to provide
| assurance that a primar.y containment penetration is not open

(continued)
_-__.c_

(continued)
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

O >

b BASES (continued) |
1

l
I

ACTIONS and causing a loss of pr wary containment OPERABILITY. - 1he
(continued) 1-hour Complet o.n Time is consistent with LCO 3.6.1.1,

" Primary Containment," and is considered a reasonable length
of time to complete the Required Action.

In the event that one or more PCIVs are inoperable, either
the noperable valve must be restored to OPERABLE status or
t fected penetration must be isolated. The method of

n must include the use of at least one isolation
rri hat cannot be adversely affected by a single active

failu ' ~ Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a
clos nd activated automatic PCIV, a closed manual

.. flange, or a check valve inside prime y
i flow through the valve secured. Fe

penet' tsi$atedinaccordancewithRequired'
Actj fithe valve used to isolate- the penetration.

shou d be . Blosest available one to 3rimary containment.
One of tM 'two d Actions must )e com)1eted within
the 4-ho W to me. For MSIVs, an 8-lour Completion
Time to re ve to OPERABLE status is provided.
The specifi iod o 4 hours is reasonable
considering the t ' re o isolate the penetration and

h) the relative imp r .: ining primary containment

G'#3,@an
\) integrity during

%. '

[For this facility, he Completio of 8 hours for MSIVs
is justified as follows:]
Foraffectedpenetrationstt}&g,<tberestoredtocanno
OPERABLE status within the a~pplicable Completion Time and
have been isolcted in accordance with Required
Action A.2.2.1-the affected penetrations must be verified to
be isolated on a periodic basis. This is necessary to
ensure that primary containment penetrations required to be
isolated following an accident, and which are no longer
capable of being automatically isolated, will be in' the
isolation position should an event occur. The Completion
Time for this is once per 31 days, for valves outside 4

primary containment, drywell, or steam tunnel,-and prior to '

entering MODE 3 from MODE 4-if not performed more often than
once per 92 days for valves inside primary containment,
drywell, or steam tunnel. The 31-day Completion Time is
based on Inservice Inspection and Testing Program
requirements to perform valve testing at least once per

! (continued)
1

p '(continued)
O
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PCIVs
B 3.0.1.3 j-

1

O|BASES (continued) |

ACTIONS- 92 days. This Required Action does not require any testing
(continued) or valve manipulation. Rather, it invo'Ives verification,

,through a system walkdown, that those valves outside '

containment and capable of potentially being mispositioned
,are in the correct position. For velves inside primary

containment, the spectfied tim period of prior to antering q

MODE 3 from M00f 4, if rrot performed mors often than once i
per92pags,isbasedonengineeringjudgmentandis

.

'

consideired@asonable in view of the inaccessibility of the-

valy(ednd th existence of other administrative controlstAlg %ill en Wre that valve misalignment is an unlikely
~ p g.possibili ;

& ~

pMphpodifiedbyaNoteindleatingthatthisCondt A

Condition. [ 6 app pab'letothosepenetrationswithonly '

one PCIV- ' a el Yystet,fr. side primary containment
(i.e., the conta penetration is isolated in accordance
with 10 CFR 504 hendix,ASDC ST) (Ref, 2). The Requirad
ActinnsforCnSiti a:sbes that ;.wn valves in' series are
used to isolate ths Marisontainmentpenetrationand
satisfy single-fall erns.: % '

,

1F- 1
Required Action A,1 has een4 he i dified by a Note

-

stating that Required Ahti
penetrationsthathaveont@rone1$41attASK@s iitt* pplictble toy valve. Since the
Note to Condition A excludes p?netration th only,one
isolation val /e and a closed system, thei to Required

'

Action A.1 refers to penetrations wit %Fs b isolation
valve on a system that is open ingide? primary containment-
but closed outside primary contaln kht. For there systems,
if the single isolation valve is -inoperable the intent is-
to go directly to Required Actfun A.2.1. These systems are
very small piping lines, such as instrument lines that are
t:10 sed systems outside of primary containment. The
justification far e Coinpletior! Tiu of 4 hours is analogous
to that ar lines with two isolation valvos. This Nate
applies anly to small lines.

|

| LLE . 2.1. and A2,.,2

: When one or more PCIVs are inoparable, the inoperable
|- valve (s) must be restered to OPERA 3LE status or the affected

penetration must be isolated. The method of-isolation-mosti

include the use of at least one isolation barrier that
cannot be adversely hffected by a single active fr.ilure.

(continu'ed)

(continued)
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

O' BASES (continued)
>._

ACTIONS Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a closed and
(continued) deactivated automatic valve, a closed manual, valve, or a

blind flange. A check valve may uct be used to isolate ..ie
affected penetration, since GDC 57 does not consider the
check valve an acceptable automati: isolation valve. One of
these Required Actions must be completed within the 4 hours.
The 4-hour Completion Time is reasonable considering the
r16tivestabilityoftheclosedsystem(hence, reliability)

7ect>as r. penetration isolation bou ,dary and the relative
'

spor'tance of maintaining primary containment OPERABILITY-
4 uring} MODES 1,2,and3. In the event the affected

is isolated in accordance with Required
penetratinn!}hthe affected penetration must be verified to;t} M B,f
@Who) Stud onSa periodic basis. This is necessary to
ensuy%thatprhW'irycontainmentOPERABILITYismaintained

'

andCtAat printry containment penetrations required to bo
isolated $bWing an accident are isolated. The Comple ; ion
Time of, o per 31tegyp for verifying that each affectea
penetrathjn is4s' leted is appropriate because the valvese
are o)eratadiender administrative control and the
proba)ility'6f tWe#)inisal,ignment is low.

yg ApA
f. Condition 'J is modifi 67 ante indicating this Condition
\ is ap;ilicable onif to thosejenetrations with only one PCIV

and a closed systenfti sideprimars ontainment. This Note
is necessary since this Condition ! written specifically to

!
GDC 57 allowpWie$4ccordance with

addass those penetrations isolat
s Wat enter primaryGDC 57 (Ref. 2).

containment and that are notspert of-the reactor coolant
pressure boundary nor. connected directly to primary
containment atmosphere to be isolated by means' of one PCIV.

L A C A 1. and C M

in the event that one or more.PCPVs are not within the
' leakage limits, PCFV leakage must be restored to within
limits or the affected penetratio~n must be isolated. The
method of isolation must use at least one isolation barrier'

that cannot be adversely affected by a single active
failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion-are a
closed and deactivated automatic valve, closed manual valve,
or blind flsngo. One of these Required Actions must be
completed withio 24 nours. The 24-hotr Completion Time is-
reasonable considering the.PCPVs remain clo:cd to preclude a

! (continued)
,

'(ccutinued)
i'
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS gross breach of primary containment, for PCPYs that are
(continued) isolated in accordance with Required Action C.2.1,

SR 3.6.1.3.8 must be performed at least once per 92 days.
This ensuras that degradation of the resilient seals is
detected and confirms that the leakage rate of the PCPVs
does not it.oem during the time the penetration is
isolated. , The normal frequency of SR 3.6.1.3.8 is 184 days
and is on an NRC initiative, Generic Issur Ma,
" Cont

Dre f(Seakage Due te Seal Deterioration" (U.iance is being placed on a single valvt while.
. 6).

Si
s condtiion, it is prudent % perform the Survt.illance

of terg' tpfheyefore, a perindic interval of once per
m

Asi92 4t
%,e .+

ff:-
With one ci more, inoperable in one or more penetration
flow paths, veelff that Mequired Actions have been
initiated for Mose. ' systems declared inoperable by
thesupportPCIPsz n u{ mpletion Time of [ ] hours.

4

The [ ]-hour Completio
.

eis/M$redasthemostlimiting
of all the Required Actt#n.s (slT3bgsupportedsystems
that needed to be declaYedit bi n ' n the failure of
one or more st.pport featuijs spe fied er Condition D.

Required Action D.1 dnsures inat those, ied Required
Actions associated with supported sys . 'cted by the
inoperability of 'CIVs have been lait ated. This can be
accomplished by entering the supported systems LCOs.
[ Alternatively, the appropriate Required Actions for the
rupported systems may be listed in the Required Actions for
Condition D of this LCO.]

[For this facility, the identified supported systems
Required Actions are as follows:]

fal
With one or more PCIVs inoperable in one _or more penetration
flow paths, MiQ one or more required support or supported
features, or both, inoperable associated with the other
redundant penetration flow paths, there is a loss of
functiona' capability, and LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately
entered. However,'if the support or supported feature LCO,

(continued)

(continued)
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS or both, takes into consideration the loss of function
(continued) situation, then LC0 3.0.3 may not need to be entered.

An example illustrating this situation would be when a-
support PCIV-is declared inoperable and subsecuently is
isolated in a penetration flow path associatec with a
supported ESF system,-then the other penetration flow paths
asseciated with the redundant counterpart supported ESF-

Mshtems and their support systems must be OPERABLE,
f@iatherwi,e a loss of functional capability exists.s A loss of

functional capability in this case may place the operation-
% of the; plant.outside the safety analysis. Therefore,

$otrtsidaithe Appijcability of the LC0 for the PCIVs.
1amedtate[ actions must be taken to bring the plant to a H0DE

40 %
F.lGsdFitMy%

, >

The plant bit be.placed in a M00E'in which the LC0 does noti

apply if the Kaquired! Actions and associated Completion-
Times are notisatiinjM00ES 1, 2, or 3. This is done by
placing the plantaipat least MODE 3 cithin 12_ hoJrs and at
least MODE 4 withins 36 hofrspgThe alhwed Completion Timesp arereasonable, based,on@peratQpgexperience,toreachthe
required MODES from fulltpower 1n
without challengingFplhnt's{ stem dg orderly manner and

(
g

0_.l. H.1. I.1. and I.2 h
The plant must be placed in alconditien in which the LC0
does not apply, if the Mequired Actions and associated -
Completion Times are not met. If applicable, CORE
ALTERATIONS and handling of irradiated fuel must be
immediately suspended. Suspansion of- these activities shall
not preclude completion of-m?vement of a component to a safe
condition. Also, if applicable, action must be immediately
initiated to suspend operations with a potential _ for
draining the reactor vessel (0PDRVs) to minimize the
probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent potential
for fisston-product release. Actions must continue until
OPORVs are suspended. If suspending the OPDRVs would result
in closing the residual heat removal-shutdown cooling
isolation valves, .the actions of LC0 ( ) will govern the
operation of these valves and alternate solations to

compensate for loss of shutdown cooling, if needed. (For

(continued)
__

(continued)

(.|
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

91; BASES (continued)

ACTIONS this facility the valves or systems required' to be OPERABLE
(continued) as related to Conditions G, H, and I, and associated with

actuation instrumentation required to be OPERABLE per LC0
3.3.6.1 are as follows:]

SURVEILLAilCE SR 3.6.1$3.1
REQUIREMENTS

EacMh@ day intervals.
vm
]-in }PCPV is required to be verified sealed-closed

at$31- This SR is intended to apply to PCPVs
wh$4 are nipt;' fully qualified to open under accident
coridjtionWThis:SR is designed to ensure that a gross
breachr f'prisiery tontainment is not caused by ano
inadvertent %rispurtims opening of a PCPV, Detailed
analysis '6f?theWpsWalves failed to' conclusively
demonstrat'e theirja sility-to close during a LOCA in tice to
preventoffsitapselimi$s"fromexceeding10CFR100 limits
(Ref.1) or some fractionnas established in the-NRC staff-
approved basis. TherqW6rgbthese valves are recuired to be
in sealed-closed '6sittei duringc 0 DES 1, 2, and 3. PCPVs-M

that are sealed-c osed'J'usst have'act: ve power to the valve
operator removed. Thitccan bei coigri.ished by de-energizing
the source of electric pow (Reg @removis the air supply to
the valve operator. In-thjf'applicati he tern. " scaled"
has no. connotation of leak tightns'ss. 1-oay Frequency
is a result of an NRC initiative, Gener B-24, related
toPCPVuseduringplantoperations{Re

'

SR 3.6.1.3.2 kT
This SR ensures that the [6]- and [20]-inch PCPVs are closed
as required or, if open, cpen for an allowable reason. This
SR has been modified by a Note indicating that these valves-
may be opened for inerting, de-inerting, pressure control,
ALARA and air quality considerations for personnel entry,
and for Surveillance tests that require the valve to be
open. These PCPVs are capable of closing in the environment

! following a LOCA. Therefore, these valves are allowed to be
open for limited periods of time. The 31-day Frequency is

| consistent with other PCPV requirements discussed under'

SR 3.6.1.3.1.

(continued)

(continued)

O
,
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

/~'N
V BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.3J - |

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) 'This SR verifies that all primary containment isolation
manual valves and blind flanges that are located outside the
primary containment, drywel!, or steam tunnel and-are
required.to be closed during accident conditions are closed. ;

The,SR helps to ensure that post-accident leakage of radio-
acthe fluids or gases outside of the primary containment i

geendgry is within design limits. The Inservice Inspection )
4 tid _ Teding Program requires valve testing on.a 92-day |

Freque*J. ThisLSR does not require any testing or valve
manipMation. Rather, it involves verification, through a

tystem' wall (' and8 capable of potentially being mispositioned
uno, that those valves outside primary

-
;;

tent ~ai 't '

areJah corbect position.- Since verification of valve
postiton svelves'outside primary containment is

- U

relatively), easy, the 31-day Frequency was chosen to provide !

added assetPance thtsthe valves are in the correct.
positionsf

qq)r@ifi yfY
Several Note's h n adced to this SR; The first Note
applies to valves. bljeW? flanges-1ocated in high- t

O)
radiation areas..; a: .' g t % valves-to be verified !

( closed by use of id
"a f~th c

ive9#gntrols. Allowing' verification by ads tra is is considered
acceptable, since access to these i is typically
restricted during H0 DES 1,12, andd ALARA reasons.
Therefore, the )robability of afn 'ig ht of ther.e valves,
once they have 3een verifiedsts be''in the proper position,_ i

is small. A second Note has3b6en .added that allows normally
'

-locked- or sealed-closed isolation valves tc be opened
1intermittently under administrative controls. These

administrative controls consist of stationing a dedicated
operator, who is in continuous communication with the :
control room, at the controls of the valve. 'In:this way, ;
the penetration can be rapidly-isolated when a valid primary '

containment isolation signal is indicated. : A third -Note has -
been included to clarify that valves open under administra-
tive controls' are not required-to meet the SR during the
time the valves are open. The provisions-of LC0 3.0.4
apply.

(continued)

(continued)

/V)
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PCIVs
B ?.6.1.3

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.3.4
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR verifies that all primary containment isolation
manual valves and blind flanges located inside primary
containment and required to be closed during accident
condition are closed. The SR helps to ensure that post-
accident leakage of radioactive fluids or gases.outside the
primary,sentainment boundary is within design limits. For
valveM$3st(s primary containment, the Frequency of prior to
entepterj MODO 3 from MODE 4, if not performed more often
tWonce peFS2 days, is appropriate since these valves and
fl g es arsipperated under administrative control and the
proMajgty?tf misalignment is low.

4
A Note hasAse $added%. this SR that allows normally
incked- o Oseale641sted isolation valves to be opened
intermitteittly unleFhdministrative controls. - The
administrativedentrols coastst of stationing a dedicated
operator, who W in ,tnooss communication with the-
control room,_ats . troli of the valve. In this way,

containment -isolation [s'
idly. isolated when a valid primarythe penetration can
al ist$qlicated.- An additional

Note has been included < cl dify that, valves that are o)en-

SRduringthetimetheyape)$AV9not'under administrative co re'f uired to meet tie3

6 pen 4The' isions of
LC0 3.0.4 apply. .A"

SR 3.6.1.3.5 digr
DemonstratingtheisolationtimeotYachpower-operatedand
automatic PCIV is within limits is required to demonstrate
OPERABILITY. The isolation-time test-ensures that valve
will isolate in a time period less thari or equal to that

i assumed in the safety analysis. The isolation time and -
Frequency of.this SR are in accordance with the Inservice
bspection and Testing Program, but the Frequency should not
exceed 92 days. This SR has been modified by a Note
indicating that MSIVs may be excluded'from this.SR since
MSIV full-closure isolation time is demonstrated by
SR 3.6.1.3.6.

(continuad)

! (continued) ,

1
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_PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

o

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.3.6 |

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Demonstrating that the full-closure isolation time of each l

MSIV is within the specified limits is required to
demonstrate OPERABILITY. The full-closure isolation-time
test ensures that the MSIV will isolate in a time period
that does not exceed the times assumed in the DBA analyses.
T sensures-that the calculated radiological consequences-

e events remain within 10 CFR 100 limits. The
equenity of this SR is in accordance with the Inservice

d Inspec$ ton and Testing Program, but must not exceed 92 days,
gya

MM8. IN. .[7i
Mw .y

hyalvdithatserveaprimarycontaenment. isolationThe
fu on ;umidht- or spring-loaded to provide )ositive
closure in 15e" direction of fW This ensures t1at there
check vaWes will Jess 19 closed. This SR verifies the

'

operatidM?of theMwcksvalves that:are testable during plant
operation.tSNJrq)ency of 92-days is consistent with the
Inservice Inspeetkayand Testing Program requirement for
valve testing on 's|72-day- ency.

O tjfV },
- ?

) SR 3.6.1.3.8 %

ForPCPVswithresilentse(s,a onal leakage-rate
testing beyond-the test require 10 CFR 50, Appendix-
J (Ref. 8), is required to ens . ' APE ILITY. [Forthis
facility the -individual purge |selve leakage-rate limits. are
as follows:) Operating experibnce has demonstrated that
this type of seal has the potential to degrade in a. shorter
time period than do other seal types. Based on this
observation, and the importance of maintaining this
penetration leak tight (due to the direct path between
primary containment and the environment), a Frequency of
184 days was established as part of the dRC resolution of
Generic Issue B-20, " Containment Leakaoe Due to Seal
Deterioration," (Ref. 6).

Additionally, this SR must be performed within 92 days of
opening the valve. The 92-day Frequency was chosen '
recognizing that cycling the valve could. introduce-
additional seal degradation (beyond that. occurring to a
valve that has not been opened). Thus, a decrease in the
interval (from 184 days)_is a prudent measure after a valve

(continued)

(m) (continued)
'
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PCIVs

| B 3.6.1.3

BASES (continued)
|

SURVEILLANCE has been opened. A Note has been added to this SR requiring
REQUIREMENTS the resu7ts to be evaluated against the acceptance criteria

(continued) of SR 3.0.1.1.1 This ensures that PCPV leakage is properly
accounted for in determining the overall primary containment
leakage rate to verify primary containment OPERABILITY.

SR 3.6.1.3.9

AutomathPCIVscloseonaprimarycontainmentisolation
signeFto prevent leakage of radioactive material from

imary containment following a DBA. This SR ensures that
pr'ach automatic PCIV will actuate to its isolation positione
on Eprimary containment isolation signal. The 18-month
Frequenef was 9epeloped considering it is prudent that this
Surveillance % performed only during a plant outage, since
isolatiodof'pehetrations would eliminate cooling water flow
and disrupt the ,pofmil operation of many critical
components. Operating ,9xperience has shown that these

components usur.'lly,qh|$hisJSR when performed on the-18-month Frequency,pcssernfore, the Frequency was concluded

tobeacceptablefromy{sliabillyy,standraint.
A0p|[kp,

1?
SR 3.6.1.3.10 ,$ ' t

#
The check valves that ser W,f y v ,3 priinary ced4ainment isolation
function are weight- or spring-loaded tojgiqvide positivet
closure in the direction of flow. Thisfgetyps that these
check valves will remain closed. ThifD verifies the
operation of the check valves thatsakt act testable during
plant operation. The Frequency oftlB months is based on
such factors as the inaccessibility of these valves, the
fact that tne plant must be shut down to perform the test,
and the successful results of the tests on an 18-month basis
during past plant operation.

SR 3.6.1.3.11

The analyses in References 4 and 5 are based on leakage that
is less than the specified leakage rate. Leakage through
each MSIV must be s [100] scfh when tested at
P, [11.5) psig. The MSIV leakage rate must be demonstrated
to be in accordance with the leakage-test requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 8), as modified by approved
exemptions, as described in the Primary Containment Leakage

(continued)

(continued)
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

[()\ BASES (centinued)

SURVEILLANCE Rate T? sting Program. The Frequency of this SR is in
REQUIREMENTS accordance with the requirements of the Inservice Inspection

(continued) and Testing Program.

SR 3.6.1.3.12

Leakage through each hydrostatically tested line that
p ates primary containment is not to exceed I gpm when

!at (12.65] psig, 1.1 times P . Surveillance of these.1

dk.6akaWratesprovidesassurancethatthecalculation3
N assumpt% ns of References 4 and 5 are met. Note that dual

S functten valves must pass all applicable SRs including
N$the' Type .Cil .' age-rate test (SR 3.6.1.1.1) if appropriate.j

The co med age rates must be demonstrated to be in
swithlthe leakage-test requirements of 10 CFR 50,acco

in t e prie$asisedified by approved exemptions, as described
App'

stf" containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

3.6.$.3ghb
# '

SR,

$h y]einch PCPV is blocked toDemonstratin'
Yho mo[m/then 50% is required to ehsurerestrict opening

9 that the leakage , es med the analyses of References
4 and 5 are met. if ve e allowed to be fully
open, the releases ' a $ LO uld exceed 10 CFR 100
requirements because the va3 es c ' ot close against
accident pressures. The 18-mont ncy was developed
considering it is prudent that, 'eillances be
performed only during a plaqtf age. Operating experience
has shown that these componerits usually pass the SR when
performed on the 18-month Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

_

REFERENCES 1 Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 100,11
" Determination of Exclusion Area, Low Population Zone,
and Population Center Distance."

2. Title 10, Code ;f Oderal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Pl ants . "

(continued)

(continued)D(V
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES (continued),

REFERENCE General Design Criterion 50, " Containment Design
(continued) Basis;"

General Design Criterion 52, ~ Capability for
Containment Leakages Rate
Testing;"

Genefal Design Criterion 53, " Provisions for
Centatsunent inspection and

ATesting;1
"
,

g! & i:
Mip, General! Design Criterion 54, " Piping Systems

Nifemetrating. Containment;"
p,y yn.-

General?Dssign Criterion 56, " primary containment
Isoli, i6n;yandyt

n'
General Desifn Criterion,57, " Closed System Isolation
Valves." Y ,. # jg M

.c??C LN
3. [ Unit Name] FSAR;3'Section [s]g "[ Title]."

,m di
'

4. [UnitName]FSAR,qe enj [ ] ,t" Ti tl e] . "

5. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Se'ction ["h "[ Title)."
'n

6. Generic Issue (GI) B-20, "Containnont M akage Due to
Seal Deterioration." 43"F eV

Generic Issue (GI) B-24, " Con A'tainment Purge Yalye
"

7.
Reliability."

8. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix J, " Primary Reactor-Containment Leakage
Testing for Water Cooled Power Reactors."

. w

e

O
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-Primary Containment Pressure
B 3.6.1.4

O_ B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1.4 Primary Containment Pressure

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary containment serves to contain radioactive
mat tal that may be released from the reactor core
f ing a Design Basis Accident (DBA), such that offsite

exposures are maintained within the requirements
100 (Ref.1)' or the NRC staff-approved licensing

basis g., a specified fraction of 10 CFR 100 limits).
The a atainment pressure is limited during normal

serve'the initial conditions assumed in the
for a DBA or loss-of-coolant accident f(L

Primary nt pressure is a process-variable that is
monitor con . The primary containment pressurelimits a de 'the input conditior.s used in the
primary cose etional analyses. and the primary
containment T exte 1 pressure analysis. Shouldoperation occur' de mits, a loss of primary

:

containment OPE I t in the event of a DBA.
=

. Loss of primary c P ITY could cause site-boundary doses to e d s
:

basis. fled in the licensing
,

The limits on primary-to-secon n inment differentialpressure have been developed ased'on operatingexperience. The auxiliary b' ding, which is part of the -:

secondary containment, completely surrounds the lower
portion of the primary containment. Therefore . the primary
centainment design external differential pressure, and
consequently the Specification limit, are established

a

relative to the auxiliary building pressure. The auxiliary
building pressure is kept slightly negative relative to the;
atmospheric pressure to prevent leakage to the atmosphere.

,

Transient events, which include inadvertent containment a

; spray initiation, can reduce the primary containment [=

pressure (Ref. 2).. Without .n appropriate limit on the
negative containment pressure, the design limit for negative { n

:
internal' pressure of [-3.0] 'psid could be exceeded. |'

'

'

(continued)
-

(continued)

h@b
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Primary Containment Pressure
B 3.6.1.4

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Therefore, the Specification pressure limits of -0.1 psid
(continued) and +1.0 psid were established (Ref. 3).

,

The limitation on the primary ~to-secondary containment
differential pressure provides added assurance that the peak
LOCA primary containment pressure d',es not exceed the design
value of 15 psig (Ref. 4). As a result, primary containment
OPERABILiyV,isensured.
/jM

" %
APPLIC/.BLE P yc lnmentperformancefortheDBAisevaluatedfor
SAFETY ANALYSES th is~pestrun of break sizes for postulated LOCAs

insi talapent'(tof.3). Among the inputs to the design
basis analdts3s the initial primary containment internal
pressure.qJhe ^ pries 5to-secondary containment differential
pressure can affagt'tle initial containment internal
pressure. Thgdnitial pressure limitation requirements
ensure that peak primepyieontainment pressure for a DBA LOCA

,

does not exceed tEdesigfivalue of 15 psig and that peak
negative pressure *fof W hadvertent containment spray event

does not exceed the destyi value,o$w!f-3,0 psid.<fy Mg
Primary containment pressurksatisfibNGriterion 2 of the
NRCInterimPolicyStatempt. 3) *$

$h!A

A limitation on the primary-to-secadary co&.&Y
LC0 ntainment

differential pressure of between 4(1 and 1.0 psid is
required to assure that primary containment initial
conditions are consistent with the initial safety analyses
assumptions so that containment pressures remain within
design values during a LOCA and the design value of
containment negative pressure is not exceeded during an
inadvertent operation of containment sprays. As a result,
protection of primary containment OPERABILITY is ensured.

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure primary containment
pressure channel 0PERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not require declaring the primary

(continued)

(continued)
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Primary Containment Pressure
B 3.6.1.4

O
V BASES (continued)

LCO containment pressure channel inoperable and their
(continued) justification are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2 and 3, a DBA could result in a release of
radioactive material to primary containment. In MODES 4
andT6, the probability and consequences of these events are
fndiiced.due to the pressure and temperature limitations ofi

A[p'$tiese'p100ES.Therefore, maintaining primary containment

kpressumwithinlimitsisnotrequiredinMODES4or5to
Q G W|.ectFpr_imary containment OPERABILITY.

pro

<@h

ACTIONS &J.hfkg [M?

When primarf-to-secondary containment differential pressure
is not w'lthin.thellimits of the LCO, differential pressure
must be restored |to within limits within I hour. -The
Required Action'<ibecessarysto return operation to within
the bounds of the)primarylcentainment analysis. The 1-hour-

( Completion Time is7 consistent *With the Required Actions of
LC0 3.6.1.1, " Prim'ary/"Containmsnt," which requires that
primarycontainment*berestoredto'GfERABLEstatusin
I hour. %"

f.y!$'hi,sB.1 and B.2 e
. dor

The plant must be placed in EMODE in which the LC0 does
not apply if primary-to-secondary containment differential
pressure cannot be restored to within limits in the-
associated Completion Time. This is done by placing the
plant in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 ,

!within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are |

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the |
required MODES from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.4.1
REQijlREMENTS

Verifying that primary containment pressure is within limits
ensures that operation remains within the limits assumed in

(continued)

(continued)
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Primary Containment Pressure
B 3.6.1.4

O,
BASES (continued)

.-

SURVEILLANCE the primary containment analysis. The 12-hour Frequency of
REQUIREMENTS this SR was developed based on operating experience related

(continued) to trending primary containment pressure variations and
pressura instrument drift during the applicable MODES and to
assessing the proximity to the specified LCO pressure
limits. Furthermore, the 12-hour Frequency is considered
adequate in view of other indications avaiiable in the
control M, including alarms, to alert the operator to an

abnora[W5f;p$ry containment pressure condition.JEi D
, h f Federal Regulations, Part 100,11,REFERENCES 1.

onikExclusion Area, low Population Ione,erm
and P on ter Distance."

2. [UnitName], k[ Section [6.2.1.1.4.2], "[Ti tle] . "

[6.2],"[ containment3. [ Unit Nam S

Systems]." (j |" ^ t
* A

'

. ionf$iCJ "[ Title)."
[ Unit Name] FSAR, &? k ? %),

4.

$f'%{} 'R

p?q5r
'

,

:

,

1

O
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Pritary Containment Air Temperature
-B 3.6.1.5

w/ B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

'

B 3.6.1.5 Primary Containment Air Temperature

BASES

BACKGROUND Heat loads from the drywell, as well as piping and equipment
in he primary containment, add energy to the primary
c ainment-airspace and raise airspace temperature.

ks included in the plant design remove this energy and
.

int ' an appropriate average temperature inside primary
.conta nt. The average. airspace temperature affects

i eq t QPERABILITY,-personnel access, and the calculated
@ sedejggstulated Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). .This 1

't kn 141 ial condition input for the Reference 1;

saf lyse' A limit on-airspace temperature also
en onnel access is not unnecessarily limited
during norgsk plant operation,

dhY ANh
--

;p g;|p

hrforAPPLICABLE Primary co i ce for the DBA is evaluated for
SAFETY ANALYSES the entire spect % of be izes for postulated loss-of-O coolant accidentA? LO ~ %'in containment (Ref. 1).h Among the inputs T(o tht> f jgis analysis is the initialj

primary containmentasverag Esir erature. Analyses
assume an initial average pEimary ainment air (and
suppression pool)-temperature of- Maintaining the
expected initial conditions as

. peak LOCA primary
safety analyses

remain valid and ensures th
containment temperature does bt exceed the maximum
allowable temperature of 185'F. (Ref.1). The consequence of-
exceeding this design temperature may result in the
degradation of the primary containment structure under
accident loads. Equipment inside primary containment, and
needed to. mitigate.the effects of a DBA,-is designed and
qualified to operate under the expected environmental
conditions of the accident. [For.this facility, the
temperature limit used to establish the environmental
qualification operating envelope for primary containment is.
[]'F.]

P:imary containment air temperature satisfies Criterion 2 of
the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

(continued) ;
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Pritary Containment Air Temperature
B 3.6.1.5

BASES (continued)

LCO With an initial primary centaint :t average temperature lesss

than or equal to the LCO temperature limit, the peak
accident temperature can be maintained below the primary|

| containment design temperature during a DBA. As a result,
'

the ability of primary containment to perform its design
function is ensured.,

[For thistfacility, the following support systems are

requi 4 t('0PERABILITY:]
be OPERABLE to ensure primary containment air

te ture
4 W

[ ithisf$cility,thoserequiredsupportsystemswhich,
upo(%4faQWre,tdo not require declaring the primary
contaffWetit airJtemperature inoperable and their
justificat1Q as1 fellows:]

@ T.bd!/

InMODES1,2,\an? c.ch8
APPLICABILITY d 3 4 990 tould cause a release of

radioactive materist,tifplierary containment. In MODES 4
and 5, the probablTitgeettonsegeences of these events are
reduced due to the pressure andt rature limitations of
these MODES. ThereforCTmaintaini imary containment
average air temperature"within e c t. is not required in

%,Mk
MODES 4 or 5. W %

*

A}V
~

y Kp
i ACTIONS L1
! v
| When primary containment average air temperature is not
| within the limit of the LCO, it must be restored within

8 hours. This Required Action is necessary to return
operation to within the bounds of the primary containment
analysis. The 8-hour Completion Time is acceptable,
considering the sensitivity of the analysis to variations in
this parameter and provides sufficient time to correct minor
problems or to prepare the plant for an orderly shutdown.

In the event that the required primary containment air
temperatures channels are found inoperable, the primary
containment air temperature is considered to be not within
limits and Required Action A.1 applies.

| (continued)

(continued),

'

O
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Primary Containment Air Temperature
B 3.6.1.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
(continued)

If the primary containment average air temperature cannot be ,

restored within limits in the associated Completion Time,
the plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3
wit in 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The
a ble Completion Times are reasonable, based on

1g experience, to reach the required MODES- from full
wer an orderly manner and without challe. ging plant

v'syst
' ,k A b
w ,

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Veri yir.g he primary containment average air
temperatd s wi e LCO limit ensures that operation
remains 35'hi s assumed for the primary.

containmen Primary containment air temperature
is monitore uadr and at each elevation.
Since the measur s agi ormly distributed, an

/ arithmetic avera s Vc representation of the
( actual average t f . 49

'

,

The 24-hour Frequency of th SR wa veloped considering
operating experience related to s in primary
containment average air tempe

.

a emperature
instrument drift during the, icable MODES. Furthermore,
the 24-hour Frequency is con ered adequate in view of
other indications, such as alarms available in the control
room to alert the operator to an abnormal primary
containment air temperature condition.

!
,

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title]."

l
|

|

(\s)
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LLS S/RVs
B 3.6.1.6

[
(> B 3,6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1.6 Low-Low Set (LLS) Safetv/ Relief Valves (S/PVs)

BASES
_

BACKGROUND The S/RVs can actuate either in the relief mode, safety
mod , the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) mode, or
t .S relief mode.- In the LLS relief mode (or power-

mode of operation), a pneumatic diaphragm and stem.
som overcomes-the spring force and opens the pilot-

alve s in the safety mode, opening the pilot valvey. . ,

all p sure differential to develop across the main'
%d thus opens -he main valve. The main valve

t n; th valve in et steam pressure-as low as
(50: ,Be " this-pressure, steam pressure may not be
sufi 1d the main valve open against the spring
force of t

'

ot valves. The pneumatic noerator is
arranged lat { ifunction will not~ pre,mnt the valve
disk fro i f. am. inlet pressure exceec the safety .
mode press

_

.

A ,

Six of the S/RVs equ to provide the LLS function.
The LLS logic ca .. t . ves to be opened at a lower.,( pressure than the4 '

s -mode pressure setpoints
and stay open longe r ng of more than one
S/RV is prevented on subseq nt a ons. Therefore, the '
LLS function prevents excessive ration S/RV cycles,

with valve actuation at the rel e int.-

Each S/RV discharges steam i ugh a discharge line and
quencher to a % cation near the bottom of the suppression;

pool, which caases a load on the suppression pool wall,
i Actuation at lower reactor pressure results in a lower load.

i

APPLICABLE The LLS relief mode functions to ensure-that the Contain-
'

SAFETY ANALYSES ment design basis of one S/RV operating on " subsequent
actuations" is met (Ref. 1). In other words, multiple

,

simultaneous- openings of S/RVs (following the initial
opening) and the corresponding higher loads, are avoided.
The safety analysis demonstr.ites that the LLS functions to
avoid the induced thrust loads on the S/RV discharge line
resulting from " subsequent actuations" of the S/RV during
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). Furthermore, the LLS

(continued)

, D].! (continued)
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LLS'S/RVs
B 3.6.1.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE function justifies the primary containment analysis
SAFETY ANALYSES assumption that multiple simultaneous S/RV openings occur

(continued) only on the initial actuation for DBAs. Even though six LLS
S/RVs are specified, all six LLS S/RVs do not operato in any
DBA analysis.

LLS S/RVs. satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statementa

MMNt,,
Y .Yd;LLSS/Rh]!,

LC0 S aregequired to be OPERABLE to satisfy the;

ass tensYof,thejsafety analysis (Ref. 2). The require-
ments' tf thidC0 avhapplicable to the mechanical and
electrical /pne''um' atic pability of the LLS S/RVs to function

~

for contrM11ng % ning/ closing of the S/RVs.
> &

[Forthisfacih/anOPERABLELLSS/RVconstitutesthe
't g.} jig!following:]

[For this facili foff ing,su) port systems are
OPERABLE to ensure LLS'5/RV OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, tho'W /W QS
t

upon their failure do not<reprired suppprt systems which
se

inoperable and their justificatiof are a(sEfollows:]
require;declar ag the LLS S/RVs;

|

/@k$)
In MODES 1, 2, and 3, an event cou'Id"W

A
APPLICABILITY cause pressurization ofi

| the reactor and opening of S/RVs. In MODES 4 and 5, the
probability and consequences of these events are reduced due
to the pressure and temperature limitations in these MODES.
Therefore, maintaining the LLS S/RVs OPERABLE is not
required in MODES 4 or 5.

ACTIONS A_d

With one of the six LLS S/RVs inoperable, the remaining
OPERABLE LLS S/RVs are adequate to perform the designed
function. The 14-day Completion Time takes into account the
redundant capability afforded by the remaining LLS S/RVs and

(continued)

(continued)

J
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LLS S/RVs
B 3.6.1.6

OQ BASES (continued)

ACTIONS the low probability of an event in which the remaining LLS
(continued) S/RV capability would be inadequate.

B.1 and 8.2

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply if more than one LLS S/RV is inoperable,- or if the
ir) operable LLS S/RV cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in
.the> associated Completion Time. This is done by placing the

/p1' ant'insat least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4
W withinl36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are

(kreassainble,ebased on operating experience, to reach the
5qrespatred N00Essfrom full power in an orderly manner and

withbut@hallepgingplantsystems.
AlyNp. %
* yn ' ,

SURVEILLANCE SP 3.6.1'id! k , mes
REQUIREMENTS N A wh

A manual actuation ofdeach LLS S/RV is performed to verify
that the val'/e led solenoidsiare functioning properly and
that no blockage exists inithesvalve discharge line. This
can be demonstrated byuthe7 response of the turbine-control

d or bypass valve or by a change 'iRthe measured steam flow or
by any other method'that isisultable, to verify steam flow.
Adequate reactor steam dome pressurefaust be available to
perform this test to avoid damaginjithis> valve. The 18-month
Frequency was developed based onHthe ssfety and relief valve
tests required by the American1 Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Boller and Pressure Vessel Code Section XI
(Ref. 3) and the importance of these valves during DBAs. It
is also considered prudent that the Surveillance not be
performed with the reactor at full power. This is due to
the potential for an unplanned plant transient if' the SR is
performed with the reactor at full power. Operating
experience has shown these components usually pass the SR
when performed on the 18-month Frequency. Therefore the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

Since steam pressure is required in order to perform the
Surveillance, however, and steam may not be available during |a plant outage, the Surveillance should be performed during '

the shutdown prior to or the startup following a plant
outage. Plant startup is allowed prior to performing this

(continued)
'

(continued)
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LLS S/RVs
B 3.6.1.6

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE test because valve OPERABILITY and the setpoints for
REQUIREMENTS overpressure protection are verified by Reference-3 prior to

(continued) valve installation. After required reactor steam dome
pressure is reached, 12 hours are allowed to prepare for and
perform the test once only. Adequate pressure at which this
test is to be performed is [950] psig (the pressure
recommended by the valve manufacturer).

..r(.A
-

A Not.edts"tacluded in the SR to indicate that the provisions
ofSA|'3:0.4(donotapply.

if|A $Q
-

%,['ipmQgW /b:,u
REFERENCES 1. [tMit Name)$'[0ESSAR-II, Appendix 30A.8], "[ Title]."

A t3 d
[Unitja;;me]|FSAAf'Section[ ),"[ Title)."N2.

y ;w.
3. ASME Boileria'nd Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,

" Rules forfinservice!!ns'pection of Nuclear Power Plant
Components,if"AmerjEapiSociety of Mechanical Engineers,
New York. %hf)f , &L,

-

n
eg.;,QQ '

w
A .' .'. i

. sq t

t "# Ng 4
y
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RHR Containment Spray System
B 3.6.1.7

Q B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1.7 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Containment Sorav System

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary containment is designed with a suppression pool
so that, in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA),
stMm.sreleased from the primary system is channeled through

Xauppression pool water and condensed without producing
_ |pfgnifjcant pressurization of the primary containment. The
' primary icontainment is designed so that with the pool-

v inititlly atsthe minimum water volume and the worst single
QfaMure of stWprimary containment heat-removal systems,

suppress $skpoelenergyabsoitptioncombinedwithsubsequent
^

operatpfpentrolled pool cooling will prevent the primary
contpnmen%?
However,t%pressurefromexceedingitsdesignvalue.Primary Containment System must also withstand
a postulated bypas_s, leakage pathway that allows the passage
of steam'"from thew'll directly into the primary
containment 0M acegbypassing the suppression pool. The
primary contal also m . withstand a low-energy steam
release into the ' a nment airspace. - The RHR.

O Containment Spra st ed to mitigate the effects
,

of bypass leakage ndt r ne breaks.
qe s

There are two redundant, 100%-cap RHR containment spray
subsystems. Each subsystem consi suction line from
the suppression pool, an RHR p exchanger, and
three spray spargers inside thefprimary containment (outside
of the drywell) above the reTesling floor. Dispersion of
the spray water is accomplished by 350 nozzles in each
subsystem.

| The RHR containment spray mode will be automatica.lhy -

initiated, if required, following a LOCA, or it may be
manually initiated per emergency procedures. [For this
facility, RHR Containment spray is initiated automatically
by the following signals:]

|
APPLICABLE Reference 1 contains the results of analyses which predict
SAFETY ANALYSES the primary containment pressure response for a LOCA with

the maximum allowable bypass leakage area.

| (continued)

(continued)
v
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RHR Containment Spray Syste:a
B 3.6.1.7

BASES (continued)
_

APPLICABLE (For this facility these results are as follows:]
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The equivalent flow path' area for bypass leakage has been
specified to be (0.9] ft (Ref. 2). The analysis
demonstrates that with containment spray operation the
primary containment pressure remains within design limits.

(For this,Afacility the referenced analyses are outlined as
follows:]A4; S
Thg..MR' Containment S, cay System satisfies Criterion 3 of
the1MRC Interim Policy Statement.
Q Sb g

%;r * gg ' ' g
LC0 In the event?of"a Design Basis Accident (DBA), a minimum of

000 RHR centsirimentsspray subsystem is required to mitigate
potential bypasshleakage paths and maintain the primary
containment peaiOpressute:below design limits (Ref. 2). To
ensure that these r,eggifrements are met, two RHR containment
spray subsystems *must|be OPERABLE. Therefore, in the event
of an accident, at*leastson' subsystem is OPERABLE assuminge
the worst-case single sctive failure. An RHR containment
spray subsystem is OPERABLE @ one"ef the pumps, the heat

exchanger,andassociated,f
pipinnsvalves, instrumentation,

and controls are OPERABLC y- %
InadditioneachRHRcontainmentspraydu;.%biyatemmust
satisfy all SRs in order to be considered OPHABLE.

(For this facility the following s$ yupport systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure RHR Containment Spray
System OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which
upon their failure do not require declaring he RHR
Containment Spray System inoperable and theli justification
are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause pressurization of
primary containment. In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and
consequences of these events are reduced due to the pressure

(continued)

(continued)

O
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1
RHR Containment Spray System !

B 3.6.1.7

BASES (continued)
!
!

APPLICABILITY and temperature limitations in these MODES. Therefore. |

(continued) maintaining RHR containment spray subsystems OPERABLE is not
required in MODES 4 or 5 to ensure primary containment
OPERABILITY.

ACTIONS My
[AupN3Mth one RHR containment s) ray subsystem inoperable, the

g5 @p w) inoperable subsystem must
)e restored to OPERABLE status

igi it n';7 d s. The 7-day Completion Time was chosen in
4 sof. iredundant RHR containment carabilities afforded"

e, BtI> train and the low probability of a DBA
occurr}hg'during[;thisperiod.p %dy
Concurrent / failure of two RHR subsystems would result in the
loss of f%nctionatcapability. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must
immediately bo enteredFc

B.1andBh j d(
/^ The plant must be aced WDE in which the LCO does not

apply if the inoperableM,coritainment spray subsystem
cannot be restored to:0PERABLE st s in the associated
Completion Time. This is d6ne by g the )lant in at
least MODE 3 within 12 hours and 4 R 4 wit 11n 36 hours.
The allowed Completion Times areMasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach ithe required MODES from full
power in an orderly manner a'nd'without challenging plant
systems.

SURVEILLANCE .SR 3.6.1.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power-operated,
and automatic valves in the RHR containment spray mode flow
path provides assurance that the proper flow paths will
exist for system operation. This SR does not apply to
valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, since they were verified to be in the correct
position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. The 31-day
Frequency of this SR was developed based upon Inservice
Inspection and Testing Program requirements to perform valve

(continued)
OI

(continued)
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RHR Containment Spray System
B 3.6.1.7

BASES (continued)
_

SVRVEILLANCE testing at least once every 92 days. This SR does not
REQUIREMENTS require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it

(continued) involves verification, through a system walkdown, that those
valves outside of primary containment and capable of
potentially being mispositioned are in the correct position.

A Note has been added to this SR that allows RHR containment
spray syksystems to be considered OPERABLE during alignment
to andftpe n tion in the RHR shutdown cooling mode when below
the,101R' cut 419 permissive pressure in MODE 3, if capable of

ag*manuaW realigned end not otherwise inoperable. At
t _ low progsures and decay-heat levels (reactor is shut
downiin MON 3)'dWuced complement of subsystems can
provid d he , ired containment pressure mitigation
function thei iallhwing operation of an RHR shutdown
cooling 16pp'wheges'sary,

a
3.6.1.7.2 g f xpSR

fe'Dp bs
Demonstrating atx
develops a flow ra)"setttev

92 days that each RHR pump
te M ] gpm Shile o)erating in the

sup)ression pool coolin de withgflow tirough the heat
exc1 anger ensures that p Morma'g'g has not degraded
during the cycle. It i ' tydh thW'apol cooling mode to
demonstrate pump OPERABILTTY'without s q ng down equipment
in primary containment. Flow is f norma st of
contrifical pump performance required n XI of the
American Society for Mechanical Engi ) Code
(Ref. 3) . This test confirms one potet. on the pump design
curve and is indicative of overall performance. Such
inservice inspections confirm component OPERABILITY, trend
performance, and detect incipient failures by indicating
abnormal performance. The Frequency of this SR is in
accordance with the Inservice Inspection and Testing
Program, but the Frequency must not exceed 92 days.

SR 3.6.1.7.3

This SR demonstrates that each automatic RHR containment
spray valve actuates to its correct position on receipt of
an actual or simulated actuation signal. Actual spray
initiation is not required to meet this SR. The 18-month
Frequency was developed considering -it is prudent that many
Surveillances be performed only during a plant outage. This
is due to the plant conditions needed to perform the SR and

(continued)

(continued)
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RHR Containment Spray System
B 3.6.1.7

O
BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE the potential for an unplanned plant transient if the SR is
REQUIREMENTS performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience

(continued) has shown that these com>onents usually pass the SR when
performed on the 18-monta frequency.- Therefore, the
frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

SR41.6.1.7.4

is%b
"

'

the no.erveillance is performed every 5 years to verify that
i:

sales are not obstructed and that flow will be
proy6ded when required. The 5-year Frequency is adequate to

t'd tion in performance due to the passive nozzle'

esthr)oughoperatingexperience.
'its ormally dry state, and has been shown to begn ~

acc
7 Kt;,fp

(Un$ $g PSAR [;section [
,e@

REFERENCES 1. it Naus ),"(Title)."
<!)W 'T

2. NUREG-0800KE dardRegiew olan 6.2.1.1.c.
ASMEBoiler(XW4 SA3. # d best re(yessel Code, Section XI,j " Rules for Ihsen$calinspect on of Nuclear Power Plant
Components,"AMricantpie f Mechanical Engineers,
New York, i

)?
'

QV
s

:

i

O
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PVLCS-
B 3.6.1.8

(d B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1.8 Penetration Valve Leakaoe Control System (PVLCS)

BASES ,

BACKGROUND The PVLCS supplements the isolation function of primary '

con ninment isolation valves (PCIVs) in process lines that
a' enetrate the secondary containment. These

tions are sealed by air from the PVLCS to prevent
' roducts leaking past the isolation valves and.

# bypa the secondary containment after a Design Basis1; Acci
) loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).m , .4 ,

ts of two independent manually initiated
sub el r of which is capable of preventing-fis eakage from the containment post-LOCA.-

Each subs s comprised of an air compressor, an
accumul an i n valve, and three injection headers

Iwith sep t i valves. This system has additional !headers, w V v e Main Steam Isolation Valve LeakageControl Sys
.

'

ety lef valve (S/RV) actuator airaccumul ators . - 'eQ ' '

g p !V Each process line h IV an additional manualisolation valve out o eo rd PCIV.- The two
outboard valves are ouble- sk g Ives. Each valve is jprovided sealing air. from its el ly associated
division of PVLCS to the area

-

!

n b dual-disk seats. j
.

,

The PVLCS is started manuall Instrumentation that !controls the operation of the system once-it is started is '

addressed in Specification 3.3.6.5.

APPLICABLE The analyses listed as Reference I provide the evaluation
SAFETY ANALYSES of offsite dose consequences during accident conditions.

The calculated offsite release rate must meet the
requirecents of 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2 or the NRC staff-
approved licensing basis (e.g., spe)cified fraction of
10 CFR 100 limits). During the first 25 minutes following
an accident, the isolation valves on lines that penetrate
primary containment and also penetrate-secondary containment
are assumed to leak fission products directly to the
environment, without being processed by the Standby Gas

(~ (continued)()j ~

(continued)
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PVLCS
B 3.6.1.8

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Treatment System. The analyses take credit for manually
SAFETY ANALYSES initiating PVLCS after 25 trinutes and do not assume any

(continued) further secondary containment bypass leakage.

The PVLCS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Poli;y
Statement,

f.

4 05 %
LC0 A rditsum offene PVLCS subsystem must be OPERABLE to ensure

tigt? total oMsite radiological limits of 10 CFR 100, or the
NRQstaff-approved licensing basis (e.g., specified fraction

190 Uni To ensure that
of mfg (quiresamts{s) are not exceeded.these 7t are met, two PVLCS subsystems must be

' forebin the event of an accident, at leastOPERABLE. .
is10REARELE assuming the worst-case singleone subs

active fai ure. JAtPYLCS subsystem is OPERABLE when all
necessary companastts are avel)able to supply each associated
dual-seat isolMion velkwith sufficient air pressure to

precludecontainment@%g@f
eak when the containment atmosphere

''is at P,.
/npi$%

[Forthisfacility,antp)herabistfVLtgsubsystemconstitutes
'

gpbthe following:]

[For this facility, the f lowin uppor stems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure PVLC ILITY:]

[Forthisfacility,thoserequire4 ort systems which
upon their failure do not require declaring the PVLCS
inoperable and their justification are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a release of
,

radioactive material to primary containment. In MODES 4 and
5, the probability and consequences of these events are

i reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations of
these MODES. Therefore, the PVLCS is not required to be'

OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 to prevent leakage of radioactive
|

material from primary containment.
;

|

| (continued)
|
|

|
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PVLCS )
B 3.6.1.8 ;

I

[m)
V BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Ad
With one PVLCS subsystem inoperable, the inoperable
subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within
30 days. In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE PVLCS
subsystem is adequate to perform the leakage control
function. The 30-day Completion Time is based on the low

ility of the occurrence of a LOCA that would generate
products in amounts capable of exceeding the
0 limit or NRC staff-aparoved licensing basis, the

lengt time after the event tlat operator action would be
req to revent exceeding this limit, the low

14 ufailure of the OPERABLE PVLCS subsystem, and
av @ kofthePCIVs.

" ;h
Con 'e of two PVLCS subsystems would result in
the oss tional capability. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3
must be iatel,g g red.
B.1andB.2gk
The plant must be' sced $NODEinwhichtheLCOdoesnotp) apply if the ino bl C54 ystems cannot be restored;

\v to OPERABLE statu 'i A, sso d Completion Time. This
is done by placing p a$in ast MODE 3 within
12 hours and in MODF 4 with'n 36 The allowed.

Co'npletion Times at e reasonable, n operating
experience, to reach the requ Trom full power in
an orderly manner and witheyg h11enging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

The minimum air supply necessary for PVLCS OPERABILITY
varies with the system being supplied with compressed air
from the PVLCS accumulators. Due to the support system
function of PVLCS for S/RV actuator air, however, the
specified minimum pressure of 101.0 psig is required, which
provides sufficient air for [ ] S/RV actuations with the
drywell pressure at 30 psig. This minimum air pressure
alone is sufficient for PVLCS to support the OPERABILITY of
these S/RV systems and is verified every 24 hours. The
24-hour Frequency is considered adequate in view of other

(continued)

(continued)
\v
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PVLCS
B 3.6.1.8

BASES (continued)
,

SURVEILLANCE indications available in the control room, such as alarms,
REQUIREMENTS to alert the operator to an abnormal PVLCS air pressure

(continued) condition.

SR 3.6.1.8.2

A simulatpd system operation is performed every 18 months to

ensure @?"Jhis includes correct automatic positioning ofthe PVLCS will function throughout its operating
sts

sequ
va nee'the system is initiated manually. Proper
f oning,' : the compressor and valves is verified by this

11 The roper calibration and logic functioning
of mgett n is performed to satisfy LC0 3.3.6.5,

egy(4welo $ considering it is prudent that manyred t yerlap with this test. The 18-monthwhic
Frequency 6
Surveilla s bb p'med only during a plant outage.
Operating experisap 1as shown that these components usually
pass the SR whakiperforged:hthe 18-month Frequency.
Therefore, the 7te 4. pi. wast, concluded to be acceptable from
a reliability sta gy.

(UnitName]FSAR,$ectiep[j?h%" h),I?$6
h? y

REFERENCES 1. %Qitle]."4fp Q
2. Title 10, Code of Fediral Redulati Part 100.11,

" Determination of Exclusion Area, lation Zone
and Population Center Distance.L r

.;ff

;
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MSIV LCS
B 3.6.1.9

8 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1.9 ligin Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) Leakaae Control System (LCS)

BASES
3M33

BACKGROUND The MSIV LCS supplements the isolation function of the MSIVs
by processing the fission products that could leak through
t t slosed MSIVs after a-Design Basis Accident (DBA) to

(a
$mththat the limits of 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2) or the NRC

).affp&! roved licensing basis are not exceeded.;1
b The LCS consists of two independent subsystems: an
%' stem, which is connected between the inboard

u d ISIVs; and an outboard subsystem, which is'

con Mmmediately downstream of the outboard MSIVs. Two

in t$aulsystems provide diverse backup to the MSIV
isol tion fumetlon to mitigate potential leakage. (Note
that fissieff producWcould not be released unless both an
inboard lied outbeset#51V leaked in conjunction with a steam
pipefailure[thet"allowedareleasetotheenvironment.)
Each subsystem letcqbprisedse_f blowers (one blower for the
inboard subsystenhahd twoMeuers for the outboard

h subsystem), valvesf pipiegi ahf$' eaters (for the inboard
subsystem only). "Thelfe wAinbo" subsystem electrics

heaters are providedits boiDoff' condensate prior to the
gas mixture passing through "the f1 imiter.

Each subsystem operates in two ess des:e

depressurization and bleed-off # During depressurization,
the effluent is discharged tMthe auxiliary building, which
encloses a volume served by the Standby Gas Treatment System
(SGTS). The depressurization process reduces the steam line

' pressure t > within the operating capability of equipment
used for me bleed-off mode. During bleed-off (long-term
leakage control), the leakage _ flow is diverted to the blower
suction and ultimately discharged to the SGTS while at the
same time a negative pressure is maintained in the steam
lines. This ensures that leakage through-the closed MSIVs ;

is collected by the MSIV LCS.

! Subsequent to a DBA,- system operation starts upon manual !

! actuation. Once system operation is established, it
.

continues to operate unless terminated by control room 2

Ioperators or automatically stopped as dictated by process
control.

|

(continued)O |
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MSIV LCS
B 3.6.1.9

BASES (continued)
i

APPLICABLE Reference 1 defines the Design Basis Event and requirements
SAFETY ANALYSES for the MSIV LCS. Reference 1 evaluated plant response

without an MSIV LCS for a DBA with an additional seismic-
induced failure of non-Category I steam piping, coincident
with induced leakage of the MSIVs in excess of the allowable
limits. This leakage, combined with site meteorological
data, resulted in a calculated dose that exceeded the 10 CFR
100 requil'imments. The o >eration of the MSIV LCS prevents a

. release efiantreated leacage for this type of event such
| that440s offsite dose is within 10 CFR 100 requirements or

wk htn the Natistaff-approved licensing basis.
'yh ,f4' 4

The % W 4CB' satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy

/h@%f ijdg
i Statement # f

bb
i:St M

Two independent M manuallfinitiated MSIV LCS subsystemsLCO

must be OPERABLf'to satishdhe single-failure critorion as
delineated in Referii,mofljand to ensure that total site
radiological limits are%sf exceeded. A typical description
of the requirement for WV LCSp9BILITY is provided in
theBackgroundsectionigf

(For this facility an OPEMBt.E M3g LCS .stitutes thefollowing:]

[For this facility, the following su sy ems are
required OPERABLE to ensure MSIV LC ERABILITY:]g>
(For this facility, those required support systems which
upon their failure do not require declaring the MSIV LCS
inoperable and their justification are as follows:]

|

| APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause primary containment
1 isolation. In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and

consequences of these ' ~*' are reduced due to the pressure
and temperature limit. m u these MODES. Therefore,
maintaining the MSIV LG "MBLE is not required in MODES 4
or 5 to ensure that pr. a ., containment is leak tight.

i

(continued)

O
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MSIV LCS
B 3.6.1.9

;

BASES (continued)-

_

i

ACTIONS eu.1

'

With one MSIV LCS subsystem inoperable, the inoperable MSIV
LCS must be restored to OPERABLE status within 30 days. The
30-day Completion Time is based on the redundant tapability
afforded by the remaining OPERABLE MSIV LCS subsystem and
the low probability of the event specified in Reference 1. .

$ vent failure of two MSIV LCS would result in the loss-
d. . .jef. functional capability. Therefore LCO 3.0.3 must be

,Iffimmediatelyentered.

BdkM' 4;v %g
The M@pustThe ) laced in MODE in which the LCO does not
app >if the,N5tV .CS subsystems cannot be restored to
OPE BLE status in the associated Completion Time. This is
done by plaeing the-plant in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours
and in .MUDE 4 ytthinM hours. The allowed Completion Times
are reasonaMhFbasesion operating experience, to reach the
required MODES-fremfull power in an orderly manner and
without challenging / plant (systems.

[%? Q f af|| | %
~

Q'W gg
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.9.1 Q'

REQUIREMENTS g@g
Each MSIV LCS blower is operated.f6r at#least 15 minutes to
demonstrate OPERABILITY. The 31Lday Frequency was developed
considering the known reliability of the LCS blower and
controls,-the two-subsystem redundancy, and the low
probability of a significant degradation of the MSIV LCS
subsystem occurring between Surveillances and has been shown
_to be acceptable through operating experience.i

SR 3.6.1.9.2

The electrical continuity of each inboard heater is
demonstrated by a resistance check, by verifying the

,

temperature rise rate meets specifications, or by verifying |that the current or wattage draw meets specifications. The :

31-day Frequency is based on operating experience that has |

shown that these components usually pass this SR when
performed at this Frequency.

(continued)

(continued)
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MSIV LCS
B 3.6.1.9

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.9.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) A system functional test is performed-to ensure that thet

| HSIV LCS will operate through its operating sequence. This
I includes verifying that the automatic positioning of the

valves and the operation of each interlock and timcr are
correct, that the blowers start and develop the required
flow rate'.and the necessar) vacuum, and the upstream heaters
meet ,cettentsor wattage draw requirements (if not used to
demonstrate' electrical continuity in SR 3.6.1.9.2). The
l@fith Frequency was developed considering it is prudent
that many.Surveillances be performed only during a phnt3
out'agemThii isidue to the plant conditions needed to
perfo'rm4he SA and'the potential for an unplanned plant
transient .ifithe.SR istperformed with the reactor at power.
Forthisfacility.r the>18-month Frequency has been shown to
be acceptable throu;gh' operating experience and is further
justified because>other Surveillances performed at shorter
Frequencies conyey the propen functional status of each MSIV
LCS subsystem. Qu; 7

_

f N N.,

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide I?96,7" Design o&)iain Steam Line
Isolation Valve Leakage Control Systems for Boiling
Water Reactor Nuclear Power Plants,MRevision 1, June
1976. y

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulk'tlhns, Part 100.11,
i -" Determination of Exclusion Area, low Population Zone
| and Population Center Distance."

O
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Suppression Pool Average Temperature !
8 3.6.2.1

O
ty B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTFMS

B 3.6.2.1 Evooression Pool Averane Temperature

BASES

BACKGROUND The suppression pool is a concentric open container of water
wit 1 a stainless steel liner that is' located at the bottom

primary containment. The suppression pool is
the, d to absorb the decay heat and sensible heat- releasedigqle

ring | , reactor blowdown from safety / relief valve-(S/RV)>
disch s or from a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). The
sup iontpool must also= condense steam from the Reactor:

!g sow 4 Cooling (RCIC) System turbine exhaust and
pt6vi .(the p emergency water supply source for the
reac sel MThe amount of energy that the pool can
absstY ; enses steam is dependent upon the initial
average s ression pool temperature. The. lower the initial
pool to re heat it can absorb without
heating '.Sure,lcasa ' Since it is an open pool, its
temperatures ly.ef both prioary containment pressure
and average r' atureA U;ing conservathe inputs and3
methods, the maxi ca primary contain.nar.t pressure

Q during and follo gn' is Accident (DBA) mdst
!''j remain below the r' ta t design-pressure of

averageairtemperaturemu%maxf
[15] psig. In addil ,t primary containment

st remai low (185]'F.

The technical concerns that led t development of
suppression pool average tepture limits are as follows:
a. Complete Steam Condensation-the original limit for

the en6 of a LOCA- blowdown was 170*F, based on the
Bodega Bay and Humboldt Bay Tests;

b. primary containment Peak Pressure and Temperature-the
design pressure is (15] psig'and design temperature is
[185]'F;

c. Condensation Oscillation (CO) Loads-a maximum
allowable initial temperature of [100]'F assures that
C0 loads do not exceed the Mark 111 00 load
definition; and

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Suppression Pool Average Temperature
B 3.6.2.1

BASES (contit?Jed)
_

BACKGROUND d. Chugging loads-a maximum allowable initial
(continued) temperature of [100]'F assures that expected LOCA

temperatures are within the range of Mark 111 tested
conditions.

APPLICABLE The posteinted DBA in which the primary containment
SAFETY ANALYSES perforseptfis evaluated against is the entire spectrum of

postsjated htpe breaks within the primary containment.
Idets to tiensafety analyses include initial suppression
pbel water.eipehme:and suppression pool temperature
(ReferenoeW forROCAs and Reference 2 for the poc1
temperatupe aak)yseskequired by Reference 3). An initial
pooltemperaturesof{M]'FisassumedfortheReference2
and Refereges lianalyses. Reactor shutdown at a pool
temperature of ;1101*F and vessel depressurization at a pool
temperature ofg ;120]'F aretassumed for the Reference 2
analyses. TheVimitrofi
terminated, is not}used"fl05]'F, at which testing isin':the safety analyses because DBAs
are not assumed to'inttnate'duringtplant testing.

by QQThe suppression pool isTalso Asigne%dt h the energy

the suppression pool must1considega%e o quencfrom S/RV discharges. Thyshth$saf inalyses related to
ll Wident scenarios

that involve S/RV actuations. The limit'
pool average temperature is set low enodg$$4r the suppressionh% preclude local

hboiling due to S/RV discharge from ti4 [pladt specific S/RV
discharge pressure suppression device)].

\y
The suppression pool average temperature limit is also set
low enough to preclude pump cavitation by plant water
systems that use the suppression pool as a source of water.

Suppression pool average temperature satisfies Criteria 2
and 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 A limitation on the suppression pool average temperature is
required to assure that the primary containment conditions
assumed for the safety analyses are met. This limitation
subsequently ensures that peak primary containment pressures
and temperatures do not exceed maximum allowable values '

(continued)

(continued)
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Suppression Pool Average Terperature
B 3.6.2.1

BASES (cont"j)

LCO during a postulated DBA or any transient resulting in heatup
(continued) of the suppression pool. The-LCO requirements are as '

follows: ;

a. Average temperature s 95]*F with-THERMAL POWER 1 1%
RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) and when not testing
equipment that discharges steam to the suppression '

001 . This requirement ensures that licensing bases
" jtial conditions are met.

,h q-

"b. AMsfragetemperatures.[105]*FwithTHERMALPOWER
J% RTP and when testing equipment that discharges
enesteNthe suppression pool. This requirement

ensbre's%t the plant has testing-flexibility and was
sselected te

(Whichl%| provide margin below the [110]*F limit atr shutdown is required. When testing
ends.jtempirature must be restored to s [95]*F in

24 )ietwjthMaperature above [95]*F is~ short enough
ears per Jagnired Action A.2. Therefore, the time

per.

- nottottegge'a8%nificantincreaseinplantrisk.
" M$dr A

Averagetemperatureg[1&Q]*FwithTHERMALPOWERc.
s 1% RTP, This r ' fremelbA ensures that the plant
will be shut'down! exceeding [110 F. The pool is

eeeheatytndsens]*ibleheatbutdesigned to absorb
could be heated'beyond' design % its by the steam!

generated if the reactor isML down.
My

Note thai 25/40 divisions ofdell scale on intermediate~

range monitor (IRM) Range 7 hat bemi chosen as a convenient j
measure of when the reactor is producing power essentially
equivalent to 1% RTP. At this power level, heat input is
approximately equal to normal system heat losses.

[For this facility an OPERABLE suppression pool-average
temperature instrumentatior, channel is established in
LC0 [ ), "[ Title]," or SR [ ], "[ Title)," and constitutes
the following:]

|

[For this facility an OPERABLE IRM is established in
LC0 [ ], "[ Title)," or SR [ ], "[ Title)," and constitutes
the following:]

[For this facility the support systems are as follows:]

(continued)
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Suppression Pool Average Temperature
B 3.6.2.1 ,

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause significant heatup
of the suppression pool. In MODES 4 and 5, the probability
and consequences of these events are reduced due to the
pressure and temperature limitations in these MODES.
Therefore, maintaining suppression pool average temperature
within limits is not required in MODES 4 or 5 to ensure
primarycgntainmentOPERABILITY.

n
A Note'hsssbeen added to provide clarification that for this
LCQgall suppession pool average temperature conditions are
ts$rted as at entity with a single Completion Time.
*Q f; y

_ _

%- 3' , Q

A.1andA.('pp[. MACTIONS

y . %qr
With the suppression' pool average temperature above the
specified limitWn not, performing testing that adds l aat
to the suppression pool'and when ebove the specified ptwer
indication, the inittar conditions exceed the conditio.s
assumed for the ReferenceJI and Stanalyses. However,
primary containment coolkg cambiljty still exists and the
primary containment pressure-Werespon function will occur-

at temperatures well atievettbatassumedfor safety analyses.
Therefore, continued operation isfallod$ for a limited
time. The 24-hour Completion Time is ad te to allow the
suppression pool temperature to be res b below thelimit. Additionally, when pool tempo | re wf above [95 'F,
increased monitoring of the pool temperature is required]to
ensure it remains at or below [110]*:. The once per hour
Completion Time is adequate based on past experience, which
has shown that pool temperature increases relatively slowly
except when testing that adds heat to the pool is being
phrformed. Furthermore, the once per hour Completion Time
is considered adequate in view of other indications in the
control room, including alarms, to alert the operator to an
abnormal suppression pool average temperature condition.

IL1
<

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply if suppression pool average temperature cannot be
restored to within limits in the associated Completion Time.
This is done by reducing THERMAL POWER to below 1% RTP in

(continued)

(continued)
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Suppression Pool Average Temperature
B 3.6.2.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS 12 hours. The 12-hour Completion Time is reasonable, based
(continued) on operating experience, to reduce reactor power from full

power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

.C.I. C.2. and C.3
^

S ssion pool average temperature s (105 *F during
4es that adds heat to the suppression po)ol it allowed by

/< 'e LC5 above IX RTP. If temperature exceeds [105]'F, the
d/ testing'pustbeimmediatelysuspendedtopreservethepool's,hheathort,loncapability. The basis for the Completion

%hessato fy pool temperature is s [Il0)"F and to restore ;

it40 Fe s the same as that provided for Required
Acti sand'M2 above,
op 9

D.1Iind0.1{j'"f
'

,

gg ., w
The plant (musk ( ) heed in a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply if s ton! pool average temperature cannot be
restored to clWnits la<the associated Completion Time.
This is done by ing tO 4 4nt in at least MODE 3 within

('i 12 hours and in
4sHSin%sAlsedonoperating

hours. The allowedV Completion Times art,
4

bi ;

experience, to reach er tred] ES from full power inan orderly manner an withot chal ng plant systems.

E.1 and E.2 M'o
MY

Suppression pool average temperature 1 [110]'F requires that
the reactor be shut down immediately. This is accomplished
by placing the reactor MODE switch in the shutdown position.
Additionally, when pool temperature is above (110]'F,
increased monitoring of pool temperature is required to

j ensure that it remains below (120]*F. The once per'

30-minute Completion Time is adequate, based on operatingexperience, Furthermore, the 30-minute Completion Time is
considered adequate in view of other indications available
in the control room, including alarms, to alert the operator
to an abnrmal suppression pool average temperature
condition. In addition, SR 3.6.2.11 verifies suppression
pool average temperature is within applicable limits every
5 minutes when tests that add heat to the suppression pool
are being performed.

(continued)

p (continued)
(
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Suppression Pool Average Tcmperature
B 3.6.2.1

BASES (continued)
>

ACTIONS F.1 and F.2
(continued)

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply if su)pression pool average temperature cannot be
maintained'elow(120)'F. 1his is done by reducing reactora

pressure to below (200) psig in 12 hours and placing the
plant in MODE 4 in 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times
are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
require (MWES from full power in an orderly manner without
challenging' plant systems.
A" 49
C'orMnued addition of heat to the suppression pool with pool
temperatureJabove1[1.20l*F could result in exceeding the
design-bnis,m6ximum allowable values for primary
containment *teeperatbre or pressure. Furt1ermore, if a
blowdown were to occur 1when temperature was above (120)'F,c

the maximuin allowable bulk and local temperatures could be
exceededveryqujckly, jes

G.I. G.2. and j M \. ' f>|v 3

Withoneormoreoftherequiredsharessionpoolaverage
temperature channels established'in .40 [ ), "[ Title)," or
in SR [ ), "[ Title)" inoacrable 96 with one or more of the
required IRM or THERMAL W ER channels'oestablished in
LC0 ( ) *[ Title)" or in SR [ ), "[ Title) Ainoperable,
there is no confidence in the comparisons,wlthin the limits
nor in the adequacy of the pool temperature Mth respect to
RTP (respectively). Therefore, alb testing that adds heat
to the suppression pool must be immediately suspended, and
either all required channels are restored to OPERABLE status
within 8 hours or the plant is placed in H0DE 4 within
44 hours. The Completion Time of 8 hours take into
consideration reasonable time for repairs and the low
probability of an event (after all testing has been
suspended) that will add heat to the suppression pool

| occurring during this interval. An additional 8 hours has
been added to the normal Completion Time of 36 hours to
reach MODE 4 in order to ensure that in the event the
channels cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within
8 hours there is sufficient time remaining to reduce power
from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

(continued)
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Suppression Pool Average Temperature
B 3.6.2.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

The suppression pool average temperature is regularly
monitored to ensure that the required limits are satisfied.
Average temperature is determined by taking an arithmetic
average of the OPERABLE suppression pool water temperaturecha els. At least one suppression pool water temperaturei mentation channel in each sector of the suparession

st be OPERABLE. The required number of OP MABLE
41)f,.Freq is established in LCO [ ] or SR [ ).

ann
The 24-hour

has been shown to be acceptable through operatingN ex ce hen heat is being added to the suppression
, however, it-is necessary to monitorr temperature more frequently. The 5-minuteFrec

tesi testing is justified by the rates at which
up the suppression pool, has been shown tobe a cept rough operating experience, and providesassurangai 'at all

The Fregt4thcie e pool temperatures are not exceeded.
her justified in view of other

indications? JbWrin the control room including alarms,to alert th p to a gabnormal suppr,ession pool1

average temperatdte/conditteth

k/ A E[( ki

Q,;,, %Y#
REFERENCES 1.

Systems).")FSAk,Section(Unit Name
Containment

i

2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Secti ),"fAccidentAnalysis)."
3.

NUREG-0783, " Suppression Pool Temperature Limits for
BWR Containments," November 1981.
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Suppression Pool Water Level
B 3.6.2.2

B 3.6 CONTAINMEkT SYSNHS

B 3.6.2.2 Suporession Pool Water level

BASES
. .. . . . .

BACKGROUND The suppression pool is a concentric open container of water
with a stainlessetieel liner, which is located at the bottom
of the primary con binment. The suppression pool is
d ed to absorb the decay heat and sensible heat released

|a reactor blowdown from safety / relief valve (S/RV)
s or from a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). The

suppr on pool must also condense steam from the Reactor
Cor la n Cooling System turbine exhaust and provides

n, cy water supply source for the reactor
el ression pool volume ranges between

[13 , the low water level alarm of (18'41/2"),

and at the high water level alarm of,

(18' 3/4 " j
If the s water level is too low, an
insufficie i water would be available to
adequately e st from the S/RV quenchers, main
vents, or RCIC t e Low suppression pool water
level could also equate emergency makeup

x water source to Cooling System. The
lower volume would 1 team energy before
heating up excessive y. Th efore inimum suppression
pool water level is specified.

If the suppression pool wat el is too high, it could
result in excessive clearin ads from S/RV discharges and
excessive pool swell loads resulting from a Design Basis
Accident (DBA) LOCA. An inadvertent upper pool dump could
also overflow the weir wall into the drywell. Therefore, a
maximum pool water level is specified. This LCO specifies
an acceptable range to prevent the suppression pool water
level from being either too high or too low.

APPLICABLE Initial suppression pool water level affects suppression
SAFETY ANALYSES pool temperature response calculations, calculated drywell

pressure during vent clearing for a DBA, calculated pool
swell loads for a DBA LOCA, and calculated loads due to S/RV 1

discharges. Suppression pool water level must be maintained

(continued)

(continued)
\s '
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Suppression Pool Water level

B 3.6.2.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE within the limits specified so that the safety analysis of
SAFETY ANALYSES Reference 1 remains valid.

(continued)
Suppression pool water level satisfies Criterla 2 and 3 of
the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LCO A limit suppression pool water level be from
(18' [18'93/4") is required to assure that the
pr iment conditions assumed for the safety
a is ar t. Either the high or low water level limits
w se e ety analysis, depending upon which is
con rticular calculation.

(forthis _PERADLE suppression pool water level
constitut hg:]

[For this faci that relipwing support systems are
required to be @ure suppression pool water
level OPERABILITV. ^?,

[For this facility, th toq ! ort systems which,
upon their failure, do r aring suppression
pool wate; level inoper la eir' ification are as,

follows:] 4" %)
__

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could ign icant loads on
the primary containment, in MODES'4'and 5, the probability
and consequences of these events are reduced because of the
pressure and temperature limitations in these MODES.
Therefore, maintaining suppression pool water level within
limits is not required in N0 DES 4 or 5 to ensure primary
containment OPERABILITY.

..

ACTIONS /L1

With suppression pool water level outside the limits, the
conditions assumed for the safety analysis are not met. If

water level is below the minimum level, the pressure-
| suppression function still exists as long as main vents are
| covered, RCIC turbine exhausts are covered, and S/RV

(continued)

(continued)
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suppression Pool Water Level
B 3.6.2.2

BASES (continued)

V
ACTIONS quenchers are covered. If water level is above the maximum

(continued) level, protection against overpressurization still exists
due to the margin in the peak containment pressure analysis
or as long as the drywell sprays are OPERABLE. Prompt
action to restore the level to within the normal range is
prudent, however, to retain the margin to weir wall overflow
from an inadvertent upper pool dump and reduce the risks of
inc cased pool swell and dynamic loading. Therefore,
e ued operation for a limited time is allowed. The

, Completion Time is sufficient to restore suppressiong
A ol r level to within specified limits. Also, it take

f Vinto abcount the low probability of an event im) acting the
suppeption pool water level occurring during t11s interval.t

pp _

'tWthe My sMt the ,equired suppression pool water level
chang $ik k e f M d inoperable, the suppression pool water
levg v s'eenstdered to be not within limits and Required
Actibn A. lies.

Ild.And b.2gy/hh
<m .g

The plant milA[Nplaced in'a MODE in which the LC0 does not
apply if suppresstoi pool (unter level c'.nnot be restored to
within limits intthe aastciate(Completion Time. This is

O done by placing the plent@q atd ast MODE 3 within 12 hours
and in MODE 4 withthj36 hours, tallowed Completion Times
are reasonable, based on operating} erience, to reach the
required MODES from full power int' erly manner and
without challenging plant systemp' V

,QV
w

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.2 1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification of the suppression pool water level is to
ensure that the required limits are satisfied. The 24-hour
Frequency of this SR was developed considering operating
experience related to trending variations in suppression
pool water level and water level instrument drift during the |

applicable MODES and to assessing the proximity to the
specified 1.00 level limits. Furthermore, the 24-hout
Frequency is considered adequate in view of other
indications available in the control room, including alarms,
to alert the operator to an abnormal suppression pool water
level condition.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ),"[ Title)."
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RHR Suppression P:o1 Cooling Systea
B 3.6.2.3

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
,

B 3.6.2.3 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Sucoression Pool Coolina System

BASES

BACKGROUND Following a Design Basis Accident (DBA), the RHR Supptession
Pool Cooling System removes heat from the suppression pool.
T pression pool is designed to absorb t1e sudden input

,from the primary system. In the long term, the )ool
t to absorb residual heat generated by fuel in tie

react ' ore. Some means must be pravided to remove heat
fr ression pool so that tL temperature _inside the

ment remains within design limits. This
i ded by two redundant RHR suppression pool

coo The purpose of ti1s LC0 is to ensure_.
tha ems are OPERABLE in applicable MODES.

Each RH yste tins a pump and two heat exchangers
in serie nd 'y inii.iated and independently
controlled R subsystems perform the suppression
pool coolin by ci* 1ating water from the
suppression pool . ou 1R heat exchangers, and

*p returning it to 01. RHR service water,
circulating throu s f tha heat ex: hangers,U exchanges heat with su ssi ol water and
discharges this heat to the' extern at sink.

The heat-removal capability of I bsystem is
sufficient to meet the overg A pool cooling requirement
to limit peak temperature to 85)*F for loss-of-coolant
accidents (LOCAs) and transient events such as turbine trip
or a stuck-open safety / relief valve (S/RV). S/RV leakage
and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System testing
increase suppression pool temperature more slowly. The RHR,

Suppression Pool Cooling System is also used to lower the
suppression pool water bulk temperature following such
events.

APPLICABLE Reference 1 contains the results of analyses used to predict
SAFE'iY ANALYSES primary containment pressure and temperature following

large- and small-break LOCAs. The intent of the analyses is
to demonstrate that the heat-removal capacity of the RHR
Suppression Pool Cooling System is adequate to maintain the
primary containment conditions within design limits. The

(continued)

V (continued)
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RHR Suppression P:01 Cooling System
B 3.6.2.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE time history for suppression pool temperature is calculated
SAFETY ANALYSES to demonstrate that the maximum temperature remains below

(continued) the design limit.

The RHR Suppression Pool Cooling System satisfies
Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

+

,ghh%
LCO Du in DBA tone RHR suppression pool cooling subsystem is

r ed to intain the primary containment peak pressure
a "tempe' e helow the design limits (Ref.1). To ensure
thatJI Te ts are met, two RHR suppression pool
coolb ab s' t be OPERABLE with power from two
safety-rel ,dep ent power supplies. Therefore, in
the even ans t, at lesst one subsystem is
OPERABL', assum . worst-case single active failure. A,

'

RHR suppressi o'1 coo " subsystem is OPERABLE when one
of the pumps, h ers, and associated piping,
valves, int.trume . controls are OPERABLE.

^

. p
In addition each RHR s 'ssip[ cooling subsystem must
satisfy all the perfor ce . Tph 1 arrangement SRs in
order to be considered gy* g
[Forthisfacilitythefollowingdupport, tems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure RHR ion pool
cooling subsystem OPERABILITY:] fy
[For this facility, those requirch port systems which|

'

upon their failure do not require declaring the [RHR
Suppression Pool Cooling System) inoperable and their
justification are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to primary containment and cause a
heatup and pressurization of primary containment. In MODESi

| 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of these events
are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations
in these MODES. Therefore, the RHR Suppression Pool Cooling
System is not required to be OPERABLE in H0 DES 4 or 5.

(continued)

O
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RHR Suppression P:ol Cooling Systea |
B 3.6.2.3 ;

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS 6.d

With one RHR suppression pool cooling subsystem inoperable,
the inoperable subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status
within 7 days. The 7-day Completion Time was chosen in
light of the redundant RHR suppression pool cooling
ca ilities afforded by the OPERABLE train and the low

ility of a DBA occurring during this period.

neu ' t failure of two RHR suppression pool cooling
Jubs s would result in the loss of functionaly
cap t Therefore LCO 3.0.3 must be immediatelyo

$ Y 'f h

Y N(>e placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does notThe plant t-
ap)1y 1 inopenMARHR suppression pool cooling
suasyste canaelD stored to OPERABLE status in the
associatedqppg Time. This is done by placing the
plant in at eaM 3w in 12 hours and in MODE 4
within 36 hours.; al' mpletion Times are
reasonable, based n Mperience,toreachthe

( required MODES frsm er 1R pn orderly manner ande
without challenging ntsqstemh

,/_pV J-
$;

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
and automatic valves, excluding check values, in the RHR
suppression pool cooling mode flow path provides assurance
that the proper flow path exists for system operation. This
SR does not apply to valves that are locked, scaled, or
otherwise secured in position since they were verified to be
in the correct position prior to being secured. A valve is
also allowed to be in the non-accident position provided it ;

can be aligned to its accident condition. This is ;

acceptable since the RHR suppression pool cooling mode is
manually initiated. The 31-day frequency of this SR was
dr': eloped based on the Inservice Inspection and Testing |
b gram requirements to perform valve testing at least once '

(continued)

(continued)
O
V i
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RHR Suppression Pool Cooling System
B 3.6.2.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE per 92 days. This SR does not require any testing or
REQUIREMENTS valve manipulation. Rather, it involves verification,

(continued) through a system walkdown, that those valves outside primary
containment and capable of potentially being mispositioned
are in the correct position.

SR 3.6.2 3.23

A
Demon ~ tigeach RHR pump develops a flow rate
> ]gpmwhileoperatinginthesuppressionpoolcooling

th flaw'through the heat exchanger at least every
9ht ys ensuPes tisat pump performance has not degraded
dur4We|cycleWOow is a normal test of centrifugal pump
performente r tred y Section XI of the American Society
of Mechanicah ine I (ASME) Code (Ref. 2). This test
confirms y p y , the pump design curve and is
indicative of overt performance. Such inservice'

inspections confirin compo . 0PERABILITY, trend
performance, a W detectrint Tent failures by indicating
abnormal performanc(MTheL equency of this SR is in
accordance with thh IheIndf6e Inspection and Testing
Program, but the Frequepy' must,t as0 exceed 92 days.

@ ,L>[ $
qf %g_ Q

REFERENCES 1. (UnitName)FSAR,Section(J,"[Tithj."
fyth

2. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel. Code, Sktion XI,
" Rules for Inservice Inspecti
Components," American Society,oe ef Nuclear Power Plant'ef Mechanical Engineers,
New York.;

-

1

i

O
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SPMS
B 3.6.2.4

8 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.2.4 Suppression Pool Makes System (SPMS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The function of the SPC h, to transfer water from the upper
containment pool to the suppression pool after a loss-of-
c t accident (LOCA). For a LOCA, with Emergency Core

14 System injection from the suppressionlume3f water can be held up in the drywell b001, a large#
ehind the

. ' weir 1. This holdup can significantly lower suppression
er evel. The water transfer from the SPMS ensures

k+.poo -LQtA)Woression pool vent coverage of at least 2
" abssD"theit,op of the top row vents so-that long-term
steap'qMegnsathn is maintained. The additional makeup
wat $k s lbged W part of the long-term sup)ression pool heati
sink. Thelpost;LOCA delayed transfer of t11s water to the
suppressisespool pmMes an initially low vent- subinergence,

which re'sWits Jn.t.le p(uring a Design Basis Accident (DBA)
drywell pressure loading and lower

3001 dynamigt)e g|in.0CA as compire6 igher vent submergence. The sizing of
the residual heal ovalMat( the additional Sp waWmassl, exchanger takes credit forip the calculation of the

(
post-LOCA peak contaitse@p)reswte and suppression pooltemperature. $F %

%)y
The required water dump volume frge.i ' u)per containment
pool is equal to the difference:httwee 11e total )ost-LOCA
drawdown volume and the assumed: Volume loss frcm tie
suppression pool. The totalidrawdown volume is the volume-
of suppression pool-water that can be entrapped outside of
the suppression pool following a LOCA. The post-LOCA
entrapment volumes causing suppression pool level drawdown
include:

a. The free volume inside and below the top of the
drywell weir wall;

b. The added volume required to fill the reactor pressure
vessel from a condition of normal power operation to a
post-accident complete fill of the vessel including
the top dome;

(continued)
i

(continued) i

\ |
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SPMS
B 3.6.2.4

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The volume in the steam lines out to the inboard main_.

(continued) steam isolation valve (MSIV) on three lines and out to
the outboard MSIV on one line; and

d. Allowances for primary containment spray holdup on
equipment and structural surfaces.

TheSPMSdeosistsoftworedundantsubsystems,eachcapable
of du e n makeup volume from the upper containment pool
to nuppression pool by gravity flow. Each dump line
i es two!aormally closed valves in series. The upper
poth is dusped auk matically on a suppression pool water
leybOkestew $4gna1 (with a LOCA signal permissive) or on3
the bists~of aitimerJ011owing a LOCA signal alone to ensure
that the mdspfwolumphis available as part of the long-term
energysidlVor'ana)(breaksthatmightnotcausedumpona
suppression poolfwater level Low-Low signal. A 30-minute
timer was chosei since therinitial suppression pool mass is
adequate for anf sequence!of? vessel blowdown energy and

decay heat out to(etj%@enst @ minutes.
A

Although the minimum fr~eg60ard. distance above the
suppression pool high her , level LC@ o the top of the weir
wall is adequate to preclude,fleedint .the drywell, a LOCA
permissive signal is used'te' prevent ai roneous
suppression pool level signal from'causi 01 dump. In
addition, the makeup system mode switch | keylocked in
the "0FF" position to assure that in te ump will not
occur. Inadvertent actuation of the SPMS during MODE 4 or 5
could create a radiation hazard to' plant personnel due to a
loss of shield water from the upper pool if irradiated fuel
were in an elevated position.

-.

APPLICABLE Analyses used to predict su)pression pool temperature
SAFETY ANALYSES following large- and small-)reak LOCAs, which are the

applicable DBAs for the SPMS, are contained in References 1
and 2. During these events, the SPMS is relied u)on to dump
upper containment pool water to maintain drywell lorizontal
vent coverage and an adequate suppression pool heat sink

,

volume to ensure that the primary containment internal
pressure and temperature stays within design limitg. The
analysis assumes a SPMS dump volume of (36,380] ft at a ,

temperature of (120]'F.

(continued)

(continued
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SfHS
IB 3.6.2.4
1

BASES (continued)
-

APPLICABLE The SPMS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy
SAFETY ANALYSES Statement.

(continued)

LCO During a DBA, a minimum of one SPMS subsystem is required to
m in peak suppression pool tem)erature below the design

Ref. 1). To ensure that tiese requirements are met,
8sfoS subsystems must be OPERABLE with power from two
Mindep nt safety-related power supplies. Therefore, in

i \ the.sgent of an accident, at least one subsystem is OPERABLEt
i

~

n enorst-case single active failure. The SPMS is
ehl% e upper containment pool temperature is'

W414ble dump volume [of23'3") which cgrresponds3the WDter level is 2s[1
2 [36,380) ft , gates areto'ex

in the sto M tondition, the gravity "eed lines are intact,
and the .sp(stem vahas[are OPERABLE.% <gpgy,

[Forthisfgji ,itAS following support systems are
required to be l E to ure SPMS OPERABILITY:) ,

g

^ [For this facili the d su port systems which
upon their failu (W ert Mqu ec aring the SPMS
inoperable and thei%$isst m, ati .e as follows:)

,

fW 9!
APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA papid cause heatup and

pressurization of the primar,y" containment. In MODES 4 and
5, the probability and consequences of these events are
reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations in
these MODES. Therefore, maintaining the SPMS OPERABLE is
not required in MODES 4 or 5 to ensure primary containment
OPERABILITY.

|

ACTIONS Ad

When upper containment pool water level is < [23'3"), the
volume is inadequate to ensure that the suppression pool
heat-sink capability matches the safety analysis
assumptions. A sufficient quantity of water is necessary to

' ensure long-term energy-sink capabilities of the suppression

(continued)

(continued)
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SPMS
B 3.6.2.4 '

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS pool and inaintaining water coverage over the uppermost
(continued) drywell vents. Loss of water volume has a relatively big:

impact on heat-sink capability. Therefore, the upper |containment pool water level must be restored to within
limits within 4 hours. The 4-hour Completion Time is
sufficient to provide makeup water to the upper containment
pool to r9 store level within s)ecified limits. Also, it
takes 140 account the low prosability of an event impacting
the upper'eemtainment pool water level.

A h is a b to provide clarification that for this LCO,
Cbeditions 4,iB,,and C sre treated as an entity with a
singi g tetJandtre.1

xs m
Q@.Avn[:jikl

When u)per cont 46 ament pool temperature is > (120]'F, the
heat-a)sorptios'qstpacityJ s(4padequate to ensure that the
suppression poM heatysigkicapability matches the safety
analysis assumptienti Minppp6 sed temperature has a
relatively smallerimpet4 en heaWink capability.
There' ore, the upper containmenCpel water level must be
restored to within limits'witM R 241 The 24-hour
Completion Time is sufficieht,thes%gprs.terg,the upper
containment pool to withth the spe'tifiocremperature limits..

It also takes into account'the lo'Q probaWh y of an event'

occurring that would require SPMS.
th~#p,

L.1 M,y
With one SPMS subsystem inoperable for reasons other than
Condition A or B, the inoperable subsystem must be restored
to OPERABLE status within 7 days. The 7-day Completion Time
was chosen in light of the redundant SPMS capabilities>

afforded by the OPERABLE subsystem and the low probability
of a DBA occurring during this period.

Concurrent failure of two SPMS subsystems would result in
the loss of functional capability; therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must
be immediately entered.

D.1 and D.2

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply if the Required Actions and associated Completion

(continued)

(continued)
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SPMS
B 3.6.2.4

BASES (continued)
l
l

ACTION 5 Times are not met. This is done by placing the plant in at |
(ccatinued) least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. |

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on l
operating experience, to reach the required H0 DES from full

|power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant l
systems.

>

A@Q
SURVEILLANCE AM 3W.4.1
REQUIREMENTS g ''M

g The r containment pool water level is regularly
V* red *teLonsure that the required limits are satisfied.

~24-hger fre'guency of this SR was developed considering
oper(WexpeMence related to upper containment pool water
levCMaritMess#and water level instrument drift during the
applicable | Nets and to assessing the proximity to the
specified!Lt0 levelsitaits. Furthermore, the 24-hour
Frequencytis coattdered' adequate in view of other
indicationsfaradabhiin the control room, including alarms,
to alert thf oport g to anfabnormal upper containment pool
waterlevelconditte'n.jge|g4 -

/ 4(D v%*4x
n

SR 3.6.2.4.2 4
.N

V' ' A'
The upper containment pool tempera is regularly
monitored to ensure that the re mits are satisfied.
The 24-hour Frequency was deve) e idering the
operating experience related;tHpper containment pool
temperature variations during2the applicable MODES and to
assessing the proximity to the specified LCO temperature
limits.

i

SR 3.6.2.4.3
1

Verifying the correct alignment for mantti. nwer-operated, I
and automatic valves in the SPMS flow path provides
assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for system
operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position since they
were verified to be in the correct position prior to being

.

secured. The 31-day Frequency of this SR was developed
based on the requirements of the Inservice Inspection and |

'

Testing Program to perform valve testing at least once per
92 days. This SR does not require any testing or valve

(continued)

(continued)
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| SPMS
~

B 3.6.2.4
:

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE manipulation. Rather, it involves verification that those

REQUIREMENTS valves capable of potentially being mispositioned are in the
(continued) correct position.

SR 3.6.2.4.4

The upper. containment pool has two gates used to separate
the poo klato distinct sections to facilitate fuel
trans W fma$htenance during refueling operations and two
addich al gates in the separator pool weir wall extension
wisicWE when jostalled, limit personnel exposure and ensure
adewate water submergence of the separator when the

penetrat16'is" store O n the pool.ns are#1ocated in the steam separator storage
sepafgherf The SPMS dump line

section of 44|etpool.1To provide the required SPMS dump
volume to9~h suppression pool, the gates must be removed
(or placed in their' stored position) to allow consnunication
between the various pool, sections. The 31-day frequency is
appropriate because Ahe' gate: Tare moved under procedural
control and onlyhinfr ''nt movement of these gates is

required in MODES 1, 2Q" [' 3.% nd not to be in the

A

If upper containment p g
ety'Mre'stored position, both stemsi t be declared

inoperable. / y
h

SR 3.6.2.4.5 jf
This SR requires a demonstration the hachSPMSautomatic
valve actuates to its correct position on receipt of an
actual or simulated actuation signal. This includes
verification of the correct automatic positioning of the
valves and of the operation of each interlock and timer.
The 18-month Frequency was developed considering it is
prudent that ma'1y surveillances be performed only during a
plant outage. This is due to the plant conditions needed to
perform the SR and the potential for an unplanned plant
transient if the SR is performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the SR when performed on the 18-month Frequency.
Therefore, the Fregt.ency was concluded to be acceptable from
a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section (6.2]., "(Containment
Systems)."

2. (Unit N ue] f 9R, Section (15), "(Accident Analysis]."
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PCHRS-MODES 1 & 2
8 3.6.3.1

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.3.1 Primary Containment Hydroaen Recombiner System (PCHRS) -
H) DES 1 & 2

BASES

BACKGROUND The PCHRS supports primary containment OPERABILITY in post- |
accident environments by eliminating the potential breach of
p ry containment due to a hydrogen-oxygen reaction. I

c Nf3
- r 10fCfR 50.44, ' Standards for Combustible Gas Control in

LightMter-cooled Reactors" (Ref.1), and GDC 41,,

"Co ement, Atmosphere Cleanup" (Ref. 2), the PCHRS is
Ipag 'd,'jvoducethehydrogenconcentrationintheprimary
Tt!?f ai following a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).
The

.cco('watervapor.ishes this by recombining hydrogen andxox to The vapor remains in the
primiry c in~ ment, thus eliminating any discharge to the
environrqast:* ,.<Mhg s(W|
Two independset'fCH subsystems are provided. Each

,

consists of 'iion ocatein the control room, a power
I supply, and a rec nerAegekd in primary containment.
k The recombiners leere nefarvintf rts. Recombination is

accomplished by heat &g ra, dr6 ir mixture above
[ll50]'F. The resulting w vi and discharge gases are
cooled prior to discharge f om th t. Air flows through
the unit at (100) cfm, with natu bg;ulation in the unit
providing the motive force. A e Wcombiner is capable
of maintaining the hydrogen peneentration in primary
containment below the 4.1 vo vme percent (v/o) flammabilitylimit. Two recombiners are provided to meet the requirement
for redundancy and independence. Each recombiner is powered
from a separate ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE bus and is
provided with separate power panel and control panel.

Emergency operating procedures direct that the hydrogen
concentration in primary containment be monitored following
a Design Basis Accident (DBA) and that the PCHRS be manually
activated to prevent the primary containment atmosphere from
reaching a bulk hydrogen concentration of 4.1 v/o.

(continued)

| O
O j
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PCHRS-MODES 1 & 2
0 3.6.3.1

BASES (continued)
_

APPLICABLE The PCHRS ensures primary containment OPERABILITY by
SAFETY ANALYSES providing the capability of controlling the bulk hydrogen

concentration in primary containment at less than the lower
flammable concentration of 4.1 v/o, following a DBA. This
control would prevent a primary containment-wide hydrogen
burn, thus ensuring primary containment OPERABILITY and
minimizing challenges to the OPERABILITY of safety-related
equipment located in primary containment. The limiting DBA
relativ ;, hydrogen generation is a LOCA.

Hy makdccumulate in primary containment following a
sar t of:

A
a. s W action between the zirconium fuel-rod

c i iM; eactor coolant;

b. Radi sition of water in the Reactor
Coolant S CS); or

c. Hydrogen th e time of the LOCA, i.e.,

hydrogen d ithe reactor coolant for control
of austeniti -ste hjntergranular stress
corrosion crackin9 'e

'Qg

)sh get cumulation inlo evaluate the potenti
. ag' a ' ydrogenprimary containment follo ,

generation as a function o. time 110wi initiation of
the accident is calculated. Assumati iended by
Reference 3 are used to maximize tie hydrogena

pFcalculated.

The PCHRS is designed such that, with the conservatively
calculated hydrogen generation rates discussed above, a

! single PCHRS subsystem is capable of limiting the peak
| hydrogen concentration in primary containment to less than

4.1 v/o (Ref. 4).

The PCHRS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy
|

Statement.

LC0 Two PCHRS subsystems must be OPERABLE with power from two
independent safety-related power supplies. This ensures
operation of at least one PCHRS subsystem in the event of a
worst-case single :ctive failure.

(continued)

(continued)
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PCHRS-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.6.3.1

BASES (continued)
V

LCO (For this facility, an OPERABLE PCHR$ subsystem consists
(continued) of the following:] In addition a PCHRS subsystem is

considered OPERABLE when all SRs are met. Operation with at
least one PCHRS subsystem ensures that the post-LOCA
hydrogen concentration can be prevented from exceeding the
flamability limit.

Una ilability of both PCHRS subsystems might leed to
en accumulatien to a concentration sufficient
)ility limit exceeded) to react with oxygen following

ea ident. The reaction could take place fast enough to
lead

'

igh temperatures and overpressurization of primary,

con e d, as a result, breach primary containment or
.

r sontainment leakage rates above those assumed'

e. b lyses. Damage to safety-related eouipment
loc riqycontainmentcouldalsooccur.
(Forthis ty, the following support systems are
require se OP ,to ensure PCHRS OPERABIL11Y:]

93;
[For this h se required support systems which
upon their < "not uire declaring the PCHRS

. inoperable and th jusj ion are as follows:)
( . fk p

g/ % '

APPLICABILITY ThepurposeofrequiringOPdABill n MODES 1 and 2 for
the PCHRS subsystems is to ensur immediate
availability after the safety nd scram actuated
on a LOCA initiation. In ther t-accident LOCA
environment, the two PCHRS s systems are required to
control the hydrogen concentration within primary
containment below its flammability limit of 4.1 v/o
following a LOCA, assuming a worst-case single failu o.
This ensures primary containment OPERABILITY and prevents
damage to safety-related equipment and instruments located i

!within primary containment.
I

In MODE 3, both the hydrogen production rate and the total
hydrogen production after a LOCA would be less than that
calculated for the DBA LOCA. Also, because of the limited
time in these MODES, the probability of an accident
requiring the PCHRS is low. Therefore, the PCHRS is not
required in MODE 3.

(continued)

(continued)O
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PCHRS-MODES 1 & 2
8 3.6.3.1-

BASES (continued)
-

APPLICABIL11Y In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of a LOCA
(continued) cre low due to the pressure and temperature limitations in

thee MODES. Therefore, the PCHRS is not required in these
MODES to ensure primary containment OPERABILITY.

ACTIONS M ,

- With- |MMLS subsystem inoperable, the inoperable''

su m PNRS must be restored to OPERABLE status within
ys. The|30-day Completion Time is based on the low
bilityW the, occurrence of a LOCA that would generatea

lyd '944m,osets: capable of excceding the flammability
limit s legth of, time after the event that operator
action woutWrequitsd to prevent hydrogen accumulation
from exce(*Hng tMghmit, and the low probability of
failure of the 0 $51.E PCHRS subsystem.

giy ant %

Concurrent faiTure Qfa(timif91RS subsystems is considered aIffs6ch a double failure did occur,low probability event
it would be indiciitivebor PCNRS reliability and would

. lity. Therefore, LCOresult in a loss of funi ttunal,

. %'{%3.0.3 must be immediate'y ent
sf A

Q'ip%$
<

y -<

If the inoperable PCHRS subsystem cann ^ [ stored to
OPERABLE status in the associated Co iont ime, the plant
must be placed in a MODE in which 100 does not apply.

s

|
This is done by placing the plant W at least MODE 3 in
12 hours. The 12 hours allotted to reach MODE 3 isi

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3
from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performanse of a system functional test for each PCHRS
subsystem ensures that the recombiners are OPERABLE and can
attain and sustain the temperature necessary for hydrogen
recombination. In particular, this SR requires verification
that the minimum heater sheath tempruture increases to
2 (1200]'F in (5) hours or less and that it is maintained

(continued)

(continued)
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PCHRS-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.6.3.1

BASES (continued) !

SVRVEILLANCE between [Il50)'F and (1300)'F for at least [4] hours to
REQUIREMENTS check the capability of the recombiner to properly function

(continued) (and that significant heater elements are not burned out).
The 18-month Frequency for this SR was developed in
consideration of such factors as the following:

a. The incidence of PCHRS failing the SR in the past is
low;

'hNwen when failure of a PCHR5 subsystem has been

@f i cted, there has been, in all instances, a backup
11able either from the other PCHRS subsystem or
m 441 verse system (Standby Gas Treatment System"

e

hyh G and

' thht, HRS is manually started many hours after a
c.4 CA' pf there is time available to cittier restore

a PCI asystem to a OPERABLE status or activate an
al ive.

SR 3.6.3

ThisSRensures} the .no physical problems that

O could affect PCH p 6n.y ince the recombiners are
mechanically passiv )ere subject to mechanical
failure. The only ib' ti;; fail
blockage of the internal fldw path,

involve loss of power,
sile impact, etc.

A visual ins)ection is suffici rmine abnormal
conditions t1at could cause. failures. The 18-month
Frequency for this SR was dew 1oped in consideration of
factors such as the following:

a. The incidence of PCHRS failing the SR in the past is
low;

b. Even when failure of a PCHRS subsystem has been
detected, there has been, in all instances, a backup
available either from the other PCHRS subsystem or
from a diverse system [SGTS]; and

c. Since the PCHRS is manually started many hours after a
LOCA occurs, there is time available to either restore
a PCHRS subsystem to OPERABLE status or activate an
alternative.

(continued)

O (continued)
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PCHRS-MODES 1 & 2
0 3.6.3.1

BASES (continued)
__,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.1.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR requires performance of a resistance-to-ground test
of each heater )hase to ensure that there are no detectable
grounds in any 1 eater phase. This is accomplished by
verifying that the resistance to ground for any heater phase
is 2 [10,000) ohms.

The 18- ' 1 Frequency for this SR was developed in
consi Aoffactorssuchasthefollowing:
a he in nce of PCHRS failing the SR in the past is

low; f p f
b. 45 ' of PCHRS subsystem has been

dete i,Wiere .~ s been, in al1 instances, a backup
avai 99 rom the other PCHRS subsystem or
from dive stem (SGTS);and

Sincethe<fVp
q

H is manually started manyc.
hours afters s, there is time available to
either resto subs em to OPERABLE status or
activate an alter Ve. .

n.

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulat}io
,

Qp' '%G
REFERENCES 1. Part 50.44,

" Standards for Combustible Gas Co, stems in
Light-Water-Cooled Power React ,

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Re tions, Part 50,
Appendix A, GDC 41, " Containment Atmosphere Cleanup."

3. Regulatory Guide 1.7, " Control of Combustible Ghs
Concentrations in Containment following a loss-of-
Coolant Accident," U.S. Nuclear, Regulatory
Commission.

4. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( ), "(Title)."

O
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Pricary Contair. ment and Drywell HIS-HODES 1 & 2
B 3.6.3.2 1

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEt'S

B 3.6.3.2 Erimary Containment and Drywell Hydroaen Ianition System (HIS)-
MODES 1 & 2

BASES

t

BACKGROUND Th rimary containment and drywell HIS su) ports containment |
0 ILITY in )ost-accident environments )y reducing the ^

al breac1 of primary containment due to a hydrogen-
e teaction.
.d'

. The is utred by 10 CFR 50.44, " Standards for'

i Control in Light-Watcr-Cooled Reactors"
41, " Containment Atmosphere Cleanup",

Re r e the hydrogen concentration in the !

pri nt following a degraded core accident,
j-

The HIS. res p containment OPERABillTY ands
minimize ha' " safety equipment located within
primary co limiting the temperatures and,

pressures t it e exper_tenced from a hydrogen burn
following a degr corereteWent. Protection of primary

O containment OPER IT. tmit akage of fission-product
radioactivity fr con nt to the environment.
Loss of primary con tmen 4PER ITY could cause site-
boundary doses to exceed vaTues gi n 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 3)
or the NRC staff-esproved licenst (e.g.,specified <

fraction of 10 CFR 100 limits).

As a result of NRC rulemakir allowing the Three Mile
Island accident, 10 CFR 50.44 (Ref. 1) was amended to
require boiling water reactor plants with Mark III

,

containments.to install suitable hydrogen control systems
that would accommodate en amount of hydrogen equivalent to i

that generated fror, the reaction of 75% of the fuel cladding
;

with water, without loss of primary containment OPERABILITY.
The HIS provides this required capability. This requirement
was placed on reactor plants with Mark Ill containments
because they were not designed for inerting and because of
their low design pressure. Calculations indicate that if >

hydrogen equivalent to that generated from the reaction of
75% of the fuel cladding with water were to collect in !

primary containment, the resulting hydrogen concentration
would be far above the lower flammability limit such that,
if the hydrogen were ignited from a random ignition source,

(continued)

(continued)
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Primary Ccatainment and Drywell HIS-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.6.3.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND the resulting hydrogen burn would seriously challenge the
(continued) primary containment OPERABILITY and OPERABILITY of safety

systems in primary containment.

The HIS is based on the concest of controlled ignition using
thermal ignitors designed to se capable of functioning in a
post-accident environment, seismically supported and capable
of actuation from the control room. Ignitors are
dist Withroughout the [32) regions of the drywell and
pri ' containment in which hydrogen could be released or
tg_ ch it. ld flow in significant quantities. The HIS
i!h rang j t n independent subsystems such that each
con a has two ignitors, one from each
subsy~ em; 1 % and powered redundantly so that
ignition cur H each region even if one subsystem
failed to , rgig)g
WhentheHISigYitiat (4he ignitors are energized and
heat up to a sWfa 4

)flydrogen[1700)'F.
ore ;t At this

temperature they, t gas that is present in
the airspace in t e vigti The HISdepends on the disperseM@ty of tp ignitor.ocatitup the ignitors so that
local pockets of hydrotsi atd$tte , concentrations would
burn before reaching a hydrepMIM' nc ~' tion significantly
higher than the lower flames'ailit$11mf Hydrogen ignition
in the vicinity of the ignitors is assu occur w.ien the
local hydrogen concentration reaches [ me percent
(v/o) and results in [85)% of the hydr $9en sent being
Consumed. [

APPLICABLE The HIS causes hydrogen in containment to burn in a
SAFETY ANALYSES controlled manner as it accumulates following a degraded

core accident (Ref. 4). Burning occurs at the lower
flammability concentrttion, where the resulting temperatures
and pressures are relatively benign. Without the system,
hydrogen could build up to higher concentrations-that could
result in a violent reaction if ignited by a random ignition
source after such a buildup.

The HIS is not included for mitigation of a Design Basis
Accident (DBA) because an amount of hydrogen equivalent to
that generated from the reaction of 75% of the fuel cladding
with water is far in excess of the hydrogen calculated for

(continued)

j (continued)
|
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Primary Containment and Drywell HIS-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.6.3.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE the limiting DBA loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). However,
SAFETY ANALYSES the HIS has been shown by probabilistic risk analysis, to be

(continued) a significant contributor to limiting the severity of
accident sequences that are commonly found to dominate risk
for plants with Mark III containment. As such, the HIS is
considered to be risk significant in accordance with the NRC
IngrimPolicyStatement,
g-,

{}i

LCO f " Each of two HIS subsystems must be OPERABLE with power from
Q an ladopendant safety-related power supply. Typically with

V"ene'eut of:two ignitors in one or multiple non-adjacent
regions *isoperable, both HIS subsystems remain OPERABLE.
Typically,JIS subsystem OPERABILITY is enhanced by the
overlatping'|ofJignitor regions of effectiveness, such thati
all the i
OPERABLE (gnitors in an HIS subsystem are not required to beftr the HIS subsystem to be OPERABLE. (Forthis
facility"an OPERABLE His subsystem constitutes the
following:)@(Forthis' facility,OPERABLEhydrogenignition
in the saine >rimary containment and drywell Region
constitute tie following:)c+ ,
Operationwithabeaskone.Hlhubsystemensuresthatthe

.

hydrogen in primary' containment can3be burned in a
controlled manner. Unavailability'
couldleadtohydrogenbuildupto%eftbothHISsubsystems1 % concentrations,
which could result in a violenttreactio( if ignited. The-
reaction could take place fast e60 ugh to lead to high
temperatures and overpressuritation of primary containment
and, as a result, breach primary containment or cause
primary containment leakage rates above those assumed in the
safety analyses. Damage to safety-related equipment located
in primary containment could also occur.

(For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure primary containment and
drywell HIS OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which
I upon their failure do not require declaring the primary
| containment and drywell HIS inoperable and their
| justification are as follows:)

(continued) :
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Pritary Containment and Dry: ell HIS-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.6.3.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY Requiring OPERABIL!TY of HIS in H0 DES 1 and 2 ensures its
immediate availability after safety injection and scram
sctuated on a LOCA initiation. In the post-accident
environment, the two HIS subsystems are required to control
the hydrogen concentratien within primary containment and
drywell to near its flammability limit of 4.1 v/o assuming a
worst case single failure. This ensures primary containment

OPERABl'Mts located within primary containment.IE and prevents damage to safety related equipmentand inW
#V %

I E 3, teth the hydrogen production rate and the total
h

ateD@ orae;4fteraLOCAwouldbelessthanthaten p ced
cal 'tDA LOCA. Also, becausa of the limited
time in-these @ DESg the probability of an accident
requiring.the # mary l ontainment HIS is low. Therefore,
the primavy containment HIS is not required in MODE 3.

{

IhtheprobabilityandconsequencesofaIn MODES 4 an
degraded core (accidentPare reduced due to the pressure and
tem)erature limit 449eal '4TM refore, the HIS is not requiredto >e OPERABLE in 10DE$te end 5 te, ensure primary

containment OPERABILITY @ f W Q
44

qf
qv yp 4ACTIONS /L1 Si

WithoneHISsubsysteminoperable,t)ithin7 days.ble subsystem
must be restored to OPERABLE statusrw The
7-day Completion Time is based on the low probability of
the occurrence of a degraded core event that would generate
hydrogen in amounts equivalent to a metal-water reaction of
75% of the core cladding, the length of time after the event
that operator action would be required to prevent hydrogen
accumulation from exceeding this limit, the low probabiiity
of failure of the OPERABLE HIS subsystem, and the
availability of other systems to control hydrogen
concentration.

Concurrent failure of two HIS subsystems within a 7-day
period is considered to be a low probability event. If such
double failure did occur, it would be indicative of poor HIS
reliability and would result in the loss of functional
capability. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately
entered.

(continued)

(continued)
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Primary Containment and Drywell HIS-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.6.3.2

(O
, ) BASES (continued)

ACTIONS B.1 and 8.2
(continued)

With two hydrogen ignitors in one or more primary
containment and drywell regions inoperable, verify that
there are not both hydrogen ignitors ino mrable in twoadjacent regions. If it is determined tlat the protection
has$ red.been lost in two adjacent regions, then Condition C isent Required Action B.2 calls for the restoration of

' hydrogen ignitor in each region to OPERABLE status
in/P; days. The 7-day Completion Time is based on the

same ons as that given under ACTION A.I.
\

V

added which allows - -h containment region
edijndependent of the others with a separatee

Comg* (Timeg
$$y

{_d ,44
If the H bs s '
in the ass

' cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
etion Time, the plant must be placed

in a MODE in wh1 LC0 A es not apply. This is done byplacing the plant' ~ t ,lia# DE 3 within 12 hours. Thea
allowed Completi i '^ r able, based on operatingexperience, to reac ui ' 00E from full power in ans
orderly manner and out' ,all ng plant systems.

MfSURVEILLANCE SR 3.6 3.2.1 and SR 3.6.3.2 W1
REQUIREMENTS +

These SRs confHn that each hydrogen ignitor can be
successfully energized. The i
heating elements. Therefore, gnitors are simple resistanceenergizing provides assurance
of OPERABILITY.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the Inservice
Inspection and Testing Program requirements for determining
equipment OPERABILITY and has been shown to be acceptable
through operating experience because cf the low failure i

;occurrence.

(continued).

(continued)

o !
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Primary Containment and Drywell HIS-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.6.3.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.2.3. SR 3.6.3.2.4. and SR 3.6.3.2.5
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) These functional tests are performed every 18 months to
verify system OPERABILITY. Each glow plug is visually
examined to ensure it is clean, and the electrical circuitry
is energized. All ignitors (glow plugs), including normally
inaccessible ignitors, are visually checked for a glow to
verify tMt they are energized. Additionally, the surface
temperaters|ef each glow plug is measured to be 2 (1700'F]
to dagenstrate that a teaperature sufficient for ignition is
acnleved. The'18-month Frequency was developed considering
itds prudentf that many Surveillances be performed only
duringa$lantoutep. This is due to the plant conditionss

hneeded to' perfom tvSR and the potential for an unplanned
plant transient ;t.f tM SR is performed with the reactor at
power. Operati 'e lence has shown that these components
usuall," pais the.SR* en performed on the 18-month
Frequency. Thenfore, thefrequency was concluded to be
acceptable froM a relt $ility standpoint.

TMK /9
% sh

Title 10,Codeof#'hera1IRegulit,1,ons,Part50.44,REFERENCES 1.
" Standards for Combustible %s Centrol Systems in
Light-Water-Cooled Power Reac, tors!'(

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulatioish)Mre Cleanup."2. prt 50,
Appendix A, GDC 41, "ContainmentiAtmosp.

pf?
3. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 100.11,

" Determination of Exclusion Area, low Population Zone
and Population Center Distance."

4. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ],"(Title)."

-

f

9'
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Pritary Containment HMS-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.6.3.3 |

O
B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.3.3 Primary Containment Hydroaen Mixina System (HMS)-MODES 1 & 2
i

BASES
.

BACKGROUND The primary containment HMS supports primary containment
OPERABILITY in post-accident environments by eliminating the
p tial breach of primary containment due to a hydrogen-

reaction.

eH nsures primary containment OPERABILITY by providing
a un ly ixed post-accident containment atmosphere,

zing the potential for local hydrogen burns
o of hydrogen above the flammable

conc n rimary containment OPERABILITY limits
le n-product radioactivity from primary
con nmen e environment.

The pos id y containment HMS is an ENGINEERED
SAFETY F esigned to withstand a loss-of-
coolant ac wi ' ut loss of function. The
system has two de ystems consisting of

/3 compressors, val c nd piping. Each subsystem
(j is sized to pump wo subsystems are

initiated manually. y is powered from a
separate emergency er s y, e each subsystem can
provide 100% of the mixing requi , the system will
provide its design function wi ing single active
failure.

When the concentration of hy ogen in the drywell approaches
4.1 volume percent (v/o), the drywell mixing compressors are
started manually by the control room operator. The drywell
mixing compressors force air from the primary containment

Iinto the drywell. Drywell pressure increases until the
j

water level between the weir wall and the drywell is forced '

down to the first row of suppression pool vents forcing '

drywell atmosphere back into containment and mixing with
containment atmosphere to dilute the hydrogen.

While drywell mixing continues following the LOCA, hydrogen
continues to be produced. Eventually, the 4.1 v/o limit is
again approached and the hydrogen recombiners are manually
placed in operation. '

(continued)

I
V
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1

Primary Containment HMS-MODES 1 & 2
8 3.6.3.3

BASES (continued)
_

APPLICABLE The primary containment HMS ensures primary containment
SAFETY ANALYSES OPERABILITY by providing the capability of controlling the

bulk hydrogen concentration in primary containment to less
than the lower flammable concentration of 4.1 v/o following
a Design Basis Accident (DBA). This control would prevent a
primary containment-wide hydrogen burn, thus ensuring
primary containment OPERABILIiY and minimizing challenges to
the OPE ITY of safety-relatsd equipment located in
prima inment. The limiting DBA relative to hydrogen
gen LOCA.

I gen m c late in primary containment following a
L

a. A meta m tion between the zirconium fuel rod
cla eactor coolant;

b. Radiolyti omposit of water in the Reactor
Coolant m

c. Hydrogen in he e of the LOCA, i.e.,
hydrogen dissolv he r coolant for the
control of austen s eel intergranular
stress corrosion

To evaluate the potential r.hy en ulation in
primary containmer.t following a LOCA, ogen
generation as a function of time foll initiation of
the accident is calculated. Conse e as mptions
recommended by Reference 1 are us maximize the amount
of hydrogen calculated. As such, e primary containment-
HMS is designed to control an amount of hydrogen generation
in primary containment that is considerably in excess of the
amount that would be calculated from the limiting DBA LOCA
(Ref. 2).

The primary containment HMS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 [Two] primary containment HMS subsystems shall be OPERABLE.
This assures operation of at least one primary containment
HMS subsystem in the event of a worst-case single active
failure. Operation with at least one OPERABLE HMS subsystem

(continued)
|

(continued)
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Primary Containment HMS- ,'iODES 1 & 2
0 3.6.3.3

,

BASES (continued)
|

LC0 provides the capability of controlling the bulk hydrogen |
(continued) concentration in primary containment without exceeding the '

flammability limit. Unavailability of both subsystems might
lead to primary containment-wide hydrogen burns.

(For this facility, an OPERABLE primary containment HMS |
subsystem consists of the following:]

is facility, the following support systems are
to be OPERABLE to ensure primary containment HMS

ERA TY:]

lity, Rose required support systems which
re av not require declaring the primary

cont noperable and their justification are as
fol

4

TAPPLICABILITY Requiring MODES 1 and 2 for the primary
containmen it uiediate availability after the
safety injectio ser ated on a LOCA initiation.

Or
In the post-acci L nment, the two primary
containment HMS n the capability to prevent
localized hydrogen i ove the flammability
limit of 4.1 v/o in imar nta t, assuming a worst-
case single active failure. Thi s primary
containment OPERABILITY and pr ge to safety-
related equipment and instru ion cated within primary
containment,

in MODE 3 both the hydrogen production rate and the total
hydrogen produced after a LOCA would be less than that
calculated for the DBA LOCA. Also, because of the limited
time in these MODES, the probability of an accident
requiring the primary containment HMS is low. Therefore,
the primary containment HMS is not required in MODE 3.

In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of a LOCA
are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations
in these MODES. The primary containment HMS is not required
in these MODES to ensure primary containment _0PERABILITY.

(continued)
!

'
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Primary Containment HMS-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.6.3.3

I BASES (continued)
_ _

ACTIONS Ad
With one primary containment HMS subsystem inoperable, the
inoperable train must be restored to OPERABLE status within
30 days. The 30-day Completion Time is based on the
availability of the second subsystem, the low probability of
a LOCA that would generate hydrogen in amounts capable of
exceedi he flammability limit, and the length of time '

after nt that operator action would be required to
pre n accumulation from exce<2 ding this limit.

C rrent ur of two HMS subsystems within a 30-day
pe a low probability event. If such a
doub ur r, it would_ be indicative of poor HMS
reliabilit ou sult in the loss of functional
capabilit LC0 3,0.3 must be immediately
entered.

L1
The plant must b a M0 in which the LC0 does not
apply if an inoperabl ary nment HMS subsystem

. cannot be returned to n the associated
! Completion Time. This p the piant in at

least MODE 3 in 12 hours, e letion Time is
based on operating experi e to ch quired MODE
from tall power in an orderly manner an ut challenging,

! plant systems.

*
1

| SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Operating each primary containment HMS subsystem for
2 15 minutes ensures that each subsystem is OPERABLE and
that all associated controls are functioning properly. It

also ensures that blockage, compressor failure, or excessive
vibration can be detected for corrective action. The 92-day
Frequency is consistent with Inservice Inspection and
Testing Program Surveillance Frequencies, operating
experience, the known reliability of the compressor and
controls, and the two-train redundancy available.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Primary Containment HMS-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.6.3.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.3.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Demonstrating that each primary containment HMS subsystem
flow rate is 2[500] cfm ensures that each subsystem is
capable of maintaining localized hydrogen concentrations
below the flammability limit The 18-month Frenuency was
developed considering it is prudent that many Surveillances

formed only during a plant outage. This is because of
t conditions needed to perform the SR and the

for unnecessary plant transients if the SR is
rfo with the reactor at power. Operating experience

has t at these components usually pass the SR when
d he 18-month Frequency. Therefore, the '

neluded to be acceptable from a reliabilityen
stan .

t

REFERENCES 1. Re o 7, " Control of Combustible Gas
Conc ontainment Following a Loss-of-
Coola U.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

2. (Unit Name] R, ],"(Title)."

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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Secondary Containment
B 3.6.4.1

C1 B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.4.1 Secondary Containment

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary containment is designed to maintain its
OP BILITY during and following any postulated loss-of-

; accident (LOCA). During a postulated LOCA, fission
are released directly to the primary containment.
n basis leakage rate for the primary containment

and i
enetrations (duration of the accident, excluding the main steam lines) is0.3 for the.

fu
'

he secondary containment is to isolate and
, con io roducts that escape from primary'

co ' wing a Design Basis Accident (DBA), to
conf ne ; ulated release of radioactive material
within quir of 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1) or the NRCstaff-a ve- basis (e.g., e specified fraction
of 10 CFR W and to isolate and contain fission,

products thaT ased ing certain operations that
-

O take place insid ma nment, when primary
containment is n eq OPERABLE, or that take

-

V place outside pri ar ', n The plant design basis
postulates that a n' s r e of significant
fission products can occur only i the primary
containment. Since the primary nt is a high-
pressure leak-tight barrier, t~

trapped within the primary
these fission

products is expected to rem 4
containment and the primary i tainment is expected to
maintain release rates below those required by 10 CFR 100.

'. As an extra barrier to accommodate small quantities of
fission products that may escape from primary containment, a
secondary containment has been provided. Additionally, the-
secondary containment is the required fission-product
barrier for some plant operations that occur outside primary,

containment (e.g., handling irradiated fuel) or occur when
the primary containment need not be OPERABLE.

The secondary containment is a structure with a known
leakage rate that completely encloses the primary

-

containment and those components that may be postulated to
contain primary system fluid. This structure forms a
control volume that serves to hold up and dilute the fission

(continued)O

(continued)
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Secondary Containment
B 3.6.4.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND products. It is possible for the pressure in the control
(continued) volume to rise relative to the environmental pressure (e.g.,

due to pump / motor heat load additions). To prevent ground-
level exfiltration while allowing the secondary containment
to be designed as a conventional structure, the secondary
containment requires support systems to maintain the control
volume pr ssure at less than the external pressure.
Requir for these systems are specified separately in
LCO " Secondary Containment Isolation Valves

!) 00 3.6.4.3, " Standby Gas Treatment System( a

M A
myy e

APPLICABLE The secon tai t provides a dilution and hold-up
SAFETY ANALYSES volume fo ucts that may leak from the primary

containmen fol a postulated accident. In conjunction
with operatio he- e secondary containment is
designed to li t ' dose and the whole-body dose
resulting from a in the guidelines of 10 CFR 100
or the NRC staff- pr censi basis (e.g., a specified
fraction of 10 CFR 100 ts)4 g g

There are three princi s ich credit is
taken for secondary conta B These are a.

LOCA (Ref. 2), a fuel-hand ing ac dent primary
containment (Ref. 3), and a fuel-handl ent in the
fuel building (Ref. 4). The second ent performs
no active function in response to , f the:e limiting
events; however, its leak tightnes s required to limit
offsite radiation doses to below those required by
10 CFR 100. Maintaining secondary containment OPERABLE
ensures that the release of radioactive materials from the
primary containment is restricted to those leakage paths and
associate leakage rates assumed in the accident analysis and
that fission products entrapped within the secondary
containment structure will be treated prior to discharge to
the environment.

Secondary containment satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statament.

.

(continued)
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Secondary Containment
B 3.6.4.1

O
V BASES (continued)

LCO An OPERABLE secondary containment provides a control volume
into which fission products that bypass or leak from primary
containment or escape from the reactor coolant pressure
boundary components located in secondary containment can be
diluted and processed prior to release to the environment.
For the secondary containment to be considered OPERABLE, it
mus have adequate leak tightness to ensure that the

. red vacuum can be established and maintained.

Aes dary containment LC0 requires that secondary
contal nt OPERABILITY be maintained. [For this facility,
othe CWcondary containment LCOs support this LCO by

hg |}%
The d$$klonswhenothersecondarycontainmentLCOs

. 6. 4. (g'
been specified in those LCOs and not inare .

LC0
~

a b,0PERABLE secondary containment[For th facilMhr.en;
constitutes % foi eiring:]

[For this facil e - oh ' g support systems are

h) required to be 0 BLEp 'e secondary containment
g OPERABILITY:] '4 Oy ' *

[Forthisfacility,Ihoser$ '

equired ort systems which
upon their failure do not require ing the secondary
containment inoperable and thei$ cation are as
follows:]

APPLICABILITY Maintaining secondary containment OPERABILITY prevents
leakage of radioactive material from the secondary
containment. In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a LOCA could lead to a
fission-product release to primary containment that leaks to
secondary containment. Therefore, secondary containment
OPERABILITY is required during the same operating conditions
that require primary containment OPERABILITY.

In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of the
LOCA are reduced due to the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
pressure and temperature limitations in these MODES.
Therefore, maintaining secondary containment OPERABLE is not
required in MODES 4 or 5 to ensure primary containment

|

| (continued)

(continued)
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Secondary Containment
B 3.6.4.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY OPERABILITY, except for other situations for which
(continued) significant radioactive releases can be postulated, such as

during operations with a potential for draining the reactor
vessel (0PDRVs), during CORE ALTERATIONS, or during the
handling of irradiated fuel assemblies or other loads over
irradiated fuel assemblies.

4

ACTIONS

I conda 3 cont,ainment is inoperable, it must be restored
to Atpissiwithin4 hours. The 4-hour Completion
Time hrevidegtJberiod of time to correct the problem that
is commens 41 ithi importance of maintaining secondary,

containme' / urt S 1, 2, and 3. This time period also>

ensures thit the! ebability of an accident (requiring
secondary conta4estent OPERASILITY) occurring during periods
where secondaryitontatementiis inoperable is minimal.

d ygy" Q
B.1 and B.2 # 'Q jf ArHMu-
If secondary containmed annet3be N ored to OPERABLEstatus in the associate'd;Co
placed in a MODE in which%@e LCB$oesetten " the plant must be

apply. This isdone by placing the plant 'n at Idast MO within 12 hours
and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The al pletion Times
are reasonable, based on operating e ene elated to the
amount of time required to reach the. ' quired MODES from
full power in an orderly manner and ithout challenging
plant systems.

C.I. C.2. apd C,3

Irradiated fuel handling in the secondary containment,
moving loads over irradiated fuel, CORE ALTERATIONS, and
OPDRVs can be postulated to cause fission-product release to
the secondary containment. In such cases, the secondary
containment is the only barrier to release of fission
products to the environment. CORE ALTERATIO and handling
of irradiated fuel or other loads must be immediately
suspended if the secondary containment is inoperable.

(continued)

(continued)
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Secondary Containment
B 3.6.4.1

(
\] BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completing
(continyed) an action that involves moving a component to a safe

position. Also, if applicable, action must be immediately
initiated to suspend OPORVs to minimize the probability of a
vessel drtindown and subsequent potential for fission-
product release. Actions must continue until 0PDRVs are
su nded.

,

Action C.1 has been modified by a Note that states
3.0.3 is not applicable. If handling fuel while in

MCDE f 5, LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any' action. If

han while in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the fuel handling is
. reactor operations. Therefore, in either
' to suspend handling of irradiated fuele, u

ass
'

wou 'Anot be a sufficient reason to require a
re f However, the secondary containment in
MODE 1, - 3 must be restored to OPERABLE status within
the spe d time hours or the plant must be placed in
a MODE i whip.h does not apply, including entering
LCO3.0.3.qQQ77gW A

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.1.1 kh
REQUIREMENTS T. MT9p-

It has been establis ed (Ref. 4) he secondary
containment should be 1 (0.25] i vacuum water gauge
under all wind conditions up-te speed at which
diffusion becomes great enoug' t'o ensure site-boundary
exposures less than those wi n a LOCA, even if exfiltration
were to occur. In this manner, the inleakage of fresh air
negates the tendency of the fission products to exfiltrate
through the secondary containment barrier if the secondary
containment were inoperable. This SR ensures that secondary
containment remains within the specified limit. The 24-hour
Frequen:;/ of this SR was developed based on operating
experience related to secondary containment vacuum
variations and instrument drift during the applicable MODES.

;

Furthermore, the 12-hour Frequency is considered adequate in
i

view of other indications available in the control room, '

including alarms, to alert the operator to an abnormal lsecondary containment vacuum condition. I

(continued)

(continued)
(3
NY
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Secondary Containment
B 3.6.4.1

BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.1.2-.and SR 3.6.4.1.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Verifying that secondary containment equipment hatches and ~

access doors are closed ensures that the infiltration of
outside air of such a magnitude as to prevent maintaining
the desired negative pressure does not occur. Additionally,
exterior gnvironmental disturbances (e.g., wind gusts)
cannot caligg the secondary containment to experience a
posit-

~

pfWp"sure relative to the environment. Verifying
tha suc't' openings are closed provides adequate'

a nce t ? infiltration or exfiltration from the
s ry, 'ainee.nt will not occur. Maintaining secondary
con P LTY requires maintaining each door in
the ac s ng' cd, except when the access opening is
being used rma ansient entry and exit (then at

, least one5 ain closed). The 31-day Frequency
for these Rs is, on engineering judgment, and is

consideredade(tbst@{$Vare[f
Nlth in vWof the other indications of door

and [ hatch) st'a 4Vailable to the operator.
$!Jg fdkgy 4SR 3.6.4.1.4

'
Performance of this su 11 give advance
indication of gross det'#rndaist3 of oncrete structural
integrity of the secondarnc6nta nt, e Frequency of
this SR is the same as that of SR .6.1. The
verification is done during shutdown and rt of Type A
leakage tests associated with SR 3.6. E,W 1.

p
SR 3,6.4.1.5 and SR 3.6.4.1.6,

The SGTS exhausts the secondary containment atmosphere to
the environment through appropriate treatment equipment. To
ensure that all untreated fission products are treated,
SR 3.6.4.1.5 demonstrates that the SGTS will rapidly
establish and maintain a pressure in the secondary
containment that is less than the lowest postulated pressure
external to the secondary containment boundary. This is
confirmed by demonstrating that one SGTS subsystem will draw
down the secondary containment to 2 [0.25] inches of vacuum
water gauge in s [120] seconds. This cannot be accomplished
if the secondary containment boundary is not intact.
SR 3.G.4.1.6 demonstrates that one SGTS subsystem can
maintain 2 [0.25] inches of vacuum water gauge over a 1 hour
period at a flow rate of s (4000] cfm. The 1-hour test

(continued)4

(continued)
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Secondary Containment
B 3.6.4.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE period allows secondary containment to be in thermal
REQUIREMENTS equilibrium at steady-state conditions. Therefore, these

(continued) two tests are used to ensure secondary containment boundary
OPERABILITY, Since these SRs are secondary containment
tests, they need not be performed with each SGTS subsystem.
The SGTS subsystems are tested on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS,
ho ver, to ensure that in addition to the requirements of

4(.6.4.3, either SGTS subsystem will perform this test.
L

!this SR can be performed with the reactor at power,
eratheg experience has shown that these components usually

pass the SR when performed on the 18-month Frequency.
Th e, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from

Sa ty andpoint.

1.(TitlejlO',"gPlj%yREFERENCES Code of Federal Regulations, Part 100.11
"De,4pminatioq, AExclusion Area. Low Population Zone
andfo jat{es ter Distanae."

2. (Unit M , Section (15.6.5], "(Title]."

O 3.
(Unit Name](VPSAR Q5.7.6],"[ Title]."g

(Unit Name] FSk ec)i{en %(15][.4],"(Title)."1h 9bv
4.

2%
, g[ V

y;gy

!
|

O
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SCIVs
i B 3.6.4.2

m
B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.4.2 Secondary Containment Isolation Valves (SCIVsl

BASES
-3

BACKGROUND The function of the SCIVs, in combination with other
acc dent-mitigation systems, is to limit fission-product
r e during and following postulated Design Basis-

_ts (DBAs) (Ref. 1) such that offsite radiation
osilpes are maintained within the requirements of

i 10 CFR300 (Ref. 2) or the NRC staff-approved licensing
basi (e.g.nsa specified fraction of 10 CFR 100 limits),

ar faedainment isolation within the time limits
~

if Jo nthose isolation valves designed to close
auto 11y ensures that fission products that escape from
pri contaissent following a DBA, or which are released
during certMn" operations when primary containment is not
required 40xte OPERAgLE or take place outside primary
containmist,ye4mettttained within applicable limits.

TheOPERABIkkf ementst or SCIVs help ensure thatf

adequate secondary contalmeentsleak tightness is maintainedO during and aftersan* accidatit blijpinimizing potential paths
V to the environment'. jiWseTiso'afton devices are either

passive or active (hutomatTC . Ldeactivatedautomaticvalvet)secur ed-closed manual valves,Hn their closed
position, blind flanges, and clos ems are considered
passive devices. Check valves pr ot utomatic valves
designed to close without operati)on action following an
accident are considered active' devices. Two barriers in
series are provided for each penetration so that no single
credible failure or malfunction of an active component can
result in a loss of isolation (and possibly loss of
secondary containment OPERABILITY).

Automatic SCIVs close on a secondary containment isolation
signal (s) to prevent leakage of radioactive material from
secondary containment following a DBA or other accidents.

[For this facility the secondary. containment isolation
signals are as follows:]

(continued)

(continued)
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SCIVs
B 3.6.4.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Other penetrations are isolated by the use of valves in the
(continued) closed position or blind flanges. OPERABILITY of SCIVs (and

blind flanges) ensures that secondary containment
OPERABILITY is maintained during accident conditions.

APPLICABLE The Sclys'hust be OPERABLE to ensure that secondary
SAFETY ANALYSES containmentlis a leak-tight barrier to fission-product

reloaises'. The principal accidents for which secondary
captainment leak tightness is required are a loss-of-coolant
aMident (LACA) (Ref.1), a fuel-handling accident inside
primarygcopthinmenth(Ref. 3), and a fuel-handling accident
in the abkiljaby3 building (Ref. 4). The secondaryJ

containmentiperforms;no active function in response to each
of these limiti$ events, but its leak tightness is required
to limit offsiteJradiation releases to below those levels
required by 10eCFR 100, or;the NRC staff-approved licensing
basis (e.g., a'specjfjed; fraction of 10 CFR 100 limits),

eM;7 s2
Maintaining SCIVskPEMBLE%ith isolation times within
limits ensures that fission products will remain trapped
inside secondary contalamentgsqDthatjt y can be treated
prior to discharge to the estressenttW g ;
SCIVs satisfy Criterion 3 If the RRC Int Policy
Statement,

y
LC0 SCIVs form a part of the secondary containment boundary.

The SCIV safety function is related to control of offsite
radiation releases resulting from DBAs (including specific
operations when primary containment is not required to be
OPERABLE) to within 10 CFR 100 limits.

The automatic isolation valves are con.iidered OPERABLE when
their isolation times are within limi'.s and the valves
actuate on an automatic isolation signal. The valves
covered by this LCO, along with thet" associated stroke
times, are listed in Reference 5.

(continued)

(continued)
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SCIVs
B 3.6.4.2

O
h _ BASES (continued)_.

LCO The normally closed isolation valves or blind flanges are
(continued) considered OPERABLE when manual valves are locked-closed,

automatic valves are deactivated and secured in their closed
position, and blind flanges and closed systems are in place, l

These passive isolation valves or devices are listed in
Reference 5.

[ hthis facility, OPERABILITY of SCIVs requires
LITY of the following support systems:]

.

(Fort $hfacility,thoserequiredsupportsystemswhichy
- " upon@ir failure do not require declaring the SCIVs

fand their justification are as follows:]
y q,,

[For- jfacility the supported sy=tems impacted by the

not each sg$:da,SCIV and the justification of whether orino bil$
otted system is declared inoperable are as

follows:hV A@>d$. M yN
This LCO p assgrance that the SCIVs will perform
their inten functions to mitigate the consequences
of accidents tha ld rees4' sin offsite radiation releases

Q(3
that exceed the CFR, 'l i or some fraction of these
limits as established /

__ i ~ N
aff-approved licensing

basis. WP %'

st

pQf' N
APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA.coeN lead to a fission-product

release to the primary containment that leaks to the
secondary containment.

In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and ccnsequences of these
.

events are reduced due to the Reactor Coolant System
pressure and temperature limitations in these MODES.
Therefore, maintaining SCIVs OPERABLE is not required in
MODES 4 or 5 to back up primary containment OPERABILITY,
except for other situations under which significant
radioactive releases can be postulated such as during
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel
(0PDRVs), CORE ALTERATIONS, the handling of irradiated

1assemblies, or when moving loads over irradiated fuel
assemblies. Moving irradiated fuel assemblies in the

;

secondary containment or moving loads over irradiated fuel
assemblies may also occur in MODES 1, 2, and 3. '

(continued)

p),

'

(continued)i
U
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SCIVs
| B 3.6.4.2
1

1

,
BASES (continued)

|

APPLICABILITY A Note has been added to provide clarification that each
(continued) penetration flow path is independent and is treated as a

separate entity with a separate Completion Time for the
purpose of this LCO.

ACTIONS A.1. A. d A.2.2.1. and A.2.2.2
4

W<it
or gpre SCIVs ino)erable, at least one isolation

v 'must be9erified to )e OPERABLE in each affected open
p rati /Th 3, action may be satisfied by examining logs
or 1 ,'to determine whether the valve is out
of se ef Jenir) nce or other reasons. This Required
Action is mp' d within I hour in order to provide
assurance ary containment penetration is not
open and c&usi ss of secondary containment
OPERABILITY. -hour,; etion Time is considered a

A4sp ed to complete the Requiredreasonable le
Action, and it ir 9" mpletion Time used for primary
containment isolak (PC{ in LCO 3.6.1.3.

Intheeventthatonea%/
# A

ritnorsq$$fV inoperable, either
the inoperable valve must dires%9re .0PERABLE status or
theaffectedpenetrationm)ustb6 isola The method of
isolation must include the'use of ht le ne isolation
barrier that cannot be adversely affec ha single active
failure. Isolationbarriersthatmed Fiteria are a
closed and deactivated automatic SCtW a closed manual
valve, or a blind flange. Forpen16ationsisolatedin
accordance with Required Action A.2.2.1, the valve used to
isolate the penetration should be the closest available
valve to secondary containment. One of these two Required
Actions must be completed within the 4-hour Completion Time.
The specified time period is reasonable considering the time
required to isolate the penetration, and it is the same,

Completion Time used for PCIVs in LCO 3.6.1.3.'

| For affected penetrations that cannot be restored to
'

OPERABLE status within the 4-hour Completion Time and have
been isolated in accordance with Required Action A.2.2.1,
the affected penetration must be verified to be isolated or,
a periodic basis. This is necessary to ensure that

(continued)
..

(continued)
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SCIVs
B 3.6.4.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS secondary containment penetrations required to be isolated
(continued) following an accident, but are no longer capable of being

automatically isolated, will be in the isolation position
should an event occur. The 31-day Completion Time is based
upon Inservice Inspection and Testing Program Requirements
to perform valve testing at least once per 92 days. This
Req ired Action does not require any testing or valve
m lation. Rather, it involves verification, through a

walkdown, that those valves capable of potentiallys.

ing spositioned are in the correct position,

%%The " ired, Actions of Condition A are modified by a Note
T' ng, " J1y locked- and sealed-closed SCIVs to be

eddels ttently under administrative controls. These

contyg(linugteggmmunication with the control room, at thesligensi$of stationing a dedicated operator, who isin1pt
contvols of the' valve. In this way, the penetration can be
rapidly jselated whosh valid secondary containment
isolationTsignaWikia#cated. The provisions of LCO 3.0.4
apply, qpQy" p

%We Ah
Required Actions'^shtonditte(iped Action A.1 is notQ are further modified by a,

secondNotestatiptthaftequ
G applicable to penetrathensithati ve only one isolation

valve. If the singW solation e is inoperable, the
intent is to go directly to'Requi tion A.2.1.

[Forthisfacility,systemswithNingl isolation valves are
as follows:] pV

The justification for a Completion Time of 4 hours is
similar to that for lines with two isolation valves.

[For this facility, the second Note applies only to the
following type of lines:]

B.d i

With one or more SCIVs inoperable in one or more penetration |flow paths, verify that the Required Actions have been ;

initiated for those supported systems declared inoperable by l,

the support SCIVs within the Completion Time of [ ] hours.

(continued) |

(continued) I

s
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SCIVs
B 3.6.4.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS The , ]-hour Completion Time is defined as the most limiting
(continued) of all the Required Actions for all the supported systems

that needed to be declared inoperable upon the failure of
one or more support features specified under Condition B.
Required Action B.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of SCIVs have.been initiated. This can be
accompltahed by entering the supported systems' LCOs.
(Alte ' 1 41y, the ap)ropriate Required Actions for the
su ed systems may )e listed in the Required Actions for
C liion B inff this LCO.]

[FbhhishaEiljh{theidentifiedsupportedsystemsRequi' red"Actionseare as follows:]

4(f;shboff?
a

yy
- rw

With one or mor4[NIVs ipoperable in one or more penetration
flow paths none otramreisapport or supported features, or
both, inoperable'assochtedWith the other redundant
penetration flow p~athi@there is 4 Joss of functional
capability and LC0 3.0.3Must ped 14mdiately entered.
However,ifthesupport%rsuppWtet ature LCO, or both,

take into consideration'theClost?q)f f
ion, then LCO 3.0.3

may not need to be entered;f %

An example illustrating the loss of funct ituation is
presented in B 3.6.1.3, " Primary Conta'ifwnent' ' solation
Val ves . " ff!

4'

|
0.1 and 0.2

! The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does not
apply if the Required Actions and associated Completion
Times are not met. This is done by placing the plant in at
least MODE 3 within 12 hours and at least MODE 4 within
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience related to the amount of time
required to reach the required MODES from full power in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

(continued)

(continued)
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SCIVs-
B 3.6.4.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS E.1. E.2. and E.3
(continued)

The plant must be placed in a condition in which the LC0
does not apply if the Required Actions and associated
Completion Times are not met. If applicable, CORE
ALTERATIONS and the handling of irradiated fuel or other

.

loa (s in the secondary containment must be inraediately
s ded. Suspension of these activities shall not

completion.of movement of a component to a safe
.e sitti Also, if applicable, actions must be immediately
7 initi to suspend OPDPJs in order to minimize the

* pro it sf a _ vessel draindown and the subsequent
la ission-product release. -Actions must

.in DRVs are suspended.

Re .1 has been modified by a Note which states
th LC0 s not applicable. If handling fuel while in'

MODE 4 o LC0 would not specify any action. If
handlin el M. 0DE 1, 2, or 3, the fuel handling is
independent operations.. Therefore, in either -

case, inabiti spend, ndling of irradiated fuel
assemblies would be ient reason to require a

[s . reactor shutdowne ow in MODES 1, 2, and 3 must
be restored to OP us solated within the
specified time of 4< Jrs, th nt must be placed in a
MODE in which the LCO does not. app neluding: entering
LCO 3.0.3. s

j$ . F
4;f

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

.

This SR verifles that all manual SCIVs and blind flanges
that are required to be closed during accident conditions
are closed. The SR helps to ensure that post-accident
leakage of radioactive fluids or-gases-outside of the
secondary containment boundary is within design limits. The
31-day Frequency of this SR was developed based upon
Inservice Inspection and. Testing = Program requirements to
perform valve testing at least-once.92 days. This SR does
not require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it
involves verification, through a system walkdown, that those
valves in secondary containment that are capable of
potentially being mispositioned are in the correct position.

(continued) !

p (continued)
V
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SCIVs
B 3.6.4.2

BASES (continued)
i
,

SURVEILLANCE Since these valves are readily accessible to personnel
REQUIREMENTS during normal plant operation and verification of their

(continued) position is relatively casy, the 31-day Frequency was chosen
to provide added assurance that the valves are in the
correct positions.

Several tes have been added to this SR. The first
Note a to valves and blind flanges located in
high areas and allows these valves to be verified
as e of administrative controls. Allowing

cati administrative controls is considered
a abl nc e4ccess to these areas is typically

@ES 1, 2, and 3 for as low as reasonablyres r

s.yTperefore,the>robabilityofachi e
misalign es9 salves, once t1ey have been verified
to be in p 'ition, is low.

'

A second Note een addskthat allows normally locked-
or Sled-clo is $lin lves to be opened under
administrative c se administrative controls"

consist of statio ng icatedyperator,whoisin
continuous communicati ith theentrol room, at the

controls of the valve.$ n thth$afs$s4ontainmentpenetration can berapidly isolated when aYvg$desecond
isolation signal is indic'ated. %)

A third ihte has been included to clarj valves that
are open under administrative controli required to
meet the SR during the time the valves ~;4teare open. The
provisions of LC0 3.0.4 apply. V

SR 3.6.4.2.2

Demonstrating that the isolation time of each power-operated
and automatic SCIV is within limits is required to

|
I demonstrate OPERABILITY. The isolation time test ensures

that the valve will isolate in a time period less than or
equal to that assumed in the safety analyses. The isolation

! time and Frequency of this SR are in accordance with the
l Inservice Inspection and Testing Program, but the Frequency

must not exceed 92 days.

(continued)

(continued)
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SCIVs
B 3.6.4.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.2.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) In the secondary containment, the check valves that serve a
containment isolation function are weight- or spring-loaded
to provide positive closure in the direction of flow. This
ensures that these check valves will remain closed.
SR 3.6.4.2.3 verifies the operation of the check valves that
a ^ stable during plant operation. The Frequency of'

is consistent with the Inservice Inspection and
sti rogram requirement for valve testing on a 92-day

Frequ .

,,y .%.

4
., .

Auto ' CIV lose on a secondary containment isolation
si -to leakage of radioactive material from
seco dary. . i nment-following a DBA or other accidents.
This SR es tt h automatic SCIV will actuate to itsisolatio * )os' ' secondary containment isolation
signal. WW 'can be performed with the reactor at
power, operdi lenc 's shown that these components
usually pass th hen, ed on the 18-monthpg Frequency. Ther e ', cy was concluded to beQ acceptable from a ,e) s oint.
SR 3.6.4.2.5

In the secondary containment,
.

e alves that serve a
containmentisolationfunctt ape weight- or spring-loaded
to provide positive closure the direction of flow. This
ensures that these check valves will remain closed.
SR 3.6.4.2.5 verifies the operation of the check valves that
are not testable during plant operation. The Frequency of
18 months is based on such factors as the inaccessibility of
these valves, the fact that the plant must be shut down to
perform the tests, and the successful results of the tests
on an 18-month basis during past plant operation.

(continued)

:V
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SCIVs
B 3.6.4.2

BASES (continued) _.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section (15.6.5], "(Title]."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulai. ions, Part 100.11,
* Determination of Exclusion Area, Low Population Zone,
and Population Center Distance."

3. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section (15.7,0], "[ Title)."
Ak

[Mh,Name]FSAR,Sectionil5.7.4],"[ Title]."4.

q/ it ] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title)."
Q .85 e

,
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SGTS
B 3.6.4.3

O
() B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

| B 3.6.4.3 Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The SGTS is required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 41,
" Containment Atmosphere Cleanup" (Ref.1), to en:,ure that
r etive materials that leak from the primary containment

secondary containment following a Design Basis-
(DBA) are filtered and adsorbed prior to exhausting

to th vironment. This system reduces the potential
rel o adioactive material, principally iodine, to

y pecified in 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2) or the NRC
icensing basis (e.g., a specified fraction

of '0 its),
y

The GTS ci s of the following components:

a. Two < charcoal filter trains, each
consi ponents listed in order of the
direct ai ):-

/9 1. a mois t
'

-

,'V 2. an ele 'r d

3. a 3refilti p"

4. a ligh eff ciency parti :e air (HEPA) filter,-
5. a charcoal adsorber, uh
6. a second HEPA filter: TP
7. a centrifugal. fan ' inlet flow control vanes;

and- - F

b. Two fully redundant subsystems, each with its own set
of ductwork, dampers, and controls.

The sizing of the SGTS equipment and components is based on
the results of an infiltration analysis as well as an
exfiltration analysis of.the secondary containment. The
internal pressure of the SGTS boundary region is maintained
at a negative pressure of [0.25] inches water gauge (Ref. 3)
when the system is in operation, which represents the
internal pressure required to ensure zero exfiltration of
air from the building when exposed to a (10] mph wind
blowing at an angle of [45] degrees to the building.

(continued)
.

(continued) l

'
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SGTS
B 3.6.4.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The moisture separator is provided to remove entrained water
(continued) in the air, while the electric heater reduces the relative

humidity of the air stream to less than (70]% (Ref. 4). The
prefilter removes large particulate matter, while the HEPA
filter is provided to remove fine particulate matter and
protect the charcoal from fouling. The charcoal adsorber
removes gaseous elemental iodine and organic iodides, and
the fing4 NEPA filter is provided to collect any carbon
fines ted from the charcoal adsorber,

au tically starts and operates in response to
a tion signalst{ndicative of conditions or an accident
tha d eg N'pequles" eration of the system. Following
initiRieti,

both charcodbe4Fe
ure building recirculatior, fans and

controlledby)$ltet ain fans start. SGTS flows are
modigli g inlet vanes installed on the

charcoal filter in exhaust fans and two-position volume
.

f9stalleddeTbranch ducts to individual
control damperp%secongco?regions of the nthinment.

'&$% $
m .. pw

h gate theAPPLICABLE The design basis for t GTS
SAFETY ANALYSES consequences of a loss-bf-coola$ ace t and fuel-handling

accidents (Ref.4and5).4Foralbeve
,

isshowntobeautomaticalIyinitiatedt.
nalyzed, the SGTS
mit, via

filtration and absorption, the site-boyal adioactivity
dose level to well within the 10 CFRs199 i 's ,

Theacceptancecriteriaappliedto5qWaccidental releases of
radioactive material to the environment are given in terms
of total radiation dose received by:

A member of the general public who remains at thea.

exclus on-area boundary for 2 hours following the
onset of the postulated fission-product release; or

y b. A member of the general public who remains at the low-'

population-zone boundary for the duration of the
accident.

The limits established in 10 CFR 100 are a whole-body dose
of 25 rem or a dose of 300 rem to the thyroid from iodine

(continued)

(continued)

O
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SGTS
B 3.6.4.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE exposure, or both. The NRC staff-approved licensing basis
SAFETY ANALYSES may use some fraction of these limits.

The SGTS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy
i Statement.

. . - - _

A ,ing a DBA, a minimum of one SGTS subsystem is requirediewLCO -

maint.ain the secondary containment at a negative pressure
[4 rele !*spect to the environment and to process gaseouswith

a. ..To ensure this requirement is mot, tt.0 subsystems
Qampf e GN RABLE. Thus, meeting the LCO requirements

assures;9peration of at least one SGTS subsystem in the
eventteftassinMe active failure.
+y w ai

for~this feftl$ty, an OPERABLE SGTS constitutes the
9110wingt)v jQ

'q n y a:
(for this faiHity^, ths following support systems are
required to be OPER Wl.E to ensure SGTS OPERABILITY:]W M ?s

O (for this f acility; those regttired support systems which
upontheirfailuredernetirequir&declaringtheSGTS
inoperable and theirJ6stificatioh|tra as follows:)

' (
[For this facility, the supported' % s impacted by the
lnoperability of the SGTS and the; thfication of whether
or not each sup)orted system dsideclared inoperable are as i

follows: It s1ould be noted that LCO 3.6.4.3 may need tobe augmen)ted with additional Conditions, if it is determined
that SGTS provides support to other systems included in the
Technical Specifications.

.

APPLICABillTY In H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could lead to a fission-product
release to primary containment that subsequently enters '

secondary containment. Therefore, SGTS OPERABILITY is
required during these MODES.

In N0 DES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of these
events are re4ced due to the pressure and temperature
limitations fr. these MODES. Therefore, maintaining SGIS
OPERABLE is not required in MODE 4 or 5, except for other

(continued)

(continued)
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SGTS
B 3.6.4.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY situations under which signifient radioactive releases can
(continued) be postulated, such as during cperations with a potential

for draining the reactor vessel (OPDRVs), during CORE
ALTERATIONS, when handling irradiated fuel assemblies in the
primary or secondary containment, or when moving other loads
over irradiated fuel assemblies.

A
$4

ACTIONS r p
Whh,one

'

sube stem ino)erable, the inoperable subsystem
muse h n or WOPERABLE status within 7 days. The
7-def'C6m1 "Ifmis based on consideration of such
factors at il ttlity of the OPERABLE redundant SGTS
and the 1 r OfB

g" y of a DBA occurring during thisperiod,
8fy

Concurrentfafkreofti[%%MT$ subsyshms would result in
the loss of functWYea ' ility. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3
must be immediate19 s ' A,.

8.1 and B.2

TheplantmustbeplacedM>aMO%in4 the LCO does nota) ply, if the SGTS cannot be rest 6 red to' ABLE status int1e associated Completion Time in MOD r 3. This isdone by placing the plant in at leas (thin 12 hours
anti in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The' owed Completion Times
are reasonable, based on operating %perience, to reach the
required MODES from full power in an orderly mm.er and
without challenging plant systems.

C .1. C . 2.1. C . 2. 2. anLGM

During handling of irradiated fuel or moving other loads
over irradiated fuel, CORE ALTERATIONS, or OPDRVs when
Required Action A.1 cannot be cosipleted within the required
Completion Time, the OPERABLE SGTS subsystem shnuld be
immediately placed in operation. Tnis action ensures that
the remaining subsystem is OPERABLE, that no failures that
could )revent automatic actuation have occurred, and that
any ot1er failure would be readily detected.

(continued)

(continued)
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SGTS

B 3.6.4.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately
(continued) suspend activities that represent a potential for releasing

radioactive material to the secondary containment, thus
placing the plant in a Condition that minimizes risk, if

'

applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS, handling of irradiated fuel,
or moving other loads over irradiated fuel must be
immediately suspended. Suspension of these activities shall
not' preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe
gesitten. Also, if applicable, actions must be immediately

AfnitiatedtosuspendOPDRVstominimizetheprobabilityofa

[%K produc4' release; actions must continue until OPDRVs are#'vesseKiraindown and subsequent poMtial for fission-

%ysuspendede'p;gg

D.I. N and A 1
y 3%

WhentwoS4TS"sh..bsystems are inoperable, if applicable, CORE
ALTERATlW S' handlingfef irradiated fuel in primary ori

secondaryicontstament",ly suspended.
:or moving other loads over irradiated

fuel must heit e pdiate Suspension of these
activities shallinetlpreclude completion of movement of a
component to a sa A positten.( Also, if applicable, actions

O must be immediately initteted to suspend OPDRVs to minimize
the probability of a vesse) draindown and subsequent
potential for fission-product release; actions must continue
until OPDRVs are suspended." L^/Why

2 . n
v ). *

SURVEILLANCE SR 3. 6. 4M I
REQUIREMENTS

Operating each SGTS subsystem for 2 (10] hours, ensures that
both subsystems are OPERABLE and that all associated
controls are functioning properly. It also ensures that
blockage, fan or motor failuto, or hessive vibration can
be detected for corrective actica. Operation with the
heaters on (automatic heater cycling to maintain
temperature) for 2 (10] hours every 31 days eliminates
moisture on the adsorbers and HEPA filters. The 31-day
frequency was developed in consideration of the known
reliability of fan inotors and controls and the two-train
redundancy available.

(continued)
i

(continued)
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SGIS
B 3.6.4.3

BASES (continued)
_

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.3.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP)
(Specification 5.8.4.5) encompasses all the SGTS filter
tests consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 6). The
VFTP includes testing HEPA filter performance, charcoal
adsorber efficiency, minimum system flow rate, and the
physical; properties of the activated charcoal (general use
and fg41oertag specific operations). Specific test
freatencies'end additinnal information are discussed in
(etsT1inthe;,VFTP. the following tests are included:

a.\VerthbItlan$f the in-place (cold) penetration and
byphis diectylpthalate (DOP) test leakage of each
SGTS Wehp'thesetid DOP test confirms the validity of
the liceiinidellation hot DOP test and allows proper
filte'r perferinance to be inferred);

f,w
Verificat'ip6 of4h(N.eaN1acepenetrationandbypassb.
halogenated a refrigerant gas test leakager,feachSGTS('. is te A determines that no
bypass paths exis rougb%4roundthecharcoal
adsorberbed); gy .

Verification of the dbthyl Mide tration of ac.
charcoal sample from each filter b is test
verifies that the charcoal adsor ability is
within required limits); j.'

Verification that the flow rihof each SGTS train andd.
the pressure drop across the combined prefilters, HEPA
filter, and charcoal adsorber banks are within the
required limits; and

e. Verification, for systems with heaters, of the proper
function of each SGTS train's heaters.

SR 3.6. W
I

This SR requires demonstration that each SGTS subsystem
starts on receipt of a simulated or actual initiation
sion31. While this Surveillance can be performed with the

t at power, operating experience has shown these
components usually pass the SR when performed on the

(continued)

(continued)
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SGTS
B 3.6.4.1 j

BASES (continued);
_

SURVEILLANCE 18-month Frequency. Therefore, the frequency was concluded
REQUIREMENTS to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

(continued)
31 JJ.4.3.4
This SR requires demonstration that the cooler bypass damper
can be opened and the fan started. This assures that the

ation mode of SGTS operation is available. While this
Llance can be performed with the reactor at power,

'

experience has shown these components usually pass
eS en performed on the 18-month Frequency, which is

bas t refueling cle. Therefore, the Frequency was

g ccepta e from a reliability sta.ndpoint.

1. V T
_

REFERENCES Titi ode of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Ap x A. " 1 Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
P1 ontainment Atmosphere Cleanup.""

.

2. Title Fe 1 Regulations, Part 100,11,

"Determinat r n Area, Low Population Zone,
and Populat C ce."

3. NUREG-0800. S r iew for the Review of
Safety Analysis Report for r Power Plants
Branch Technical Position, " Determination of
Byptss Leakage Paths in n nment Plants."

4. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Sect [ ),"[ Containment
Systems)."

5. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Accident Analysis)."

6. Regulatory Guide 1.52 Rev. 2 " Design, Testing, and i

Maintenance Criteria for Post Accident Engineered |

Safety feature Atmospheric Cleanup System Air
Filtration and Absorption Units of light-Water Cooled ;
Nuclear Power Plants." 1

- - - - . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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Drywell l

B 3.6.5.1 1

B 3.6 CONTAINNENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.5.1 Drywell

BASES

BACKGROUND 1he drywell houses the reactor pressure vessel (RPV), the
reactor coolant recirculating loops, and branch connections

Reactor Coolant System, which have isolation valves
rimary containment boundary. The function of the
,is to maintain a pressure boundary to separate the

a RPV a |the primary containment and to channel steam from a
los co lent accident (LOCA) to the suppression pool.

i
'O so protects accessible areas of the

radiation originating in the reactor core
and Co t System (RCS). The drywell is part of
th i nctions to confine the postulated release,

of dioac inaterial from a Design Basis Accident (DBA)
within t W qui of 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1) or the NRC
staff-ap |"ved 4 basis (e.g., a specified fraction
of 10 CFR g; V

To ensure )rimar tai PERABILITY, the drywellO bypass lea (age be o prevent
C/ drywell pressurizatNqt

overpressurizati m ontainment during the
f A. This requires

periodic testing of ;he dr 11 by leakage, confirntion
that the drywell air lock is le OPERABillTY of the
drywell . isolation valves (DIVs firmation that the
drywell vacuum relief valves " closed.p

This specification is intended to ensure that the
performance of the drywell in the event of a DBA meets the
assumptions used in the safety analyses (Ref. 2).

APPLICABLE Analytical methods and assumptions involving the drywell are
SAFETY ANALYSES presented in Reference 2. The safety analyses assume that

for a high-energy line break inside the drywell, the steam
is directed to the suppression pool through the horizontal
vents where it is condensed. The associated fission-product
release following a DBA forms the basis for determination of
offsite doses. The primary containment design basis

(continued)

(continued)-
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Drytell i
B 3.6.5.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE analyses of Reference 2 are based on the successful
SAFETY ANALYSES condensation of steam in the suppression pool and the

(continued) primary containment design leakage rate.

The drywell satisfies Criteria 2 and 3 of the NRC Interim
Policy Statement.

,

2, $ 31.

Malat$ $1ng dhe drywell OPERABLE is required to assure thathLCO
tM pressure' suppression design functions and the drywell
1 Mkage rate; assumed in the safety analyses are met. The
drywellets OPEMBLEtif the bypass leakage is within limits
and the'drywell/4tructural integrity is intact.

Lj% Q
The dryweibLCortegires that drywell OPERABILITY be
maintained'. Other;drywell LCOs support this LC0 by ensuring

g,y jythat:
,y g .s y

The drywe11gir)pc y OPERABLE (LCO 3.6.5.2);a.

b. The drywell penet ns J d to be closed during
accident conditio are, ei 3.6.5.3):

&;. q%
capable of beinhc1osikby ad ERABLE automatic1.
DIV, or

2. closed by manual valves, b es, or

deactivated automatic vaWet" secured in closed
i posit' ions; W

c. The drywell air temperature and differential pressure
are within limits (LCOs 3.6.5.4 and 3.6.5.5); and

C. The Drywell Vacuum Relief System is 00ERABLE.

The Required Actions when other drywell LCOs are not met
have been specified in those LCOs and not in LCO 3.6.5.1.

In addition, the drywell is maintained OPERABLE by meeting
SRs 3.6.1.1.1 and 3.6.1.1.2.

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure drywell OPERABILITY:]

(continued)

(continued)
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Drywell
B 3.6.5.1

r
I

BASES (continued),

LCO [For this facility, those required support systems which
(continued) upon their failure do not require declaring the drywell

inoperable and their justification are as follows:)

'

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2 and 3, a DBA could cause a release of
r etive material to the drywell. In MODES 4 and E, the

4

lity and consequences of these events are reduced due
d th essure and temperature limitations of these MODES.

p ? There , the drywell is not required to be OPERABLE in
A MODE & and 4 to prevent leakage of radioactive material

K"" g ;yiraggy tontainment.

Ad[ ty&?
ACTIONS yi g@,

in the e k 1 is inoperable, it must be restored
to OPERABL _$hin I hour. The 1-hour Com)1etion
Time provid of to correct the pro)1em
comensurate wit i of maintaining the drywellO OPERABLE during This time period also.

y ensures that the o accident (requiring
drywell OPERABILITY cur d periods when the
drywell is inoperab is mi al . , the Completion Time
is the same as that applied to i Ity of the primary
cor.tainment in LCO 3.6.1.1. ,

8.1 and B.2.

The plant must bo placed in a M00L in which the LCO does not
apply if the drywell cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
in the associated Completion Time. This is done by placing
the plant in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required MODES from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

(continued)

1

V
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Drywell
B 3.6.5.1

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

The analyses in Reference 2 are based on a maximum drywell
bypass leakage. This Surveillance assures that the actual
drywell bypass leakage is well below (< (10)%) that assumed
in the licensing analysis. The leakage test is performed
every [18] months, consistent with the difficulty of
performia$ the test, risk of high-radiation exposure, and
the roaste pessibility that a component failure that is not
identified by',some other drywell or primary containment SR
n W occur,W 0perating experience has shown that these
cbgenents,senaly pass the SR when )erformed on the

requency was concluded18-ment,h Fyequencya Therefore, the r

to be acceptab W fremma reliability standpoint.
f9fA WSR 3.6.511h < h e

h l' '
The drywell interior and. exterior surfaces are inspected to
ensure there are no!apphrent* physical defects that wouldprevent the drywell fetia performing its intended function.
This SR ensures that drywell structural integrity is
maintained. The (40]-month Frequency was chosen so that the
interior and exterior swfaces of the'drywell can be
inspected at every other refueling outage. Due to the

passive nature of the drywell structure /the (degradation40)-month
'tFrequency is sufficient to' identify comp, tthat may affect drywell structural intege b

m ,- pp

q
REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 100,11,

" Determination of Exclusion Area, Low Population Zone
and Population Center Distance."

'

2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section (6), "(Title)," and
Section [15), *[Yitle)."

-
-

|

|

|

9
|
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Drywell Air Lock
B 3.6.5.2

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.5.2 Drywell Air Loqh |

BASES
.

I

BACKGROUND The drywell air lock forms part of the drywell boundary and
pr ides a means for personnel access during MODE 3 and

)during low-power phase of plant startup. For this
one double-door drywell air lock has been provided,

intains drywell isolation during personnel entry and
exit the drywell. Under the normal plant operation,
the e ir lock is kept sealed. The air pressure in

intained above [60) psig by the seal air-
ystem, which is maintained at a pressure

>[
The ir 1 designed to the same standards as the
drywell ary. the drywell air lock must withstand
the pre e ture transients associated with the
rupture of d system line inside the drywell and
alsotheraf 1 in. essure when the steam in thedrywell is conde '

( flow following -1
.

rgency Core Cooling System
. nt accident flooding of the-( reactor pressure e ).'. is also designed to

withste.nd the high era a ' iated with the break of
a small steam line in the d ywell does not result inrapid depressurization of the R

,

The-air lock is nominally a circular cylinder,t[10) feet in diameter, with ors at each end that are
interlocked to prevent simultaneous opening. During periods
when the drywell is not required to be OPERABLE, the door
interlock mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors of

|the air lock to remain open for extended )eriods when '

frequent drywell entry is necessary. Eac1 air-lock door has I
been designed and tested to certify its ability to withstand

|a pressure in excess of the maximum expected pressure I

following a Design Basis Accident (DBA). j
The air lock is provided with limit switches on both doors
that provide control room indication of door position.
Additionally, control room indication is provided to alert
the operator whenever an air-lock door interlock mechanism
is defeated.

,

,

(continued)
,o '

(continued)h
4
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Drywell Air Lock <

B 3.6.5.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The drywell air lock forms ) art of the drywell pressure
(continued) boundary. As such, air-loc ( integrity is essential to limit

offsite doses from a Design Basis Accident (DBA). Not
maintaining air-lock integrity may result in offsite doses
in excess of those described in the plant safety analyses.
All leakage-rate requirements and SRs are in conformance
with 10 C(R 50, Appendix J (Ref. 1), as modified by approved
exemptions 6

ff o,

,4;/ F, >

APPLICABLE DEymall OPEMBILITY, and the limiting of radioactive release
SAFETY ANALYSES to the environs (1sta consideration in the evaluation of a

numbe'r'of accident analyses (Ref. 2). For example, the
safety analysel assumes that for a high-energy line breakl

pool thro (ugh the! horizontal vents where it is condensed.drywellethe steam is directed to the suppression
inside th

Since the drywell/ air lock is part of the containment
boundary, its design end.metatenance are essential to
maintaining drywell',0 K RABLE, which assures that the safety
analyses are met. * brywel1Jair-lock OPERABILITY is also
required to minimize theismount'of'sfission-product gases
that may bypass the drywell andicontasjnate and pressurize
the primary containmentY The-drywelluir lock must meet the
leakage limits of the SRs te' ensure that0the primary4

containment leakage rate will be dithin tM,.. limits assumed
in the safety analyses. The acceptanc_o/cri $ria applied to
accidental releases of fission-product: radioactivity to the
environment are given in terms of, total radiation dose
received by: V

a. A member of the general public who remains at the
exclusion-area boundary for 2 hours following onset af
the postulated fission-product radioactivity release;
or

b. A member of the general public who remains at the low-
population-zone boundary for the duration of the
accident.

The limits established in 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 3) are a whole-
body dose of 25 rem, or a dose of 300 rem to the thyroid
from iodine exposure, or both. The NRC staff-approved
licensing basis may use some fraction of these limits.

(continued)

(continued)
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Drywell Air Lock
B 3.6.5.2

O
.

I

BASES (continued)
r

APPLICABLE Closure of a single door in the air lock is sufficient to |SAFETY ANALYSES support drywell OPERABILITY following postulated events. ;
(continued) Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed when the air lock

!is not being used for entry and exit from the drywell.

The drywell air lock satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
Int 3rimPolicyStatement.
#% !

jf i %
LCO YThed 11 air lock forms part of the drywell. pressure

;
'

. bo As part of drywell OPERABILITY, the air-lock.

$m is related to ensuring that steam resulting
s @ rected to the suppression pool. Thus, the

air $ strut $ ural integrity is essential to the
suc igation of such an event.

The air Mpft is to be OPERABLE. For the air lock
to be coMide: E, the air-lock interlock mechanism
mustbeOPQ ,'ai ock leakage must be within limits,-
and both air-lo 's mu ibe OPERABLE. The interlock'

allows only one a' lock ' f an air lock to be o)ened atO r

one time. This ' is ns that a gross breac1 of the'

dr3 411 does not existi i he 11 is required to bet

OPERABLE. The clostwo"of isingl or in an air lock will
maintain drywell OPERABILITY, sinc ch door is designed to
withstand the peak drywell press lated to occurfollowing a DBA.

This LCO provides assurance b the drywell air lock will
perform its designed safety function to mitigate the
consequences of accidents'that could result in offsite-
exposures comparable to 10 CFR 100 limits, or some fraction
established in an NRC staff-approved licensing basis.

(Forthisfacility,thefollowingsupportsystemsare
required to be OPERABLE to ensure drywell air-lock
OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not require declaring drywell air
locks inoperabic and their justification are as follows:)

(continued)
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Drywell Air Lock
B 3.6.5.2

BASES (continued)
_

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to the drywell. In MODES 4 ard 5, the
probability and consequences of these events are reduced due
to the pressure and temperature limitations in these MODES.
Therefore, the drywell air lock is not required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 to prevent leakage of radioactive
material rom drywell.

The Actions for Conditions A, B, and C are modified
e allows entry and exit to perform repairs on

fecte ir-lock component. If the outer door is
i rabl en t may be easily accessed to repair. If

perable, however, then there is a shortth '

_rywell boundary is not intact (during'

dtime
access th eo 'r door). The ability to open the
OPERABLE per it means the drywell boundary is,

temporarily not g ett, is acceptable due to the low
probabilityofM,Fevent 1could pressurize the drywell

ch the OPERABLE door is expected 1during the shoW ti t a '

to be open. The< E b or must be immediately closed
after each entry ahd g N p
An additional Note l'as n provide
clarification that for hig the ell air lock is

treatedasanentitywithWsingMyom . on Time.

_

7' Y
ACTIONS A.I. A.2.1. A.2.2.1. and A.2.2 1

V
With one air-lock door inoperable, the OPERABLE door must be
verified closed and remain closed. This assures that a
leak-tight drywell barrier is maintained by the use of an!

OPERABLE air-lock door. This action must be completed
within 1 hour. The 1-hour Completion Time is consistent
with the Required Actions of LCO 3.6.5.1, "Drywell," which
requires that the drywell be restored to OPERABLE status
within I hour.

In addition, the inoperable door in the air lock must be
re.tored to OPERABLE status or the air-lock penetration must

| be isolated by locking closed the OPERABLE air-lock door,
j One of these two Required Actions must be completed within
I the 24-hour Completion Time. The Com)1etion Time is

considered reasonable for restoring tie air-lock door to

(continued)

(continued)
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|
Drywell Air Lock |

B 3.5.5.2

BASES (continued)

,

ACTIONS OPERABLE status, considering that the OPERABLE door is being
(continued) maintained closed.

Required Action A.2.2.2 verifies that the air lock has been
isolated by the use of a locked and closed OPERABLE air-lock
door. This ensures that an acceptable drywell boundary is
mai tained. The Completion Time of once per 31 days is
b .on engineering judgment and is considered adequate

her administrative controls, such as indications of
ter mechanism status available to the operator, ensure

'

that OPERABLE air-lock door remains closed.

f<adk2IA2.2.1.andB.2.2.2
4

;_& y. , ,,

Mr-1k door interlock mechanism inoperable, theWit
Re Ast6en and associated Completion Times consistent
with Conditten"A are applicable.

Condition is ag N by a Note that allows entry and exit ,

through an a W h ck er the control of a dedicated
individual statMneditt therair lock to ensure that only one

ened at7e Aime ant;% at the opened door is
dooriso$yclosed,'immediate AF TOs k. I$ kh Q %.
C.1 and C.2

With the air lock inoperable for other than those
described in Condititen A or B,,siWdoo n the drywell air
lock must be verified to be.cTend. This action must be
completed within the 1-hour Completion Time. This specified
time period is consistent with the Required Actions of
LCO 3.6.5.1, 'Drywell," which requires that the drywell be
restored to OPERABLE status within I hour.

Additionally, the air lock must be restored to OPERABLE
status within 24 hours. The 24-hour Completion Time is
reasonable for restoring an inoperable air lock to OPERABLE
status considering that at least one door is maintained
closed in the air lock.

The Required Actlons of Condition C are modified by a Note
that requires the drywell to be declared inoperable should
both doors in the air lock fail the air-lock door seal test,
SR 3.6.5.2.4.

(continued)

(continued)
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Drywell Air Lock
B 3.6.5.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS E l and D.2
(continued)

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not>

apply if the inoperable drywell air lock cannot be restored
to OPERABLE status within the associated Completion Time.
This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within
12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completi & Times are reasonable, based on operating

ly [ig@aner and without challenging plant systems.
( to reach the required H0 DES from full power inexpe

an .W )4

T%d(!#/ ff[yhIE 2.MfSURVEILLANCE $R
REQUIREMENTS A iN

This SR rept'i Aept be performed to verify seal leakage
of the drywell 4 h10ck doors at pressures 1 P 11
A seal leakage.eete limite 6 (200) scfh has be(en .5) psig.
established toisssur 4her grity of the seals. The
Frequency of "one Ine ' hours after each closing" isbased on operatin(cf e and4s considered adequate in
view of the other indic ons aia nable to plant operations
personnelthatthesea(<jsin(ett.'

4 [m gkh -SR 3.6.5.2.2
;

The air-lock door interlock is desigre vent
simultaneous opening of both doors in$ a ock. Since

both the inner and outer doors of,A'st-accident drywellnir lock are designed
to withstand the maximum expected pe
pressure, closure of either door will ensure full drywell
OPERABILITY. Thus, the door interlock feature ensures that
drywell OPERABILITY is maintained while the air lock is
being used for personnel transit in and out of the drywell.
Periodic testing of this interlock demonstrates that the

| interlock will function as designed and that simultaneous
inner and outer door opening will not inadvertently occur.
Due to the purely mechanical nature of this interlock, and;

i

l
given that the interlock mechanism is only challenged when
drywell is entered, this test is only required to be
performed prior to entering drywell but is not required more
frequently than 184 days. The 184-day Frequency is based on
engineering judgment and is consiocred adequate in view of
other administrative controls such :s indications of

| (continued)

| (continued)
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Drywell Air Lock
B 3.6.5.2

O
BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE interlock mechanism status available to the plant
REQUIREMENTS operations personnel.

(continued)
SR 3.6.5.2.3

Every 7 days the seal air-flask pressure is verified to be
2 [ 0) psig to ensure that the seal system remains viable,
l' t be checked because it could bleed down during or
d g access through the air lock, which occurs

[y. u The 7-day 'requency has been shown to be.

# accep e through operating experience and is considered
ade in giew of the other indications to the plant

sonnel that the seal air-flask pressure is
4 %.

.

.5M[vn
m

SR F
p

This SR ires a to be performed to verify overall
air-lock' ak 'drywell air lock at pressures<

"
2 P, (11.5) > Frequency of each COLD SHUTDOWN
unless perf 1 e pred ous 184 days is considered
adequatesincethi r look|% rarely used and the mostly

/m\ likely leakage pWNis, Moorfgals, are tested after each
'Q use. The drywellWa iusuaUy, passes this test when it'

is performed at thi eque(w. M

This SR has been modified by a N ndicate that an
inoperableair-lockdoordoes90$9nv 'date the previous
successful performance of ateWrall air-lock leakage test.
This is considered reasonable?$'ince either air-lock door is
capable of providing a fission-product barrier in the event
of a DBA.

SR 3.6.5.2.5

This SR ensures that the seal pneumatic-system pressure does
not decay at an unacceptable rate. The air-lock seal will
maintain drywell OPERABILITY down to a pneumatic pressure of
[60? psig. Since the air-lock seal air-flask pressure is
ver' fled in SR 3.6.5.2.3 to be 1 [90) psig, a [30bpsia
decay rate over [10) days is acceptable. The [10)-day
interval is based on engineering judgment, considering that
there is no postulated DBA where the drywell is still
pressurized 10 days after the event. The 18-month Frequency
was developed considering it is prudent that many

(continued)

(continued)
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Drywell Air Lock
B 3.6.5.2

EASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Surveillances be performed only during a plant outage. This
REQUIREMENTS is due to the plant conditions needeo' to perform the SR and

(continued) the potential for an unplanned plant transient if the SR is
)erformed with the reactor at power. Operating experience
las shown that these components usually pass the SR when
performed on the 18-month Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency.was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpojath9.,e c

li\'&/
|Gj>

REFERENCES
igTiticeg$,' Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,X g x g f ( g tle)."

4e w s

[UnitNepejtf.SA JSection[],"[AccidentAnalysis)."2.

Title'yq ya y

10, Cok deral Regulations, Part 100.11,3.
"DeterminattehofExclusjonArea,LowPopulationZone,
and Populhtion Genter; Distance."

(yg[ jN
f MA

% g?hkhk h
'

9
Jh%m

| .Q)/

|
|

9
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DIVs
B 3.6.5.3

OQ B 3.6 CONTAINER SYSTEMS

B 3.6.5.3 Drywell Isolation Valves (DIVs)

BASES

BACKGRCUND The DIVs, in combination with other accident-mitigation
s ems, function to ensure that steam and water releases to
t well are channelled to the suppression pool to

the pressure-suppression function of containment
#

dt mit fission-product release during and following
Fpostul d Design Basis Accidents (DBA) to values less than

10 C 00 Kef. 1) offsite dose limits.3

NPfW A
a

DP IKrequirements for DIVs help ensure that
valvqyj sclosed when required, isolation occurs within the
timdbvimi @ '1fied for those isolation valves designed to
closiauto chily, and drywell leakage is maintained
within 1- s duri after an accident by minimizing
potentiaklea # eto the su)pression chamber airspace
or the envi .t erefore, tie OPERABILITY requirements
provide ass an'007 dry 1 leakege assumed in the safety
analysis (Ref. 2)" a i 11 not be exceeded. These
isolation device ~ e r ive or active (automatic).

Q Locked-closed man'ual $d . ivated automatic valves
secured in their el poMion, nd flanges, and closed
systems are considered pass'Ve dev Closed systems are.

those systems designed in accord 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A, GDC 57 (Ref. 3). Y s, or other
automatic valves designed to elese without operator's action
followinganaccident,arechcsidered active devices. Two
barriers in series are provided for each penetration so that
no credible single failure or malfunction of an active
component can result in a loss of isolation (and possibly
loss of drywell OPERABILITY) or leakage that exceeds limits
assumed in the safety analysis.

The Drywell Vent and Purge System is a high-capacity system
with a [20)-inch line, which has isolation valves covered by
this LCO. The system is used to supply filtered outside air
directly to the drywell through two lines, each containing
two primary containment isolation valves (PCIVs) and two
DIVs called drywell purge isolation valves (DPIVs). The
drywell air is exhausted through a line also containing-two
DPIVs by means of two fan units, which are part of the
Containment Cooling System charcoal filter trains located

(continueo)
,A

)(G (continued)
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DIVs
0 3.6.5.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND inside primary containment. After the air is condition and
(continued) filtered, it is exhausted through two PCIVs. The system is

used to remove trace radioactive airborne products prior to
personnel entry. The Drywell Vent and Purge System is
seldom used in MODE 1, 2, or 3;-therefore, the DPlVs are
seldom open during power operation.

The DPlVsifail closed on loss of instrument air or power.
The DPNs are fast-closing valves (approximately '

"be]<; differential pressure inducecby a loss-of-coolantseecnds)? These valves are cualified to close against14
.

accident L9CA). /A radiation-monitoring system is provided
in that st,efc tig Containment Cooling System to detect
high Pa ihtiosiPA IH -radiation signal actuates an alarm
and automatteelly int ates closure of the DPlVs. The DPlVs
also clos 6 pin re *to any of the following signals:

Primary coat,a'inment and drywell trip logic manuala.

initiationf ,; g Q '
nkleb. Reactor low A.

&] d:4
c. Drywell high pres w s. , 'S
d. Containment and Reactor Vessel isolet. ion Control

System trip logic manual initiati n }
The OPERABILITY requirements for DIV.s M h EM ure that
adequate containment leak tightness?ls' maintained during and
after an accident by minimizing potential leakage paths to
the environment. Therefore, the OPERABILITY requirements
provide assurance that containment leakage rates assumed in:

| the safety analysis will not be exceeded,
l

APPLICABLE The DIVs LCO is to ensure that releases to the drywell are
SAFETY ANALYSES channeled to the suppression pool and are related to the

| contr61 of offsite radiation doses resulting from major
' accidents. As delireated in 10 CFR 100, the determination

of exclusion areas and low-population zones surrounding a
proposed site must consider a fission-product release from
the core with offsite release based upon the expected
demonstrable leakage rate from the primary containment.
This LC0 is intended to ensure that releases from the core

(continued)

(continued)
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DIVs
B 3.6.5.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE do not bypass the suppression pool so that the pressure-
SAFETY ANALYSES suppression capability of the primary containment is

(continued) maintained. Additionally, as part of the drywell boundary,
DIVs OPERABILITY is essential to ensure drywell OPERABILITY
and maintain doses within limits. The valves must close and
remain closed with leakage within limits against peak LOCA-
ass ciated drywell pressure. Therefore, the safety analysis

. event requiring isolation of the drywell is
' le to this LCO.

. 7

The D that could result in a release of steam, water or

ive$raterial within the drywell are a LOCA and arad'

!)"aad
'de, ',i: $ assumed that DIVs are either closed or

w break, in the analysis for each of thcsee
tef
fun a cites within the required isolation time-

fo) . ng; ) initiation. Analyses (Ref. 2) have shown
that the oundary dose would not exceed 50% of the
10 CFR 'imits jng a recirculation system pipe break
from ful tecond DPIV closure time following a,

1 second d to closure.p A
1te1@Reenkronmentaregivenintermsria. 4td to accidental releases ofT' a acceptance c

Os
radioactive mate _
of total radiatioh dagW'Itteiv W ig:

my Mg 9,
a. A member of the general publi o remains at the

exclusion-area boundary fore following onset of
the postulated fission-presset r 'ase; or

A
b. A member of the geniral%ublic who reuins at the low-

population-zone boundary for the duration of the
accident.

The limits established in 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2) are a whole-
body dose of 25 rem or a dose of 300 rem to the thyroid from
iodine exposure, or both. The NRC staff-approved licensing
basis may use a specified fraction of these limits.

The DIVs and DPlVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim
Policy Statement.

LC0 DIVs form a part of the drywell boundary. The DIV safety
function is to limit bypass leakage and thereby help control

(continued)

(continued)
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DIVs
B 3.6.5.3

BASES (continued)

LC0 of offsite radiation exposures resulting from a DBA. This
(continued) LCO addresses DIY integrity and stroke time.

The DIVs are considered OPERABLE when isolatic.1 times of
automatic DIVs are within limits, automatic DIVs actuate on
an automatic isolation signal, manual DIVs are closed, and
[ purge valves that are not qualified close under accident
conditi lare closed or blocked to limit the maximum valve
oaeni Xhe valves covered by this LCO are included (with
tic W tsociated stroke time for automatic valves) in

nce4 o
% //The*aggeO c1'h sisolation valves or blind flanges are

considered 0 L 1 shen manual valves are locked-closed,
automatic vehts arel activated and secured in their closed

position Uncludagg langes .and closed systems are in place.ck valves with flow through the valve
secured), and bilaa
Thesepassivefeelationgalves/devicesarethoselistedin
Reference 2. V gghs,jp s K
[For this facilitf, 1.lTY.of.the DIVs requires
OPERABILITY of the foi ng support systems:]

A MNThis LCO provides assu(ranca, Mat;sthe'tifys will perform their
<

,

designed safety functions 40 mit9t' ate onsequences of
accidents that could result in offsite e ure comparable
to the 10 CFR 100 limits or some fracti hese limits as
established by the NRC staff-approved] tens }ig basis.spe
[For this facility, those required 0s0pport systems which
upon their failure do not require declaring the DIVs
inoperable and their justification are as follows:]

[For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of a DIV and the justification of whether or
not each supported system is declared inoperable are as
follows:)

_ . .-

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a release of radio-
active material to the drywell. In MODES 4 and 5, the
probability and consequences of these events are reduced due
to the pressure and temperature limitations in these MODES.

(continued)

(continued)
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DIVs
B 3.6.5.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY Therefore, the DIVs are not required to be OPERABLE in
(continued) MODES 4 and 5.

A Note has been added to provide clarification that each
penetration flow path is independent and is treated as a
separate entity with a separate Completion Time for the
purgoseofthisLCO.
Ah_.

[ACTIONS 1. .l. A.2.2.i. and A.2.2.2

e rc DIVs are inoperable, at least one isolation
bei ified to be OPERABLE in each affected openve

'

pe s action may be satisfied by examining logs.

or r ion, to determine if the valve is out of
serv ce "ntenance for other reasons. This Required
Action be d within I hour in order to provide
assuranc penetration is not open causing a
loss of d LITY. The 1-hour Compietion Time is
consistent .6.4. "Drywell," and is considered a
reasonable leng ti plete the Required Action.
Also, this Comp n sistent with the Completion

j Time specified f L .l.3.

Required Actions of Condition A a ified by a Note
allowing DIVs, except the purge 'which are not
qualified to close under ace n lions), to be opened
intermittently under admini ve control. These
administrative controls cons ts of stationing a dedicated
operator, wh] is continuous communication with the control
room, at the controls of the valve. In this way, the
penetration can be rapidly isolated if a valid drywell
isolation signal is indicated. The provisions of LC0 3.0.4
apply. Due to the size of the purge line penetration, and
the fact that those penetrations can exhaust directly from
the drywell atmosphere to the environment, these valves may
not be opened under administrative control.

In the event one or more DIVs are inoperable, either the
inoperable valve must be restored to OPERABLE status or the
affected penetration must be isolated. The method of
isolation must include the use of at least one isolation
barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a single active
failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a

(continued)

[b (continued) |
t

i
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| DIVs
'

B 3.6.5.3

BASES (continued)
|

ACTIONS closed and deactivated automatic DIV, a closed manual valve,
(cot.tinued) a blind flange, or a check valve with flow through the valve

secured. One of these two Required Actions must be
completed within the 4-hour Completion Timo. The 4-hour
Completion Time is reasonable considering the time required
to isolate the penetration and the relative importance of
maintaini g drywell OPERABILITY during MODE 1, 2, and 3.
Also, t Completion Time is consistent with the Completion
Time, jigdforPCIVsinLCO3.6.1.3.
f Nfecte netrations that cannot be restore to OPERABLE
s ws wi $he amplicable Completion Time and have been
iso %te(| 'accesG.ence with Required Action A.2.2.1, the
af fectMf"aen 16 m must be verified to be isolated on a
periodic

W s.h(F ''krequired to be isolated following an
Thi([isnecessarytoensurethatdrywell

penetratitM" th ;

accident ahd arc onger capable of being automatically
isolated,wilytp/inthe- ation position should an event
occur. The Colupleta 4110wed for this is prior to
entering H00E 3 fgqH IE /but not more often than
92 days. The Comf e e of days was developed based
on Inservice Inspectio T ogram requirements to !

perform valve testing fle ry 92 days. This
Required Action does not - iny " ting or valve

hverd tion, through amanipulation. Rather, it o
system walkdown, that those valveu outsf ywell and
capable of potentially being mispositi in the
correct position. Since these val n e primary
containment,thetimeperiodspecj as " prior to enter
MODE 3 from H0DE 4, but not more o bn than every 92 days,"
is based on engineering judgement and is considered

' reasonable in view of the inaccessibility of the valves and
other administrative controls that will ensure that valve
misalignment is an unlikely possibility. Also, this

. Completion Time is consistent with the Completion Time
| specified for PCIVs in LC0 3.6.1.3.
i

Required Actions of Condition A are further modified by a
second Note stating that Required Action A.1 is not
applicable to penetrations that have only one isolation
valve. If the single isolation valve is inoperable, the
intent is to go directly to Required Action A.2.1.

[For this facility, systems with single isolation valves are
as follows:] The justification for a Completion Time of

(continued)

(continued)
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DIVs
B 3.6.5.3

O
d BASES (continued)

ACTIONS 4 hours is analogous to that for lines with two isolation
(continued) valves.the follow [For this facility, the second Note applies only toing type of lines:)

iki<

With one or more DIVs ino)erable in one or more penetration
f aths, verify that tie Required Actions have been

d for those supported systems declared inoperable by
j es rt DIVs within a Completion Time of ) hours. The
f [ 1- Completion Time is defined as the mos(t limiting of
3 all Re< fred Actions for all the su) ported systems that
9~ 't clared inoperable upon tie failure of one or'

es , tures specified under Condition B.

Re .1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions a ed with supported systems impacted by the
inopera y of ' b ve been initiated. This can be
accompi 'ed , the supported systems' LCOs.
[Alternati )ropriate Required Actions for the
supported s f )e ljded in the Required Actions foi'
Conditior, 8 of t .C0. @@g.

#
[For this facility it supported systems
Required Actions a k f ps:

u
Ah V

With one or more DIVs inope@hport or sup>orted features,W in one or more penetrationflow paths, and one or more sit
or both, inoperable associated with the otler redundant
penetration flow paths, there is the loss of functional
capability, and LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately entered.
However, if the support or supported feature LCO, or both,
take into consideration the loss of function, then LCO 3.0.3
may not need to be entered.

An example illustrating the loss of function situation is
presented in B 3.6.1.3, " Primary Containment Isolation
valves."

D.1 and 0.2

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are
not met, the plant must be placed in a MGOE in which the LCO

j (continued) '

(continued)
,
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DIVs
B 3.6.5.3

BASES (continued)
1

-

ACTIONS does not apply. This is done by placing the plant in at
(continued) least MCDE 3 within 12 hours and at least MODE 4 within

36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required MODES
from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

e

8%
SR A 8f|5.3 TSURVEILtANCE 3

Eng|E -jg/?fREQUIREMENTS 49'
DP1V,is required to be verified sealed-closed

at 31 SteWdsh This Surveillance is intended to be
used f Delghat&e not qualified to open under accident
condition $MA SR)14 designed to ensure that a gross
breachoffprywe9 Meet caused by an inadvertent or
spurious DPlV o ' ns. Detailed analysis of these :20)-inch
DIVs failed t clusiysifdpmonstratetheirabili".yto
close during a 10CA naitter to prevent offsite dose limits
from exceeding 1 CM t

asestablishedi(nthe('htaff roved licensing basis.
tuits (Ref.1) or some fraction,

Therefore,, these valves e reas to be in scaled-closed
positionduringMODES( 2, aM ! .

. kse[20)-inchDIVs
that are sealed-closed thughe(pot W ower to the valve
oacrator removed. This vap oe angempit_ by de-energizing
tie source of electric power or rsmovin air supply to
the valve operator. In this applicati term " sealed"
has no connotation of leakage withirp4, The
Surveillance interval is a result.4efsthe NRC resolution of
Generic issue B-24 related to purgesvalve use during plant
operations (Ref. 5).

SR 3.6.5.3d

This SR ensures that the [20]-inch DPlVs are closed as
required or, if open, open for an allowable reason. This SR
is intended to be used for DPlVs that are fully qualified to
close under accident conditions; therefore, these valves are
allowed to be open for limited periods of time. This SR has
been modified by a Note indicating that these valves may be
opened for pressure control, as low as reasonably achievable
and air-quality considerations for personnel entry, and
Surveillance tests that require the valve to be open. The
31-day Surveillance interval is consistent with the valve
requirements discussed under SR 3.6.5.3.1.

(continued)

(continued)
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DIVs
B 3.6.5.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.3.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR requires verification that all manual DIVs and blind
flanges that are required to be closed during accident
conditions are closed. The SR helps to ensure that post-
accident leakage of radioactive fluids or gases outside of
th boundary is within design limits. For 'hese valves that
a side primary containment, the Surveillance interval ,

d as ' prior to entering MODE 3 from MODE 4 but not
re en than onco every 92 days" is appropriate since

these lves and flanges are operated under administrative
c an e probability of their misalignment is low,

t dded to this SR that allows normally
loc sea -closed isolation valves to be opened
in der administrative controls. The
admi iste controls consist of stationing a dedicated
operato o is ' inuous ctamunication with the
control u trols of the valve. In this way the
penetrati Idly isolated when a valid drywell
isolation s dic An additional Note has been.

included to clar tha that are open under
administrative r equired to meet the SR<

L} during the time he re The provisions of1
.

LCO 3.0.4 apply.

SR 3.6.5.3.4

Demonstrating that the isol time of each power-operated
and automatic DIV is within. Its is required to
demonstrate OPERABILITY. The isolation time test er.sures
the valve will isolate in a time period less than or equal
to that assumed in the safety analysis. The isolation time
and Frequency of this SR are in accordance with the
Inservice Inspection and Testing Program, but must not
exceed 92 days.

SR 3.6.5.3.5

Automatic DIVs close on a drywell isolation signal to
prevent leakage of radioactive material from the drywell
following a DBA. This SR ensures each automatic DIV will
actuate to its isolation position on a drywell isolation
signal. The 18-month Frequency was developed considering it
is prudent that many Surveillances be performed only during

(continued)

(continued),
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OlVs
B 3.6.5.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE a plant outage since isolation of penetrations would
REQUIREMENTS eliminate cooling water flow and disrupt the normal

(continued) operation of many critical components. Operating experience
has shown these components usually psss this SR when
performed on the 18-month Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoi .

;

I ]-1 . PlV is required to be blocked to limit valve
o mo than [50)%. This SR is intended to be
use can only be qu:lified to close under
accic c limiting the maximum valve opening.
The 18-mor e was developed considering it is
prudent ti illances be performed only during a
plant outage, ng experience has shown these
components us pass when performed on the
18-month frequ cy , the Frequency was concluded
to be acceptable ability standpoint.

ku /b%

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of s, Part 100,11
" Determination of Ed50sio ea, Population Zone,
and Population Center Distan e."

2. (UnitName)FSAR,Section[]," Analysis]."

| 3. Title 10, Code of Federal Ref tions, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," General Design Criterion 57, " Closed System
Isolation Valves.

4. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Containment
Systems)."

5. Generic Issue B-24 " Containment Parge Valve
Reliability."

|

9
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Drywell Pressure
B 3.6.5.4

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
_

B 3.6.5.4 Drywell Pressure

\BASES
_ -_

BACKGROUND The primary containment serves to contain radioactive
material that may be released from the reactor core
fol wing a Design Basis Accident (DBA), such that offsite

ion exposures are maintained within the requirements
R 100 (Ref. 1) or the NRC staff-a) proved licensing,g., a specified fraction of 10 C rR 100).

Dr t ntainment differential pressure is an assumed
on in the analyses that determine the primary

.al hydraulic and dynamic loads during a '

po o f-coolant accident (LOCA).
If el sure is less than the primary containmentairspac sur ater level in the weir annulus willincreas d ly, the liquid inertia above the topvent will s will cause top vent clearingduring a po CA t delayed and that would
increase the pe e ure. In addition, an

t inadvertent uppN ring with a negative( drywell-to-conta< re
overflow over the pressure could result in

The limitation on negative dr ~'inmentdifferential pressure ensure .n calculated
'

peak LOCA drywell pressures o diftc oices in waterlevel of the su
are negligible.ppression poo nd the drywell weir annulu.

It also ensures that the possibility of
>

weir wall overflow after an inadvertent pool dump is
minimized. The limitation on positive drywell-to-
containment differential pressure helps ensure that the
horizontal vents are not cleared with normal weir annuluswater level.

APPLICABLE Primary containment performance is evaluated for the entire
SAFETY APALYSES spectrum of break sizes for postulated LOCAs. Among the

inputs to the design basis analysis it, the initial drywellinternal pressure (Ref. 2 .
pressure affects the drywe)ll pressure response to a LOCAThe initial drywell internal

<

(continued)

Q (continued)
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Drywell Pressure
B 3.6.5.4

BASES (continued)
.

_

APPLICABLE (Ref. 2) and the suppression pool swell load definition
SAFE 1Y ANALYSES (Ref. 3).

(continued)
Additional analyses (Refs. 4 and 5) have been performed to
show that if initial drywell pressure does not exceed the
negative pressure limit, the suppression pool swell and
vcat-c1 caring loads will not be significantly increased and
the probahility of weir-wall overflow is minimized aft.er an '

inadve upper pool dump.

Dr pre )re satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim
> Stat ' t.

M/ A
kV . f%Q

LC0 A limitat he drywell-to-primary containment
different p of between [-0.26) and [+2.0) psid is
required to ass

_

t suppression pool water is not forced
over the weir ', ven ing does not occur during
normal operat ~, ' conditions are consistent with
the safety analysq drywell pressures and pool
swell icsds are w' gn va ' s. As a result, drywell
OPERABILITY is casured 4

4!
[For this facility, th f u systems are
required to be PPERABLE sur ryw -primary
containment differential pressure hann RABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required tems which,
upon their failure, do not requirq aring the drywell-to-
primary containment differential f perable and their

,

, justification are as follows:) "

APKICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to the drywell. In MODES 4 and 5, the
probability and consequences of these events are reduced due
to the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.
Therefore, maintaining the drywell-to-containment
differential pressure limitation is not required in MODE 4
or 5 to ensure drywell OPERABILITY,

(continued)

O
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Drywell-Pressure
B 3.6.5.4

O BASES (continued)(O
i
'

ACTIONS &d
.

With drywell-to-containment differential pressure not within
the limits of the LCO, it must be restored within I hour.
The Required Acti n is necessary to return operation to
within the bounds of the safety analyses. The 1-hour
Completion Time is consistent with the Required Actions of
LC 3.6.5.1, 'Drywell," which requires the drywell to be

2d to OPERABLE status within I hour,

i vent that the required drywell pressure channels are
foundji perable, the drywell-to-primary containment
diff '' ti nressure is considered to be not within limitsk Nu 5 .IytionA.1 applies.

.
;

-

by '' e placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not"

The plant
apply i J ell tainment differential pressure cannot
be restoTime. Thi- g imits in the associated Completiondt

placing the plant in at least MODE 3
within12hY MOD within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times. re , based on operating

b'V experience,-tor 41 MODES from full power in a
orderly manner ant h g plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SP provides assurance the limitations on drywell-
to-containment differential pressures stated in the LC0 are
met. The 12-hour Frequency of this SR was developed based
on operating experience related to trending of drywell
pressure variations and pressure instrument drift during the
applicable MODES and to assessing proximity to the specified
LC0 pressure limits. Furthermore, the 12-hour Frequency is
considered adequate in view of other indications available
in the control room, including alarms, to alert the operator
to an abnormal drywell pressure condition.

|
l

(continued)

|

G.
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Drywell Pressure
B 3.6.5.4

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations Part 100,11,
" Determination of Exclusion Area, l.ow Population Zone,
and Population Central Distance."

2. (Unit Name) FSSR, Section (6.2.2], "[ Title)."
- 3. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section (3.8), "(Title)."'

4. (U- i ame] FSAR, Section (6.2.1.1.6], "(Title)."

5 lit ] FSAR, Section [6.2.7), "[ Title)."

msv ,

hhi .

%> .

.

,

O
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Drywell Air Temperature
B 3.6.5.5

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.5.5 C vwell Air Temoerature
,

BASES
.-

*

BACKGROUND The drywell contains the reactor vessel and pipirg, which
add eat to the airspace. Drywell coolers remove heat and

in a suitable environment. The drywell average sir
ure affects equipment OPERABILITY, perionnel access,
alculated response to postulated Det.ign Basis

Acci (DBAs). The limitation.on drywell average' air
te ur nsures that the peak drywell temperature during

n loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) does not -

ee d temperature of [330]'F. The limiting DBA
for at phere temperature is a small steam line
br

.

ss heat transfer to the passive steel'and-
concrete inks in the drywell.

_ _ __

APPLICABLE Primary con ain rfo e for the DBA is evaluated for
SAFETY ANALYSES the entire spect of- es for_ postulated LOCAs

inside contain ( the inputs to the design.

x basis analysis is t 11 average air
temperature, incr g ini drywell average air
temperature could change th calc results of the -
design bases analysis. The saf ses(Ref.1) assumean initial average drywell ai re et (135]*F. This
limitation assures that the y analyses remain valid by
maintaining the expected in 1 conditions and ensures that
the peak LOCA Oywell temperature does not exceed the
maximum allowable temperature of [330]'F. The consequence
of exceeding this design temperature may result in'the
degradation of the drywell structure under accident loads.
Equipment inside the drywell that is required to mitigate
the effects of a DBA is designed and qualified to operate
under environmental conditions expected for the accident.

Drywell average air temperature satisfie's Criterion 2 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 If the initial drywell average air temperature is less than
or equal to the LCO temperature limit, the peak accident-

(continued)

(continued)
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Drywell Air Temperature
B 3,6.5.5

BASES (continued)
|

| LCO temperature can be maintained below the drywell design
(continued) temperature during a DBA. This ensures the ability of the

drywell to perform its design function.

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure drywell' air temperature
channel ERABILITY:]

[For ility, those required support systems which,
up r lure, do not require declaring the drywell-air

ature annel inoperable and their justification are
a llow g

44!h
T

APPLICABILITY In MODES DBA could cause a release of,

radioactive mat 'to the drywell. In MODES 4 and 5, the
probability a nseg pf these events are reduced due
to the pressu Fand e limitations of these MODES.
Therefore, maint r 1 average air temperature
within the limit sn iredgigMODE4or5.

Ah62h

hpACTIONS L1

When the drywell average air temperat t within the
limit of the LCO, it must be restor hours. The.

Required Action is necessary to r operation to within
the bounds of the safety analyses. he 8-hour Completion
Time is acceptable, considering the sensitivity of the
analyses to variations in this parameter, and provides
sufficient t.'me to correct minor problems or to prepare the
plant for an orderly shutdown.

In the event that the required drywell air temperature
channels are found inoperable, the drywell air temperature
is considered to be not within limits and Required Action
A.1 applies.

5.i and B.R

If the drywell average air temperature cannot be restored to
within the limit in the associated Completion Time, the
plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does.not

| (continued)

(continued)
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Drywell Air Temperature
B 3,6.5.5

CN
V BASES (continued)

ACTIONS apply. This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3
(continued) within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The

allowable Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required MODES from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems,

b

y
SURVEILLANCE N.5.1
REQUIREMENTS P_

' Ver g t the drywell average air temperature is within
ensures that operation remains within the

t ; ' or the drywell analysis, drywell air
tem is 'nitored in all quadrants and at various
el o e tha measurements are uniformly
dis ibut 'ai Ahmetic average is an accurate
represe on of astal drywell average temperature,qur

The 24-hou EftheSRwasdevelopedconsidering
operating e elat to variations in drywell
average air temp ure ons and temperature

/^)%
instrument drift ri

-

t cable MODES. Furthermore,i
t the 24-hour Frequen . si k adequate in view of' other indications lab' "nt' ontrol room, including

alarms, to alert the operat to a ' anormal drywell air
temperature condition.

,

%V
REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section (6.2], "[ Containment

Systems]."

= - =
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Drywell Vacuua Relief System
B 3.6.5.6 _i

!

B 3.6 CONIAINHENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.5.6 Drywell Vacuum Relief System

BASES

BACKGROUND The Mark III )ressure-suppression containment is designed to
co nse in tie suppression pool, the steam released into

ywell in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident
The steam discharging to the pool carries the

-

sibles from the drywell. Therefore, the drywell
atmos e changes from low-humidity air, to nearly 100%
st o as the event progresses. When the drywell

ols and depressurizes, noncondensibles in the
e eplaced to avoid excessive weirwall-

ove drywell. Rapid weirwall overflow must be
cor large-break LOCA, so that essential
equipmen ystems located above the weirwall-in the
drywell ot s d to excessive drag and impact
loads. -LOCA and the drywell purge vacuum
relief su he means by which noncondensibles are
transferre rim ontainment back to the
drywell.

The vacuum relie ential source of bypass
leakage (i.e., so am ased into the drywell
from a LOCA bypasses the su press 001' and leaks directly
to the-primary containment airs ince excessive
bypass leakage could cause t ontainment to become
inoperable, the drywell Vac lief System has been
designed with at least two es in series.in each vacuum
breaker line. This minimizes the potential for a stuck-open
valve to threaten containment OPERABILITY. The two drywell
purge vacuum relief subsystems use separate [10]-inch lines
penetrating the drywell, and each subsystem consists of a
series arrangement of a motor-operated -isolation valve and
two check valves. The two drywell post-LOCA vacuum relief
subsystems use a comon [10]-inch line penetrating the
drywell and each subsystem consists of a motor-operated
valve in series with a check valve. At least two [10]-inch
lines must be available to provide adequate relief to
control rapid weirwall overflow.

(continued)

!
!

v
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Drywell Vacuum Relief System
B 3.6.5.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The Drywell Vacuum Relief System must function in the
SAFETY ANALYSES event of a large-break LOCA to control rapid weirwall

overflow that could cause drag and impact loadings on
essential equipment and systems in the drywell above the
weirwall. The Drywell Vacuum Relief System is not required
to assist in hydrogen dilution or to protect the structural
integrit of the drywell following a large-break LOCA.
Furthe their passive operation (remaining closed and

Inot 1 during drywell pressurization) is implicit in
alp he LOCA analyses (Ref.1).
fy g)
Tk0rywe)Scuus Relief System satisfies Criterion 3 of
theimJCeteri

Statement,N

v w#y
LC0 The LCO assures khat in the event of a LOCA [two] drywell

Post-LOCA and ytuti] dr 114prgevacuumreliefsubsystemsj
are available 6 mit 4he'vpseIu; potential subsequent drywelldepressurization( *alief subsystem is OPERABLE
when capable of open P_gither ired setpoint but is
maintainedinthecloskpositi$ ing normal operation.

49 /W sa
l(For this facility an OPERA $.E drywe P ost-LOCA and drywell

purge vacuum relief subsf6f. ems captit the following:]

In addition a drywell post-LOCA and d rge vacuum
| relief subsystems are considered OPE they satisfy
| therequirementssetforthbythepverreillances.q,

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure Drywell Vacuum Relief
System OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which
upon their failure do not require declaring the Drywell
Vacuum Relief System inoperable and their justification are
as follows:] -

!

| APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, a Design Basis Accident (DBA) could
cause pressurization of primary containment. Therefore,
Drywell Vacuum Relief System OPERABILITY is required during

(continued)

(continued)
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Drywell Vacuum Relief System ;

B 3.6.5.6 !

n BASESv (continued)
,

APPLICABILITY these MODES. In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and
(continued) consequences of these events are reduced due to the pressure

and temperature limitations in these MODES. Therefore,
n:aintaining the Drywell Vacuum Relief System OPERABLE is not
required in MODES 4 or 5 to ensure primary containment
OPERABILITY and control rapid weirwall overflow.

ACTIONS 1 %.2

(Wi y of,the combinations of inoperable subsystems
i ition A, the inoperable subsystem (s) must be

d hour.)
t,, %

Thi s #Ast drywell bypass leakage would not result if
a postulatt LOCA were to occur. The 1-hour Completion Time
is consi d with :3.6.5.1, "Drywell," and is considered
a reason'alf e jtime needed to complete the Required
Action. T subsystem must be restored to
OPERABLE st 6 30 s. In this Condition, the
remaining OPERAB cuu C # f subsystems are adequate to

O(/
perform the depr ri. 6nst$jgationfunctionsincetwo
10-inch lines rem rpp phlehe The 30-day Completion
Time takes into acceptt thelvedu capability afforded by
the remaining subsys; ems, reasona ime for repairs, and
the low probability of an event y g the vacuum relief
subsystems to function occurri his period.

LL_f . 2. C .1 and C . 2 V
With two drywell purge vacuum relief subsystems inoperable,
or with two drywell post-LOCA and one drywell purge vacuum
relief subsystem inoperable, the inoperable subsystems must
be closed within I hour. In this Condition only one
(10]-inch line remains available. At least one inoperable
subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within
72 hours. The 72-hour Completion Time takes into account
the redundant capability afforded by the remaining
subsystems, reasonable time for repairs, and the low
probability of an event requiring the vacuum relief
subsystems to function ou urring during this period.

(continued)

(continued)
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Drywell Vacuum Relief Systca
B 3.6.5.6

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS D.1 and DJ
(continued)

lhe plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply if the inoperable drywell vacuum relief subsystem (s)
cannot be closed or restored to OPERABLE status in the
associated Completion Time or when two drywell purge vacuum
relief su ystems inoperable and one or two drywell post-
LOCA v relief subsystem (s) inoperable. This is done by
plac lant in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in
M0 6 hours. The allowed Completion Times are

able sed on operating experience, to reach the
ed fungi full power in an orderly manner and

wi e lant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5
REQUIREMENTS ,

Each vacuum b (e sociated isolation-valve is
verified to be c when being tested in
accordance with an 3.6.5.6.3 or when the.

vacuum breakers are pe in intended design
function) to ensure tl th large bypass leakage
path is not present. i er d by observing the
vacuum breaker or associ s Lion e position
indication, or by verifying that le va reakers are
closed when a differential pressure o sid between
the drywell and primary containmen ned for
[1] hour without makeup. The 7-dr quency is based on
engineering judgement and is cons' ed adequate in view of
other indications of vacuum breaker or isolation valve
status available to the plant operations personnel and has
been shown to be acceptable through operating experience.

SR 3.6.5.6.2

Each vacuum breaker and its associated isolation valve must
be cycled to ensure that it opens adequately to perform its
design function and returns to the fully closed position.
This assures that the safety analysis assumptions are valid.
The 31-day frequency of this SR was developed based upon
Inservice Inspection and Testing Program requirements to
perform valve testing at least once per 92 days. A 31-day

(continued)
,

(continued)

4
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Drywell Vacuum Relief System
B 3.6.5.6

OQ BASES (continued)
'

SURVEILLANCE Frequency was chosen to provide additional assurance that
REQUIREMENTS the vacuum breakers and their associated isolation valves

(continued) are OPERABLE.

SR 3.6.5.6.3

De nstration of the vacuum breaker opening setpoint is
ary to assure that the safety analysis assumption that

um breaker will open fully at a differential
s of [0.5] psid is valid. The 18-month Frequency was

devel considering it is prudent that this Surveillance
be .only during a )lant outage. For this facility

equency has )een shown to be acceptable
experience and is further justified

bec r veillances performed at shorter Frequencies
co functioning status of each vacuum breaker.

'

y .

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit r Section [6.2], "[ Title)."
vM A

'

>

!

! \
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SSW-System and UHS
B 3.7.1

O B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.1 IStandbyl Service Water (SSW) System and Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The SSW System is designed to provide cooling _ water for the
removal of heat from plant auxiliaries, such as Renidual
Heat Removal (RHR) System heat exchangers, standby. diesel-
generators, and room coolers for Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS) equipment, which are: required for a safe
reactor shutdown following a Design _ Basis Accident (DBA) or
transient. .The SSW System also provides cooling to plant
components, as required, during normal-shutdown and reactor
isolation MODES. During a DBA, the equi) ment required-for
normal operation only is isolated from tie SSW System, and
cooling is directed only to safety-related equipment.

The SSW System consists of the UHS, two independent cooling
water. headers _(subsystems A and B), and _their associated
pumps, piping,' valves and instrumentation. The two SSW
pumps, or one SSW-pump and the high pressure core spray-
(HPCS) service water pump (one per subsystem), are each(q' sized so either can provide sufficient cooling capacity to

'

support the required safety-related systems during safe
shutdown of the unit following a' loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA). Subsystems A and B are redundant and service
equipment-in SSW Division I and-II, respectively.

The UHS has been defined as that complex of-water sources,
including-necessary retaining structures (e.g., a pond with
its dam or a river with its dam), and the canals or conduits
connecting the sources (Ref.1). If cooling towers or
portions thereof are required to accomplish the UHS safety
functions, they should. satisfy the same requirements as the .
sink.- The two principal safety functions of the UHS are the
dissipation of residual heat after_ reactor shutdown, and
dissipation of residual heat after an accident.

A variety--of complexes is used to meet the requirements for
a UHS. A lake or an ocean may qualify as a single source.
If the complex includes a water source contained by a
fabricated structure it is likely~that a second source will
have been required.

(continued)

(continued)! OO
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SSW Systea and UHS
B 3.7.1

BASES (continued)

|
BACKGROUND The basic performance requirements are that a 30-day supply

(continued) of water (Ref. 1) be available, and that the design bases
temperatures of safety-related equipment are not exceeded.
Basins of cooling towers generally include less than a
30-day supply of water, typically 7 days or less. Assurance-

of a 30-day supply is then dependent on other sources and
i

| make-up systems for replenishing the source in the cooling
| tower basin. For smaller basin sources which may be as
' small as a one-day supply, the systems for replenishing the

basin and the backup sources become of sufficient importance
that the makeup system itself may be required to meet the
same dnsign criteria as an engineered safety feature (ESF)
(e.g., single failure considerations), and multiple make-up
water sources may be required.

It follows that the many variations in the UHS
configurations will result in many plant-to-plant variations
in OPERAGILITY determinations and in SRs. The Actions and
SRs for this LCO are illustrative for a UHS consisting of a
cooling tower with makeup water and a river.

A typical UHS complex consists of one concrete makeup water
basin with one or more cooling towers and two or more
independent fan cells per cooling tower (for one division),
and cooling water pumped from a river (for the other
division). Cooling water is pumped from the cooling tower
basin and river by the two-SSW pumps to the_ essential
components through the two main redundant supply headers

| (subsystems A and B). After removing heat from the
' components, the water from one division is discharged to the

cooling tower where the heat is rejected through direct
contact with ambient air then returned to the makeup water
basin. Water from the other division is discharged to the
river. Normal makeup for the basin is provided
automatically by the (Plant] Service Water (PSW) System.

Subsystems A and B supply cooling water to redundant
equipment required for a safe reactor shutdown. Additional
information on the design and operation of the SSW System
and UHS along with the specific equipment for which the SSW
System supplies cooling water is provided in Reference 2.
The SSW System is designed to withstand a single active or
passive failure coincident with a loss-of-offsite power
withnut losing the capability to supply adequate cooling

i

I water to equipment required for safe reactor shutdown.

(continued)

(continued)
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SSW System and UHS
B 3.7.1

o

V)(
|BASES (continued) '

BACKGROUND Following a DBA or transient, the SSW System will operate
(continued) automatically without operator action. Manual initiation of

supported systems (e.g., uppression pool cooling) is,
however, performed for long-term cooling operations.

APPLICABLE The volume of each water source incorporated in a UHS
SAFETY ANALYSES complex is sized so that sufficient water inventory is

available for all SSW System post-LOCA cooling requirements
for a 30-day period with no additional makeup water source
available (Ref. 2). The ability of the SSW System to
support long-term cooling of the reactor containment is
assumed in evaluations of the equipment required for safe
reactor shutdown presented in References 2, 3 and 4. These
analyses include the evaluation of the long-term primary
containment response after a design-basis LOCA. The SSW
System provides cooling water for the RHR suppression pool
cooling mode to limit suppression pool temperature and
primary containment pressure following a LOCA. This ensures
that the primary containment can perform its intended

n\ function of limiting the release of radioactive materials to
(d the environment following a LOCA. The SSW System also

provides cooling to other components assumed to function
during a LOCA (e.g., RHR and core spray pumps). Also the
ability to provide onsite emergency AC power is dependent on
the ability of the SSW System to cool the diesel generators.

(The safety analyses for long-term containment cooling were
performed (Ref ?) for a LOCA concurrent with a loss-of-
offsite power, and minimum available diesel generator power.
The worst-case single failure that would affect the
performance of the SSW System is the failure of one of the
two standby diesel generators, which would in turn affect
one SSW subsystem. Reference 2 discusses SSW System
performance during these conditions.]

The SSW System together with the UHS satisfy Criterion 3 of
the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)

:
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SSW Systen and UHS
B 3.7.1

BASES (continued),

|

LC0 The OPERABILITY of subsystem A (Division I) and subsystem B
(Division II) of the SSW System is required to ensure the
effective operation of the RHR System in removing heat from
the reactor, and the effective operation of other safety-
related equipment during a DBA or transient. Requiring both
subsystems to be OPERABLE ensures that either subsystem A
or B will be available to provide adequate capability to
meet cooling requirements of the equipment required for safe
shutdown in the event of a single failure.

An OPERABLE subsystem has an OPERABLE UHS with its
associated pump OPERABLE, and an OPERABLE flow path capable
of taking suction from the associated SSW cooling water
source and transferring the water to the. appropriate plant
equipment. OPERABILITY of the UHS is based on a maximum
water temperature of [90]'F with OPERABILITY of subsystem A
requiring a minimum basin water level at or above elevation
[ ] ft [ ] inches mean sea level (which is equivalent to an
indicated leve'. ^ greater than or equal- to [ ] ft), and-

i [two] OPERABLE sooling tower fans; and OPERABILITY of
l subsystem B requiring a minimum water level in the pump well

of the intake structure of [ ] ft [ ] inches mean sea level
(or an indicated level of 2 [-] ft).
The isolation of the SSW System to components or systems may
render those components or systems inoperable, but does not
affect the OPERABILITY of the SSW System.

[For this facility, the following support systems must be
OPERABLE to ensure SSW System and UHS OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not declare the SSW System and UHS
inoperable and their justification are as follows:]

[For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of the SSW System and UHS and the
justification for whether or not each supported system is
declared inoperable are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the SSW System and UHS are required to
be OPERABLE to support OPERABILITY of the equipment serviced

(continued)

(continued)
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SSW System and UHS
B 3'.7.1 !

BASES (continued)

!APPLICABILITY by the SSW System, and.' required to be OPERABLE in these
(continued) MODES.

In MODES 4 and 5, the OPERABILITY requirements of the SSW
System are determined by the systems it supports.

For this LCO, Note has been added to provide clarification
that all components of the SSW System and UHS are treated as

-

an entity with a single Completion Time.

4

ACTIONS 'A.I'and A.2

Required Action A.1 assures' that the required cooling-
capability will be available in the event of a DBA. "

This Action may be satisfied by examining logs or other
-

information to determine whether the cooling tower fans may
-

be out of service for maintenance or other reasons. It does
not mean'that it:isLnecessary to perform the SRs needed to
demonstrate-OPERABILITY.of the fan. If there is not one

O) cooling tower fan per cooling tower OPERABLE, Condition E
( must be immediately entered. The Completion Time of 1 hour

is sufficient fu the plant operations personnel to make
this determination.

For Action A.2, if one cooling tower fan per cooling tower
1:: inoperable the inoperable cooling tower fans must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 7 : lays before action' must
be taken to reduce power. -The-specified Completion Time is
consistent with other LCOs for loss of one-half of a 200%-
capacity train of an ESF system.

The 7-day' Completion Time is based on the low probability of
an accident occurring during the 7 days that one cooling
tower fan is inoperable, the number of available systems,
and the time required to reasonably complete the Required
Action.

IL.l.
*

With one SSW subsystem iroperable, the remaining OPERABLE
subsystem provides adequate heat removal capacity following- 1
a DBA. The Completion Time of 72 hours is allowed to

(continued)

Q(h (continued)
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SSW Syste2 and UHS
,

B 3.7.1 '

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS restore the SSW subsystem to OPERABLE status. The Completion
(continued) Time takes into account the redundant SSW System

capabilities afforded by the OPERABLE subsystem and the low
probability of an accident during this time period, and is
consistent with the completion Time to restore an inoperable
diesel generator or one low-pressure ECCS division to
OPERABLE status.

fa.1

With one SSW subsystem inoperable, or less than [one)
cooling tower fan (s) inoperable in one or more cooling
towers, or both instances, verify that the Required Actions
have been initiated for those supported systems declared
inoperable by the inoperability of.the support SSW subsystem
or cooling tower fans within a Completion Time of [ ] hours.

The [ J-hour Completion Time is defined as the most limiting
of all the Required Actions for all the supported systems
that needed to be declared inoperable upon the failure of
one or more support features specified under Condition C.

Required Action C.1 ensures that those identified kequired
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of SSW subsystem or cooling tower fans have
been initiated by entering the supported systems' LCOs.
[ Alternatively, the appropriate Required Actions for the
supported systems may be listed in the Required Actions for
Condition C of this LC0.]

[Fcr this facility, the identified supported systems'
Required Actions are as follows:]

DJ

| With one SSW subsystem inoperable, or no more than [one]
'

cooling tower fan (s) inoperable in one or more cooling
! towers, or both instances; and one or more required supportl

or supported features inoperable that are associated with
i the other redundant SSW subsystem or cooling tower fans; a

loss-of-function capability results, and LC0 3.0.3 must be.

entered immediately. However, if the support or supported
'

features' LCOs take into consideration the loss-of-function
situation, then LCO 3.0.3 may not need to be entered.

(continued)

| (continued)
i
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SSW System and UHS
B 3.7.1:

BASES (continued)
;

ACTIONS E.1 and E.2
(continued)

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are
not w t,-or both SSW-subsystems are inoperable, or the UHS-
is determined inoperable for reasons other than Condition A,
the pS -t must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. ;his-is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3
within 12 hours,-and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable times,-based on experience,-
to reach the required MODES from. full power in an orderly
manner without challenging plant systems.

'

This Condition includes the situation _where MODE 4 may not
be achievable within the specified Completion Time because
of the inoperable SSW subsystems, in which case the reactor-
coolant temperature should be maintained as low as
practicable.using an alternate decay-heat-removal method. >

When an, adequate complement of components is available, the
plant should _be 11 aced. in M00E -4. (For this facility, an
alternate decay-ient-removal method consists of the
following:];

O
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

This surveillance verifies that the~ cooling tower basins
have sufficient-cooling water (as measured by basin water
level) to satisfy the design basist of 30-day-cooling
capability with no external makeup source. With the UHS
water source below the minimum level, the affected-SSW
subsystem must be declared inoperable. The 24-hour
Frequency:is based on operating experience related to i

trending of the parameter variations during the applicable !
MODES.

_|

SR 3.7.1.2

This SR verifles the water level'inside the pump-wells of 1

the intake structure to be sufficient for the pro)er 1
operation-of the SSW pumps (net positive suction lead and

'

|

pump vortexing are considered in determining this limit).
If a temporary weir-is~.in place, the (river] level must also
correspond to the level in the pump well of the intake

.(continued)

(continued)
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SSW System and UHS
B 3.7.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE structure. The 24-hour Frequency is based on operating
REQUIREMENTS experience related to trending of the parameter variations

(continued) during the applicablo MODES.

SR 3.7.1.3

Verification of the UliS temperature ensures that the heat-
removal capability of the SSW System is within the
assumptions of the DBA analysis. The i4-hour Frequency is
based on operating experience related to trending of the
parameter variations during the applicable MODES.

SR 3.7.1.4

Operating each cooling tower fan for 215 minutes ensures
that all fans are OPERABLE and that all associated controls
are functioning properly. It also ensures that fan or motor
failure, or excessive vibration can be detected for
corrective action. The 31-day frequency was developed
considering the known reliability of the fan units, the
redundancy available, and the low probability of significant
degradation of the cooling tower fans occurring between
surveillances. It has also been shown to be acceptable
through operating experience.

SR 3.7.1.5

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power-operated,
and automatic valves in the SSW flow path provides assurance
that the proper flow paths will exist for SSW operation.
This SR does not apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position since these valves were

j verified to be in the correct position prior to locking,
i sealing, or securing. This SR does not require any testing

or valve manipulation, nor does not it apply to valves that
cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves.
Rather, it involves verification that those valves capable
of potentially being mispositioned are in the correct
position.

The 31-day Frequency of this SR was derived from Inservice
Inspection and Testing Program requirements for performing
valve testing at least once every 92 days. The Frequency
was further justified in view of other procedural controls

(continued)

(continued)
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SSW System and UHS
B 3.7.1.

A
BASES ~(continued)

|
SURVEILLANCE governing valve operations and to provide added assurance of I

REQUIREMENTS correct valve positions.
.

(continued) l

SR 3.7.1.6

This surveillance verifies the automatic-isolation valves of-
the.SSW System will automatically switch to the safety or
emergency position to provide cooling water exclusively to
the' safety-related equipment during_an accident event. This

- surveillance!also verifies the automatic start' capability of'
the SSW pump ~in each subsystem.

,

' Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the SR when performed.on the 18-month Frequency.
Therefore this Frequency was concluded to be acceptable-
fromareliabilitystandpoint,

,

!

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.27, " Ultimate Heat Sink"for Nuclear,
Power Plants," Revision 2,; January 1976.

( 2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Chapter [9],1"[ Auxiliary Systems]."
_

3._ (Unit Name] FSAR, Chapter [6], '"[ Engineered Safety
Featur es] ." .

-

,

i

i

I

~D(V
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HPCS SWS
B 3.7.2

Q B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.2 Hiah Pressure Core Soray (HPCS) Service Water System (SWS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The HPCS SWS is designed to provide cooling water for the
removal of heat from components of the (Division III] HPCS
System.

For the purposes of this technical specification, the HPCS
SWS consists of the Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS). one cooling
water header (a subsystem of the Standby Service Water (SSW)
System), and;the associated pumps, pip-ing, and valves. The

- UHS is :lso considered part of thq SSW System (LCO 3.7.1)
and is described in B 3.7.1.

Cooling nter is pumped from a UHS water source by the HPCS
service water pump to the essential components-through-the
HPCS service water supply header. After removing heat from
the compor.ents, the water is discharged to the [ cooling _
towers, where the heat is rejected.through direct contact
with ambient air).O

'V The HPCS SWS specifically supplies cooling water to' the
[ Division III) HPCS diesel generator jacket water coolers
and HPCS pump-room cooler. The HPCS SWS pump is sized such
that it will provide adequate cooling water to the equipment
required for safe shutdown. Following a Design Basis
Accident (DBA) or transient,-the HPCS SWS will operate
automatically and without operator action.

APPLICABLE No safety anaiysis explicitly requires a HPCS SWS; however, '

SAFETY ANALYSES it is required to support the HPCS Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS) function (Ref. 1). Safety analyses for the

: ECCS are addressed in B 3.5.1 and B 3.5.2.

The HPCS SWS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement.

LCO The OPERABILITY of the HPCS SWS is required to ensure that
the HPCS System will operate as required. An OPERABLE HPCS

(continued)

(continued) )
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HPCS SWS
B 3.7.2

BASES (continued)

LCO SWS has an OPERABLE UHS, an OPERABLE pump, and an
(continued) OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the

associated SSW source and transferring the water to the
appropriate olant equipment.

The OPERABILITY of the UHS is specified in LCO 3.7.1.

[For this facility, the following support systems must be
OPERABLE to ensure HPCS SWS OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not declare the HPCS SWS inoperable
and their justification are as follows:]

[For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of the HPCS SWS and the justification for
whether or not each supported system is declared inoperable
are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY The requirements for OPERABILITY of the HPCS SWS, including
the cooling tower basins, are governed by the required
OPERABILITY of the HPCS equipment serviced by the HPCS_SWS.

ACTIONS Ad

When the HPCS SWS is inoperable, the capability of the HPCS
System to perform its intended function cannot be ensured.
Therefore, if the HPCS SWS is inoperable [72 hours) are-
allowed to restore the HPCS SWS to OPERABLE status.

! The (72 hours] for a [ Division III] HPCS System
inoperability is based upon the risk-significance of the
(Division III] HPCS diesel generator in coping with a

| station blackout (SBO).

The Completion Time for a [ Division III] diesel generator
(and, hence, HPCS SWS) may be increased from'(72 hours] to
(14 days) provided:

a. The [ Division III) sole function is support of the
HPCS function; and

(continued)

(continued)
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HPCS SWS
B 3.7.2

.O() BASES (continued)

ACTIONS b. Calculations show that the increase in the core melt
(continued) frequency for an SB0 with an inoperable (Division III)

diesel generator are acceptably low.

If other engineered safety features are supported by
(Division III), or if calculations show that the increase in
core melt frequency for a SB0 with an inoperable
(Division III) diesel generator are unacceptably high, then ,

the Completion Time for an inoperable (Division III] HPCS
SWS shall be [72 hours).

IL1
,

With the HPCS SWS inoperable, verify that the Required
Actions have been initiated for those supported systems
declared inoperable by the inoperability of the support HPCS
SWS within a Completion Time of [ ] hours.

The [ ]-hour Completion Time is defined as the most limiting
of all the Required Actions for all the supported systems
that needed to be declared inoperable upon the failure of
one or more support features specified under Condition B.

(O\j Required Action B.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the'

inoperability of HPCS SWS lave been initiated by entering
the supported systems' LCOs. [ Alternatively,the
appropriate Required Actions for the supported systems may
be listed in the Required Actions for Conditions C of this
'C0.].

[For this facility, the identified supported systems
Required Actions are as follows:]

C.1 and C.2

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are-

not met, the plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO
does not apply. This is done by placing the plant in at
least MODE 3 within 12 hours, and in MODE 4 within 36 hours.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable times, based on
operating experience, to reach the required MODES from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

(continued)

n (continued)

(v)
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HPCS SWS
B 3.7.2

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS This Condition includes the situation where MODE 4 may not
(continued) be achievable within the specified Com)letion Time because

of the inoperable SSW subsystems, in w11ch case the reactor
coolant temperature should be maintained as low as
practicable using an alternate decay-heat-removal method.
When an adecuate complement of components are available, the
plant shoulc be placed in MODE 4. [For this facility an
alternate decay-heat-removal method consists of the
following:)

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3. 7. 2 d
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power-operated,
and automatic valves in the HPCS service water flow path
provides assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for
HPCS service water operation. This SR does not apply to
valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, since these valves were verified to be in correct
position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. This SR
does not require any testing or. valve rtanipulation. Rather,
it involves verification that those valves capable of
potentially being mispositioned are in the correct position.
This SR does not apply to valves that cannot be
inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves.

The 31-day Frequency of this SR was derived from Inservice
Inspection and Testing Program requirements for performing
valve testing at least once every 92 days. The Frequency
was further justified in view of other procedural controls
governing valve operations and to provide added assurance of
valve correct positions.

I SR 3.7.2.2

This surveillance verifies that the automatic valves of the
HPCS SWS will automatically switch to the safety or

i emergency position to provide cooling water exclusively to
the safety-related equipment during an accident event.

(continued)

(continued)
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HPCS-SWS
B 3.7.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Operating experience has shown that these components usually-
REQUIREMENTS _ pass the SR when performed on the 18-month Frequency.

(continued) Therefore, this Frequency was concluded to be acceptable
from a reliability standpoint.

-

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section-( ), "[ Title)."

. - _ .. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - . . . . . - . _ - - .
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Control Room AIRP System
B 3.7.3

O) B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS(
B 3.7.3 Control Room Air Intake. Recirculation. and Purification (AIRP)

System

BASES

BACKGROUND The Control Room AIRP System )rovides a radiologically
controlled environment from w11ch the plant can be safely
operated following a Design Basis Accident (DBA).

The safety-related function of the AIRP System used to
control. radiation exposure consists of two independent and
redundant high-efficiency air-filtration subsystems. Erd
subsystem consists of a demister, an electric heater, e
prefilter, a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) f'lter,
an activated charcoal adsorber section, a second HEPA filic.
for emergency treatment of recirculated air or outside
supply air, a fan, and the associated ductwork and dampers.
Demisters remove water droplets from the airstream.
Prefilters and HEPA filters remove particulate matter that
may be radioactive. The charcoal adsorbers provide a holdup
period for gaseous-iodine, allowing time for decay.

h In addition to the safety-related standby emergencyV filtration function, parts of the AIRP System are operated
to maintain the control room environment during normal
operation. Upon receili of the initiation signal (s)
(indicative of conditions that could result in radiation
exposure to control room personnel), the AIRP System
automatically switches to the isolation mode of operation to
prevent infiltration of contaminated air into the control
room. A system of dampers isolates the control room, and
cMrol room air flow is recirculated and processed through
en.icr of the two filter subsystems. Outside air is taken
in at the normal ventilation intake and is mixed with the
recirculated air before being passed through one of the
charcoal adsorber filter systems for removal of airborne
radioactive particles.

The air entering the control room is continuously monitored
by radiation and toxic gas detectors. One detector output
above the setpoint will cause actuation of the emergency
radiation mode or toxic gas isolation mode, as required.
The actions of the toxic gas isolation mode are more
restricted and will override the actions of the emergency

j radiation mode.
I

(continued)
1 ( \
' (/ (continued)
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Control Room AIRP Syste]
B 3.7.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The AIRP System is designed to maintain the control room
(continued) environment for 30-days continuous occupancy after a DBA

without exceeding a 5-rem whole-body dose. A single AIRP
subsyste:n will pressurize the control roem to about
(0.1) inches water gauge to prevent infiltration of air from
surrounding buildings, and provide an air exchange rate in
excess of (25]% per hour. AIRP System operation in
maintaining the control room habitable is discussed in
References 1 and 2.

APPLICABLE The ability of the Control Room AIRF System to maintain the
SAFETY ANAL','SES habitability of the control room is an explicit assumption

for the safety analyses presented in References 3 and 4. The
isolation mode of the AIRP System is assumed to operate
following a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), main steam line
break (MSLB), fuel-handling accident, and control rod drop
accident (CRDA) (Ref.1). The radiological doses to control
room personnel as a. result of the various DBAs are
summarized in Reference 5. Single-failure criteria are met,
since all active components are located in the redundant
portions of the systems.- No single active or passive
electrical failure will cause the loss of outside or
recirculated air from the control room.'

The Control Room AIRP System satisfies Criterion 3 of the
NRC Interim Policy $tatemant.

,

|

LC0 Two redundant subsystems of the Control Room AIRP Systein are
required to ensure that at least one is available, assuming
a single failure disables the dher subsystem. Total system
failure could result in exceeding a dose of 5 rem to the
control room operators in the event of a DBA.

The Control Room AIRP System is considered OPERABLE when the
individual components necessary to control operator exposure
are OPERABLE in both subsystems. A subsystem is considered

1 OPERABLE when its associattd:
1

a. Fan is OPERABLE;

'

(continutd)

(continued)
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Control Room AIRP System i

B 3.7.3

BASES (continued)

LCO b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are
(continued) not excessively restricting flow and are capable of

performing their filtration functions;

Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are.c.
OPERABLE, and air circulation _can be maintained; and

d. SRs are met.

-In addition, the control room boundary must be maintained,
.

including the integrity of'the walls, floors, ceilings.-
ductwork, and access doors. _

[For this facility, the following support systems must be
OPERABLE to ensure Control Room AIRP System OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their; failure, do not declare the Control Room AIRP
System inoperable and their justification are as- follows:]

--

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2,.and-3, the AIRP System must be-OPERABLE toO control operator exposure during and following a-DBA sinced the DBA could lead to a fission-product release.
-

in MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of a DBA,

are reduced due to the pressure and' temperature limitations
in these MODES. During handling of irradiated fuel in the|

primary or secondary containment, or when moving loads over
| irradiated fuel, or during' CORE ALTERATIONS, or operations-

with a potential for draining the reactor vessel-(OPDRVs),I
the AIRP System must be OPERABLE. Significant radioactive
releaser can be postulated to occur under these. situations,
and contr01 room isolation could be required as well.

ACTIONS Ad
i

With one AIRP subsystem inoperable, the inoperable AIRP
subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days.
In this Condition, the remaining 0PERABLE AIRP subsystem is
adequate to perform control room radiation protection. The

(continued)

(continued)
Iv
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Control Room AIRP System
B 3.7.3

BASES (continued;

ACTIONS 7-day Completion Time is based on .he low probability of a
(continued) DBA occurring during this time period, and the fact that the

remaining subsystem can provide the required capabilities.

The ccacurrent failurt of two AIRp subsystems would result

must be entered immediately.pability; therefore, LCO 3.0.3
in the loss-of-functional ca

D.1 and B.2

In H0DE 1, 2, or 3, if the inoperable AIRP subsystem cannot
be restored to 0?ERABLE status within the associated
Completion Time, the plant must be plared in a MODE f. hat
minimizes risk. This is done by placing the plant in at
least MODE 3 within 12 hours, and in H0DE 4 within 36 hours.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required i40 DES from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

C.d

During handling irradiated fuel in the primary or secondary
containment, or when moving loads over irradiated fJel, or
during CORE ALTERATIONS or OPDRVs, when Required Action A.1
cannot be completed within the required Completion Time, the
OPERABLE AIRP subsystem may be placed in the isolation mode.
This action ensures that the remaining subsystem is
OPERABLE, that no failures that could prevent automatic
actuation will occur, and i. hat any attive failure would be
readily detected.

Required Action C.1 is modified bfe toxic gas protectiona Note to alert the
operator to place the system in t
mode if the toxic gas, auto-swapover capability is
inoperable.

C.2.1. C.2.2._and C.2.3

Ar. alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately
suspend activities that represent a potential for releasing
radioactivity that might enter the control room. This
places the plant in a condition that minimizes risk.

(continued)

(continued)
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i Control Room AIRP Systca '

B 3.7.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS If applicable CORE ALTERATIONS and handling of irradiatel
(continued) fuel or other loads in the primary or secondary containment

must be immediately suspended. Suspension of these
activities shall not preclude completion of movement of a

| component to a safe position.

| A10, if applicable, actions must be initiated immediately |
| to supend OPDRVs to minimize the probability of a vessel

drainoown and subsequent potential for fission-product;

release. Actions must continue until the OPDRVs are
suspended.

The Required Actions for Condition C are modified by a Note
saying that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. If handiing fuel
while in MODE 1, 2 or 3, the fuel handling is independent of
reactor operations. Therefore, ir. ability to suspend
handling of irradiated fuel assemblies would not be

j sufficient 1eason to require a reactor shutdown.

I L l. D.2. and D.3

During handling of irradiated fuel or other loads in the
primary or secondary contM nment, or during CORE

O ALTERNATIONS or OPDRVs, with two AIRP subsystems inoperable, Ithe Required Action is to immediately suspend activities
|that present a potential for releasing radioactivity that
!might enter the control room. This places the plant in a l

condition that minimizes risk,

if applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and handling of irradiated
fuel or other loads in the primary or secondary containment.

i

must be immediately suspended. Suspension of these
activities shall not preclude completion of movement of a
component to a safe position. Also, if applicable, actions
must be initiated immediately to suspund OPDRVs to minimize
the probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent
potential for fission-product release. Actions must
continue until the OPDRVs are suspended.

The Required Actions for 1.ndition D are modified by a Note
that LCO 3.0.3 is not appi, cable. If handling fuel while in
MODE 1, 2 or 3, the fuel handling is independent of reactor
operations. Therefore, inability to suspend handling of
irradiated fuel assemblies would not be sufficient reason to
require a reactor shutdown.

(continued)
OG
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Control Room AIRP System
B 3.7.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SIL_3. 7. 3.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that a subsystem in a standby mode starts
on demand and continues to operate. Standby systems should
be checked periodically to ensure that they start and
function properly. As the environmental and normal
operating conditions of this system are not severe, testing
each subsystem once every month provides an adequate check
on this system. Monthly heater operation drives out any
moisture accumulated in the charcoal from humidity in the
ambient air. Systems without heaters need only be operated
for 15 minutes to demonstrate the function of the system.
Furthermore, the 31-day frequency was develo>ed considering
the known reliability of the equipment and tie two-subsystem
redundancy available.

SR 3.7.3.2

This SR demonstrates the performance of the llEPA and
charcoal filters.

The required testing for the AIRP filters is detailed in the
Ventilation filter Testing Program. The program specifies
the required tests and their frequencies. The tests are
performed in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 6).

SR 3.7.3.3

This SR demonstrates that each AIRP subsystem starts and
operates on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The
18 month frequency is specified in Regulatory Gaide 1.52
(Ref. 6).

SR 3.7.3.4

This SR demonstrates the integrity of the control room
enclosure and the assumed inleakage rates of potentially
contaminated air. The control room positive pressure with
respect to potentially contaminated adjacent areas is
periodically tested to verify proper function of the AIRP
System. During the emergency mode of operation, the AIRP
System is designed to slightly pressurize the control room

j to (0,1) inches water gauge positive pressure with respect
to adjacent areas to prevent unfiltered inleakage. The AIRP
System is designed to maintain this positive pressure

(continued)

(continued)
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I
Control Room AIRP System

-)8 3.7.3i

BASES (continued)
.

.

SURVEILLANCE at a flow rate of [400) cfm to the control room ,

REQUIREMENTS in the isolation pressurization mode. The 18-month
(continued) Frequency is consistent with the uidance provided in

Section 6.4 of NUREG-0800 (Ref 7 .

REFERENCES 1. [UnitName)FSAR,Section( ),"[ Title).*

2, [UnitName)FSAR,Section( ),'[Tltle)."

| 3. : Unit Nanic] FSAR, Cha,nter (6), "[ Engineered Safety
Features)."

4. (UnitName)FSAR, Chapter (15),'[AccidentAnalyses)."

5. [UnitName)FSAR,Section( ),*[ Title)."

6. Regulatory Guide 1.52, ' Design, Testing and
Ma<ntenance Criteria for Post Accident Engineered
Safety-Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System Air
filtration and Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants.." Revision 2 March 1978.,

7. NUREG-0800. Section 6.4, " Standard Review Plant,"
Revision 2, " Control Room Habitability System," July
1981."

- .
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Centrol R:om HVAC System
B 3.7.4

8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.4 Control Room Heatina. Ventilation. and Air Conditionino (HVAC)
System

;

BASES
_

- - - _ ,.

BACKGROUND The Control Room HVAC System provides temperature control
for the control room following isolation of the control
room.

'

The HVAC System consists of two independent, redundant
subsystems which provide cooling and heating of recirculated
control room air. Each subsystem consists of heating coils,*

cooling coils, fans, chillers, compressors, ductwork,
dampers, and instrumentation and controls to provide for
control room temperature control..

The Control Room HVAC System is designed to provide i
controlled environment under both normal and accident
conditions. A single subsystem will provide the required
temperature control to maintain a suitable control room
environment with temperatures between [70]'F and [85]'F for

p a sustained occupancy of 12 persons. The HVAC System
t

1 operation in maintaining the control room temperature is
V discussed in References 1 and 2. '

;

APPLICABLE The design basis of the HVAC System is to maintain the
SAFETY ANALYSES control room temperature for 30 days continuous occupancy.

{ The Control Room HVAC System components are arranged in '

| redundant safety-related subsystems. During emergency
! operation, the HVAC System maintains a habitable environment

and ensures the OPERABILITY of-components in the control
i room. A single active failure of a component of the HVAC
; System, assuming a loss-of-offsite power, does not impair
' the ability of the system to perform its design function.

Redundant detectors-and controls are provided for control
room temperature control. The HVAC System is designed in

.

accordance with Seismic Category I requirements. The HVAC
~

System is capable of removing sensible- and latent-heat-
loads from the control room, which includes consideration of
equipment heat loads and personnel occupancy requirements to

,

ensure equipment OPERABILITY.

(continued)

(continued)
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Control R:om HVAC System
B 3.7.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The Control Room HVAC System satisfies Criterion 3 of the
SAFETY ANALYSES NRC Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)

LCO Two independent and redundant subsystems of the Control Room
HVAC System are required to ensure that at least one is
available, assuming a single failure disables the other
subsystem. Total system failure could result in exceeding
equipment temperature limitations.

The HVAC System is considered OPERABLE when the individual
components necessary to maintain the control room
temperature are OPERABLE in both subsystems. These
components include the cooling coils, fans, chillers,
compressors, ductwork, dampers, and associated
instrumentation and controls. In additien the Control Room
Air Intake, Recilculation, and Purification System must be
OPERABLE to the extent that air circulation can be
maintained.

[For this facility, the following support systams must be
OPERABLE to ensure Control Room HVAC System OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not declare the Control Room HVAC
System inoperable and their justification are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, 2, or 3, the HVAC System must be OPERABLE to
ensure that the control room temperature will not exceed
equipment OPERABILITY limits following control room
isolation.

During CORE ALTERATIONS, or when moving loads over
irradiated fuel, or when handling irradiated fuel in the

| primary or secondary containment, or during operations with
a potential for draining the reactor vessel (OPDRVs), the
HVAC System must be OPERABLE.

(continued)

O
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Control Room HVA0 System
B 3.7.4

l

O BASES (continued)
._

ACTIONS Ad

With one control room HVAC subsystem inoperable, the I
inoperable HVAC subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE |
status within 30 onys. In this Condition, the remaining |

OPERABLE HVAC subsystem is adequate to perforin the control
room air conditioning function. The 30-day Completion Time
is based on the low probability of an event requiring
control room isolation, the consideration that the remaining '

train can provide the required protection, and the
availability of alternate safety and non-safety cooling
methods. For this facility, the alternate cooling methods
areasfol{.ows:)
The concurrent failure of two HVAC subsystems would result
in the loss-of-functional capability; therefore, LCO 3.0.3
must be entered immediately.

B.1 andM
In MODE 1, 2, or 3, the plant must be placed in a MODE which
minimizes the risk if the inoperable HVAC subsystem cannot
be restored to OPERABLE status within the associated

/G Completion Time. This is done by placing the plant in at
Q 1 east MODE 3 within-12 hours, and in MODE 4 within 36 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable - based on
operating experience, to reach the required MODES from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

.C.d

During CORE ALTERATIONS, OPDRVs, movement of irradiated fuel
in the-primary or secondary containment, or movement of
loads over irradiated fuel, when Required Action A.1 cannot
be completad within the required Completion Time, the
OPERABLE HVAC subs *, stem should be immediately placed in
operation. This action ensures that the-remaining subsystem
is OPERABLE, that no failures which would prevent automotive
actuation will occur, and that any active failure would be
readily detected.

C.2.1. C.2.2. and C.2.3

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately
suspend activities that present a potential for releasing

(continued)
/~N

8
-

(continued)
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Control Room HVAC System
B 3.7.4

BASES (continued)

i
ACTIONS radioactivity which might require isolation of the control !

(continued) room. This places the plant in a condition which minimizes |
risk.

If applicable CORE ALTERATIONS and handling of irradiated
fuel or other loads in the primary or secondary containment
must be immediately suspended. Suspension of these
activities shall not preclude completion of movement of a
component to a safe position. Also, if applicable, actions
must be initiated immediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize
the probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent
potential for fission-aroduct release. Actions must
continue until the OPDlVs are suspended.

The Required Actions for Condition C are modified by a Note
that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. If handling fuel while in
MODE 1, 2, or 3, the fuel handling is independent of reactor

_

operations. Therefore, inability to suspend handling of
' irradiated fuel assemblies would not be sufficient reason to

require a reactor shutdown.

D.l. D.2. and D.1

During CORE ALTERATIONS,'0PDRVs, or movement of irradiated
fuel or other loads over irradiated fuel in the primary or
secondary containment with two HVAC subsystems inoperable,
the Required Action is to immediately suspend activities
that present a potential for releasing radioactivity which
might require isolation of the control room. This places
the plant in a condition which minimizes risk.

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and handling of irradiated,

fuel or other loads in the primary or secondary containment
must be immediately suspended. Suspension of these
activities shall not preclude completion of movement of a
component to a safe position. Also, if applicable, actions
must be initiated immediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize
the probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent
potential for fission-product release. Actions must
continue until the OPDRVs are suspended.

,

The Required Actions for Condition D are modified by a Note
stating that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. If handling fuel
while in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the fuel handling is independent

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Room HVAC System
B 3.7.4'

;' BASES (continued)

ACTIONS of reactor operations. Therefore, inability to suspend
(continued) handling of irradiated fuel assemblies would not be

sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown.
'

..

e

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

This.SR verifies that the heat-removal capability of the
system is sufficient to remove the assumed heat load in the
centrol room. The test is performed at a 18-month Frequency
and consists of a combination of testing and calculation.
The 18-month Frequency is appropriate since significant
degradation of the~HVAC-System is not expected over this
time period. <

c

REFERENCES 1. (Unit N .e) FSAR, Section (6.4], "(Title)."

2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section (9.4.1], "(Title)."

O

|
.

O
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Main Condenser Offgas i
B'3.7.5

,

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
:

B 3.7.5 Main condenser Offaas i

BASES
. .. . .. ...

..
.

.

BACKGROUND During plant' operation, steam from the low-pressure turbine
is ex1austed directly into the' condenser. Air and>

noncondensible gases are collected in the condenser, then .
_

exhausted through the steam jet air _ ejectors (SJAEs)=to the '

Offgas System. The offgas from the main condenser normally -
includes. radioactive gases.

The Main Condenser Offgas System has been incorporated into .

: 'the plant design to reduce the gaseous radwaste emission.
This system uses a catalytic recombiner to recombine

'

radiolytically dissociated hydrogen and-oxygen. The gaseous.
mixture isicooled by the offgas condenser; the water and . >

,

condensibles are stripped:out by-the offgas condenser. and-

moisture separator.- The radioactivity of the remaining ~
gaseous mixture -(i.e.,~ the offgas recombiner effluent) is

,:monitored downstream of tho moisture separator prior to
entering the'. holdup 111ne.

O
APPLICABLE The main condenser offgas gross gamma activity flow rate. is
SAFETY ANALYSES an initial condition of the offgas: system failure event-

. (Re f. 1) . The analysis assumes a gross failure in the
Offgas System that results in.the rupture of the Offgas-
System pressuro boundary. The gross gamma activity flow
rate is controlled.to ensure > that during the event, the '

calculated offsite doses willibe well within the limits of
10 CFR 100, or the NRC staff-approved-licensing basis..

Main Condenser Offgas satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
interim Policy Statement,

a

-

.LCO To ensure compliance with the assumptions of-the offgas- !
system failure event' (Ref.- 1), . the- fission-product release
rate should be consistent-with a' noble gas release to the -
reactor coolant of 100 pC1/MWt-sec at 30-minutes decay.

(continued)

(continued)

O
,
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Main Condenser Offgas
B 3.7.5

BASES (continued)

LC0 The LC0 is established consistent with this requirement
(continued) (RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) x 100 Ci/HWt-sec x =

[ ] mci /second).

APPLICABIllTY The LCO is applicable when steam is being exhausted to the
main condenser and the resulting noncondensibles are being
processed via the Offgas System. This occurs during MODE 1,
and during MODES 2 and 3 with any main steam line not
isolated and the SJAE in operation. In H0 DES 4 and 5, steam
is not being exhausted to the main condenser and the
requirements are not applicable.

ACTIONS Ad

If the offgas-radioactivity flow rate limit is exceeded, a
limited time is permitted to restore the gross gamma
activity flow rate to within the limit. The 72-hour
Completion Time is based on engineering judgment, which
considered the time required to complete the Required
Action, the large margins associated with permissible dose
and exposure limits, and the small probability of an Offgas
System rupture.

B.1 and 8.2

If the gross gamma activity flow rate is not restored to
within the limits within the associated Completion Time of
Required Action A.1, all main steam lines or the SJAE must<

be isolated. This isolates the Offgas System from the
source of the radioactive steam. The main steam lines are
considered isolated if at least one main steam isolation
valve in each main steam line is closed, and at least one
main steam line drain valve in each drain line is closed.
The 12-hour Completion Time is based on operating experience
of the amount of time required to perform the action from
full-power operation in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

(continued)

O.
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Main Condenser Offgas i
,

B 3.7.5 )

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE iP. 3.7.5.L-
REQUIREMENTS

This SR, on a 31-day frequency, requires an isotopic
analysis of an offgas sam>1e to ensure that the required
limits are satisfied. (Tie noble gases to be sam
Xe 133, Xe-135, Xe-138, Kr-85, Kr-87, and Kr-88.) pled areIf the i

measured rate of radioactivity increases significantly (by
A 50% after correcting for expected increases due to changes
in THERMAL POWER), an isotopic analysis is also perfomed
within 4 hours after the increase is noted..to ensure that
the increase is not indicative of a sustained increase .in
the radioactivity flow rate. The Frequencies are considered
adequate in view of other instrumentation that continuously ;

monitor the offgas, and has been shown to be acceptable
thro'agh operating experience.

This SR has been modified by a' Note that specifies'that the
SR is required only when any mair, steam line is not isolated
and the SJAE is.in operation. Only in this condition can
radioactive fission gases be in the Offgas System at
significant rates. .This exception applies to both required
Frequencies and allows the frequency " clock" to begin only
when the noted condition is met.

REFERENCES 1. (UnitName)FSAR,Section[ ],"[ Title)."

,
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Main Turbine Bypass System<

i B 3.7.6'

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.6 Main Turbine Bvnass System
*

BASES
'

;

BACKGROUND The Main Turtilne Bypass System is designed to control. steam-
pressure when reactor steam generation exceeds turbine
receirements during plant startup, sudden load reduction,
anc cooldown.- It allows excess steam flow from the reactor
to the condenser without going through the turbine. .The

~ bypass capacity of the system is.[35]% of the Nuclear Steam i

supply System (NSSS) rated steam flow.- Sudden load-
.

1

reductions-within.the capacity of the steam bypass can be '

accommodated without reactor-scram.- The bypass system
s

consists of a two-valve chest connected to the main steam '

linesbetween-themainsteamisolation. valves =(MSIVs).and tthe turbine stop valves. Each of-these. valves is
sequentially operated by hydraulic cylinders. The bypass-
valves are controlled = by the pressure regulation function of ?-

the Turbine Electro-Hydraulic Control: EHC System
The bypass valves-are normally closed,-(and)the press (Ref. 1).

. ure-
regulator controls the turbine contro1 Lvalvesp directing all P

O. steam flow to the turbine. If the speed governor or the
load limiter restricts steam flow to the turbinei;the
the bypass:gulator controls ~the system pressure by opening
pressure re ;

valves. When'.the bypass: valves opens the steam
flows from the bypass chest through connecting piping, to
the pressure breakdown assem,blies where a series of orifices
are used to further reduce the steam pressure before the
steam _ enters the condenser.

-

iAPPLICABLE -The Main Turbine Bypass System is assumed;to function-during
.-

'

SAFETY-ANALYSES. the-(design basis feedwater controller failure, maximum--
demand event]-(Ref._2). Opening of the bypass valves during
the pressurization event mitigates the' increase in reactor-

.

vessel pressure which affects the MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER
RATIO (MCPR) during the event. An-inoperable Main Turbine'
Bypass-System may result in a MCPR penalty.

The Main Turbine-Bypass-System satisfies Criterion 3 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement.-

-

<

(continued)
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Main Turbine Bypass System
B 3.7.6

BASES (continued)

LCO The Main Turbine Bypass System is required to be OPERABLE to
limit peak pressure in the main steam lines and maintain
reactor pressure within acceptable limits during events that
cause rapid pressurization, such that the SL MCPR is not
exceeded. With the bypass system inoperable, modifications
to the MCPR limits (LCO 3.2.2) may be applied to allow
continued operation.

OPERABLE Main Turbine Bypass System requires the bypass
valves to open in response to increasing main steam line
pressure. This response is within the assumptions of the
applicable analysis (Ref. 2).

[For this facility, an OPERABLE Main Turbine Bypass System
consists of the following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems must be
OPERABLEtoensureMainTurbineBypassSystemOPERABILITY:)

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not declare the Main Turbine Bypass
System inoperable and their justification are as follows:)

O-

APPLICABILITY The Main Turbine Bypass System is required to be OPERABLE at
125% RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) to ensure that the fuel-
cladding integrity safety limit and the cladding 1% plastic-
strain limit are not violated during the (feedwater,

l controller failure, maximum demand event). As discussed in
the Bases for LC0 3.2.1 and LCO 3.2.2 sufficient margin to
these limits exists below 25% RTP. Therefore, these
requirements are only necessary when operating at or above
this power level.

ACTIONS ad
If the bypass system inoperable (one or more Bypass Valves
inoperable), and the MCPR limits for Main Turbine Bypass

| System are inoperable (as specified in the CORE OPERATING
LIMITS REPORT), the assumptions of the design basis
transient analysis may not be met. Under such
circumstances, prompt action should be taken to restore the

(continued)

(continued)
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Main Turbine Bypass System 1

B 3.7.6 |

A
b BASES (continued)

ACTIONS bypass system to OPERABLE status or adjust the MCPR limits
(continued) accordingly. The 1-hour Completion Time is based on the

time required to reasonably complete the Required Action,
and the low probability of an event requiring Main Turbine
Bypass System action occurring during this period.

Bd
If the bypass system cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
or the MCPR limits for the bypass system inoperable are not
applied, THERMAL POWER must be reduced to < 25% RTP. As
discussed in the Applicability section, operation below
25% RTP results in sufficient margin to the required limits,
and the bypass system is not required to protect fuel
integrityduringthe(feedwatercontrollerfailure, maximum
demand event). The 6-hour Completion Time is based on
operating experience to reach the reduced power level from
full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

O SURVEILLANCE SR 3. 7. 6dU REQUIREMENTS
Cycling the bypass valves through one complete cycle of full
travel, demonstrates that the valves are mechanically
OPERABLE and will function when required. The 31-day
frequency of this SR was derived from the Inservice
Inspection and Testing Program requirements for performing ,

valve testing at least once every 92 days. Operating
experience has shuwn that these components usually pass the
SR when performed on the 31-day Frequency. Therefore, the
frequency is concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

SR 3.7.6 1

The Main Turbine Bypass System is required to actuate
automatically to perform its designed function. This SR
demonstrates that with the required system initiation
signals, the valves will actuate to their required position. i

The 18-month Frequency was developed since it was considered |

!prudent that many surveillances only be performed during a
plant outage. This was due to the plant conditions needed

l

(continued)

n)
-_

( (continued) !
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Main Turbine Bypass Systeo
B 3.7.6

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE to perform the SR and the potential for an unplanned plant
REQUIREMENTS transient if the SR is performed with the reactor.at power.

(continued) Operating experience has shown the 18-month Frequency, which
(continued) is based on the refueling cycle, to be acceptable from a

reliability standpoint.

SR 3.7.6.3

This SR ensures that the Turbine Bypass System response time
is in compliance with the assumptions of the appropriate
safety analysis. The response time limits are specified in
(plant specific documentation . The 18-month Frequency was
developed since it was conside) red prudent that many
surveillances only be performed during a plant outage. This
was due to the plant conditiens needed to perform the SR and
the potential for an unplanned plant transient if the SR is
aerformed with the reactor at power. Operating experience
las shown the 18-month Frequency to be acceptable from a
reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( ), '[ Title)."

2. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), '[ Title)."

(

i

!

|
'

O
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Fuel Pool Water Level (B 3.7.7 (

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.7 fuel Pool Water level

BASES
. _

BACXGROUND The minimum water level in the spent fuel storage pool and !
upper containment fuel storage pool meets the assumptions of {iodine decontamination factors following a fuel-handling
accident. The specified water level also shields and
minimizes the general-area dose when the storage racks are

,

at their maximum capacity, and also provides shielding
during- the movement of spent fuel.

A general description of the spent fuel storage pool and
)upper containment fuel storage pool design is found in
|Reference 1. The assumptions of the fuel-handling accident

are found in Reference 2.

APPLICABLE The water level above the irradiated fuel assemblies is an
SAFETY ANALYSES explicit assumption of the fuel-handling accident (Ref. 2).(D A fuel-handling accident is evaluated to ensure the

-

(') radiologiul consequences (calculated whole-body and thyroid
doses at the exclusion area and low-population-zone
boundaries) are s 25% of the 10 CFR 100 exposure guidelines
(Ref. 3). A fuel-handling accident could release a fraction ;

of the fission-product inventory by breaching the fuel rod
cladding (Ref. 4). The fuel-handling accident of
Reference 1 is evaluated for the dropping of an irradiated
fuel-assembly onto the reactor core. The consequences of a
fuel-handling accident over the spent fuel storage pool are
no more severe than those of the fuel-handling accident over
the reactor core (Ref. 1). The water level in the spenti

'

fuel storage pool and upper containment fuel storage pool
provides for absorption of water soluble fission-product
gases and transport delays of soluble and insoluble gases
which must pass through the water before being released to
the secondary containment atmosphere. This absorption and
transport delay reduce the potential radioactivity of the
release during a fuel-handling accident.

The fuel pool water level satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)n
\
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Fuel Pool Water Lovel
B 3.7.7

BASES (continued)

LCO The s)ecified water level preserves the assumption of the
fuel-1andling accident analysis (Ref. 2). As such, it is
the minimum required for fuel movement within the spent fuel
storage pool and upper containment fuel storage pool.

(For this facility, the following constitutes an OPERABLE
fuel pool water level:)

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure fuel pool water level
OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not require declaring fuel pool water
level inoperable and their justification are as follows:)

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever irradiated fuel is in the spent
fuel storage pool or upper containment fuel storage pool
because the potential for a release of fission. products
exists. ~

.

ACTIONS M

When the initial conditions for an accident cannot be met,
steps should be taken to preclude the accident from
occurring. With the fuel pool level less than required, the
handling of irradiated fuel assemblies in the spent fuel
storage pool or upper containment fuel storage pool is
immediately suspended. Suspension of this activity shall
not preclude completion of movement of an irradiated fuel
assembly to a safe position. This effectively precludes a
spent-fuel-handling accident from occurring. Plant
procedures control the movement of loads over the spent fuel
in all cases.

M
Action must be initiated immediately to restore the water
level. Actions must continue until water level is restored
to within limits.

(continued)

(continued),
:

|
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fuel Pool Water Level i

B 3.7.7

O
BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Required Actions A.1 and A.2 are modified by a Note which
(continued) allows an exemption from LCO 3.0.3 and LCO 3.0.4. These

LCOs are not applicable as events in the spent fuel storage
pool are not affected by MODE level or facility operations.

In the event that the required fuel pool is found
inoperable, the fuel pool water level is cor sidered to be
not within limits and Required Action A.1 and Required
Action A.2 apply.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3. 7 J.d
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies sufficient water is available in the event
of a fuel-handling accident. The water level in the spent
fuel storage pool and upper containment fuel storage pool
must be checked periodically. The 7-day frequency is
appropriate since the water volume in the pool is normally
stable, water level changes are controlled by plant
procedures, and it has been proven to be acceptable through
operating experience.

(V During refueling o)erations, the level in the fuel pools is*

in equilibrium wit 1 the refueling canal, and the level in
the refueling canal is checked daily under SR [3.9.6.1).

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ), "(Title).'

2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title)."

3. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan," Section 15.7.4,
" Radiological Consequences of Fuel Handling
Accidents," Revision 1 July 1931,

4. Regulatory Guide 1.25 " Assumptions Used for
Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences of
a fuel Handling Accident in the fuel Handling and

| Storage facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water
' Reactors," March 1972.

!

O |

0 |

,

|
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.1 At Sources-Doeratina

BASES
. .

.

.. . .

BACKGROUND Introduction

The'(Division ID (VS-BW.CE,W,8WR/4: and[ Division 2])

onsist of the[D'
v< sinn 2), and (Division 3)) AC source

(/c(VS-BWR/6:
. .

offsite power sourcos [ preferred power
sources, normal and alternate (s)), and the onsite standby

'N [ Division 2)) (VS-BWR/6:powersources[[ Division 1)(Division 2),and[ Division 3))
(VS-BW,CE.W,BWR/4: and.

,

dieselgenerators)PowerSystems'(Ref.1),thedesignofthe
As required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, |.

GDC 17, ' Electric i

AC electrical power system provides independence and
redundancy'to ensure an available source of power to the
El4GINEERED SAFETYJEATURE (ESF) systems.

% .s
{VS-BWCE',W,BWR/4: fThe onsite Class IE AC Olstribution
System supplies electrical power to [two redundant
divisional load groups), with each [ division) powered by [an,

(Q'
N independent Class IE 4.16 kV ESF bus). [Each [ESF bus) has

at least [onepower as well)as a dedicated onsite diesel generatorseparate and independent offsite source [s] of

provide)for the[ Division 1 and Division 2) ESF systems each
source. The

minimum safety functions necessary to shut
down the unit and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition.
||An electrical power distribution system diagram is provided
inFigureB3.8.1-1.)) N
(VS-BWR/6: The onsite Class lE AC Distribution System
supalies electrical
wit 1 each | division) power to [three divisional load groups),powered by an [ independent Class lE
4.16 kV ESF bus). The [ Division 1 and 2) [ESF buses) each
have at least [one) se)arate and independent offsite
source [s1 of power. Tie i: Division 3) [ESF bus) has at least
[one) offsite source [sdedicated onsite diese'1 of power. Each [ESF bus) has a

generator. The ESF systems of any
two of the three [ divisions) provide for the minimum safety
functions necessary to shut down the unit and maintain it in
a safe shutdown condition. [An electrical power
distribution system diagram 1s provided in
FigureB.3.8.1-1.))

(continued)

p (continued)
'
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

"This Figure for Illustration Only. Do Not Use for Operation'

.

f
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Figure B 3.8.1-1 (Page 1 of 1)|

Electrical Power System

(continued),

( (continued)

.
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AC Sources-Operatin
B 3.8.,

BASES (continued)

i BACKGROUND The redundant parts of the AC electrical power system are
i (continued) electrically,; physically. and functionally independent to
i the extent that no single failure will cause a total loss of
i power to redundant safety-rslated load groups.

i A single failure is an occurrence that results in the loss
; of capaci11ty of a component to perfom its intended safety- ;
' functions. Multiple failures resulting from a sin

,6ccurrent,e are considered-to be a single failure. gle
,

,
,

Electrical systems are considered to be designed against an .

' assumed single failure if neither a single failure of any-

i active component [ assuming passive components function
N' properly) nor a s< ngle failure of a passive component

" (assuming active components function properly) results in a
i loss of the capaht11ty of the system to perform its safety
| fun (tions.y -

,

s
i

In the eve >nt of a loss of preferred power, the ESF
,

switchgears are automatically connected to the diesel '

,

generators-in sufficient. time for safe reactor shutdown or
in sufficient time to mitigate the consequences of a Design' -

Basis Accident-(08A) such as ailoss-of-coolant accident.
4

;
(LOCA). .

,

Offsite Sources 4- *3
i

Offsite power is supplied to the,(plant name) by [t
'

[ switchyard
transmission (s)? from the transmission ~ networkl'nes. which come.into-[the switch via

electrically and phys' cally separa[ switchyard (s) yard
c

[two) right-of-way(s)?. From-the )[t,

ted circuits provid AC '

tothe,through[ESFbuses). step-down station auxiliary transformers?,
power

[4.16 kV The
power sources are designed and loc [two) offsite AC electr'cal

ated so as to minimize to
the extent practical the: likelihood of their simultaneous'

,

failure under operating and postulated accident-and
environmental conditions.

An offsite circuit consists of all breakers; transformers,
switches, interrupting devices, cabling, and controls
required to transmit power from the offsite transmission
networktothe[onsiteClassIEESFbusorbuses). '

| (continued)

(continued). ,

O
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND (PLANT SPECIFIC:
(continued) Provide description of any other salient features of the

offsite power sources. Items that may be covered include:

a. Circuit breakers and protective relaying;

b. Ability to cross tie offsite circuits so that one
circuit may power both ESF buses;

rmal''st-power and shutdown electrical alignments;
c/. )
d .' - Offsite circuit capability;

o ,+ ,.
e. Ability to power ESF buses from the plant's own

generator output via the unit auxiliary transformers;
andq '

-

f. A description for both the at-power and shutdown
lineups,ofalternatepoweravailabilityfrom
alternate offsite power circuits. Include in the
description the capability of the alternate circuits,
and whether the circuit is immediate or delayed
access. If it is<a delayed access circuit, describe
what has to be done to~ gain access .to the circuit
(such as remove generator disconnect links) and
whether the actions can be done rerr.otely from the
control room. Also state-the amount of time required
to perform the actions. ./[ V

g. Discuss whether the sequencer.is a support system for
the offsite circuits, and whether the circuits are
bloc.K-loaded with ESF loads, or whether they have the
loads sequenced onto them,

h. Define and discuss the physical and functional
characteristics of the offsite circuits that make them
" separate and independent." Also, " separate' should
be defined in terms of firedoors not closed, etc.)

Onsite Sources

The onsite standby power source for each (4.16 kV ESF bus) lis a dedicated diesel generator. (VS-BW,CE W.BWR/4: [Diese
generators (DGs) [11) and (12) are dedicated to ESF buses

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Scurces-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND
[11) and [121, respectively1.)](VS-BWR/6:[ Diesel (DGs

arededicatedtoESFbus)esgenerators [L1),(continued) :12),andI;13
[11), :12), and A DG startsav+oma",1cally on[L3), respectively).)
($;3) (i.e., low p(VS-BW,CE,W: [a safety injection signalressurizer pressure or high containment
pressure signals)'
water level signa'I) (VS-GE:[a LOCA signal (i.e., low reactororhighdrywellpressuresignal)J)oron
an.[ESF bus degraded voltage or undervoltage signal i. The

~dervoltage trip device senses a severe loss-of-vo' tage to
a level at which electrical equipment would not function.
The degraded voltage trip device senses a loss of voltage
condition at which the equipment would function, but would

,!sustain damage and become inoperable if operated for
extended periods with degraded voltage. Additionally, after
the diesel generator has started, it will automatically tie
to its respective bus after offsite power is tripped as a

consequence of [ESF tus) dent with a safety injection signal.undervoltage er degraded voltage,
independent of or coinci
The DGs Will also start and operate in the standby mode
without tieing to the [ESF bus) on a safety injection signal
alone. Followin
strips all non->g the trip of offsite power, a sequencer

ermanent loads from thP. [ESFbus). When thep/ DG is tied to tie [ESF bus ||, loads are then sequentiallyy connected to their respect <ve [ESF bus) by their automatic
sequencer. The sequencing logic controls the permissive and
starting signals to motor breakers' to prevent an
overburdened DG by automatic load application.

/ y
Ratings for [ Division 1) (VS-BW CE W.BWR/4: and
[ Division 2)) (VS-BWR/6: ,[ Division 2),and[ Division 3))
DGs satisfy the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.9,
' Selection, Design, and Qualification of DG Units Used as
Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants"
(Ref. 2). The continuous service rating of each of the DGs.

is [7,000] kW for [ Divisions 1 and 2) (VS-BWR/6: and is
[3,000 kW for
for up)to 2 hour (Division 3)) with [10that are powered from the[24)-hour per)% overload permissibles in any iod. The ESF loads

[4.16 kV ESF buses) are listed inReference 3.

(continued)

(continued)

p
,v
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AC 5:urces-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

|

BACKGROUND butomatic Seouencers
(continued)

is (are) activated by-one of two
The sequencer (s) bus) undervoltage (UV) or (VS-BW.CE,W:cor,ditions [ESF SIS)
[VS-GE: LOCA signal). Upon receipt of either or both of the
tnitiating signals, the following actions will take place:

a. ThedGsstart;
A g ,,

b. %ny test sequence in progress stops;
Je/

c. ;The [ESF bus) of all non-permanent loads (UV only) is
st{ipped .

d. The DG breaker (UV only) closes; and
<{ N

Theapproprlat loads as determined by the initiatingte.
signal en rgize. s

Required plant loads are' returned to service in a sequence
determined to ensure that'the most essential loads are
started first while preventing overloading of the DGs in the
process. Within [1 minute) after the initiating signal is
received, all loads needed to recoveh,the plant or maintain
it in a safe condition are returned to servica.

- s g
The sequencer is an essential support system to [hoth the
offsite circuit and the DG associated with 4,given ESF bus.]
[Furthermore, the sequencer is on the primary success path
for most major AC electrically powered safety systems
powered from the associated ESF bus.) Therefore, loss of an
[ESF bus's sequencer) affects every major ESF system in the
[ division).

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of design basis transient and
SAFETY ANALYSES accident analyses in the FSAR, [ Chapter 6 " Engineering

,

4

Safety Features"), and [ Chapter 15, " Accident Analyses"),
assume ESF systems are OPERABLE. The AC electrical power
sources are designed to provide sufficient capacity,
capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the ,

;
availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the !
fuel, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and containment design
limits are not exceeded. These l'.mits are discussed in more

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE detail- in the Bases for Techn'ical Specifications (TS) 3.2
SAFETY ANALYSES (PowerDistributionLimits),3.4-(ReactorCoolantSystem),-

(continued) and 3.6 (containment systems);

The OPERABILITY of the AC electrical power sources is-
consistent with the initial assumptions of the accident
analyses and is based upon meeting the design basis of the.

. plant. This includes maintaining at least one
-

,4he onsite or offsite AC sources, DC power sourc(division) of.es and
: associated distribution systems OPERABLE during accident

j conditions in the event oft

as[used loss of all offsite power or all onsite: ACa A
power;'and,~

,
'

't ,
|A. [f tA worst-case single failure. t

AC sources satisfy.the requirements.of Criterion 3 of.NRC
Interim Policy Statement. {

'

q j )

% /' |;

LCO As a minimum, the foll.oiing AC electrical power sources 'l
shall be OPERABLEt +4,

a. Two physically independent c reuito between the
i

offsite transmission network and the onsite Class IE
DistributionSystem(VS-BWR/6: and'a-third.
[ Division 3] circuit, not necessarily separate and

:1ndependent from the first'two); and '

b. (VS-BW,CE,W.BWR/4:Two)-{VS-BWR/6: Three) Separate and-
~

'ndependent DGs

(VS-BWCEW.BWR/4: ll) and :12 ) -

[11),-(12,and(13))),eachwith:nVS-BWR/6:

1.
containing.y'(and engine-mounted)~ fuel tanks
separate da

a minimum volume of fuel within thelimits- specif1M in SR 3.8.1.8

2. a separate' Fuel Storage' System containing a-
minimum volume of fuel within the limits '

specified in SR 3.8.1.9,
C

(continued).

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)
=

LCO 3. a separate fuel transfer pitmp ca.pable of meeting
(continued) SR 3.8.1.16

4. Icbricating oil storage containing a minimum
total volume of lubriceting oil within the limits
specified in SR 3.8.1.10,

S.,/ capability to transfer lubricating oil fr<a
- storage to the DG mit, and~

N,
56. separate air + start receivers containing a minimum
A air pressure within the limits of SR 3.8.1.7.
qJ: /

In additlon, (one rAquired automatic load sequencer per ESF
bys) shall be OPERABLE. (VS-3WR/6: (PLANTSPECIFIC: In
general, (Division 3) does not have a load sequencer since
it has only one large load, i.e., high pressure core spray
(HPCS) pump. In such cases the LCO should refer to the
(Division 1 and 2) sequenctrs only.))

( y
For the offsite circuits, DGs, tnd sequencers to be
OPERABLE, they must be capable of performing their intended
function, have all support systems OPERABLE, and have

successfully rempleted all. SRs.\ \c,
( v

(Each facility wi;l define what constitutes an OPERABLE
offsite circuit, ihcluding the components of the circuit,
such as breakers, transformers, Switches, interruptin
devices, protective relays, cabling and controls requ'q

>

ired to
transmit power from the off,1te transnit.sion network to the
onsite Class IE ESF buses.]

[For this facility, as a minimum, the following support
systems are required OPERABLE to assure offsite circuit
OPERABILITY: )

- _

_ _

|
'

Inoperability of any of the offsite circuit support systems'

results immediately in an inoperable offstte circuit as per
the definition of OPERABILITY; however, exceptions are

| (continued)

(continued)
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A.

At: Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

( c ts eontinued)
.v ..w .

Lt0 allpwl 1or specific su
(continued) justithation is given.pport systems, provided that nTherefore, upon the inoperatilityof the f 110w'ndeclar,' tit'i o/ g support systems for an offsite circuit, thean inoperable offsite circuit may be delayed:

-

.k
. h

( ace ,tc.(1fication for delaying the declaration of ofitn0
. circuit inoperability for each of the above items is y

\ follows:/O p-
,e

i

a , ,a , -

. . .
(Each fac'114ty n ll

engine, g the cu ,pon, define what constitutes an OPERNdLE DG,i.scludin ents of the DG, such as the diesel
generatv fuel Storage System, starting and control

air, com>ustio'a alt intake and exhaust, cooling systemd lubricating oil,' ventilation, and DG output breaker.) ,
( g e

[For this facility, as a minimum,'the following su> port
systems-are required OPERABLE to. assure OG OPERABI 1TY: )

f Vm
_

-

-

Inoperability of W e? the DG support systems results
immediately in an it.
OPERABIL17Y; however,wele OG as per the definition oftXc'ptions are allowed for specific
nipport systems provided t/at a , justification is given.
Therefore, upon the inouera.111ty of the following support
systems for a DG, the declailtion of an inoperable DG may bedelayed:

,

(continued)

(ontinued)

O<
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)
_

LCO - -

(continued)

- -

The justification for delaying the declaration of DG'

inoperab!1,ity for each of the above items is as follows:
M- -

gf %, l
-

,4- ..

J.

:Each" facility |will< define what constitutes an OPERABLE
_

99 ,f ) S

; automatic sequencer',, including the components of the
sequenceQuch as programmable logic arrays).

[For this facility, as a minimum, the following support
systems are required CPERABLE to assure [ automatic
sequencer) OPERABILITY: )t

|
~

es s-

Inoperability of any of the [ automatic.siqut.ncer) support
systems results immediately in an inoperable [ automatic
sequencer) as per the definition of OPERABILITY;-however,
exceptions are allowed for specific. support systems provided
that a justification is given.

Therefore, upon the inoperability of the following support
systemt. for an [ automatic sequencer), the declaration of an
inoperable [ automatic sequencer) may be deleyed:

i-- -

>

- _

(continued)
__

(continued)

e
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AC Sources-Operating ('B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)
_

LCO The justihcation for delaying the declaration of (automatic
(continued) sequencer) inoperability for each of the above items is as ;

follows:
.

-

d """"

fgy.
f &C Sources and Comopnent OPERABILITY

. . . < p.;
. The definition of OPERABILITY states that a component shall:

LbetPERAB11 when it is capable of performing its specified
Tunctions and,when all necessary attendant instrumentation,
c ntrols, electrical power, cooling or seal water,
lubrication or other auxiliary equipment that are required
for the component to perform its functions are also capable
of performing their.related support functions. When
applying this definition to a component, say an Emergency
Core Cooling System MECCS) pump, the question arises, "How
many AC sources are necessary for the pump to be considered
OPERABLE?" For the electrical power distribution buses to

O be OPERABLE, they simplf have to be fully energized by one
of the capable sources accepted in the plant design, withins
design voltage and frequency tolerances, and within
allowable environmental parameters,such as temperature and
humidity. Similarly, an ECCS pump *is 0PERABLE if it is
powered from such a fully energized a,nd OPERAtiLE
distribution system. Note that for OPERABILITY of both the
distribution system and the" components, no requirements,
be.vond at least one of the electrical power sources that was
accepted as a part of the plant design, are made on how many
electrical power sources are available to power the bus.

Thus, for plant components and distribution buses, zero
electrical power sources means the component or bus is
inoperable. Fully energized from at least one power source
that was accepted as a part of the plant design means the
component or bus is OPERABLE (at least from the point of
view of needing electrical support). Thus, the principle
for component (including electrical bus) OPERABILITY is that
a component may be considered OPERABLE if it has electricity,

at its terminals (and the electricity came from a source
that was accepted as a part of the plant design).

(continued) |
tp (continued)
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AC Surces-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)
_

LCO With this interpretation of component OPERABILITY, the next
(continued) question that arises is, 'How can an ECCS pumr, that is-only

powered from an offsite source be considered OPERABLE 7" If
such a pump does not have electrical support from a DG, it
will not bn able to function given a DBA and a loss of
offsite power. The short answer to this question is that it
is not the ECCS pump that was broken in the above scenario.
It was a DG that was inoperable. Thus, for operating MODES,
this 1.C0 3.8.1 contains the necessary ACTIONS for an
inoperable ~ required AC source (including a DG). Similarly,
for shutdown modes, LCO 3.8.2 contains the necessary ACTIONS
for an inoperable required AC source under shutdown
conditions. Cascading the inoperability of a single AC
source (including DG) to every component in the-(division)
served by the AC source is not necessary. The longer answer
to this quest-lon requires some additional explanation.

- p .

The electrical power systems at nuclear power plants are
designed to meet the GDC listed in Apr'ndix A of 10 CFR 50.
The AC electrical' power system is designeo to provide '

,

sufficient capacity, capability.. redundancy, and reliability
to ensure the availabil.ity of necessary powar to ESF systems
so that the fuel, RCS,/and containment design limits are not

| exceeded. The OPERABILITY of the )ower sources are based
; upon meeting tht design basis ofxthe pignt. This includes
| maintaining at least: * *

-,
s .g

a. (VS-BW,CE,W,BWR/4: One [ division ([Di ision 1 or
Division 2))) {VS-BWR/6: Two out of three [ divisions])
of the offsite AC and onsite'DC power sources and

'

associated distribution systems OPERABLE during
accident conditions, assumin
power and a single failure; g a loss of all onsiteand

b. {VS-BW,CE,W,BWR/4: One [ division) ([ Division 1 or
Division 2])} (VS-BWR/6: Two out of three
[ divisions]} of the onsite AC and DC power sources and
associated distribution systems OPERABLE during
accident conditions, assuming a loss of all offsite
power and a single failure.

See, for example, GDC 17, 33, 34, 35, 38, and 41.

An important corollary to or consequence of the design
requirements (a) and (b) above is the following. For a

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)
||

LCO safety-related component to be considered operable, -it must
(continued) have both a source of offsite and onsite power. This is the

design basis definition that is shown here in lower case I
letters and underlined to distinguish it from the actual |

definition of OPERABLE that is used in the Technical
Specifications. This definition of operable is every bit as
valid as the design criteria- for a nuclear plant. The i
different., is that a component is OPERABLE if it has at j

Aeast one AC source; however, it may not be operable. -To be .

looerable, the component would have to have both an onsite
and offsite AC source.

3^. !OV A
Let s~ examine the differences between OPERABLE and ggenble

'for the operating MODES of Applicability that are governed
by Specification 3.8.1 (and other operating Technical
Specifications). For a typical plant, the LCO of-
Specification 3.8.1 requires a DG and an offsite circuit for
each (division). .Thus, as long as the LCO of Specification
3.8.1 is met, al1~ components are both OPERABLE and operable
(in terms of the electrical support they require).
Furthermore'; if three or more AC sources are-inoperable,
then the plant must enter LCO 3.0.3 and shut down.

T Therefore, in these two extremes, any difference between
y OPERABLE and operable beenmes-irrelevant If two AC sources

are inoperable on the same bus,- and if that bus has no other
source of power (e.g'., a dead bus), then the two definitions
also give the same result, and every component in the
[ division) is inoperable since they have no electrical

-power. In fact, the only time the difference becomes
relevant is when one or two~(but with no dead bus) AC

|
sources become inoperable.

Thus, when in the ACTIONS of Specification' 3.8.1 for one or
tw AC sources inoperable, the compnnents in the-(divisions)
associated with the inoperable AC source (s) are generally

| OPERABLE but not operable. At this point,' the reason for
-

| defining OPERABILITY as requiring only one AC source becomes -
clear. If one uses the design basis definition of
operability in place of OPERABILITY, then every component in
the [ division) would have to be declared not nperable upon
the loss of a single AC source.

Performing the Required Actions of the TS for each component
that requires AC power in a (division) (when the components
still have AC power) just because one AC source is

(continued)

- (continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

LCO inoperable is not necessary. Fix the AC source and
(continued) leave the components alone.

If we use the definition of operability, then upon the loss
of two AC sources in different [ divisions) the plant would
have to enter LCO 3.0.3 since two entire safety [ divisions)
of components would be not operable. This would make the
2 , 12 jand 24-hour Completion Times specified in LCO 3.8.1
for two DGs inoperable, one DG and one offsite circuit
inope'rable,*and two offsite. circuits inoperable,

spectively, irrelevant.
p r+

By t cascadin[the inoperability of a siegle AC source
down'to all the components in its safety [ division), two
things aref ost:- Ql

gp ' N ./ ?
a. The Required Actions for an inoperable component in

'

the component LC0; and"
k~ ,.W

b. A message to the component LC0 that the component in
this [ division) is potentially inoperable under
certain Design Basis Events". g,.

g. .* 4~U
The loss of- (a) is probably'not impo'r' tant. Usually, the
Required Action is simply to restore the component to
OPERABLE status. In this case, it is not the component that
is broken, it is the AC source. The AC ~ source will be fixed
within its Completion Time, or other. remedial, actions, such
as a plant shutdown, will be taken.f

| v
The loss of (b) is important. Most component LCOs do not
allow continued plant operation with a complete loss uf
function. For example, a typical ECCS Specification will
allow loss of ECCS function in one [ division) for 72 hoursbut will require a shutdown if all ECCS function is lost.
It is clear that if the design basis definition of
opere'.lity was used, and if a DG in one [ division) was outof ser ice coincident with an ECCS pump in another
[ divi- 4), a shutdown would be required by the ECCS
S4 . . cation since two ECCS pumps would be not operable.

L However, when the Specification definition of OPERABILITY is
i used in place of operability, the ECCS Specification shows

one pump inoperable with a 72-hour Completion Time, and the;

| AC sources TS would have one DG inoperable with a 72-hour
i

! (continued)
_

| (continued)
i
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'

' AC- Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)~

LCO.
._ _

Completion Time. Thus, there appears 1to be a difficulty'if--

(continued) an AC source is out of service in one'[ division), and a
required feature (such as.an ECCS pump) is out of service in
another-(division).

The problem is that this situation:(AC_ source inoperable in |
onei[ division], required feature inoperable-in another) .
repfesents a potential loss of required -feature function

__,Aindet some of the conditions set forth11n the design basis.
By using the TS definition of OPERABILITY.:no message is
sent to the required feature LCO upon the inoperability of

,

an AC source. To fix this problem, a cross-[ division] check,4

~ is incorporated-into this LCO 3.8.l.- See Condition B (for
N offsite: source inoperability) and-see' Condition D (for.

onsite source inoperability). The; purpose of-these two
conditions is to recognize that when in= them,ithe plant-is
in a' potential loss-of-function situation.- The effect of
these two Conditions is to reduce the-Completion Time for anc
inoperable AC source to.less.than:72 hours. See the
appropriate. ACTIONS discussion for more information.

3. ;
Another point of view is. that,lin' practice, the design basis

. requirement- for coerability is- relaxed for brief periods of
' time (typically 72 hours or less) while in an?

- AC Sources-Operating- ACTION statement.- If a (Division 1]
DG is out^ of service', all of the compo_nents-in the safety
[ division] associated'with that.DG are not. declared (
inoperable (even though byithe; strict definition of -i;

*' 'ooerability 1above, they! are,(insfact,: not operable).
Instead, the~ definition:of 9Agrability is relaxed to that of

-OPERABILITY,<which says'that if a component in the
[ division]_that'has an out-of-service DG has electricity at
its terminals, it is'0PERABLE?for the purpose of satisfying.
its cocponent'LCO. Thus, the only ACTION that has to.~be.
taken is that of the DG-LCO.- This relaxation-of the design.

basis definition of ooerability is. deemed: acceptable because
the DG,inoperability.isionly allowed to persist for a
limited; amount of time:(e.g', 721 hours in this case). The. .)

L net effect of- -this interpretation is'that during: thet
72 hours, the GDC.:are not;metL The' plant could not take a - 1

,

; ' worst-case single failure;andt still maintain all . safety.
functions with a loss of all offsite AC sources.- In other

Lwords, we accept-the risk of loss-of_ single-failure |;

protection for-an event that-involves total' loss of offsite
AC sources.for 72 hours.

(continued).

(continued)
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AC S:urces-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 The above discussion holds equally well for the companion
(continued) Condition of one offsite circuit inoperable (instead of a

DG). Thus, the requirement for both an onsite and offsite
i

| AC source of power found in the definition of operability is
relaxed for 72 hours while in the AC Sources-Operating
ACTION statement for one offsite circuit inoperable.

This relaxation of a design basis requirement is only
implemented when in an ACTION of Specification 3.8.1. At
all,other times, the correct design basis interpretation of
the "Necessary electrical power" in the definition of
operability is that both onsite and offsite AC sources are
required for a component to be considered pannblo and thus
meet'the design basis requirements.

,e 3
Seoaratiod and indeoendence of AC Sources

An additional corollary to or consequence of the design
requirements in GDC 17 is that the AC sources in one
[ division) must be separate and independent (to the extent
possible) of the AC sources in the other [ division (s)). For
the onsite diesel generators, the separation and
independence is complete. That is, 1100 17 requires,

% / Vs

"The onsite electric' power supplie,s, . including the
batteries, and the onsite electrical distribution
system, shall have sufficient independence, for
redundancy, and testability to perform their safety
functions assuming a single failure."

N
FortheoffsiteACsources,thesedarationandindependence
is to the extent practical. That is, GDC 17 requires,

| " Electric power from the transmission network to the
'

onsite electrical distribution system shall be
supplied by two physically independent circuits (not
necessarily on separate rights of way) designed and
located so as to minimize to_the extent practical the
likelihood of their simultaneous failure under
operating and postulated accident and environmental
conditions."

It is not acceptable to extrapolate from these words in
GDC 17 that the offsite circuits are not completely separate
and independent and conclude therefore that a single circuit

| (continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating i
'

B 3.8.1

(
\ BASES (continued)

LCO cross-tied between [divisionsl meets the GDC 17 requirements
(continued) for offsite sources. Similarly, if interrupting devices or

protective relaying that normally serves to provide
electrical independence between the two circuits are
inoperable, it is not acceptable to conclude that all
offsite circuits are still OPERABLE. In general, the two
offsite circuits are to be maintained separate and-
independent to the same extent as in the plant design.

f:%;
_

/; Yf
APPLICABILITY \.3 {he AC sources and sequencers are required to be OPERABLE in

T

X'' VS-BW,CE,W: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4)-{VS-GE: MODES 1, 2, and
*3)to,ensurethat:
a.[Neceptabl fuel design limits and reactor coolant

' pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
of anticipated operational occurrences (A00s) or
abnormal, transients; and

<
Adequale' core c;ooling is provided and containment

-

b.
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained
in the event of a postulated DBA.

J N/ ,%'
. .

AC power requirements for'{VS-BW,CE W: MODES 5 and 6}
{VS-GE: MODES 4 and 5} are covered,in Specification 3.8.2,
"AC Sources-Shutdown." , ;p

A Note has been added to provide clarification that for this
LCO, all required [ Division 1] {VS-BW CE,W,BWR/4: and

- AC electrica)' sources and [ automatic sequencers] shall be, [ Division 2], and [ Division 3]}[ Division 2] {VS-BWR/6:

treated as an entity with a single Completion Time.
-

ACTIONS 8.J

Condition A is one required offsite circuit inoperable. The
Required Action A.1 is to restore all required AC electrical
power sources (offsite circuits and DGs) to OPERABLE status
within a Completion Time of 72 hours (VS-BWR/6: for
[ Division 1 and Division 2] and within-[72 hours] for-
[ Division 3]).

(continued)

p (continued)
b
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Performance of SR 3.8.1.1 ensures a highly reliable power
(continued) source and no common cause failure for the remaining

required offsite (VS-BW,CE,W,BWR/4: circuit) (VS-BWR/6:
circuits). The OPERABILITY of the remaining required
offsite (VS-BW CE,W BWR/4: circuit) (VS-BWR/6: circuits)
must be verified once within I hour and once per 8 hours
thereafter until the inoperable offsite circuit is restored
to OPERABLE status.

/- ,

SR 3.8.1.1'is only required when in Condition A. SR 3.8.1.1
1,s' essentially identical to the normal weekly SR of offsite
circuits (i.e., SR 3.8.1.4). The only difference is that

_

'

SR 3.8.1.1 has a shorter Frequency for verification of the
OPERABILITY of the remaining required OPERABLE offsite
circuit. If a second required circuit fails SR 3.8.1.1, the
second offsite circuit is inoperable, and Condition F, for
two offsite circuits inoperable, is entered.

Per Regulatory Guide 1.93, " Availability of Electric Power
Sources" (Ref. 4), operation may continue in Condition A for
a period that should not exceed 72 hours (VS-BWR/6: for
(Divisions 1 and 2). The [72-hour] Completion Time for a
(Division 3) offsite circu1t inoperability is plant
specific. Items to be ernsidered in choosing this
Completion Time are: ( q q
a. Potential light-loading of the [Div'ision 3) DG during

the [72-hour) period when the one required offsite
circuit for [ Division 3] is inoperable; and

N
b. The safety function of [ Division 3).

In particular, the Completion Time for a [ Division 3)
offsite circuit inoperability.shall not exceed 72 hours if
(Division 3] systems support other ESF functions in addition
to the HPCS function). With one offsite circuit inoperable,,

the reliability of the offsite system is degraded, and the'

potential for a loss of offsite power is increased, with
( attendant potential for a challenge to the plant safety

systems. In this Condition, however, the remaining OPERABLE
! offsite (VS-BW,CE,W,BWR/4: circuit) (VS-BWR/6: circuits) and
' DGs are adequate to supply electricai power to the onsite

Class IE Distribution System.

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1 |

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS The 72-hour (VS-BWR/6:-(or 72-hour? for [ Division 3])) |
(continued) limit takes into account the capac<ty and capability of the

remaining AC sources, reasonable time for repairs, and low
probability of a DBA occurring.during this period. If

' Required Action A.1 and its associated Completion Time are !
not met, a controlled shutdown must be performed per |-

Required Action J.1 and Required Action J.2. (A -

{VS-BW,CE,W: B.1. B.2.1. and B.2.2)
f {VS-GE: B.1. and B.2)

(VS-BW,CE,W:
(ConditionBisnooffsitepowertoone[ division]ofthe

onsite Class'1E Power Olstribution System M one or more
required support or sup)orted _ features, or both -inoperable
that are associated wit) the other [ division) that has
offsi'e power, or with opposite OPERABLE DC power
subsystem (s), or both, E the turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump inoperable,

c ){VS-W,CE W:' M /" s

Note that the E in Condition B is not an exclusive "or".
That is, the E in C ndition B includes Conditions in which:

a. One or more required support or supported features, or
both, are inoperable. . .; or,

? .c
b. A Condition in which the turbine-driven auxiliary

-feedwater pump is inoperable; or
'

c. Both (a) and (b) above.}

(VS-BWR/4:
Condition B is no offsite power to one [ division] of the
onsite Class IE Power Distribution. System M one or more
required support or sup)orted features, or both, inoperable
that are associated wit 1 the other'[ division) that has
offsite power, or with opposite OPERABLE DC power
subsystem (s), or both.)

(VS-BWR/6:
Condition B is no offsite power to one [ division] of the
onsite Class 1E Power Distribution System M one or more
required support or- sup)orted features, or both, inoperable -
that are associated wit 1 the other [ divisions] that have

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)
l

ACTIONS offsite power, or associated with opposite OPERABLE DC power
(continued) subsystem (s), or both.)

Condition B is a companion Condition to Condition A. That
is, it is not possible to be in Condition B without also
being in Condition A. [For there to be no offsite power to

.

one [ division] of the onsite Class IE Distribution System,'

one offsite c<rcuit and any cross-ties to other offsite
circuits must be inoperable or not connected.)-
7The rationa e behind Condition B comes from GDC 33, 34, 35,

38, and 41.' They state that,
'

/-

N ' Suitable redundancy in components and features, and'

suitable interconnections, leakage detection,
isolation, and containment capabilities sham be
provided to assure that for onsite electrical power
system operation (assuming offsite power is not
available) and for offsite electrical power system
operation (assuming onsite )ower is not available) the
system safety function can se accomplished assuming a
single failure." - e

f

availab$e, the GDC, we assumb that hl onsite power is notIf, as er
i

then Condition B represents a loss of function
for the feature that is inoperable in the other
(VS-BW,CE W.BWR/4: [ division) that has) (VS-BWR/6:
[ divisions) that have) offsite power, or is associated with
opposite OPERABLE DC power subsystem (s), or both.

N.
Definition of BX: The allowable time for continued plant
operation in Condition B is BX hours. BX is determined as
follows. Consult the TS for the required feature that 's
inoperable. Define BXi as the Completion Time that the
inoperable required feature TS allows for a complete loss of
all required feature function. If no loss of function is
allowed (e.g., if upon the loss of required feature function
a shutdown is required), then assign BXi = 0 hours. For
each required feature that is inoperable, there will be a
BXi. BX is then defined as the minimum of all the BXi;
however, if BX is found to be less than 24 hours, BX is
reset to 24 hours. If BX is found to be greater than
72 hours, then BX is 72 hours.

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating-
B 3.B.1 --

.

BASES (continued)
'

_

,

ACTIONS- There is one exception to the above rule for, finding BX.
(continued) Usually, 24 hours-s BX.s 72 hours. However, if the plant is

in Condition B and Condition F (two required offsite ,

'

circuits inoperable) simultaneously, then BX = 12 hours.
.

The rationale for the reduction to 12 hours is'that i
Condition F (two required offsite circuits inoperable) _is
assigned a Completion. Time of 24 hours consistent with-.

1Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref 4.). However,<on a risk basis,
egulatory Guide 1.93 allowed a Completion Time of 24 hours

for two required offsite circuits. inoperable, based upon the-
p assumption that two complete safety (divisions] of .

components are OPERABLE. -When in condition B and-F
1 simultaneously, this is not the. case, and a shorter _ ,'
templetion Time of BX :12 hours is appropriate.-

/. %,
-BX a's' defined above'is acceptable because it minimizes risk-

while allowing time for restoration beforeiubjecting the
plant to transients associated with shutdown. (The aboveaddresse's.the.pote'ntial' for loss of- function.under certain
Conditions-postulated in the design basis. -In the event of
an actual loss of function, the TS covering that loss of

[. function will control the Completion Time.) ',

p /J~y,T The specific list 4f/ required support * and supported-
features" encompassed by Condition B is provided ir.-

Reference 5. ' Required features are.those that are designed
~

with functier.211y redundant safety-related-(divisiensl. -
a plant- has a required feature ~ that has. no' functionaliy If
redundant counterpart, that feature may not be required to,

be included. This is unlikely . however, since single-1

failure considerations usually require functional redundancy
of safety features. Since the- Completion' Time allowance for
this. Required Action is limited to-72 hours; those systems
with allowed Completion Times 2 72 hours for complete loss
of function are not included as required features to be 3

checked.
'

1

The reason that Condition B is for no'offsite power to one $[ division] of the onsite Class:lE Distribution System is - I! :because losing one offsite circuit may-not necessarily '

L result in the total' loss of offsite )ower to the [ division]-because of possible cross-ties to otler offsite circuits.
No offsite-power source to one [ division] needs to be
established. before the determination can be made whether ~an

(continued)

O l(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS inoperable redundant feature in the other (divisions) would
(continued) result in a potential loss of function.

t 'S-BW,CE,W:i
Auxiliary feedwater is provided by a (50%)-capacity motor-
driven feedwater pump in (Division 1), a [50%)-capacity
motor-driven feedwater pump in (Division 2), and a (100%)-
capacity turbine-driven feedwater pump. Therefore, assuming

! that all onsite power is not available (as per the GDC),
Condition B r; duces the 72-hour Completion Time-to BX hours
(see above for definition of BX) for the case in which
a'uxiliary .feedwater function has been reduced to only (50%)
of ca,pacity or less.}j
(VS-BW CE,W:' \
The turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump is not included
with the "one or more required support or supported
features, or both, inoperable that are associated with the
other [ division: that has offsite power," because the
feedwater pump <s steam driven (as opposed to motor driven),
and thus is not " associated' with either (division) of the
AC electrical power sources.} 4 g's/ gu g%(VS-BW,CE,W: v /+ t

The Note for Required Action B.2.2 states, " Required Action
B.2.2 is only required in MODES 1, 2, and 3, and in MODE 4
when auxiliary feedwater is being used.for plant shutdown-

and startup." This Note is consistent'with the
Applicability requirements of Specification 3.7.4,
" Auxiliary Feedwater System." When the pressure is
< 715 psig] the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump need
not be capable of meeting the SR limits of SR 3.7.4.2 on
developed head to satisfy the OPERABILITY requirements of
Required Act b B.2.2. The pump must be capable of coming
up to speed and delivering flow, however. Furthermore, the
licensee shall verify that the pump passed its last
SR 3.7.4.2.}

0)eration may continue in Condition B for a period that
siould not exceed BX hours. In this condition, the
remaining OPERABLE offsite circuit and DGs are adequate to

(continued)

(continued)
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. AC' S:urces-Operating
' B 3.8.1--

' BASES (continued)

ACTIONS supply electrical' power to! of-
the onsite Class 1E Distribu[ Division?l and Division 2) limit(continued) tionisystem.- The BX-hour. i

.

takes into account ~.the commnent OPERABILITY of- the-
redundant counterpart to t te inoperable required feature. :
Thus, on a component basis,:we may havellost single-failure
protection for- the required- feature's function; however,. we

.

,

have not lost function. Similarly, weitake into account the; |!
-

capicity and capability of the remaining A0 sources,-
jeasonable time for repairs,' and low' probability of s' DBA: !

: occurring duringithis period. ;If. the Required Actions of- ~

Y Condition B and.the associated Completioni imes are not met,T
6 a cont' rolled . shutdown must- be performed-per Required-- 4
MAction'J.F and Required Action.J.2. ~

w .- y ;

.

;~ '
-

t._

y . ,,
. >

Condition.-is' n,one required DG !noperable.: Required. Action
.

C.1~ is to' restore the-required AC electrical power sources
-(offsite' circuits'and DGs) to OPERABLE status within a:Completion 1 Time of 72 hours

(VS-BWR/6: for (Division 1 and Division 2]-and within

[72 hours)for[D_lvision)])9 .

4 r
p- m,

. Performance of SR;3.8.L2 ensurei .a highly reliable power: asupply by checking on-the OPERABILITY _of the required--
i offsite circuits. SR 3.8.1.2 must be-performed once within-
i 1 hour of' entering Condition C, Land once,per 8< hours- t

i thereafter. 'Failing to perform:SR 3.8.1.2 on a given '

L circuit results in an inoperable circuit.- Similarly, if a
} circuit: fails to pas: SR 3.8.1.2, it is inoperable. Upon-i- offsite circuit-inoperability, additional Conditions must
j then be: entered to-reflet.t the'new plant state.
i,

' Performance of- SR 3.8.1.3 ansura eo common cauto failure[ for the-remaining required DG(s), ine determination of no--
[ common cause inoperability of the remaining: required DG[s]
L- must be made once withini[8] hours of entering Condition C. '
f If during the performance of SR 3.8.1.3 common cause is
L found, or if a required DG| fails SR 3.8.1.3 for some other
[ reason,.then two' required DGs are inoperable'and Condition G
[ is entered.
.

F Note-3 of Condition C requires that SR 3.8.1.3 ~shall be
_ -. ;

: completed if Condition C is entered; The-intent is that all
i DG inoperabilities must be investigated for common cause
p

; (continued)' _

(continued) ],-
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AC Sources-Dperating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

,

ACTIONS failures as per SR 3.8.1.3, regardless of how long the DG
(continued) inoperability persists.

Per Regulatory Guide 1.93, " Availability of Electric Power
Sources" (Ref. 4), operation may continue in Condition C for
a period that should not exceed 72 hours (VS-BWR/6: for
[ Divisions 1 and 2). The [72-hour) Completion Time for a
(Division'3) DG inoperability is based upon the risk-
significance of the [ Division 3) DG in co)ing with a station
black 6ut (SBO). Calculations show that tie core melt
f.requency increases substantially for an SB0 with a
[0ivision 3) DG inoperable for 14 days as compared to an SB0
with an 0PERABLE~[ Division 3) DG.y

s < x,

The Completi6,n Time Tor a [ Division 3) DG may be increased
from [72 hours) to [14 days) consistent with the HPCS TS
provided: i'

The [ Divi (sion 3] dole. function is to support the HPCS
,s . "

a.
function; and ,/sy , , .

b. Calculations show that the increase in the core melt
frequency for an SB0 with' an inoperable [ Division 3)
DG is acceptably low.ff g 'y

IfotherESFfunctionsaresuppor'tedby(10ivision3),orif( '

calculations show that the increase in core melt frequency
for an SB0 with an inoperable [ Division 3) DG:is
unacceptably high, then the Completion Time for ai;
inoperable [ Division 3) DG shall be. [72 hours).)

In Condition C, the remaining OPERABLE DG[s] and offsite
circuits are adequate to supply electrical power to the
onsite Class 1E Distribution System. - The 72-hour (VS-BWR/6:
(or [72-hour) for [ Division 3])) limit takes into account
the capacity and capability of the remaining AC sources,
reasonable time for repairs,: and low probability of a DBAi

occurring during this period. If Required Action C.1 and
its associated Completion Time are not met, a controlled
shutdown must be performed per Required Action J.1 and
Required Action J.2.

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1- '

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS (VS-BW,CE,W: D.l. D.2.1. and D.2.2_)
(continued) {VS-GE: D.1 and 0.2) i

(VS-BW,CE,W:
Condition D is one required DG inoperable AND one or more

1

required support or supported features, or both, inoperabir

opposfte OPERABLE DC power subsystem, or(both, DR thethat are associated with the OPERABLE DG s), or with an~

tuybine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump inoperable.
B(VS-BWNk,W:

. , ~

Note.that the QB in Condition D is not _an exclusive ''or'.
'That is, the QB in Condition D includes Conditions in which:us f, y
a. (One or more required support or supported features, or

both,zare inoperable. . .; or
-

A Condition in which the turbine-driven auxiliaryb.
: feedwater pump is inoperable; or

_ b
Both (g ') and.(b) above.)c. a

'

A {VS-BWR/4: / 't| Q Condition D is one required DG inoperable AHQ one or more .
required support or-sup)orted features, or both, inoperable
that are associated wita the OPERABLE DGs, or with an

j opposite OPERABLE DC power subsystem,.or. both.}'

{VS-BWR/6: / N'.

Condition D is one DG inoper~able AMQ one or more required
! support or supported features, or both, inoperable that are-

associated the OPERABLE DGs, or with opposite OPERABLE DC
power subsystems, or both.)

Condition D is a companion Condition to Condition C. That
is, it is not possible to be in Condition D without also
being in Condition C.

The rationale behind Condition D comes from GDC 33, 34, 35,
38, and 41. They state that,

" Suitable redundancy in com
suitable interconnections, ponents and features, and_ leakage detection, !isolation, and containment capabilities shall be

(continued)

(continued)
V
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AC Sources-Operating
8 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS provided to assure that for onsite electrical power
(continued) system operation (assuming offsite power is not

available) and for offsite electrical power system
operation (assuming onsite power is not available) the
system safety function can be accomplished assuming a
single failure.'

If, as pef the GDC, we assume that all offsite power is not
available, sthen Condition D represents a loss of function
for'.the feature that is inoperable in the other
(Y5-BW (division) that has an OPERABLE DG or inthe opp,CE,W,8WR/4:osite OPERABLE DC power subsystem, or both.) {VS-
BWR/6: (divisions) that have OPERABLE DGs or in opposite
OPERABLE DC power subsystems, or both.)

Definition / ' DX:
%

of The allowable time for continued plant
operation in Condition D is DX hours. DX is determined as
follows. Consult the TS for the required feature that is
inoperable. Define DXi'as the Completion Time that the
inoperable required feature TS allows for a complete loss of
all recuired feature function. If no loss of function is
allowec (e.g., if upon the loss of required feature function
a shutdown is required), then assign DXi - 0 hours,

3 f %For each required feature 1that is inope[able, there will be
a DXi. DX is then defined as the' minimum of all the DXi;
however, if DX is found to be less than 2 hours, DX is reset
to 2 hours. If DX is found to be greater than 72 hours,
then DX is 72 hours. -

DX as defined above is acceptable because it minimizes risk
while allowing time for restoration before subjecting the
plant to transients associated with shutdown. (The above
addresses the potential for loss of function under certain
Conditions postulated in the design basis. In the event of
an actual loss of function, the TS covering that loss of
function will control the Completion Time.)

The specific list of " required support and supported
features" encompassed by Condition D is provided in
Reference 5. Required features are those that are designed
with functionally redundant safety-related (divisions). If
a plant has a required feature that has no functionally
redundant counterpart, that feature may not be required to
be included. This is unlikely, however, since single-

(continued)

(continued)
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'

' AC Sources-Operating -
'

B 3.8.1: ,

BASES (continued)'.

.

ACTIONS failure considerations usually require functional- redundancy-
(continued)- of safety features. Since the Completion Time allowance for|- ,

-this Required Action-is: limited to 72 hours, those systems-
with allowed Completion Times ;t-72 hours for complete loss
of function are not included as required | features to be
checked.

A(VSIBW,CE,W:L ,

x111ary feedwater is provided by a [5051-capacity motor--,

/ driven.:feedwater pump in [ Division 1],.a ;50%)-capacity
.

Emotor-driven feedwater pump in [ Division J],-and a'[100%)- !

capacity turbine-driven feedwater pump.= Therefore, assuming
that all offsite4 power is-not available (as per the GDC),
tonditiori D reduces 'the ,72-hour Completion Time to DX- hours
for the-case in which auxiliary feedwater function,has been i
reduced to only'[50%) of capacity or less.} . :

)'

The turbine-driven /
{VS-BW,CE,W

. auxiliary feedwater pump is not. included
with:the "one'or more required = support or supported
features, or both, ino)erable that-are associated with the -
other [ division) that ias:an OPERABLE DG" because:the- ,

O feedwater pump is steam. driven (as opposed to motor driven),
and thus is not;" associated"3 with either [ division] of the
AC electrical power 1 sources.}j g
- {VS-BW, CE,W: - /dh
The Note for Required Action D.2'.2 states,." Required Action:

D.2.2 is only required in MODES l',52, and 3 -and in MODE 4
| when auxiliary feedwater is being-used for.plantishutdown

and startup." 1This Noteois' consistent with:the.-
Applicability requirements of: Specification 3.7.4,
" Auxiliary Feedwater System." :When the pressure is
<-[715 psig] the turbine-driven' auxiliary feedwater pump'
need not be-capableLof meeting the SR limits of SR 3.7.4.2
on developed head to satisfy the;0PERABILITY requirements ~ of

*

Required Action' D.2.2. The pump must .be capable of coming
! up to speed 'and delivering flow,- however. Furthermore, the
| -- licensee shall verify that;the-pump passed its last-

SR3.7.4.2.}-
.

Operation may continue in~ Condition-D for a period-that
should not exceed DX hours. In this Condition,-the-
remaining OPERABLEiDG[s]!and offsite circuits are adequate;

! (continued)

; (continued)
4
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)
,

ACTIONS to supply electrical power to the onsite Class IE
(continued) Distribution System. The DX-hour limit takes into account

the component OPERABILITY of the redundant counterpart to
the inoperable required feature. Thus, on a component
basis, we may have lost single-failure protection for the
required feature's function; however, we have not lost
function. . Similarly, we take into account the capacity and

: capability of the remaining AC sources, reasonable time for
repair 4 and low probability of a DBA occurring during this
period.v If the Required Actions of Condition D and the
affociated Com)letion Times are not met, a controlled
shutdown must se performed per Required Action J.1 and
Requ(redAction4.2.

E.1andE.2;f
e, y,

Condition E.
( /9

is one requirad offsite circuit inoperable MD
one required D.G inoperable. The Required Action is to
either restore all required offsite circuits to OPERABLE
status within a Completion Time of 12 hours 08 restore all
required DGs to OPERABLE status within a Completion Time of
12 hours. Condition E has been modified by a Note to
indicate that when Condition E is entered with no AC source
to one { division], LCO 3.8.7 must belemediately entered.
Pursuant to the definition of OPERA 8ILITY, this action
should have already taken place; howeve h it is noted here
to indicate that the Completion Time for Condition E under
this situation is governed by the CompletionJime of

Required Action A.1 of LCO 3.8.7. yfc c
Per Regulatory Guide 1.93, " Availability of Electric Power
Sources" (Ref. 4), operation may continue in Condition E for
a period that should not exceed 12 hours. The alternative
Completion Time is for the situation in which Condition E
was entered with no AC power to one [ division], and the
Completion Time to restore all required offsite circuits or
DGs is then governed by LCO 3.8.7.

In Condition E, individual redundancy is lost in both the
offsite electrical power system and the onsite AC electrical
power system. Since power system redundancy is provided by
two diverse sources of power, however, the reliability of
the power systems in this Condition may appear higi.er than
that in Condition F (loss of both required offsite
circuits). This difference in reliability is offset by the

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Secces-Operating
>

B 3.8.1 j

| BASES (continued)

ACTIONS susceptibility of this power system configuration to a
(continued) single bus or switching failure. The 12-hour or the

alternate Completion Time limit takes into account the
capacity and capability of the remaining AC sources,
reasonable time for repairs, and low probability of a DBA
occurring during this period. If Required Action E.1 and
Required Action E.2 and their associated Completion Times
are'not met, a controlled shutdown must be performed per i

equired Action J.1 and Required Action J.2.
ve

!

Y'
4 ,

ition[is two required offsite circuits inoperable.to
' Required Action F.1 is to restore at least .

VS-BW.CE,W,BWR/4: (one))
VS-BWR/6:,two) required offsite
VS-BW,CE,W.BWR/4: circuit:s])

{VS-BWR/6: circuits) to OPdRABLE status.
The intent of this Required Action is to restore either all
required offsite cirtuits, or all but one required offsite
circuit, to OPERABLE-status within a Completion Time of
24 hours, N /oO / ft. yx. t.
Per Regulatory Guide 1.93 "Aval

~

Sources" (Ref. 4), operatlon maylability of Electric Powercontinue in Condition F for
a period that should not exceed 24. hours. This degradation
level means that the offsite electMcal power system does
not have the capability to effect a safe shutdown and to
mitigate the effects of an accident; however, the onsite AC
source have not been degraded. This degradation level
generally corresponds to a total loss of the immediately
accessible offsite power sources.

Because of the normally high availability of the offsite
sources, this level of degradation may appear to be more
severe than other combinations of two AC sources inoperable
that involve one or more DGs inoperable.

However, two factors tend to decrease the severity of this
degradation level:

,

The configuration of the redundant AC electrical powera.
system that remains available is not susceptible to a'

single bus or switching failure; and

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
| B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS b.. The time required to detect and restore an unavailable
(continued) offsite power. source is generally much less than that

required to detect and restore an unavailable onsite
AC source.

'

With both of the required offsite circuits inoperable,
sufficient, onsite AC sources are available to maintain the
unit in a' safe shutoown condition in the event of a design
basis tfansient or accident. In fact, a simultaneous loss
of offsite AC sources, a LOCA, and a worst-case single
failum were postulated as a part of the design basis in the
safety m Jvsis. ,, Thus, the 24-hour limit provides a period
of time to G fect restoration of all or all but one of the
offsite circuits commensurate with the importance of
maintaining an AC electrical power system capable of meeting
its design crite ia. '

,

Per Reference 4, with the available offsite AC source two
less than rcquired by the LCO, operation may continue for 24
hours. If two offsite sources are restored within 24 hours,
unrestricted operation may continue. If only one offsite
source is restored within 24 hours, power operation may
continue for a total time that'should not exceed 72 hours
(consistent with the loss of one AC source).

<; Vs t
If no offsite source is restored within the first 24-hour
period of continued operation, a controlled, shutdown must be
performed per Required Action J.1 and Required Action J.2.

ftd

Condition G is two required DGs inoperable. Required Action
G.1 is to restore at least {VS-BW,CE,W,BWR/4: (one))
{VS-BWR/6: two} required diesel-
{VS-BW,CE,W,BWR/4: generator (s]}
{VS-BWR/6: generators) to OPERABLE status.

The intent of this Required Action is to restore either all
required DGs, or all but one required DG, to OPERABLE status
within a Completion Time of 2 hours.

With two DGs inoperable, there are no remaining standby AC
sources. Thus, with an assumed loss of offsite electrical
power, insufficient standby AC sources are available to
power the minimum required ESF functions. Since the offsite

(continued)

| (continued)
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AC Sources--Operat'ing-
B 3.8.1-

BASES (continued)

-ACTIONS electrical power system is_ the only' source of AC power Lfor -
(continued)- this-level-of degradation, the risk associated with -

continued operation for a very short time could be less then-
that associated with an immediate controlled shutdown (the'
inmediate shutdown could~cause grid instability, which could
result in a total loss of AC power). Since any inadvertent
generator trip could.also result in a total loss of offsite ;
ACrpower, however -the time allowed for continued operation ;

["As severely restricted. - The intent here is to avoid the ..
'

riskJassociated.with.an inmediate controlled shutdown and to~ l

minimite the risk associated with this-level of degradation..
% fg j

iPer" Reference'4, with.both DGs inoperable, operation may. -

* continue ^for a period that should not exceed 2 hours. I f.-

both.DGs"are r' stored within 2 hours,. unrestricted operation-e
may(continue./If only. one DG is restored within.these 2'

,

hours,Loperation may continue for a total time that should<
,

not exceed 72 hours = (consistent with.the -loss of 'one AC'
'

source).M If no OG:is' restored within the.first 2 hours of
continued operation,J.1 nnd Required Action $1.2. .(a controlled shutdown must be performedper Roquired Action

U%"O Condition H is three:regulred AC sources inoperable. The
Required Action is to enteritCO 3.0.3 immediately.

Condition H corresponds to a led f radation in which -i

all redundancy in the AC electrical power supplies has been
lost. At this severely. degraded level, any further losses
in the AC electrical power: system Surveil will cause a loss -

.of function. Therefore, no-additional time-is= justified for
continued operation.; The plant; should be brought promptly;
to a controlled' shutdown as' required by LCO 3.0.3. During
the shutdown * process; the AC electrical power. system should
be critically monitored, . and'necessary actions taken, such
as cross-connecting 'a supply to a load,'if required, to-

ensure a safe shutdown.

ld
~

Condition I is one~ required [ automatic load sequencer)
inoperabic. The. Required' Action is to restore all required--
[ automatic load sequencers).to OPERABLE status within the
Completion Time of [2] hours [for Divisionsfl and 2].

,

(continued)

(continued)'
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AC Sources-Operating i,
'

B 3.8.1 |

BASES (continued) '

ACTIONS {VS-BWR/6: If the sequencer is associated with
(continued) (Division 3], then the Completion Time is [2 hours).}

,

(VS-BWR/6: [The [2-hour] Completion Time for an inoperable
[ Division 3] [ automatic sequencer? is plant specific. Items
to be considered in specifying this Completion Time for a
given facility include:

sb
a. The safety function of [ Division 3]. If[ Division 3]

/supporty only the HPCS function, then there may not
.even be a [ Division 3]_[ automatic sequencer] because
there is only one large lead to be c1nnected to thea
Division 3] ESF bus. If other ESF tanctions are

supported by [ Division 3], then the Completion Time
for an-inoperabl,e [ Division 3] [ automatic sequencer)
shal( be [2,e n s]; andhour

, .

b. The safety' function >f the (Division 3] [ automatic
f' ) ,

sequencer]; fWhat is''itsTole[.1. in mitigating a DBA?
Y /

2. Does the [ Division 3] [ automatic sequencer],

'

function as a' support system to the (Division 3]
I DG, [ Division 3] offsite circuit, or both? What

ESF functions does it support

3. What is the role of the [Divis'ionhj-[ automatic
sequencer) in mitigating an|SB0?}

V
Condition I corresponds to the sequencer (s) for [one ESF
bus] being i., operable. If the sequencer (s) to [more than
one ESF bus] are inoperable, enter LCO 3.0.3.

The sequencer (s) is (are) an essential support system to
(both the offsite circuit and the DG associated with a given
ESF bus.] [Furthermore, the sequencer is on the primary

| success path for most major AC electrically powered safety
;

systems powered from the associated ESF bus.] Therefore,
loss of an [ESF bus's sequencer) affects every major ESF
system in the [ division). The [2]-hour Completion Time for

; [ Divisions 1 and 2] (VS-BWR/6: and [2-hour] Completion Time
for[ Division 3] provides a period of time to correct the
problem commensur) ate with the importance of maintaining
sequencer OPERABILITY. This time period also ensures that

; (continued)

(continued)
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AC S:urces-Operating
-B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS- the probability of ta_ accident -(requiring sequencer
(continued) . OPERABILITY) occurring during periods where the sequencer is-

inoperable-is minimal.-
<

[For plants that can show that the sequencer's role .is'less
vital, a longer Completion Time may be appropriate. ' For
example, if the ESF loads-are block-loaded onto the offsite
circuit so that no sequencer operation is required.1then it
may be possible to show-that the-se

dto DG'QPERABILITY. . In such a case,quencer is solely _ linkedaCompletionTimeof[72
hours)|may be appropriate.)-

x, p p

'When a-~ sequencer is inoperable, the associated fESF bus]d.!is
' declared' inoperable, and LCO 3.8.7-is immediately entere
In LCO 3.8.7 it is determined whether the loss of functional
capability exists by verifying whether one or more support

]or supported features, or both, are inoperable.that are jassociated with the other ESF buses,
.N q

J.1 and J.'2 ( C ,% . f./~ ' .
p

{

~ j
1A- :

The plant must b6 placed 1n a MODE in which the LCO does-not !

apply. if the-inoperable AC electrical- power sources andO sequencers cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
;associated Completion Time. This'is done by placing the '

_ plant in at least MODE 3 within {VS-BW,CE,W: 6 hours),

:{VS-GE: 12 hours} and in {VS-BW,CE,W:-MODE 5}
(VS-GE: MODE 4 within 36 hours.' The allowed Completion-
Times are reason}able, based on operating experience related
to the amount of time required to' reach the required MODES-

from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging-
plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE The AC source are designed to permit inspection and
REQUIREMENTS' testing of all important areas and features, especially

those that have a standby function, in_accordance with
GDC 18 :(Ref. 6). Periodic' component ' tests are supplemented
by extensive functional tests during refueling outages-
(under simulated accident conditions). The SRs.for
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the DGs are in accordance
with:the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9, '

" Selection, Design, and Qualification of Diesel Generator
Units Used as Onsite Electric Power Systems:at Nuclear

(continued)

(continued)g
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.S.1

BASES (continued)

,

SURVEILLANCE Power Plants' (Ref. 2); Regulatory Guide 1.108,
| REQUIREMENTS " Periodic Testing of DG Units used as Onsite Electric Power

(continued) Systems at Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 7); and Regulatory
| Guide 1.137, " Fuel Oil Systems for Standby DGs" (Ref. 8), as

addressed in the FSAR.'

SR 3.8.1._1
li

This SR is. required only when in Condition A, "One offsite
cir.cuit inoperable." Upon the inoperability of an offsite
ejecuit, any remaining reauired offsite circuits that are
OPERABLE must be checked for OPERABILITY within I hour of
entering Condition A and once per 8 hours thereafter. If
additional offsite circuits are found inoperable, they must
be declared inoserable, and the corresponding Conditions of
LC0 3.8.l'must entered.

The requirement to perform SR 3.8.1.1 continues until
LCO 3.8.1 is met, or until the plant is put in a MODE of
operation outside of the Applicability of LCO 3.8.1.

v N /, A
This SR assures proper' circuit. continuity for the offsite
AC power supply to the ensite distribution network and
availability of offsite AC power. The breaker alignment

ensuredistributionbuses(andloadsareconnectedtotheir
verifies that each breaker is iniits correct position to

preferred power source. The check on devices that provide
the separation and independence assures that protective
relaying and interrupting devices are OPERABLE so that
circuit indepen4nce can be maintained.

This Surveillance Frequency is justified based on th2
necessity to maintain a reliable AC electrical power system.
The Frequency of I hour and once per 8 hours thereafter
takes into account the time required to perfcrm the
Surveillance and the difficulty in completion. This is
balanced against the desirability of having accurate and
reliable information about remaining sources of offsite
power upon the inoperability of one of the other offsite
sources. Also, these Frequencies take into account the
capacity, capability, redundancy, and diversity of the AC
sources; other indications available in the control room,
including alarms, to alert the operator to AC sources
malfunctions; and the low probability of a DBA occurring
during this period.

:

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
D 3.8.1

(,,,)
BASES (continued)v

SURVEILLANCE It is recognized that an operator could choose not to
REQUIREMENTS perform SR 3.8.1.1 withia 1 hour and once per 8 hours

(continued) thereafter. Instead the operator could simply declare the
second offsite circuit inoperable and accept a shortar ,

Completion Time. While such action would be within the
strict legal interpretation of the TS, it would not normally
be prudent. In general, the operator should welcomt the
latest information on the condition of the plant.
furthermore, by failing to perform the SR on the second

icircult, information on common cause failure may go
undiscovered.

D d 8.1. kSR
%.. / K'
This.SR is required only when in Condition C, one DG
inoperable. Upon the inoperability of a DG, any required
offsite circuits that are OPERABLE must be checked for
OPERABILITY within J hour of entering condition C and once
per 8 ho'urs thereafter. If offsite circuit (s) are focad
inoperable they must be declared inoperable, and the
corresponding Conditions of,tCO 3.8.1 must be ente ~ed.r

)Therequirementtoperfor/mSRd.8.1.2continuesuntil(3r | LCO 3.8.1 is mot,'or until the ' plant is put <n a MODE of
'd operation outside of the Applicab i of LCO 3.8.1.

This SR assures proper circuit continuity for the offsite
AC electrical power supply to ths onsite distribution
network and availability of offsite AC electrical power. The
breaker alignment verifies that each breaker is in its
correct position to ensure distribution buses ar,d loads are
connected to their preferred power source. The check on
devices that provide the separation and independence assures,

| that protective relaying and interrupting devices &re
| OPERAt3LE so that circuit independence can be maintained.
,

( This Surveillance Frequency is justified based on the
necessity to maintain a reliable AC electrical power system.i

'

The Frequency of I hour and once per 8 eight hours
thereafter takes into account the time required to perform

; the Surveillance and the difficulty in completion. This is
| balanced against the desirability of having accurate and
| reliable information about remaining sources of offsite

electrical puer upon the inoperability of one :sf the other
offsite sources. Also these Frequencies take into account

(continued)

') (ccatinued)
v
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AC Sources-OperatinD
8 3.8.1

BASES (continued)
_ _ _ _

SURVEILLANCE the capacity, capability, redundancy and diversity of the
REQUIREMENTS AC sources; other indications available in the control room,

(continued) -including alants, to niert the opercors to AC sourcos
malfunctions; and the slow probability of a DBA occurring
during this period.

It is recognized that an operatur could choose nat to
perform SR 3.8.1.2 within I hour and once per 8 hours
thereafter. Instead the operator could simply declare the

.

offsite cirepit inoparable and accept a shorter Completion
Time. While such action would be richin the strict leg:1
interpretation of the TS, it would not normally be prudent.
In general, the operator should welcome the latest
information on the condition of the plant. Furtharmore, by
failing to perform the SR on the offsite circuit (s),
information on comon cause failure may go undiscovered.

'

)
SR 3.8.1.3

{
,<v?

This SR is only required when in Condition C, one DG
inoperable. Each and every required DG inoperability must
be evaluated for common cause failure potential by
performance of SR 3.8.1.3, regardless of when the DG is
returned to OPERABLE status; If additional OGs are found
inoperable, they must be declared inoperable, and the
corresponding Conditions of LCO 3.8.1 must be entered.

-

f ,- x
The purpose of this SR is to determine absence of common
cause for the DG inoperability for any. remaining required
DGs that are OPERABLE. This can be done either by a ulysis
and reasoning (item A.1 of SR 3.8.1.3) or by starting the
DG(s) that are OPERABLE (item B.1 of SR 3.8.1.3).

This Surveillance Frequency is justified based on the
necessity to maintain a reliable AC electrical power system.
The Frequency of once within [8] hours of entering Condition
C takes into account the time required to perform the
Surveillance and the difficulty in completion. This is
balanced against the desirability of having accurate and
reliable information about remaining sources of onsite
electrical power upon the inoperability of one of the other
onsite sources. Also these Freteencies take into account
the capacity, capability, redunconey, and diversity of the
AC sources; other indications available in the contrcl rapai,

(continted)

| (continued)

| @
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. AC Sources-Operating |1 ,

'

8 3.8.1 i

!

BASES (continued)

|SURVL'ILLANCE to alert the operators to AC sources malfunctions; and
iREQUIREMENTS the 'ow probability of-a DBA occurring during thfe period.-

(continued)
1R_LLLA

This IR assures proper circuit continuity.for thp offsite
AC electrical o(er supply to the onsite distribution-
network and availability of. offsite AC-electrical power. Thu- iAreaker alignment verifies that )ach pret er is in its j

6

fcerrect position to ensure distribution tv0.N 3nd loMs are
I" connected to ,th ir preferred power source. The check on
!devices thatp, vide the separation:and:indepndence trures- 1

Nthat protective relaying:and interrupting devico ut -)tWERA6LE'so- t.htit circuit indep2ndence can be usintained.
The 7-day-Frequency is adequate tince breaker position is

s

nottlikely,to change without the operator being. aware of it- i
i

and'its status is displayed in the control room.
]j

. ~ ,,m
SR 3.8.1.5'and SR 3. 8.1.17- '

(_ y.
These SRs h61p to en3ure the avalid,flity of the standby -
elettrical power supply to mitigate design basis transients
and accidents and maintain the. plant in'a safe shutdownO ctrcdition. i/,y - %(pq y.
To nilwimize the wear en moving parts that do not- get
lubricated when the e60ihe is not4 running, these SRs have
been modified by a Noto to irdiente tha.t:all DG starts for
these Surveillances may ha preceded by an engine
prelubricating peried in accottlance with vendor

z

recommendatiens. Forithe p'urposes of this
shall be started framisttnaby conditicos. | testing, the DGs

,

Standoy conditions fer a {D Oisirs 3:or 2 DG means the
diesel engJne coalaht and ofI are being c]ntinuously-h
circulated and temperature maintained consistent with ,

'

sa'nufacturer reconmndatiers.
{VS-9WR/6: Stamiby contiitions for-[ Division 3) DG means the
lubrfcating ollls heated and continuously circulated

,'
:

through a-portion of the mystem as recomended by the-
verdor, llegine jacket water is heated by the lubricating -
911 ud circulates:throujh the system by-natural
circulation.)

(continued)--
_

s
.

(continued)
|

[
N.
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE All engine starts for SR 3.8.1.5 may be preceded by warmup
REQUIREMENTS procedures as recommended by the manufacturer so that the

(continued) mechanictel strsss and wear on the diesel engine are
minimized. This is the intent of Note 3 4? SR 3.8.1.5.

SR 3.8.1.5 has been modified by a fourth Note Note 4
requiring the perfornance of SR 3.8.1.6 imedlately af ter
SR 3.8.1.6. The exceptions a and b) are for cases in
which less than a full comple(me)nt of(AC sources, may be
avail 5ble. 'Therefore, the performance of SR 3.8.1.6 is not
r,equired bechuse it requires the paralleling of two of the
remaining AC sources, which ma) compromise the AC source
indep,ondence. .,

SR 3.8.1.17 requira hat- on a 184-day Frequency, the DG
start from standby conditions and achieve required voltage
and frequency within 10 seconds. The 10-second requiree nt
supports the assumptions .in the design basis LOCA analysis
(Ref. 9). The-10-second start requirement may not be
applicable to SRJ 8.1.5 (see Note 3 of SR 3.8.1.5), which
is usually performed bn a 31-day frequency. Since SR
3.8.1.17 does require a 10-second start, it is more
restrictive than SR 3.8.1.5, .and it may be performed in lieu
of SR 3.8.1.5. This is;the intent of Note 1 of SR 3.8.1.5.

The normal 31-day frequency for SR 3.8.1.5 (Regulatorysee DG test
schedule, Table 3.8.1-1) is consistent with
Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2). The 184-day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.17
is a reduction in cold testing consistent with Generic
Letter 84-15 (Ref. 10). These frequencies provide adequate
assurance of DG OPERABILITY, while minimizing degradation
resulting from testing.

SR 3.8.1.17 has been modified by a second Note. Note 2,
which requires, following the completion of SR 3.8.1.17, the
pstformance of SR 3.8.1.6. An exception is when SR 3.8.1.17
is required by SR 3.8.2.1. In this situation, less than a
full complement of AC sources may be available. Therefore,
the performance of SR 3.8.1.6 is not. required because it
requires the paralleling of W o of t).e remaining AC sources,
which may compromise the AC source independence.

SR 3.8.1.6 )

This Surveillance demonstrates that the DGs are capable of
synchronizing and accepting greater than or equal to the

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Dperating
B 3.8.1

O
t

BASES (continued)

| SURVEllLANCE equivalent of the maximum expected accident loads. A third
REQUIREMEN15 Note to this SR, Note 3, indicates that this Surveillance

(continued) should only be conducted on one DG at a time in ordre to
avild common c ose failures that might result from offsite
circuit or grid perturbations. A minimum run time of 60
minutes is required to stabilire engine ,em)eratures.
Actual run time should be la ace,ordance witi vendor
recommendations with regard ta good or' ating practice and
should be sufficient to ensure that cooling and lubrication
are adequate for extende6 periods of operation, while
minimizing the time that the DG is connected to the offsite
source.

i

in order to assure that the DG is tested under load Iconditions that are as close to design basis conditions as
possibic, testin shall be performed using a power factor in
the range: [0.8 s power factor s
range shall be c osen to be represen(0.9D. This power factortat ve of the actual
design basis inductive loading that the DG would experience.
Alternatively, it m.:.y be conservatively chosen as a range
that contains pcwer factors that are numerically smaller
than the power factors that are representative of the actual
design inductive loading. .

Note 1 modifies this Surveillance to indicate that diesel
engine runs for this Surveillance inay include gradual
'oading, as recommended by the manufacturer so that,

mechanical stress and wear on the diesel eng,ine are
minimized (Ref.10).

Note 2 modifies this Surveillance by stating that momentary
transients because of changing bus loads do not invalidate
this test. The load band is provided to avoid routine
overloading of the DG. Routine overloading may result in
more frecuent teardown inspections in accordance with vendor
recommencations in order to maintain DG OPERABILITY.

The normal 31-day Frequency for this Survel'1we (see DG
test schedule, Table 3.8.1-1) is consistent with Regulatory
Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2).

SR 3.8.1.7

This Surveillance verifies that, without the aid of the
refill ccmpressor, sufficient air-start capacity for each DG

(continued)
(A')
V (continued)
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.\C Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE is available. The system design requirements provide for a
REQUIREMENTS minimuni of five engine start cycles without recht.rging. A

(continued) start cycle is defined by the DG vendor, but usually is
measured in terms of time (seconds of cranking) or engine
cranking speed. The )ressure specified in this SR is
intended to reflect tie lowest value at which the five
starts can be accomplished. If the pressure is less than
the value'specified in this SR, the DG shall be declared

to provide ..The five-start-cycles requirement is intended
inoperable.

redundancy for the DG start ca) ability in the
e nt that the hot DG does not start on tie first attempt.

/
Th 41-daf Frecuency takes into account the capacity,
ca) ability, recundancy, and diversity of the AC sources and
otier '.91 cations available in the control room, including
alarms, to alert.the operatur to below normal air-start
pressure. ' /

k ,/SR 3.8.1.8
.( 7

This SR provides verification that each DG day (and engine-
mounted fuell tank contains enough fuel oil, measured from
the low-leve' alarm setpoint,.to operate the DG for at least
I hour at full load. If the day (and engine-mounted fuel)
tank level is less than the required limit, the DG is

*

inoperable.

The 31-day Frequency is adequate to ens'ure that a sufficient
supply of fuel oil is available, since low-level alarms are
provided and facility operators would be aware of any large
uses of fuel oil during this period.

SR 3.8.1.9

| This SR provides verification that there is an adequate
inventory of fuel oil in the storage tanks to support each
DG's operation for 7 days at full load. The 7-day period is

| sufficient time to place the facility in a safe shutdown
| condition and to bring in replenishment fuel from an offsite

location. If the storage tank level is less than the
requiredlimit,theDGlsinoperable.

The 31-day frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient
supply of fuel oil is available, since low-level alarms are

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating,

e B 3.8.;
i1

v BASES (continued);

|
!

i SURVEILLANCE provided and facility operators would be aware of any large-
REQUIREMENTS uses of fuel oil dur",.g this period.

(continued)
SR 3.8.1.10

'
. ..- - . - 1

i
This Surveillance ensures thatLsufficient lubricating oil j

,

inventory is available to support at least 7 days of full- I: load operation for each DG. The 500 al requirement.is
Msed on the DG manufacturer's con (sump]t on values for the-

'
t run tips of the diesel. ;1mplicit in this SR-is the

.

1

1frequirement to~ verify the capability-to transfer the I
1

i 4.- lubricating-sil from:its. storace location to the DG. -If it
t een'be demonstrated:that the DC lubricating-oil sump can

!- hold adequate inventory for 7 days of full-load operation:.

with ut the level. ranching a dangerous point, then the
:quan ity or lev'el of lubr'c6 ting til-in the sump can be used,

'in this SRh If the lubricating oil inventory la less than--.

'

the list ;' the DG is inoperable.. ,

? AA 31-day Frequency' 7ifadequate=toensurethat-asufficient
:

lubricating-oil: supply:is onsite, since DG starts and run
time are closely monitored by.the plant staff.O SR 3.8.1.11 h *

The tests 11sted below are a means of determining whether'

new fuel oil is of the appropriate grade and has not been-
contaminated with substances that would have an immediate

. - detrimental impact on diesel. engine combustion / operation.,-
! If results from these testsfare within acceptable limits,

the fuel oil may be added to the storage tanks without'
-

'

concern for contaminating the entire volume of fuel oil in
the. storage tanks. The tests. limits,'and a p11 cable i'

American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM standards are '

as follows:
,

,

a.. Sample the new fuel oil in-accordance:with ASTM
04054-[ ];-

,

'

b. Verify in accordance with the tests specified in ASTM'
0975-[ ]thattt.asample-has_anabsolutespecific
gravity _at 60/60'F of 1 0.83'_ but s-0.89' or an API
gravity at 60'F of_g 27' but s 39',-a kinematic-
viscosity at 40'C of 1:1.9 centistokes but
s 4.1 contistokes, and a flash point 1 ItS'F; and-

.

hontinued); s
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE c. Verify that the new fuel oil has a clear and bright
REQUIREMENTS appearance with proper color when tested in accordance

(continued) with ASTM D4176-[ ).
These tests are to be conducted prior to adding the new fuel
to the storage tank (s), but in no case shall tlie time
between receipt of new fuel and conducting the tests exceed

s.A
31 day /ty.Failure o meet any of the above limits is cause for
rejecting th new fuel oil, but does not constitute a DG
OPERABILITY.)concernsincethefueloilisnotaddedtothe
storgge tanks. /

j\
-

w

SB 3.8.1.12 : ,
#<, ,

Within 31 days following the initial new fuel-oil sample,
this Surveillance is performed to establish that the other
properties specified in Table 1 of ASTM D975-[ ] are met
for new fuel oil when tested in accordance with AS7M D975- *

[ ), except that the analysis for sulfur may be performed
in accordance with ASTM 01522-

~

or ASTM D2622
'

).The 31-day period is acceptable [ bec]ause the fuel-et'l
|

properties of interest, even if they were not within stated
limits, would not have an ~1 mediate effect on DG operation.

,

For the same reason, should one or more of these properties'

not be within limits, there is no need to declare the DG
inoperable. It is acceptable to continue operation for up

,

t

to [31) days while measures are taken to ensure that the
properties of the mixed fuel oil are within limits or that
the fuel-oil properties are being restored to within limits.
If after continued operation for [31) days the properties of
the mixed fuel oil are still not within limits, the DG shall

be declared inoperable.

SR 3.8.1.13

This Surveillance is an integral part of a comprehensive
program to ensure the availability of high-quality fuel oil
for the DGs at all times. By testing for particulate on a
31-day basis, information regarding the condition of stored
fuel oil can be obtained and trended.

(continued)
1

(continued)

O
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AC Sources-0perating
| B 3.8.1
.

BASES (continued)

t SURVEILLANCE Fuel-oil degradation during long-tern storage shows up as
'

REQUIREMENTS . an increase in particulate, due mostly to oxidation. The '

! (continued) aresence of particulate does not mean the fuel oil will not !
wrn properly in a diesel engine. The particulate can cause |,

fouling of filters and fuel-oil injection equipment, i,

however, which can cause engine failure. If particulate is '

removed from-stored fuel of by circulating the oil through
filters (other than diesel engine filters), the fuel oil can

: restored to acceptable condition and its storage life
extend 9d indefinitely. By obtaining and trending

'

-

. - particulate data, it is possible to determine when stored-
fuel-ell cleanup will be necessary. This is done before the

\,maximumal,lowableparticulateconcentrationisreached.j g..e..

P6rticslate concentrations should be determined in
), Method A. This method

accordance with ASTM D2276-[ ination of total particulateinvolves a' gravimetric determ
concentration in te fuel oil and has a limit of 10 mg/1.'

It is acceptable to obtain a field sample for. subsequent lab
testing in Jieu of field testing. In the case (s) where the,

total stored-fuel-oil vduce is contained in two or more
3

interconnected tanks, each tank must be considered and
tested separately

The frequency of this Surveillance takes into consideration
iuel-oil degradation trends that indicate that' particulate
concentration is unlikely to change between Frequency
intervals. -/, y

/
| There is no quantitative data regarding the capability of

diesel engines to operate for prolonged periods of time with
fuel-oil particulate concentrations in excess of 10 mg/1.
Therefore .if this limit is reached, _the associated DG-shall
be declared inoperable. In practice, however, this should !

not present-a problem since the concept behind this SR is to |
'establish fuel-oil degradation trends, which will provide an,

) alert to the need for corrective action prior to impacting
on DG OPERABILITY.

SR 3.8.1.14 and SR;
-

3.8.1-15.

i Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel-cil-
i - degradation. There are numerous bacteria that can grow in

fuel oil'and cause fouling, but all must have a water -
_

: environment in order to survive. Removal of water from the -
'

(continued)

(continued)-
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AC S:urces-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE fuel-oil day [and engine-mounted] tanks and from storage
REQUIREMENTS tanks once every 31 days will e1< minate the necessary

(continued) environment for survival. This is the most effe;;tive means
of controlling microbiological fouling. In addition, it
will eliminate the potential for water entrainment in the
fuel oil during DG operation. Water may come from any of
several sources, including condensation, ground water, rein
water, contaminated fuel oil, and from breakdown of the fuel
oil by bacteria. Frequent checking for and removal of
accumulated water will minimize fouling as well as provide
data regarding the watertight integrity of the fuel-oil
(ys' tem. The Surveillance frequencies are established by
Regu(atory Guide'I.137 (Ref. 8).

jum.

SR 3.8.1.16 - s.

This Surveillan% 'ce demor$strates that each required fuel-oil
(

.

transfer pump operates and transfers fuel oil from its
associated sto' rage tank to its associated day tank. This is
required to support the 7-day continuous operation of
standby power sourcest This Surveillance provides assurance
that the fuel-oil transfer pump is OPERABLE, the fuel-oil
piping system is intact, the fuel-delivery piping is not
obstructed, and the controls'and control systems for
automatic fuel transfer systems are OPERABLE. The Frequency
for this SR is variable, depending on individual system
design, with up to a 92-day interval. .The 92-day Frequency
corresponds to the testing requirements for' pumps as
contained in the ASME Section XI code; however, the design
of fuel-transfer systems is such that pumps will operate
automatically or must be started manually in order to
maintain an adequate volume of fuel oil in the day (and
engine-raounted) tanks during or following DG testing, in
such a case a 31-day Frequency is appropriate. Since proper
operation of fuel-transfer systems is an inherent part of DG
OPERABILITY, the Frequency of this SR should be modified to
reflect individual designs. Upon failure of this SR, the DG
shall be declared inoperable immediately.

SR 3.8.1.11

See SR 3.8.1.5.

(continued)
_

(continued)

9
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AC Sobrees-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.18 -

REQUIREMENTS
(continued) Transfer of each (4.16 kV ESF bus) power supply from the

normal offsite circuit to the alternate offsite circuit
demonstrates the OFERABILITY of the alternate circuit
distribution network to power the shutdown loads. The
(18-month) Frecuency of the Surveillance is based on
engineering jucgment taking into consideration the plant
' conditions required to perform the Surveillance, and is
intended to be consistent with expected fuel-cycle lengths.

< Operating experience has shown that these components usually. pass the SR when performed on the (ded to be) Freque.cy.18-month
Therefore,'the Frequency was conclu acceptable fromg a reliability standpoint.

,e
, V

This'SR has been modified by a Note,-Note 1, which states
that the SR must not be performed in MODE 1 or 2. The
reason for this is.that during operation with the reactor
critical, performance of this SR could'potentially cause
perturbations to the electrical distribution systems that
could result in a challenge to continued steady-state
operation and, as a result, to plant safety systems.

Note 2 has been include in t s SR to acknowledge that
credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this
SR. yp.'

,

hSR 3.8.1.19

Each DG is >rovided with an 'e'ngine overspeed trip to prevent
damage to tie engine. Recovery froni the transient caused by
the-loss of a large load could cause diesel engine
overspeed, which, if' excessive, might result in a trip of
the engine. This Surveillance demonstrates the DG load
response characteristics and capability to reject the.

largest single load without exceeding predetermined voltage
and frequency and while maintaining a specified margin to
the overspeed trip. rFor this facility, the largest single
loadforeachDGanditshorsepowerratingisasfollows:) 1

As required by IEEE-308, the load rejection test is |

acceptable if the increase in diesel speed does not exceed
75% of the difference between synchronous speed and the
overspeed trip setpoint, or 15% above synchronous speed,
whichever is lower. [For this facility, the SR 3.8.1.19

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operatin
B 3.8.

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE frequency ([63) Hz) for each DG and one of the two above
REQUIREMENTS criteria used to arrive at this number are as follows:](continued)

The time, voltage, and frequency tolerances specified in
this SR are derived from Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2)
recommendat',ons for response during loM seqcance intervals.
The [3] interval. pecified is equal to 60% of a typical 5-seconds s
second The voltage and frequency specified are
consistent with the design range of the equipment powered by
the AG. SR').8.1.19a corresponds to the maximum frequency
excursion, while SR 3.8.1.19b and SR 3.8.1.19c are steady-
state voltage and frequency values that the system must
recover to following load rejection. The[18-month]
Frequency is consistent with the recommendation of
Regulatory, Guide 1.108 (Ref. 7).

( ya
in order to assa that the DG is tested under load
conditions that are as close to design basis conditions as
possible, testin shall be performed using a power factor in
the range: [0.8 f power factor I
range shall be c osen to be represen[0.9D.This power factor

tat've of the actual
design basis inductive loading that the DG would experience.
Alternatively, it may be conservatively chosen as a range
that contains power factors that are' numerically smaller
than the power factors that are representative of the actual
design basis inductive loading. If the facility uses the
actual single largest load to perform this test, then the
power factor will be set by that lo .i V

-

x
This SR has been modified by a Not , Note 1, which states
that the SR must not be performed in MODE 1 or 2. The

,

reason for this is that during operation with the reactor
critical, performance of this SR could potentially cause
perturbations to the electrical distribution systems that
could result in a challenge to continued steady-state ,

i

operation and, as a result, to plant safety systems.

Note 2 has been added to this SR to acknnwiedge that credit
may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.20

This Surveillance demonstrates the DG capability to reject a
full load without overspeed tripping or exceeding the
predetermined voltage limits. The DG full-load rejection

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operatin
B 3.8.

(DQ BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE may occur because of a system fault or inadvertent breaker
REQUIREMENTS tripping. This Surveillance verifies proper

(continued) engine-generator load response under the simulated test
conditions. This test will simulate the loss of the total
connected load that the DG will experience following a full-
load rejection and verify that the DG will not trip upon
loss of the load. These acceptance criteria provide for DG
dardge protection. While the DG is not expected to
akperience this transient during an event and continue to be
available, this response will assure that the DG is not
degraded for future application, including reconnection to

. the bus if the trip initiator con be corrected or isolated.
y'Inorder'toassurethattheDGistestedunderload-/_ f

conditions that are as close to design basis conditions as
possible, testin shall be performed using a power factor in
the range:J [0.8 5 power factor s [0.9?. This power factor
range shall be c osen to be representat've of the actual
design basis inductive loading that the DG would experience.
Alternatively, it may be conservatively chosen as a range
that contains power factors that are numerically smaller
than the power factors that are representative of the actual

O) designbasisinductiveloading'y,i( 3 ,.-
'' This SR has been modified by a Note, Note 1, which states

that the SR must not be performed in MODE 1 or 2. The
reason for this is that during operation with the reactor
critical, performance of this SR could potentially cause
perturbation to the electrical distribution systems that
could result in a challenge te continued steady-state
operaticn.

The [18-month] Frequency is consistent with the
recommendation of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 7) and is

,

intended to be consistent with expected fuel-cycle lengths.,

Note 2 has been added to this SR to acknowledge that credit
may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.21

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 7), paragraph
2.a.(1), this Surveillance demonstrates the as-designed
operation of the standby power sources during loss of thet

! offsite source. This test verifies all actions encountered
(
| (continued)
p) (continued)g

LJ
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AC Sources-Dperating
B 3.8.1

|

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE from the loss of offsite power, inc1 Ming shedding of the
REQUIREMENTS non-essential loads and energization of the emergency buses

(continued) and respective loads from the DG, it further dtNnstrates
the capability of the DG to automt',1cally achieve the
required voltage and frequency within the specified time.

The DG automatic start time of [ly)is to respond to a design
10 seconds is derived from

requirements of the accident ana s
basis.large-break LOCA. The minimum steady-state output

voltage of [3744)lue allows for voltage drop (4160 V) outputV is L90%) of the nominal
voltage. This va to the
terminals of 4000 V motors whose minimum operating voltage
is specified as-90% of 3600 V. It also allows for voltage
drops to motors and other equipment down through the 120 V
level where minimum operating voltage is also usually
specified as 90% of nameplate rating.

The specified maximum steady-state output voltage of 4576 V
is equal to the maximum operating voltage specified for
4000 V motors. It ensures that for a lightly loaded
distribution system, the voltage at the terminals of 4000 V
motors will be no more than the maximum rated operating
voltages. / '

The specified minimum and maximum steady-state output
frequency of the DG is [58.8 Hz and [61;2
This is equal to i 2% of the)60 Hz nominal) frequency and isHz respectively.
derived form the recommendations given in Regulatory Guide
1.9 (Ref. 2) that the frequency should be restored to within
2% of nominal following a load sequence step. The
Surveillance should be continued for a minimum of
[5] minutes in order to demonstrate that all starting

| transients have decayed and stability has been achieved.

Thefrequencyof(18 months)isconsistentwiththe
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 7),;

| paragraph 2.a.(1), tates into consideration plant conditions
required to perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be
consistent with expected fuel-cycle lengths.

This SR has been modified by a Note, Nots 1, stating that
all DG starts may be preceded by prelubricating procedures
as recommended by the manufacturer. The reason for this is
to minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For

j the purpose of this testing, the DGs shall be started from
!

(continued)

(continued),
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AC Sources-0peratin
B 3.8.

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE standby conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil
REQUIREMENTS being continuously circulated and temperature maintained

(continued) consistent with manufacturer recomendations for [ Division 1
and 2) DGs. (VS-BWR/6: For the [ Division 3) DG, standby
conditions means the lubricating oil is heated and
continuously circulated through a portion of the system as
recomended by the vendor. Engine jacket water is heated by
the lubricating oil and circulates through the system by<

.natur circul tion),

l his SR has been modified by a second Note Note 2, which
states that the SR must not be performed in (VS-BW CE,W:
MODE 1, 2( 3, or 4) (VS-GE: MODE 1, 2, or 3). The reason
for this is that performing the SR would remove a required
offsite circuit from service, perturb the electrical
distr,1bution system, and challenge safety systems.

Lte 3 has been added to this SR to acknowledge that credit
may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.2 ,..e
/

This Surveillance demonstrates,that the DG automatically
'j starts and achieves the required. voltage and frequency,

within the specified time ([10) seconds) from the design
basis actuation signal (LOCA signal) and operates for ;t [5]
minutes. The [5?-minute period prevides sufficient time to
demonstrate stab'lity. SR 3.8.1.22d and SR 3.8.1.22e ensure
that permanently connected loads and emergency loads are
energized from the offsite electrical power system on a ESF
signal without loss of offsite power. The bases for the
time, voltage, and frequency tolerances specified in this
Surveillance are discussed ender SR 3.8.1.21, above.

This SR has been modified by a Note, Note 1, which states
that all DG starts may be preceded by prelubricating
procedures as recomended by the manufacturer. The reason
for this is to minimize wear and tear on the DGs during
testing. For the )urpose of this testing, the DGs shall be
st:rted from stand)y conditions, that is, with the engine
coolant and oil being continuously circulated and
temperature maintained consistent with manufacturer

recomendatieres for [ Division 1 and 2) DGs.the [Div bion 3) DG, standby conditions means(VS-BWR-6:For
the

lubricai,ing oil is heated and continuously circulated

(continued)
'

(continued)
v
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE through a portion of the system as recommended by the
REQUIREMENTS vendor. Engine jacket water is heated by the lubricating

(continued) oil and circulates through the system by means of natural
circulation).
This SR has been modified by a second Note, Note 2, which
states that the SR must not be performed in MODE 1 or 2.
The reason for this is that during operation with the
reactor critical, performance of this SR could potentially
cause' perturbations to the electrical distribution systems
that could result in a challenge to continued steady-state
operation and, as a result, to plant safety systems.

Note 3hasbeen/
y .d

added to this SR to acknowledge that credit
may be taken' fo.r unp1,anned events that satisfy this SR.

( V
The Frequelicy of [18 months] takes into consideration plant
conditions required to perform the Surveillance and is
intended to be consistent with the expected fuel-cycle
lengths. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the SR when performed on the
(18-month] Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was,

concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.8.1.23 -

This Surveillance demonstrates that DG non-critical
protective functions (e.g., high jacket water, temperature)
are bypassed on a loss-of-voltage signal concurrent with an
ESF actuation test signal and critical protective functions
(engine overspeed, generator differential current, and low
lubricating oil pressure) trip the DG to avert substantial
damage to the DG unit. The non-critical trips are bypassed
during DBAs and provide an alarm on an abnormal engine
condition. This provides the operator with sufficient time
to react appropriately. The DG availability to mitigate the
DBA is more critical than protecting the engine against
minor problems that are not immediately detrimental to
emergency operation of the DG.

The (18-month] Frequency is based on engineering judgment,
taking into consideration plant conditions required to
perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent
with expected fuel-cycle lengths. Operating experience has
shown that these components usually pass the SR when

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Dperating i

B 3.8.1 :

g
Q BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
performed on the (luded to be acceptable froe a reliability

18-month) Frequency; therefore, the
REQUIREMENTS Frequency was conc

(continued) standpoint.

The SR has been modified by a Note, Note 1, which states
that the SR must not be performed in (VS-BW CE,W: MODE 1,
2,3,or4) (VS-GE: MODE 1, 2, or 3 The reason for this
is-that performing the SR would remove).a required DG from
service.

s
Note 2'has been added to this SR to acknowledge that credit
may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

y'SR 3.8.I;.24
<

4
'- .

Regulatory Guide 1.108
demonstration once per ((Ref. 7), paragraph 2.a.(3), requires18 months) that the DGs can start
and run continuously at full-load capability for an interval
of not less than 24 hours, 22 hours of which is at a load
equivalent to the continuous rating of the DG and 2 hours of
which is at a load equivalent to the 2-hour rating of the
DG, The DG starts for this Surveillance can be performed

G either from standby or hot conditions. The provisions for
/) prelubricating and warmup, discussed in SR 3.8.1.5, and for1,

' gradual loading, discussed in SR ~3.8.1.6, are applicable to
this SR. N

,

In order to assure that the DG ets tested under load
conditions that are as close to design - * tions as
possible, testing shall be performed u 4.- power factor in
the range: (0.8) s power factor s
range shall be chosen to be represen(0..

his power factor
tate . of the actual

design basis inductive loading that the DG would experience.
Alternatively, it may be conservatively chosen as a range
that contains power factors that are numerically smaller
than the power factors that are representative of the actual
design basis inductive loading.

The (18-month) Frequency is consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref 7),
paragraph 2.a.(3), takes into consideration plant conditions
required to perform the Surveillance and is intended to be
consistent with expected fuel-cycle lengths.

(continued)

(continued)
O
V
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE This Surveillance has been modified by a Note. Note 1, which
REQUIREMENTS states that momentary transients due to changing bus loads

(continued) do not invalidate this test. The load band is provided to
avoid routine overloading of the DG, Routine overloading
may result in more frequent teardown inspections in
accordance with vendor recommendations in order to maintain
DG OPERABILITY. 1

# ;

This SR'has been modified by a second Note Note 2, which I

states that the SR must not be performed in MODE 1 or 2.
The reason for this is that during operation with the i

reactor critical, performance of this SR could potentially !
caust perturbations to the electrical distribution systems
that could result in.a challenge to continued steady-state
operation and, as a result, to plant safety systems.

g s .-

Note 3 has leen a'dded to this SR to acknowledge that credit
may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

N' ( ASR 3.8.1.25

This Surveillance demonstrates that the diesel engine can
restart from a hot condition and achieve the required
voltage and frequency within [10] seconds. The 10)-secondtime is derived from the regulrements of the acc[ dent1

analysis to respond to a design basis large-break LOCA. The
requirement that the diesel have operated for.at least
2 hours at full-load conditions prior to performance of this
Surveillance is based on manufacturer's recommendations for
achieving hot conditions. The bases for the voltage and
frequency tolerances are discussed in the Bases for
SR 3.8.1.21.

The Surveillance demonstrates the DG capability to respond
to accident signal while hot, such as subsequent to shutdown
from normal Surveillances. The (18-month) Frequency is
consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide
1.108 (Ref. 7), paragraph 2.a.(5).

In order to assure that the DG is tested under load
conditions that are as close to design basis conditions as
possible, testing shall be performed using a power factor in
the range: [0.8) s power factor s
range shall be chosen to be represen(0.9J.

This power factor
| tat < ve of the actual
j design basis inductive loading that the DG would experience.

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

O
! BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Alternatively, it may be conservatively chosen as a range
REQUIREMENTS that contains power factors that are numerically smaller

(continued) than the power factors that are representative of the actual
design basis inductive loading.

This SR has been modified by a Note Note 1, which states
that the SR shall be serformed within 5 minutes of shutting
dowri'the DG after it its operated more than 2 hours at

between (5450 and 5740)iesel sufficiently hot.
kW. This is to ensure that the test

is performed with the d
,~. c:

This aR has been modified by a second Note Note 2, which,

stat'es that all DG starts may be preceded by prelubricating
' procedures as recommended by the manufacturers. The rea:on

for this.is to minimize wear and tear on the diesel during
testing. >

s

This Surveillance has been modified by a third Note, Note 3,
which states that momentary transients due to changing bus
loads do no invalidate this test. The load band is provided
to avoid routine overloading of the DG. Routine overloads
may result in more frequent teardown inspections in

Q accordance with vendor recommendations in order to maintain
tg DG OPERABILITY. N[, V,

''SR 3.6.1.26 h
'p

As required by Regulatory GuideI.108'(Ref.7),
paragraph 2.a.(6), this Surveillance assures that the manual
synchronization and automatic load transfer from the DG to
the offsite source can be made and the DG can be returned to
ready-to-load status when offsite power is restored. It
also ensures that the auto-start logic is reset to allow the
DG to reload if a subsegrant loss of offsite power occurs.
The DG is considered to ve in ready-to-load status when the
DG is at rated speed and voltage, the output breaker is open
and can receive and auto-close signal on bus undervoltage,
and the load sequence timers are reset.

The Frequency of (18 months) is consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 7),
paragraph 2.1.(6), and takes into consideration
conditions required to perform the Surveillance. plant

(continued)
.

(continued)

f |V j
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE This SR has been modified by a Note, Note 1, which states
REQUIREMENTS that the SR must not performed in (VS-BW,CE,W: MODE 1, 2

(continued) 3, OR 4) (VS-GE: MODE 1, 2, or 3). The reason for this is
that performing the SR would remove a required offsite
circuit from service, perturb the electrical distribution
system, and challenge safety systems.

Note 2 hai been added to this SR to acknowledge t;,at credit
may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

SR . Ei . l . 2
x e

Demonstration of.rthe test mode override ensures that the DG
availability under' accident conditions will not be
compromised 'as the result of testing. Interlocks to the
LOCA sensing circuits cause the DG to automatically reset to
ready-to-load operation if a LOCA actuation signal is
received during operation in the test mode. Ready-to-load
operation is defined as~the DG running at rated speed and
voltage with the OG output breaker open. These provisions
for automatic switchover are required by IEEE-308 (Ref. 11),
paragraph 6.2.6(2). g.

s

The (18-month) Frequency i.s consistent with the
recomendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 7),
paragraph 2.a.(8), takes into consideration plant conditions
required to perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be
consistent with expected fuel-cycle Jengths N

i /
This SR has been modified by a Note, Note 1, which states
that the SR must not be performed in (VS-BW,CE,W: MODE 1,
2, 3, or 4) {VS-GE: MODE 1, 2 or 3). The reason for this
is that performing the SR would remove a required offsite
circuit from service, perturb the electrical distribution
system, and challenge safety systems.

Note 2 has been added to this SR to acknowledge that credit
may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy i;his SR.

SR 3.8.1.28

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 7), paragraph
2.a.(2), each DG is required to demonstrate proper operation
for the DBA loading sequence to ensure that voltage and
frequency are maintained within the required limits. Under

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating,

8 3.8.1

BASES (continued)
|

SURVEILLANCE accident conditions, prior to connecting the diesel
REQUIREMENTS generators to their appropriate bus, all loads are shed

(continued) except load center feeders and those motor control centers
that power Class IE loads (referred to as 'pemanently
connected" loads). Upon reaching rated voltage and
frequency, the DGs are then connected to their respective,

bus.- Loads are then sequentially connected to the bus by
the'[ automatic load sequencer). The sequencing logic
controls the permissive and starting signals to motor,

/ breakers to prevent. overloading of the DGs due to high:
'

motor-starting currents. The [10%; load-sequence time-

interval tolerance ensures that sufficient time exists for
(theDGtorestorefrequencyandvoltagepriortoapplying

the next load and that safety analysis assumptions regarding
ESF equipment time delays are not violated. Reference 3
provides a summary of the automatic loading of ESF buses.

)-
.

The Frequency of (18 months) is consistent with the
reconnendations of Repulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 7),
paragraph 2.a.(2), ta(es into consideration plant conditions
required to perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be
consistent with expected fuel-cycle lengths.

O j p y
This SR has been ' modified by a Dote, Note 1. which states

j
that the SR must not be performed.in (VS-BW.CE,W: MODE 1, 2,

i 3, or 4) (VS-GE: MODE 1, 2,'or 3 .' The reason for this is
that performing the SR would remo)ve)a required offsite
circuit from service, perturb the electrical distribution
system, and challenge safety ystems.,

Note 2 has been added to this SR to acknowled e'that credit
may_be taken for unplanned events that satts this-SR.
SR 3.8.1.29-

This Surveillance demonstrates that the DG automatically
starts and achieves the required voltage and frequency ~
within the specified time (:10] seconds) from the design
basis actuation signal (LOCR s'gnal SR 3.8.1.29b andSR-3.8.1.29c ensure that permanently).connected loads remain
energized from the offsite electrical power system, and that-
emergency l uds are energized (or auto-connected through the
load sequencer
Before the las) to the offsite electrical power system.t [ sequencer) load step, a loss of offsite
power is simulated. It must-then be:shown that the AC

(continued)

(continued)-
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AC Sources-Dperating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE sources and sequencer reset themselves so that the powering
REQUIREMENTS of the loads can begin all over again, this time with the DG

(continued) as the power source.

This SR has been modified by a Note Note 1, which states
that all DG starts may be preceded by prelubricating
procedures as recommended by the manufacturer. The reason
for this:is to minimize wear and tear on the DGs during
testing'. For the surpose of this testing, the DGs shall be
started from stand)y conditions, that is, with the engine
coolant and hil being conti'mously circulated and
t'emperature ' maintained consistent with manufacturer
recommendations for [ Division 1 and 2) DGs. {VS-BWR/6: For
the(Division 3)DG,standbyconditionsmeansthe
lubricating oil is heated and continuously circulated
through a portion of the system as recommended by the
vendor. Engine jacket water is heated by the lubricating

circulation.){
".-

ThisSRhasbeehmodifiedbyasecondNote, Note 2,which
states that the SR must not be performed in {VS-BW,CE W:
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4) {VS-GE: MODE 1,2,or3). The reason
for this is that performing the SR would remove a required
offsite circuit from service, perturb.the electrical
distribution system, and challeng( safet{ systems.
Note 3 has been added to this SR to acknowledge that credit
may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

| Thefrequencyof[36 months)alterIntedwithSR3.8.1.30
means that once within [18 months) either SR 3.8.1.29 or
SR 3.8.1.30 is completed for each DG. Then once within the
following(18monthsgtheotherSR,SR3.8.1.30or
SR 3.8.1.29, is comp eted for each DG. This Frequency takes
into consideration plant conditions required to perform the
Surveillance and is intended to be consistent with an

18 months). (Forthisexpected fuel-cycle length of (has demonstrated that thefacility, operating experience
frequency for this SR is adequate for the following
reasons:]

(continued)

(continued)

1

O-
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I i
; AC Sources-0perating ;
; 8 3.8.;
i

,

-BASES (continued)
~

| |
F t

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.t.1.30- 1

REQUIREMENTS
*

' (continued) In the event of DBA coincident with a loss of offsite power.4

The DGs are required to su ,

systems so that the fuel,. pply the necessary power to ESF --
;

RCS,|and containm9nt design'11mitso

[ are not exceeded. '

,

!

Thi( Surveillance' demonstrates-the DG operation, as
i fiscussedunderSR3.8.1.22above,duringalossofoffsite:

i power actuation test-signal:in conjunction with an ESF- '

; o actuation signal. ;% . js
The Frequenc,) of L36 months) alternated wit'h SR 3.8.1.tga

i means-that once wuthin-[18 months)-either SR 3.8.1.2g cr-
! SR 3.8;1.30 is con neted for each DG. Then once within-the '

! following' l8 montisl the other SR SR 3.8.1.30 or.
SR 3.9.1.2{9, is ' comp 1sted for each,DG. This Frequency takes
into consideration ~ plant conditions required to perform the
Surveillance and is intended to be consistent with an:

|
.

expected fuel-cycle length of (has. demon)trated that thefacility
- 18 months .- For:this 1i

Frequency, operating experiencefor.this SR is adequate for the following-
s

!
| -reasons:) / ' .~o '

{r / .A . Et

| %
This SR has been modified by a N te, Note 1,'which states ~i

i
i that all DG starts may be preceded by prelubricating~
! procedures as recommended by the manufacturer. : The reason- '

L for this is to minimize wear and tear'on the DGs during
! testing. For the purpose of this testing, the DGs sha 1 be

-

[ started from standby conditions, that is, with the engine
coolant and oil being continuously circulated ~and:

: temperature maintained consistent with manufacturer
!

. recommendations for (Division-l'and.2) DGs.- (VS-BWR/6:< For-the [ Division 3 DG, standby conditions means the
lubricating oil-)is heated and continuously circulated

,.

L
L through-a portion of the system as recossended by the' .

'

j- vendor. Engine jacket water is heated-by the. lubricating
j oil and circulates through the system by means of natural
: circulation).
L This SR has been modifled by a second-Note,. Nots 2, which-

states that'.the SE must not be wrformed in.(VS-BW,CE,W:-< '

j- MODE 1,- t, 3, or. 4)- {VS-GE: : M0)E 1, 2, or 3 . The reason
for this-is that performing the SR would remo)ve a required:

;.
1

(continued)
!-

| (continued)
"4 4
~
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AC Seurces-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)
_

SVRVEILLANCE offsite circuit from service, perturb the electrical
REQUIREMENTS distribution system, and challenge safety systems.

(continued) Note 3 has been added to this SR to acknowledge that credit
may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.31
p..

Draining of the fuel oil stored in the supply tanks, removal
of ac' cumulated sediment, and tank cleaning are required at
10-year intervals by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 8),
paragraph 2.f. This Sr also requires the performance of the
Section XI examinations of the tanks. To preclude the
introduction of surfactants in the fuel system, the cleaning
should be accomplished using sodium hypochlorite solutions,
or their equivalent, rather than soap or detergerts.

)

SR 3.8.1.32 y'
This Surveillance demonstrates that the DG starting
independence has not been compromised. Also, this
Surveillance demonstrates that each engine can achieve
proper speed within the spec.ified time when the DGs are
started simultaneously.N

The10-yearFrequencyisconsisteniwith5therecommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 7), paragraph 2.b and
Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 8), par.agraph C 2.f.

f.
This SF has been modified by a Note that all DG starts may
be preceded by prelubricating procedures as recomended by
the manufacturer. The reason for this is to minimize wear
on the DG during testing. For the purpose of this testing,
the DGs shall be started from standby conditions, that is,
with the engine coolant and oil being continuously
circulated and temperature maintained consistent with
manufacturer recommendations. {VS-BWR/6: Standby

! conditions for (Division 3] DG means the lubricating oil is
heated and continuously circulated through a portion of the'

system as recommended by the vendor. Engine jacket water is
,

heated by the lubricating oil and circulates through the'

system by means of natural circulation.}

| (continued)
l

-

(continued)

O
|
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AC Sources-Operating -

B 3.8.1 j

BASES .(continued)
:

SURVEILLANCE- DG Test Schedule
REQUIREMENTS'

; ' (continued) The DG test schedule. (Table 3.8.1-1) implements the -
'

recommendations of, Revision 3 to Regulatory Guide 1.9 :

L (Ref. 2). The purpose of this test schedule is=to provf 4 ;

sufficiently timely.that is test data to establish a ;"

confidence level associated with the goal to maintain-DG
.

liability above 0.95 per demand
i em.

.Per Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3, each DG unit should be 1;

/" tested at least once every 31 days. Whenever a DG has
;

:

W experienced four or more valid failures in the last 25- ;

Ndemands, the maximum time between tests is reduced to |
7 days.4 Four failurescin 25 demands 1s a failure rate of |

0.16, or the threshold of acceptable DG' performance, and
. hence may be an early indication of the degradation of DG

4
. reliability'. When considered in-the light of a long history *

' of. tests, however-~four failures ~in the last 25 demands may '
only be~ a statistically probable distribution of random -
events. Increasing the test Frequency will allow for a more !

- timely. accumulation,of additional test data.upon which to-
base judgment of the reliability of the-DG. 'The. increased s

O-
test Frequency must'be maintained until seven consecutive. -

failure-free tests hwe been perfonned.
'e V g.

.. /%% .

REFERENCES '1. Title 10, Code of Federal: Regulations,: Part- 50,-

General . Design Criterion-17. " Electric Power Systems.'''
'

g.e
2. RegulatoryGuide1.9,Rev.[-),' Selection,-Design,- -

4

and Qualification of Diesel Generator Units Used as
Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power: :

'

Plants,*:[date).

3. - (Plant Name)= FSAR,- Tables (8.3-1 to- 8.3-3), '(Title).' ;.

14.. Regulatory Guide l.93, .Reve : ' , ' Availability of*

Electric Power Sources,' [da".eh.
3

5.
Conditions B and DJ(required features) referred to in
: List-ofequipment '

(continued) j

(continued)| -.!
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AC Sources-Operating |
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)
_

REFERENCES 6. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations Part 50, |
(continued) General Design Criterion 18, ' inspection and Testing

of Electric Power Systems."

7. Regulatory Guide 1.108, Rev. [ ), " Periodic Testing of
Diesel Generator Units Used as Onsite Electric Power
Systems at Nuclear Power P1hnts," [ ).

f.
8. Regulatory Guide 1.137, RW. [ ] " Fuel 011 Systems for

15tandby Diesel Generators," [date).
I

N,):s[PlantName)FSAR,Section[ ]], [This reference
1 to proyide the assumptions of the design basis
LOCA)./ \

10. GenerIcletter8-15,"ProposedStaffActionsto
Improve and Maintain Diesel Generator Reliability,"
July 2, 1984. -

% . /y
11. IEEE Standard 308-[ / ), "IEEE Standard Criteria for

Class IE Power Systems for Nuclear Power Generating
Stations."

.
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AC Sources-Shutdown
B 3.8.2

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWEh SY3TEMS
'

B 3.8.2 AC Sources-Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the AC sources is provided in the Bases for
Specification 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating.'

APPLICABLE The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC and DC power sources and
SAFETY ANALYSES associated distribution systems during shutdown and

refueling, as specified in the LCO, ensures that (Ref.1):

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or !

refueling condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit
status; and

c. Adequate AC electrical power is provided to mitigate

Os
events postulated during shutdown, such as an

'

inadvertent draindown of the vessel or a fuel-handling
accident.

Although in many cases the FSAR may only address bounding
analyses that are typically for power operation, for other

modes of operation, the GDC (Ref. 2)be met., among other,

requirements, are still required to As these GDC'

are not MODE specific, and as it is.a function of the
Technical Specifications (TS) to ensure that the plant is
o)erated within its design basis, with regard to AC sources,
tse requirements established in the TS must be consistent
with the GDC related to electrical systems, as well as with
other GDC related to safety-related systems, since the AC
sources comprise a typical support system,

in general, when the plant is shut down the TS requirements
ensure that the plant has the capability to mitigate the
consequences-of postulated accidents assuming a single
failure, because either:

a. Redundant and independent systems are required to be
OPERABLE; or

(continued)

(continued)
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AC Sources-Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES (continued)
_

APPLICABLE b. Appropriate administrative measures are
SAFETY ANALYSES established and/or alternate backup systems that

(continued) can provide functional redundant capability are
required to be OPERABLE or put into operation in
a period of time consensurate with the accident
and the initial conditions considered.

This statement, in general, is reflected in the system LCOs
for shutdown H0 DES of operation.

In addition to the postulated shutdown events directly
addressed in the plant FSAR, it is necessary to consider
evaluations of plant data that show thet a large number of
events can take place during shutdown. If not mitigated,
some of these events can lead to core damage. Typically,
the loss of decay-heat removal while there is substantial
core decay heat poses a significant likelihood of a release
due to a severe core damage accident.

To avoid the consequences of possible accidents during
shutdown, different requirements are establit M J according
to the design of each plant. So, as far as residual heat
removal (RHR) is concerned {VS-BW,CE,W: the OPERABILITY of -

the two RHR loops is required in HDDES 5 and 6 when the
reactor coolant loops are not filled (H0DE 5) and when the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) water level above the top of
the reactor vessel flange is less than 23 feet (HODE 6).
See Specifications 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - H0DE 5, Loops Not
filled,' and {VS-W: 3.9.7, * Residual Heat Removal and
Coolant Circulation-Low Water level.") {VS-CE: 3.9.5,
" Shutdown Cooling and Coolant Circulation-Low Wator
level.'){VS-BW: 3.9.5, " Decay Haat Removal and Coolant
Circulation - Low Water Level.")) {VS-GE: The OPERABILITY of
the two Residual Heat Removal shutdown cooling subsystems is
always required in H0DE 4, and in H0DE 5 when RCS water
level above the top of the reactor vessel flange is less
than 23 feet. See Specifications (VS-BWR/4: 3.4.8

3.4.9,) " Residual Heat Removal--Shutdown)," and{VS-BWR/6:,

3.9.8, " Residual Heat Removal-Low Water Level.")
Therefore, in these conditions. [ Division 1 and 2) AC
sources are required to be OPERABLE as support systems.

Furthermore, by application of GDC 34, ' Residual Heat
Removal," and the design basis definition of operability
(See AC Sources and Component OPERABILITY, Bases for

(continued)

(continued)
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At Sources-Shutdown
ti 3.8..?

O
! ) BASES (continued)

1._

APPLICABLE Spec;fication 3.8.1), it is clear that each RHR pump must be
SAFETY ANALYSES backed up by separate and independent onsite and offsite

(continued) sources.

Thus, to meet the design basis definition of garability and
GDC 34, four AC sources are required when two RHR pumps,are
required OPERABLE. As discussed above, however, each )lant
may ha,e put in additional measures to help mitigate tie
potential consequences of an accident in these operating
MODES. For those plants, Specification 3.8.2 is written
such that three out of four AC sources will suffice.

| The AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy'

Statement.
;

LCD LCO 3.8.2.a a.1d LCO 3.8.2.b require that one offsite circuit
and one diesel generator be OPERABLE
ca)able of su) plying th? onsite Class (see Bases 3.8.1) andIE power distribution I
su) system of .00 3.8.8.a. The intent is that all required
non-redundant loads, as well as one required load from each/7 required redundant pair of loads, be powered from the same

(d; safety
as well[ division; and that all required AC and DC sources,'

as the d'stribution subsystem itself, will be
OPERABLE so that the AC and DC sourcos and the distribution |subsystem will be capable of fully supportin0 the non- |redundant loads.

When redundant counterpart loads (e,g., the second members
of the pair) are required to be OPERABLE, LCO 3.8.2.c

|recuires that they be powered by a third separate and
iincependent, readily available AC source. Readily available

means that the source can be me.ie OPERABLE and put into
operation, if necessary, within a time commensurate with the
safety importance of the redundant loads.

!{VS-BWR/6: LCO 3.8.2.d requires an offsite circuit to power
the high pressure core spray (HPCS) system when it. is

|required to be OPERABLE, or when other louds assigned to the
|HPCS system [ division] are required to be 0FERABLE, or both.
|The requirements set forth in this LCO may need to be
!restructured depending on the functions required to be
|

accomplished during these modes of operation by the required
{loadsassignedto(Division 3). [For this facility, the 1

i
(continued)

gi
i

'd (continued)
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Ar Sources-Shutdswn
B 3.8.2

BASES (continued)

LCO functions associated with the required loads assigned to
(continued) (Division 3) during these modes of operation are as

follows:)

See the Bases of Snecification 3.8.1 for additional
information on AC source OPERABILITY and AC source support
and supported systems.

LCO 3.8.2 sp<cifies the minimum AC sources required to be
OPERABLE in MODES {VS-BW,CE.W: 5 and 6) {VS-GE: 4 and 5)
and any time when handling irradiated fuel {VS-GE:( or
moving loads over irradiated fuel in the primary or
secondary containment)). It ensures the availability of
sufficient AC sources to operate the plant in a safe manner
and to mitigate the consequences of postulated events during

,

shutdown (e.g., fuel-handling accicients, reactor vessel
draindown).

As described in the previous section, " Applicable Safety
Analyses," in the event of an accident during shutdown, the
TS are designed to maintain the plant in a condition such
that, even with a single failure, the plant will not be in
immediate difficulty. In some cases, this is accomplished
by requiring completely redundant and independent systems to
be OPERABLE. In other cases, if justified based.on a single
plant design, administrative measures may be sufficient to
relax the single-failure criterion. Also, an alternative
backup system that provides the same functional capability
may be substituted provided the backup system is OPERABLE or
can be made OPERABLE in sufficient time to mitigate the
consequences of an accident during shutdown. When required
to be OPERABLE, systems are reliable only if their support,

requirements are also met. The AC sources comprise a
typical support system. ,

._

APPLICABILITY The AC sources required to be OPERABLE in MODES {VS-BW,CE,W:

5 and 6) d fuel {VS-GE:4 and 5) and also any time when handling(VS-GE:
irradiate Lor moving loads over irradiated
fuel in the primary or secondary containment)) provide
assurance that:

(continued)
,

(continued)

1
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AC *ources-Shutdown i

() 3.8.2

BASES (continued)
_ o,

!

APPLICABill1Y a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup {(continued) are available for the irradiated fuel in the core in -

case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor
vessel;

J

b. Systems nr9ded to mitigate a fuel-handling accident
'are available;
)

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events !
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are
OPERABLE; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold
shutdown condition and refueling condition. j

'

| AC power requirements for (VS-BW,CE,W: MODES 1,2,3,and4)
! fyS-GE: MODES 1, 2, and 3) are covered in Specification
i 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating."

ACTIONS A.1. A.2. A.3. A.4. A.S. and A.6 l
*

With one or more of the required AC electrical power sources
inoperable, some e
support it needs, quipment is not receiving 'the minimum

,

itis,therefore,requiredtosuspend '

CORE AL1 ERA 110NS, handling of i.'radlates fuel, (VS-GE:
moving of loads over irradiated fuel,} any activitics that
could potentially result in inadvertent drai.ning of the1

reactor vessel, and operations involving positivo reactivity
additions.

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.
These actions will preclude the occurrence of actions that
could potentially- Initiate the postulated events. It is.
further required to immediately initiate action to restore
the required AC sources and to continue this action until
restoration is accomplished in order to provide the
necessary AC power to the unit's safety systems.

The Completion Time of "immediately" is consistent with the
required times for. actions requiring prompt attention. The
restoration ' f the . required AC electrical powe= sourceso

(continued)

OV (continued)
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AC Sourtes-Shutdown
B 3.0.2

,

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS should be completed as quickly as possible in order to
(continued) minimize the time the unit's safety systems may be without

power.
i

Required Action A.6 verifies that the Required Actions have
been initiated for those supported systems declared
inoperable as a result of the total loss of power to a powar
distribution subsystem within the s>se Completion Time as,

3 that spec!fied for Reqvired Action A.5. 1
s

This Required Action has been modified by a Note to clarify
that Required Action A.6 needs to be executed only when
there are no AC power sources to one or more [divishms) of
the onsite Class lE Power Distribution System.

Required Action A.6 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems affected by the

c total loss of power to a (division) of AC and DC power
distributior, subsystem have been initiated by entering the
supported systems' LCOs. (Alternatively, the appropriate
Required Actions for the supported systems may be listed in
the Required Actions for Condition A of this LCO.]

[For this facility, the hentified support systems' Required'

Acth.ns are as follus:]

SURVEILLANCE 1R 5.8.2 1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.2.1 lists 16 SRs from LCO 3.8.1 that are required to
be met. Therefore, see the corresponding Bases for
Specification 3 B.1 for a discussion of each SR.

_ . .

REFERLr.I,ES 1. (Unit name) FSAR, Section ( ),"[ Title)."

( 2. Title 10, Cede of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants."

O
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DC Sources-Dperating :t

-

'

B 3.8.33 :1

1

L B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS.

B 3.8.3 DC Sources-Oneratino 1

BASES-

)
BACKGROUND The~ station DC electrical power system provides the AC demergency power system with control power. It also provides

both motive-and control: power to selected safety-related
-

o
equipownt, - As required by 10 CFR 50 - "

(Ref.:1),:the DC electrical--power sys,. Appendix A,-GDC 17tem:is designed to:have
sufficient independence, redundancy,-- and testability- to --

perfom-its safety functions, assuming' a ' single: failure.
1The DC electrical power systm also-conforms- to- the-

requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.6 L(Ref. 2) and IEEE-308 ~ q
'

-(Ref.'3),

(VS-BW,CE,W.BWR/4: -The [250/125]- Vdc electrical _ power !

-system consists of-two: independent and redundant. safety .
related Class lE DC electrical power subsystems ([ Division |1- .j
and 2]).)' {VS-BWR/6: The'[250/125] Vde electrical" power-

system consists of-three independent Class IE DC electrical

-power. subsystems ([ Divisions'1,2,iand:3])k}(50%)-consists of;[two]iated-battery charger (s),T([one) per bank),
Each subsystem

O
.

- battery banks' [(each ban
capacity)l, assoc

_

-and all'the associated control equipment and_ interconnecting
cabling;- [ Additionally there is ,[one] spare battery charger.
per subsystem, which provides-backup: service in:the: event ~

- that the preferred battery charger 13 out of. service. If
the-spare battery charger;is substituted-for?one of the-
preferred battery chargers.: then the- requirements of-
independence and redundancy between sbbsystems are
maintained.]_

.

During normal operation, the'[250/125] Vdc load is powered
from the battery chargers _with-the batteries floating on the

, system.- In case of loss of normal power to the battery
3charger, the DC load is automatically powered from the

station battories.

Each of the (Division 1< and'2] electrical; power subsystems
provides the controitpower for11ts associated Class-IE AC -

-power-load group,-[4;16] kV switchgear, and |480E V load
centers. - Also,-these DC subsystems provide DC electrical
power 5 the-inverters, which in turn-power the AC vital
buses. {VS-BWR/6: The [ Division 3]- DC electrical power

(continued)
b
U (continued)-
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DC Sources-Operating |
B 3.8.3 '

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND subsystem provides DC motive and control power as required
(continued) for the High Pressure Core Spray System diesel generator

(DG) set contyol and protection, and all (Division 3]-
related control.))

The DC-power distribution system is described in more detail
in Bases for Specifications 3.8.7, " Distribution Systen-
Operating," and 3.8.8, " Distribution System-Shutdown."

In the event of loss of all unit AC )ower, which is beyond
the design bases, the DC system is t1e only electrical. power
source available to monitor critical plant parameters and
operate selected equipment.

Each battery bank of the (Division 1 and 2
power subsystem consists of [120) lead-(ca'1 DC electricalcium] cells with
e continuous discharge rating of [1650] Ah fcr L8) hours to
(210) Vs at (77)*F. Plant battery operating voltage is
(253/125] Vt; and each battery has adequate-storage capacity
to carry the required load continuously for at least (2)
hours and to perform (three) complete cycles of intermittent
loads (Ref. 4). Capacity is adequate for loss-of-coolant
accident (LOCA) conditions or any other emergency shutdown.

(VS-BWR/6: The (Division 3) DC electrical power subsystem
consists of a [125] V, (60)-cell lead-calcium battery with
a continuous dlscharge of [1000) Ah for (8) hours to
(105] V at (77)*F; the battery has adequate storage to carry
the required load continuously for at least (2) hours and to
perform (three) complete cycles of intermittent loads
(Ref. 4). Capacity is adequate for LOCA conditions or any
other emergency shutdown.}

The battery chargers of (Division 1 and 2) DC electrical
power subsystems are rated at (300) amps with 0.5% voltage
regulation with an AC-supplied variation of [480 V 15%)
in voltage and (60 Hz 5%) in frequency (Ref. 4).

{VS-BWR/6: The battery charger for (Division 3] DC
electrical power subsystem is rated at (150) amps with 0.5%
voltage regulation with an AC-supplied variation of
[480 V 15%) in voltage and [60 Hz 5%) in frequency
(Ref. 4).)

(continued)

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Each (250/125] Vdc battery subsystem is separately
-(continued) housed in a ventilated room apart from its charger and

distribution centers. Each subsystem is located in an area
sesarated physically and electrically.from the other
su) systems to ensure that a single failure in one subsystem
does not cause a failure in a redundant subsystem. There
is no sharing between redundant Class _lE subsystems such
as. batteries, battery chargers,: or distribution panels.

Battery rooms are continuously ventilated in order to
prevent accumulation of hydrogen and to maintain design
temperature. The ventilation system limits the hydrogen
accumulation to less than (1]% of the total of battery room
volume (Ref. 4). The threshold of ignition is 4% and
maximum hydrogen generation occurs during overcharging.

The batteries for (Division 1 and 2D DC electrical power
subsystem are sized to produce requ red capacity at (80]%
of nameplate rating, corresponding to warranted capacity at
end-of-life cycles and the 100% design demand. Battery size
is based on [125]% of required capacity and, after selection
of an available commercial battery, results in a battery

N capacity in excess of [150]% of required capacity. The
y voltage limit is [2.13) V per cell, which corresponds to a

total minimum voltage output of (128) V per battery bank:
(Ref. 4). The criteria for sizing large lead storage
batteries are defined in IEEE-485 -(Ref. 5).

(VS-BWR/6- The battery for (Division 3]~ DC electrical power
subsystem are sized to produce required capacity at (80]% of
nameplate rating, corres)onding to warranted capacity at

| end-of-life cycles and tle-100% design demand.. Battery size
: is based on [125]% of required capacity and, after selection

of an available commercial battery, results in a battery
capacity in excess of (150]% of required capacity. The,

voltage limit is (2.13) V per cell, which' corresponds to'

a total minimum voltage output of (128) V per battery bank
(Ref. 4).}

Each battery charger of (Division 1 and 2) DC electrical
power subsystem has ample power-output capacity for the
steady-state operation of connected loads required during
normal operation, while at the_same time maintaining its
battery bank fully-charged. Each battery charger has
sufficient capacity to restore the battery bank from the

-(continued)

(continued)-
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DC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.3

BASES (continued)
_

BACKGROUND design minimum charge to its fully charged state within 24
(continued) hours while supplying normal steady-state loads (Ref. 4).

{VS-BWR/6: The battery charger of (Divisio.n 3) DC
electrhal power subsystem has sufficient capacity to
restore the battery bank from the design minimum charge to
its fully charged state in (8) hours while supplying normal
steady-state loads (Ref. 4)).}

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of design basis transient and
SAFETY ANALYSES accident analyses in the FSAR, (Chapter 6, " Engineered

Safety Features"), and (Chapter 15, " Accident Analyses"),
assume that ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE (ESF) systems are
OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system provides normal
and emergency DC electrical power for the DGs, emergency
auxiliaries, and control and switching during all MODES
of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC sources is consistent with the
initial assumptions.of the accident analyses and is based
upon meeting the design basis of the plant. This ir.cludes
maintaining at least one [ division] of the onsite power or
offsite AC sources, DC sources, and associated distribution
systems OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss c ' all offsite AC power or all onsite
AC power; and

b. A worst-case single failure.

DC Sources-Operating satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 As described in the Background section, each (divisional)
DC electrical power subsystem consists of (two] battery
bank (s), associated battery charger (s) and the corresponding
control equipment and interconnecting i abling within the
[ division).

(continued)

(continued)
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DC Sources---Operating !
B 3.8.3 |

BASES (continued)-

LCO All DC electrical power subsystems are required to be
(continued) OPERABLE to ensure the availability of the required power

to shut down the reactor and maintain it-in a safe condition
after an anticipat W operational occurrence (A00) or a
postulated Design BaTis Accident (DBA). Loss of any
[ divisional] DC electrical power subsystem does not prevent
the minimum safety function from being performed (Ref. 4).

A DC electrical power subsystem is OPERABLE provided:

a. All of its required battery bank (s) and battery
charger (s) are connected to their associated DC
bus (es)-and are operating; and

b. All of-its required battery bank (s) and battery
charger (s) are OPERABLE.

Furthermore, for DC subsystems to be 0PERABLE, they must be
capable of performing their intended functions, have all
support systems OPERABLE, and have successfully completed
all SRs.

tO [For this facility, an OPERABLE [ divisional
power _ subsystem consists of the following:]] DC electrical.

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required OPERABLE to ensure [ divisional] DC electrical power
subsystem OPER/f]ILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,-
upon their. f ailure, do not declare DC electrical power-
subsystems inoperable _and their justification are as
follows:)

[For this facility, the supported systems affected by the
inoperability of a DC electrical: power subsystem and.the
justification for whether or not each supported: system is
decitred inoperable are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources are required to be OPERABLE-
in MODES {VS-BW,CE,W: 1,.2, 3, and 4){VS-GE: 1, 2, and 3),

'

to ensure safe plant operation and to ensure that:

(continued)

,q (continued)-
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DC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant
(continued) pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result

of A00s or akiormal transients; and

b. Adequate core tooling is provided, and containment
integrity and other vital functions are maintained in
the event of a postulated DBA.

DC electrical power requirements for MODES {VS-BW,CE,W:
5 and 6) {VS-GE: 4 and 5} are addressed in the Bases for
Specification 3.8.4, "DC Sources-Shutdown."

ACTIONS a d_and A 2

If one of the required DC electrical power subsystems is
inoperable (e.g., inoperable battery, inoperable battery
charger (s), or inoperable battery charger and associated
inoperable battery), the remaining DC electrical power
{VS-BW,CE,W,BWR/4: subsystem has) {VS-BWR/6: subsystems
have) the capacity to support a safe shutdown and to
mitigt.te an accident condition. Since a subsequent worst-
case single failure would, however, result in
{VS-BW,CE,W,BWR/4: the complete loss of the [250/125] Vdc
electrical power system'} {VS-BWR/6: only one DC electrical
power subsystem being OPERABLE} with attendant loss of ESF
functions, continued power operation should not exceed
2 hours. The 2-hour Completion Time is based on Regulatory
Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6) and reflects a reasonable time to assess
plant status as a function of the inoperable DC electrical
power subsystem and, if the DC electrical power subsystem is
not restored to OPERABLE status, prepare to effect an
orderly and safe plant shutdown. {VS-BWR/6: However, if
the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem is associated
with (Division 3], then continued operation for up to a
[2-hour] Completion Time is plant specific and is meant to
be the most limiting Completion Time for all systems that
a [ Division 3] DC electrical power subsystem supports;
furthermore, the number chosen for the [2-hour] Completion
Time is not to exceed 8 hours if more than two systems are
made inoperable because of the (Division 3] DC electrical
power subsystem inoperability.

(continued)
1

(continued)

O1
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DC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.3 '

C
i BASES (continued)

ACTl6MS For example, if the-[ Division 3] batteries support only the
(continued) (Division 3] DG, then a Completion Time of (72 hours] would

be appropriate, consistent with the Completion Time for an
inoperable [ Division 3] DG.

If the (Division 3] batteries support both the (Division 3]
DG and the-(Division 3] offsite circuit, then the Completion
Time will be governed by Condition E of Specification 3.8.1.

If the [ Division 3] batteries support even more items, such
as a (Division 3] sequencer or other [ Division 1 and 2] ESF
functions, then a [1-hour] Completion Time is appropriate.)

Required Action A.2 verifies that the Required Actions for
those supported systems declared inoperable because of the
inoperability of one [ division] DC electrical power
sJbsystem have been initiated and Within the same Completion
Time as that of Required Action A.I.

Required Action A.2 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems affected by the
inoperability of the [ division] DC electrical power

/ subsystem have been initiated. This can be accomplished by\ entering the supported systems' LCOs. [ Alternatively,the
appropriate Required Actions for the supported systems may
be listed in the Required Actions for Condition A of this
LCO.]

[For this facility, the identified supported system Required
Actions are as follows:]

Ikl

With two {VS-BWR/6: or more} required [ divisions of] DC
electrical power subsystems inoperable, the plant is in a
condition outside the accident analysis as discussed in A.1,
above. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.

fu.1

With one
8@ one or[ division) DC electrical power subsystem inoperablemore required support or supported features, or
both, inoperable associated with the OPERABLE (division] of
DC electrical power subsystems,.or with opposite OPERABLE AC ,

|and DC electrical power distribution subsystems, or both,
|

(continued) |
t r

( {
(continued) j
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DC Sources-Operating
8 3.8.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS there is a loss of functional capability and LC0 3.0.3 must
(continued) be immediately entered. However, if the LCOs for the

support or supported feature, or for both, take into
consideration the loss of function situation, then LC0 3.0.3
may not need to be entered.

D.1 and D.2

If the DC electrical power subsystem cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status in the associated Completion Time, the plant
must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.
This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within
{VS-BW,CE,W: 6) {VS-GE: 12) hours and in MODE
{VS-BW,CE,W: 5) (VS-GE: 4) within 36 hours. The Completion
Times are reasonable,, based on cperating experience related
to the amount of time required to reach the required MODES
from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems. The Completion Time to bring the unit to
MODE {VS-BW,CE,W: 5) {VS-GE: 4) is consistent with the time
required in Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6).

SURVEILLANCE SR 3. 8M
REQUIREMENTS

This SR is based on the battery cell parameter values
defined in Table 3.8.3-1. This Table delineates thu limits
on electrolyte level, float voltage, and specific gravity
for three different categories. The meaning of each
category is discussed below.

Cateoory A

Category A defines the normal parameter limit for each
designated pilot cell in each battery. The chosen pilot
cells are the weakest cells in the battery based on previous
test results. These cells are monitored closely as an
indication of battery performance.

The Category A limits specified for electrolyte level are
based on manufacturer's recommendations and are consistent
with the guidance in IEEE-450 (Ref. 7), with the extra 1/4"
allowance above the high-water-level indication for

e

(continued)

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating -
B 3.8.3

Og- BASES (continued)

|
SVRVEILLANCE operating margin to account for temperatures and charge i
REQUIREMENTS effects. In addition to this allowance, a footnote to '

(continued) Table 3.8.3-1 permits the electrolyte level to be-above the |

specified maximum level'during equalizing charge, 3rovided I

it is not overflowing. These limits ensure that t1e plates i

suffer no physical damage, and~ that adequate electron- |

transfer capability is maintained in the event of transient
conditions. IEEE-450 (Ref. 7) recommends that electrolyte
' level readings should-be made_only after the battery has-
been at float charge for at least 72 hours.

The Category A limit specified for float voltage is
12.13 V per cell. This value is based on the
recommendations of IEEE-450 (Ref. 7), which state that
prolonged operation of cells below 2.13 V can reduce the-
life expectancy of cells. Because resistivity decreases
and the charging current increases as the temperature of
electrolyte increases, in order to maintain a constant cell
voltage, IEEE-450 states that if a warmer cell is below
2.13 Y its voltage can be corrected by adding 0.003 V for
each degree Fahrenheit (0.005 V/'C) that the cell
temperature exceeds the average temperature of other cells.
Nevertheless. considering that having dissimilar cellO temperatures is an undesirable situation, it is not expected
that-this correction.will have to be mada. Instead,
appropriate plant preventive actions.should be established
in order to eliminate the possible causes of the temperature
differential .

The Category A limit specified for specific gravity for each
pilot cell is 2 [1.200] (0.015 below the manufacturer's
fully charged nominal specific gravity or a battery charging
current that had stabilized at a low value). This value is ;

characteristic of a charged cell with-adequate capacity. |According to IEEE-450 (Ref. 7).-the specific gravity '

| readings are based on a temperature of 77*F (25'C). |
|

The specific gravity readings shall be corrected for actual
electrolyte temperature and level. For each 3*F (1.67'C)

; above 77*F (25'C), add 1 point (0.001) to the reading;
subtract 1 point for each 3*F below 77'F. The specific

i gravity of the electrolyte in a cell will increase with a
' loss of water due to electrolysis or evaporation.. A Note-

in Table 3.8.3-1 requires the above-mentioned correction

(continued)

p (continued)

;
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DC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE for electrolyte level and temperature, with the exce) tion
REQUIREMENTS that level correction is not required when battery c1arging

(continued) current is < (2) amps on float charge. This current
provides, in general, an indication of overall battery
condition.

Because of specific-gravity gradients that are produced
during the recharging process, delays of several days
(3 to 7] may occur while waiting for the specific gravity to
stabilize. A stabilized charger current is an acceptable
alternative to specific-gravity measurement for determining
the state of charge of the designated pilot cell. This
phenomenon is discussed in IEEE-450 (Ref. 7 . A footnote to
Table 3.8.3-1 allows the float charge curren)t to be used as
an alternate to specific gravity following a battery
recharge.

Cateaorv B

Category B defines the normal parameter limits for each
connected cell. The term " connected cell" excludes any
battery cell that may be jumpered out because of a degraded
condition or for any other reason.

The Category B limits specified for electrolyte level and
float voltage are the same as those specified for Category A
and have been discussed above.

The Category B limit specified for specific gravity for each
connected cell is 2 (1.195] (0.020 below the manufacturer's
fully charged, nominal specific gravity) with the average
of all connected cells 1 (1.205] (0.010 below the
manufacturer's fully charged, nominal specific gravity).
These values are based on manufacturer's recommendations.
The minimum specific-gravity value required for each cell
ensures that the effects of a highly charged or newly
installed cell will not mask overall degradation of the
battery. A Note to Table 3.8.3-1 requires correction of
specific gravity for electrolyte temperature and level.
This level correction is not required when battery charging
current is < (2) amps on float charge.

(continued)

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.3

/ \

Q BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Cateaory C

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Category C defines the allowable values for each connected
cell. These values, although reduced, provide assurance
that sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended
function and maintain a margin of safety. When any battery
parameter is outside the Category C allowable value, the
cssurance of sufficient capacity described above no longer
exists and the battery must be declared inoperable.

The Category C allowable values specified for electrolyte
level (a3ove the top of the plates and not overflowing)
ensure that the plates suffer no physical damage and
maintain adequate electron transfer capability. The
Category C allowable value for float voltage is based on
IEEE-450 (Ref. 7), which states that a cell voltage of
2.07 V or below, under float conditions and not caused by
elevated temperature of-the cell, indicates internal cell
problems and may require cell replacement.

The category C allowable value of average specific gravity
is based on manufacturer's recommendations (1 [1.195], 0.020

,/ 3 below the manufacturer's recommended fully charged, nominal
(j specific gravity). In addition to that limit, it is
' required that the specific gravity for each connected cell

must be no less than 0.020 below the average of all
connected cells. This limit ensures that the effect of a
highly charged or new cell will not mask overall degradation
of the battery. The Notes to Table 3.8.3-1 that apply to
Category A specific gravity are also applicable to
Category C specific gravity.

The SR to verify Category A cell parameters is consistent
with IEEE-450 (Ref. 7), which recommends regular battery )inspections (at least one per month) including voltage, I

specific gravity, and electrolyte temperature of pilot
cells. If pilot cells have one or-more battery cell
parameters not within Category A limits, the electrolyte
level and float voltage of the pilot cells should be

i

verified to meet Category C allowable values within I hour. |
This check will provide a quick indication of the status of 1
the remainder of the battery cells. One hour provides I
sufficient time to inspect the electrolyte level and to

(continued)

(continued),

l p
Uj
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DC Seurces-Operating
B 3.8.3

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE confirm the float voltage of the pilot cell. One hour
REQUIREMENTS is considered a reasonable amount of time to perform the

(continued) required verification.

Verification that the Category C allowable values are met
provides assurance that, during the time needed to restore
the parameters to the Category A and B limits, the battery
will still be capable of performing its intended function.
A period of 24 hours is allowed to complete the required
verification because specific-gravity measurements must be
obtained for each connected cell. Taking-into consideration
the time required to perform the required verification and
the assurance that the battery cell parameters are not
severely degraded, this time is considered reasonable.

Continued operation is only permitted for 31 days before
battery cell parameters must be restored to within Category
A and B limits. Taking into consideration that while
battery capacity is degraded, sufficient capacity exists to
perform the intended function and allow time to fully
restore the battery cell pirweters to normal limits, ti.1-
time is acceptable. When any battery parameter is outside
the Category C allowable valuo for any connected ceil,
sufficient capacity to supply the oaximum expected load
requirement is not assured and the corresponding DC
electrical power subsystem must be declared inoperable.

SR 3.8.3J

Verifying battery terminal voltage while on float charge for
the(258/129] V batteries helps to ensure the effectiveness
of'the charging system and tne ebility of the batteries to
perform their intended function. Float charge is the
condition in which the charger is supplying the continuous
charge required to overcome the internal losses of a battery
(or battery cell) and maintain the battery (or a battery
cell) in a fully charged state. The voltage requirements
are based on the nominal design voltage of the battery and
are consistent with the initial voltages asst.ned in the
battery sizing calculations. The 7-day Frequency is
consistent with manufacturer's recommendations and IEEE-450
(Ref. 7).

(continued)

(continued)
i
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DC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.3

BASES (continued).
.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR.is based on the battery cell parameters defined in'
Table 3.8.3-1. The meaning of these different parameters is
explained.in SR 3.8.3.1 above. The quarterly inspection of-
specific gravity and voltage-is consistent with lEEE-450
(Ref. 7). In addition, within 24 hours of a battery
discharge < [110) V or a battery overcharge > [150) V, the
battery must be demonstrated to meet Category B limits.

:This inspection is also consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 7),
'.

which recommends special inspections following a severe'

discharge or overcharge,-to ensure that no significant
degradation of the battery occurred-as a consequence of-such
discharge or overcharge. The steps to follow in case one or
more battery cell parameters are not within limits are
described above in SR 3.8.3.1.-

SR 3.8.3.4

This Surveillance, verification that- the_ average temperature
of representative cells-is 2 [60*F), is consistent with a
recommendation of IEEE-450 (Ref.'7), which states that.the

O temperature of electrolytes in representative cells should
Q be determined on a c.uarterly basis. IEEE-450 suggests

taking the temperature of every sixth cell..

While higher-than-normal operating temperatures increase
battery capacity, increase-internal discharge, lower cell
voltages for a given charge current,'and-raise charging
current for a given charge voltage, they_ decrease battery
life.

Lower-than-normal temperatures have the opposite effect,
acting to inhibit or reduce battery capacity. Normal'
battery operating temperatures are [60*]F to-[90'F), with-
a recommended operating temperature of [77]'F. This SR
ensures that the operating temperatures-remain within an
-acceptable operating range.- These_ limits are-based on-
manufacturer's recommendations.;

SR 3.8.3.5

Visual inspection to detect corrosion of the battery cells
and connections, or measurement of the resistance of each

(continued)

i p (continued)
Q,
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DC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE inter-cell, inter-rack, inter-tier, and terminal connection,
REQUIREMENTS provides an indication of physical damage or abnormal

(continued) deterioration that could potentially degrade battery
performance.

The limits established for this SR shall be no more than 20%
above the resistance as measured during installation or not
above the ceiling value established by the manufacturer.

The Surveillance Frequency for these inspections, which
can detect conditions that can cause power losses due to
resistance heating, is 92 days. This Frequency is
considered acceptable based on operating experience related
to detecting corrosion trends. In addition, consistent with
IEEE-450 (Ref 7), SR 3.8.3.7 and SR 3.8.3.8 require yearly
visual inspection, to detect corrosion, and yearly
resistance measurements of connections.

SR 3.8.3.6

Visual inspection of the battery cells, cell plates, and
battery racks provides an indication of physical damage or
abnormal deterioration that could potentially degrade

i battery performance.
i

This SR is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 7), which
recommends detailed visual inspection of cell condition
and rack integrity on a yearly basis.

SR 3.8.3.7 and SR 3.8.3.8

Visual inspection and resistance measurements of inter-cell,
inter-rack, inter-tier, and terminal connections provides an
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration that
could indicate degraded battery condition. The anti-
corrosion material is used to help ensure good electrical
connections and to reduce terminal deterioration. The
visual inspection for corrosion is not intended to require
removal of and inspection under each terminal connection.

The connection resistance limits are the same as those
stated in SR 3.8.3.5 above.

(continued)

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The-Surveillance Frequencies of 12 months are consistent
REQUIREMENTS with IEEE-450 (Ref. 7), which recommends detailed visual

(continued) inspection of cell condition and-inspection of cell-to-cell-
and terminal connection resistance on a yearly basis.

SR' 3.8.3.9

This SR- requires that each battery charger be capable of
. supplying (400) amps and (250/125] V for F [8] hours. 'These

/ requirements are based on the design capacity of the-
chargers (Ref. 4) . According to Regulatory Guide 1.32

\ -(Ref. 8), the battery charger supply is required to be based'
on the 1argest combined demands of the various steady-state
loads and the charging capacity to restore:the battery from
the design minimum charge state to the fully charged state,:
irrespective of the status of the unit during these demand

'

occurrences. The minimum required amperes and duration
ensures that these requirements can be satisfied.- This
Surveillance is required to be performed during-
(VS-BW,CE,W: MODES 5 and 6) {VS-GE: MODES 4 and 5) since

-it would recuire the DC electrical power subsystem to be
inoperable curing performance of the test.

O
Q The Surveillance Frequency is acceptable, given the unit

conditions required to perform the test and the other
administrative. controls existing to ensure adequate charger

-

performance during-these 18-month intervals. In addition,
this Frequency is intended to be consistent with expected-
fuel-cycle lengths.

,

-

SR 3.8.3.10

A battery-service test is a special test of the battery's-

-

capability, "as found," to satisfy the design requirements
(battery duty cycle) of the DC electrical power system.
The. discharge rate and' test length should correspond to the
design duty cycle requirements as specified in Reference 4.
Reference 4 provides load requirements for DC electrical

-

power subsystems. -[0ptionally, the design duty-cycle -
requirements may be defined here).

The Surveillance Frequency of 18 months is consistent with
the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 8) and
Regulatory Guide 1.129 (Ref. 9),-which state that the
battery-service. test should be performed during refueling.

(continued)-

(continued)
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DC Sources-Op ; rating |
B 3.8.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE operations or at some other outage, with intervals between
REQUIREMENTS tests not to exceed 18 months.

(continued)
A Note to SR 3.8.3.10 allows the once-per-60-months
performance of SR 3.8.3.11 in lieu oT SR 3.8.3.10. This
substitution is acceptable because SR 3.8.3.11 represents
a more severe test of battery capacity than SR 3.8.3.10.

This Surveillance is required to be performed during
{VS-BW,CE,W: MODES 5 and 6) {VS-GE: MODES 4 and 5) since
it would require a DC electrical power subsystem to be
inoperable during performance of the test.

SR 3.8.3.11

A battery-performance test is a test of constant current
capacity of a battery, normally done in the "as found"
condition, after having been in service, to detect any
change in the capacity determined by the acceptance test.
The test is intended to determine overall battery
c 'radation due to age and usage.

The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance is consistent
with IEEE-450 (Ref. 7) and IEEE-485 (Ref. 5). These
references recommend that the battery be replaced if its
capacity is below 80% of the manufacturer's rating. A
capacity of 80% shows that the battery rate of deterioration
is increasing, even if there is ample capacity to meet the
load requirements.

The Surveillance Frequency for this test is 60 months, or
every 12 months if the battery shows degradation or has
reached 85% of its expected life. Degradation is indicated,
according to IEEE-450 (Ref. 7), when the battery capacity
drops by more than 10% relative to its capacity on the
previous performance test or when it is below the
manufacturer's rating. An additional SR calls for a
performance test on a newly installed battery within
24 months. All these Frequencies are consistent with the
recommendations in IEEE-450 (Ref. 7).

This Surveillance is required to be performed during
{VS-BW,CE,W: MODES 5 and 6) {VS-GE: MODES 4 and 5), since

(continued)

(continued)
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| DC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.3.

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE it would require the DC electrical power subsystem to be
REQUIREMENTS inoperable during performance of the test.

(continued)

i REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
! Appendix A, General Design Criterion 17, " Electric
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Distribution Systems," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Comission, March 10, 1971.

'3. IEEE-308 (1978), "IEEE Standard Criteria for Class 1E
Power Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations,"
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.
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. - DC Sources-Shutdown
B 3.8.4/ j

B 3.8_-ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS- - * '
_

,

B 3.8,4 DC Sources-Shutdown:
j

BAF.ES
. -

,

,

BACKGROUND' A description of;the DC sources is providedKin1the Bases for -
|
|

Specification:3.8.3, "DC . Sources---Operating." 2
i

APPLICABLE: JThe OPERABILITY- of the minimum AC and 'DC electrical power; *

SAFETY ANALYSES - sources andsassociated distribution systems during: shutdown'
and refueling,1asispecified in'the LCO,fensures that=
(Ref.LI):f

' '

'

,

- a.. The facility can be maintained in the s|utdown;or? ;

- refueling condition'for= extended periods; '

b. -Sufficient instrumentation and control _ capability;is
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit

i - status;~and
>

c. Adequate DC electrical power | 1s-provided;to mitigate

O '

events:postylated during: shutdown,o such as;an
inadvertent draindown of the. vessel 'oria fuel-handling

. _

accident.;

Although in many cases the- FSAR.may only-address bounding -
analyses that are typically _ for: power operation, for other

' Modes of operationL(Ref. 2), among,other requirementsi are,

still1 required to-be. met.. As these GDC are not MODE- 4

specific,- and as it:is a' function =of the Technical--
- Specifications-(TS) to ensure-that;thetplantfis operated =

" within its design basist with' regard:to DC~ sources, the
! : requirements established in.the TS must beiconsistent with'
i . the GDC: related Lto electrical systems',J as well' as other.GDC

related to safety-related systems, since-_the'DC sources
comprise a typical: support system.-

In general,~ when the plant' is; shut down,: the -TS -requirements --

ensure that the plant-has-the capability to mitigate-the-
'

consequences:of postulated accidents assuming a single-
! failure, because either:
1

a.. Redundant and: independent = systems are required to be-4

OPERABLE; or-
t

; (continued)

:. . (continued)

7
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DC Sources-Shutdown
B 3.8.4

BASES (continued)
.

APPLICABLE b. Appropriate administrative measures are established
5AFETY ANALYSES and/or alternate backup systems that can provide

(continued) functional redundant capability are required to be
OPERABLE or put into operation in a period of times

commensurate with the accident and the initial'

conditions considered.

This statement, in general, is reflected in the system LCOs
for shutdown MODES of operation.

In addition to the postulated shutdown events directly
addressed in the plant FSAR, it is necessary to consider
evaluations of plant data that show that a large number of
events can take place during shutdown. If not mitigated,
some of these events can lead to core damage. Typically,
the loss of decay-heat removal while there is substantial
core decay heat poses a significant likelihood of a release
due to a severe core damage accident.

To avoid the consequences of possible accidents during
shutdown, different requirements are established according
to the design of each plant. So, as far as residual heat
removal (RHR) is concerned {VS-BW,CE,W: the OPERABILITY of
the two RHR loops is required in MODES 5 and 6 when the
reactor coolant loops are not filled (MODE 5) and when
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) water level above the top of
the reactor vessel flange is less than 23 feet (MODE 6).
See Snecifications 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not
Filled,'' and {VS-W: 3.9.7, " Residual Heat Removal and
Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level.") {VS-CE: 3.9.5,
" Shutdown Cooling and Coolant Circulation-Low Water
Level.") {VS-BW: 3.9.5, " Decay Heat Removal and Coolant
Circulation-Low Water Level.")) (VS-GE:. the OPERABILITY of
the two RHR shutdown cooling subsystems is always required
in MODE 4 and in MODE 5 when RCS water level above the top
of the reactor vessel flange is-less than 23 feet. See
Specifications {VS-BWR/4: 3.4.8,} {VS-BWR/6: 3.4.9,)

1 " Residual Heat Removal Shutdown," and 3.9.8, " Residual Heat
Removal-Low Water Level.") Therefore, in these'

conditions, [ l and 2) DC electrical power sources are
required to be OPERABLE as support systems.

The DC Sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement.

| (continued)
|
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DC S:urces-Shutdown
B 3.8.4

BASES (continued)

LCO LCO 3.8.4.a requires OPERABILITY of the DC electrical power
subsystem associated with the one [ division] of the onsite
Class IE power distribution subsystem of LCO 3.8.8,a. The
intent is that all required non-redundant loads, as well as . i

one required load from each required redundant pair of
loads, be powered from the-same safety -)all required AC and DC electrical power (division] and thatsources, as well as ;

-

the power distribution subsystem itself, will be OPERABLE so - !
that the AC and DC electrical power sources and power
distribution subsystem will be capable-of fully supporting
the non-redundant loads.

s ::
'

When r'edundant counterpart loads -(e.g., the second members
'

N _of the pair) are required to be OPERABLE, LCO 3.8.4.b
requires that they receive DC electrical power from the
other [ division] DC electrical power subsystem associated
with the one [ division) of the onsite Class IE power
distribution subsystem of LCO 3.8.8 b. Therefore. LCO
3.8.4.b requires this other.(division] DC electrical power
subsystem to be OPERABLE.

{VS-BWR/6: LCO 3.8.4.c requires OPERABILITY of the
[ division 3] DC electrical power subsystem associated withp the onsite Class IE power distribution > subsystem of LC0

( 3.8.8.c when the High Pressure Core Spray-(HPCS) System is
required to be OPERABLE, or when other loads assigned to the
HPCS system [divlsion] are required to be OPERABLE, or
both.}

See the Bases-of Specification 3.8.3 for additional
information on DC electrical power source OPERABILITY and DC
electrical power source support and supported. systems.

LCO 3.8.4 specifies the minimum number of DC sources
required to be OPERABLE in MODES (VS-BW,CE,W: 5 and 6}
{VS-GE: 4 and 5} and-any time when handling irradiated fuel
(VS-GE: [or moving loads over irradiated fuel in the primary
or secondary containment]}. It ensures the availability of
sufficient DC electrical power sources to operate the plant

4

in a safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of-
postulated events during_ shutdown (e.g., fuel-handling
accidents, inadvertent reactor vessel draindown).,

(continued)
#

(continued)

!
'
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DC Sources-Shutdown
B 3.8.4

BASES (continued)

O~

LCs As described in the previous section, " Applicable Safety
(continued) Analyses," in the event of an accident during shutdown, the

TS are designed to maintain the plant in such a condition
that,_ even with a single failure, the plant will not be in
immediate difficulty. In some cases, this is accomplished
by requiring completely redundant and independent systems to
be OPERABLE. In other cases, if justified based on a single
plant design, administrative measures may be sufficient to
relax the single-failure criterion. Also, an alternative
backup system that provides the same functional capability
may be substituted, provided the backup system is OPERABLE
or can be made OPERABLE in sufficient time to mitigate the
consequences of an accident during shutdown. When required ~
to be OPERABLE, systems are reliable only if their support
requirements are also met. The DC sources comprise a
typical support system.

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in
MODES {VS-BW,CE,W: 5 and 6} {VS-GE: 4 and 5) and also any
time when handling irradiated fuel (VS-GE: I;or moving loads
over irradiated fuel in the primary or secondary
containment]} provide assurance that:

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup
are available for the irradiated fuel in the core in
case of an inadvertent- draindown of the reactor
vessel;

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel-handling accident
are available;

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are
OPERABLE; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold
shutdown condition and refueling condition.

DC electrical power requirements for {VS-BW,CE,W: MODES 1,
! 2, 3, and 4} (VS-GE: MODES 1, 2, and 3} are covered in

Specification 3.8.3, "DC Sources-Operating."

(continued)
|

|
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DC Sources-Shutdown
B 3.8.4

BASES (continued) I

ACTIONS A.1. A.2. A.3. A.4. A.S. and A.6

With one or more of the required DC electrical power
subsystems inoperable, some equignent is not receiving the

.

!

minimum support it needs. Therefore, it is required to
suspend CORE ALTEE\TIONS, handling of irradiated fuel,
(VS-GE: moving of loads over irradiated fuel ) any ;

1

activities that could potentially result in inadvertent
draining of the reactor vessel,- and operations involving )
positive reactivity additions .

/ Suspension of these activities shall not-preclude completion
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.-

'

These actions will preclude the. occurrence _of actions that
'could potentially-initiate the postulated events. It is

further required to immediately initiate action to restore
the required DC electrical-power subsystems and to continue
this action until restoration is accomplished in order to
provide the necessary DC electrical power to the unit's
safety systems.

The Completion Time of "immediately" is consistent with the
required times for actions requiring prompt attention.- The

O restoration of the required DC electrical power subsystems
should be completed as quickly as possible in order to3 V minimize the time the unit's safety systems may be without
power.

Required Action A.6 verifies that the Required Actions for
supported systems declared inoperable because of the
inoperability of one or more DC electrical power subsystems
have been initiated and within the same Completion Time as
that specified.for Required Action A.S.

Required Action A.6 ensures that identified Required Actions
associated with supported systems affected-by the
inoperability of one or more DC electrical-power subsystems
have been initiated. This can be accomplished by enteringthe supported systems' LCOs. [ Alternatively,the
appropriate Required Actions for.the supported systems may
be listed in the Required Action for Condition A of this
LCO.]

[For this facility, the identified supported systems'
Required ~ Actions are as follows:]

(continued)
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DC S:urces-Shutdown -

B 3.8.4

BASES (continued)

O
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.4.1 requires performance of all Surveillances
required by SR 3.8.3.1 through SR 3.8.3.11. Therefore, see
the corresponding Bases for Specification 3.8.3 for a
discussion of each SR.

._
,

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ),"[ Title)."

'

2.' Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
'

Appendix A. " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants.", -

O
I

'

|

9
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Inverters-Operating
B.3.8.5-

'

V 'B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 1

B 3.8.5 Inverters-Oneratina .
- |

BASES" t -

- i
-w ._ =

BACKGROUND -The inverters are the-preferred source of-power for the~AC-
vital buses-because of the: stability and: reliability they.'

achieve in.being powered from the DC battery source. There5
1s (one) inverter per AC vital bus making a total:of [four)4

..
inverters; The function of-the inverter ^is-to convert DC:

[ : electrical power to AC electrical power, thus providing: an- '

uninterruptible power source for theLinstrumentation and-
O controls for the Reactor Protection: System (RPS)~and the-

Engineered Safety Feature Actuation-System (ESFAS). The- ;

-inverters are powerea from the.[120) V bettery! source.

(For this facility,: spccific background details on
: inverters, such asttype, capacity,Joperating limits, and-. t

number and status of: spares,:are as follows:]
.

. . - .

,

-- + - -

~

'

APPLICABLE The-initial conditions of design basis transient (and~
SAFETY: ANALYSES accident analyses in (the FSAR,' Chapter 6,7 " Engineered;_

; Safety. Features," and Chapter 15, (" Accident Analyses"),-
assume ESF systems are OPERABLE.i The DC;to-AC inverters are'

designed to provide.the required capacity, capability,-
: redundancy,cand reliability to ensureethe ava11 ability of.

-

necessary power to the;RPS and ESFAS instrumentation and'F

controls so that the fuel, Reactor . Coolant- System (RCS), c and
containment design limits are not exceeded. These limits _-
are discussed:in more detail-in the Bases for Technical--
Specifications 3.2(PowerDistributionLimits)',|3.4=(Reactor
Coolant System), Land 3.6 (Containment Systems).-

1

The OPERABILITY:of the inverters is consisteritiith the.
initialt assumptions of the accident analyses' and'is based on
meeting the design basis of the plant.- This includes
maintaining at least one [ division] of the onsite or offsite-

AC electrical! power ' sources, DC electrical . power sources,
-

(continued)

_(continued)

|
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Inverters-Operating
B 3.3.E

BASES (continued) ~

APPLICABLE and associated distribution systems OPERABLE during accident
SAFETY ANALY3ES conditions in the event of:

(continued)
An assumed loss of all offsite AC electrical pcwer ora.
all onsite AC electrical power; and

b. A worst-case single failure.

Inverters satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement.

,

c ,

LC0 The power distribution subsystami listed ia Table B 3.8.7-1
include the inverters. Those inverters ensure the
availability of AC electrical power for the instrumentation u

for the systems required to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated
operational occurrence (A00) or a postulated DBA.

The LC0 states that the required inverters shall be
OPERABLE. The- required inverters for (Division 1] are
[ Plant Specific: . . . fill in the inverter numbers for

{[ Division 1)). The required inverters for [ Division 2] are )[ Plant Specific: . . . fill in the inverter numbers for -

[ Division 2)).

{VS-BWR/6: [ Division 3) inverters that support the High
Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) System or both the HPCS System
and other systems are required OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.5 if they
are needed to ensure the OPERABILITY OF THE HPCS System and
the other systems that they support.)

Upon the inoperability of one required inverter, Condition A
is entered. Upon the inoperability of two or more required
inverters, entry into LC0 3.0.3 is implicitly required.

Maintaining the required inverters OPERABLE ensures that the
redundancy incorporated into the design cf the RPS and ESFAS
instrumentation and controls is not defeated. If one
required inverter is inoperable the possibility of a reactor
spurious trip is increased. The [four) battery-powered
inverters ensure an uninterruptible supply of AC electrical
power to the AC vital buses even if the [4.16 kV) safety
buses are de-energized.

(continued)

(continued)
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Inverters-Operating
B 3.8.5 .

l

O- BASES (continued) !
~

:

LC0 OPERABILITY is met, as-it applies to in F ers, provided a
it. applied,at.erectAC

correct DC voltage ((120] V)d these voltages are within the(continued)'
voltage is at the output, an
design voltage and frequency toleraaces.1 F#ethermore, the
inverters must be within tiee manufa:tu,wF specifications

,

for enviroceental factors such as temperature -and humidity. -
,

.J

~

This LCO is modified by a Note 3 P owing [two) inverters
to be disconnected from thcir associated DC buses for d

'

[
$ 24 hours. -This allowance is provided to perform an..

ermlizing charge on ane battery bank. -If the inverters
-were not disconnected, the resulting voltage condition might

%'. damage the inverters energized [from their associated DC
,

busesl. Disconnecting the-inverters is allowed provided the
assoc' ated AC vital buses are energized from their Class IE'
constant voltage source transformer and the AC vital buses i
for other battery-banks are energized from the associated
inverters connected to their DC buses. These provisions
minimize theLloss of equipment that would occur in the event-
of a loss of offsite power.- The-24-hour time period for the
allowance minimizes the time during which a loss of offsite
power c6d result in the loss of equipment energized fromb the affected AC vital bus while taking into consideration

,

\d the time required to perform an equalizing charge on:the
battery bank. When utilizing the allowance, if one or more
of the provisions is not met (e.g., 24-hour time period-
exceeded, etc.), LC0 3.0.3 must be entered immediately,

f

The intent' of this Note'_is to'' allow only the [one]'
inverter [s] powered from [its/their) associated DC bus to be
disconnected. [Thus,'for plants with one battery bank per-
-[ division), two' inverters may be disconnected. _ For plants
with.'two battery banks per. [ division), only onetinverter may
be-disconnected.]

[For this facility, an OPERABLE inverter constitutes _the ,

i following:] |
|

[for this. facility, the following support systems are. qi

| = required OPERACLE to ensure inverter OPERABILITY:) i

[For this-facility, those required support systems which,. .
upon their failure, do not declare inverters inoperable and
their justification are as follows:]

(continued)

(continued)
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Inverters-Operating
B 3.8.5

BASES (continued)

LCO [For this facility, the supported systems affected by the
(continued) inoperability of an inverter and the justification for

whether or not each supported system is declared inoperable
tre as follows:)

:

. - - -
__

l
APPLICABILITY The inverters are required to be OPERABLE in (VS-BW,CE,W:

H00ES 1, 2, 3, and 4} {VS-GE: H0 DES 1, 2, and 3) to ensure
thgt: .

a Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant
. pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
of A00s or abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained
in the event of a postulated DBA. 4

Inverter requirements for (VS-BW,CE.W: MODES 5 and 6)
(VS-GE: N00ES 4 and 5} are covered in the Bases for

-

Specification 3.B 6.

O
ACTIONS A.l. A.2. A.3. and A.4 #

With a required inverter inoperable, its ass.ociated AC vital
bus becomes inoperable until it is [ manually) re-energized
from its [ Class 1E) constant voltage source transformer.
Required Action A.1 allows up to 2 hours to perform this
task (VS-BWR/6: 08 [2 hours) if a [ Division 3) inverter is+he inoperable inverter).

.

(VS-BWR/6: [The [2-hour) Completion Time for an inoperable
{ division 3) inverter is plant specific. . Items to be
considered in specifying this Completion Time for a givenfacility include: ;

4
The safety function of [ Division 3]. -If [ Division 3)a.
supports other ESF functions in addition to the HPCS-

function, then the Completion Time for an inoperable
[ Division 3] inverter shall be [2 hours); and

>

(continued)
.1

-

(continued)
,
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Inverters-Operating
B 3.8.5

<

O BASES (continued)
_

_

AC .^S$ b. The safety function cf the (Division 3) inverter (s):
(continued)

1. What is its role in mitigating a DBA?

2. What systems does l', support?

3. What is its role in mitigating a station
, blackout?))

'

i ,-
The 2-hour Completion Time is consistent with the 2-hour-

Completion Time for an inoperable DC bus, and an inoperable
At vital bus (see Specification 3.8.7, ' Distribution
Sys tems-Operating") . Required Actions A.2 and A.3 allow
24 hours to fix the inonerable inverter and r6 turn it to
service (VS-BWR/6i QB(24 hours)ifa[ division 3) inverteris the inoperable inverter. [The [24-hour) Com)letion Time
is plant specific, and the items listed above s1ould be

{
considered in specifying this time for a given facility]).
The 24-hour limit is based upon engineering judgment, taking
into consioeration the time required to repair an inverter
and the additional risk to which the plant ,. xposed
becauss F the inverter inoperability. Tt h .as to be
balanced against the risk of an imwdiate .tdown, alongO with the potential challefiges to safety systems such ai

shutdown might entail. When the AC vital bus is powered
from its constant voltage source, it is relying upon
interruptible AC electrical power sources (offsite and
onsite). Thus, the probability of a spurious reactor trip
is increased. Similarly, the uninterruptible, battery-
backed, inverter source to the AC vital buses is the
preferred source for powering instru;nentation trip setpoint
devices, because the constant voltage tt?nsformer source is,

more susceptible to voltage drift / degraded voltage than is
the inverter source to the AC vital buses.

,
'

Required Action A 4 verifies that the Required Actions for
those supported systems declared inoperable because of_the
inoperability of one inverter have been initiated and within
the same Completion Time as that of Required Action A.I.

Required Action A.4 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems affected by the
inoperabi?ity of the inverter have been initiated. This can
be accomplished by entering the supported systems' LCOs.

(continued)
}-
t

(continued)n
V
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Inverters-Operating
B18$

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS (Alternatively, the appropriate Required Actions for the
(continued) supported systems may be listed in the Required Action for

ConditionAofthisLCO.)

LFor this facilityI the identified support systems' Required
Actions are as fo1.ows:)

P1
With one required inverter inoperable AND one or more
support or sup)orted features, or both, inoperable
associated wit 1 the other OPERABLE inverters, or with
opsccite OPERABLE AC and DC electrical power distribution
sussystems, or with opposite OPERABLE DC electrical power
subsystems, or all three, there is a loss of functional-

capability and LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately entered.
However, if the LCOs of the support or supported feature,
or both, take into consideration the loss of function
situation, then LCO 3.0.3 may not need to be entered.

C.1 and C.2

The plant mV be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply if the anoperable devices or components cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the associated Completion
Time. This is done by ) lacing the plant in at least MODE 3
within {VS-BW,CE.W: 6 ours {VS-GE: 12 hours) and in

H0DE S) (VS-GE):{VS-BW.CE,W: MODE 4) within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience related to the amount of time required to reach
the required MODES from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are
functioning properly with all required circuit breakers
closed and AC vital buses energized from the inverter. The
verification of proper voltage and frequency output ensures
that the required power is readily available for the
instrumentation of the RPS and ESFAS connected to the AC
vital buses. The 7-day Frequency takes into account the

(continued)
.

(continued)
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Inverters-Operating
3'

8 3.8.5
. <

"

BASES (continued)
;, .

'

SURVEILLANCE redundsnt capability of the inverttrs and other indications
RE0VIREMENTS available in the control room that = "1 alert the operator

(continued) to inverter malfunctions.

REFERENCES None. '

.m
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Inverters-Shutdswn
B 3.8.6

,

'

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.6 Inverters-Shutdown !

,

BASES

BACKGRNND A description of the inverters is provided in the Bases for
Specification 3.8.5, " Inverters-Operating."

.

APPLICABLE The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC sources,_DC sources, and
SAFETY ANALYSES -invet ter sources to each AC vital bus during shutdown and

refueling,asspecifiedintheLCO,ensuresthat(Ref.-1): -

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or-
refueling condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is
available for monitoring and maintaining the unitd

status; and

c. Adequate power is available to mitigate events
postulated during shutdown, such as an inadvertent.

Og draindown of the vessel or a fuel-handling accident.

In particular, instrumentation and control capability is
powered from the AC vital buses, which are them alves
powered by the inverters. '

Although in many cases the FSAR may'only address bounding
analyses that are typically for power operation, for other
modesofoperation,theGDC(Ref.'2),amongother
requirements are still required to be mot. As these GDC are
not MODE specific, and as it is a function of the Technical
Specifications
within its desig(TS) to assure that the plant is operatedn basis, with regard to AC sources, DC
sources, and inverters, the requirements established-in the
TS must be consistent with the GDC related to electrical
systems, as well as with other GDC related to safety-related
systems, since the AC sources, DC snurces,-and inverters are
typical support systems.

In general, when the plant is shut down, the TS requirements
ensure that the plant has the capabi'!ity to mitigate the

(continued)

(continued)-i
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Inverters-Shutdown
B 3.8.6

BASES (continued)
_

APPLICABLE consequences of postulated accidents assuming a single
SAFETY ANALYSES failure, because either:

(continued)
a. Redundant and independent systems are required to be

OPERABLE, or

b. Appropriate administrative measures are established
and/or alternate backup systems that can provide
functional redundant capability are required to be
OPERABLE or put into operation in a >eriod of time
commensurate with the accident and tie initial
conditions considered.

This statement, in general, is reflected in the system LCOs
for shutdown NODES of operation.

In addition to the postulated shutdown events directly
addressed in the plant FSAR, it is necessary to consider
evaluations of plant data that show a large number of events
can take place during shutdown. If not mitigated, some of
these events can lead to core damage. Typically, the loss
of decay-heat removal while there is substantial core decay
heat poses a significant likelihood of a release due to a
severe core damage accident.

To avoid the consequences of possible accidents during
shutdown, different requirements are established according
to the design of each plant. So, as far as residual heat

i removal (RHR) is concerned (VS-BW CE,W: the OPERABILITY of
the two RHR loops is required in MODES 5 and 6 when the
reactor coolant loops are not filled (MODE 5) and when the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) water level above the top of
the reactor vessel flange is less than 23 feet (MODE 6).
See Specifications 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not
Filled," and (VS-W: 3.9.7, " Residual Heat Removal and
.olant Circulation-Low Water Level ") (VS-CE: 3.9.5,

' Shutdown Cooling and Coolant Circulation-Low Water
evel.") {VS-BW: 3.9.5, " Decay Heat Removal and Coolant

Circulation-Low Water level.") (VS-GE: the OPERABILITY of
the two RHR shutdown cooling subsystems is always required
in MODE 4, and in MODE 5 when RCS water level above the top
of the reactor vessel flange is less than 23 feet. See
Specifications (VS-BWR/4: 3.4.8.) (VS-BWR/6: 3.4.9,)
" Residual Heat Removal-Shutdown," and 3.9.8, " Residual

(continued)
__

(continued)
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Inverters-Shutdown |

B 3.8.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Heat Removal-Low Water Level.") Therefore, in these |

SAFETY ANALYSES conditions,(Division 1and2)invertersourcestotheAC I

(continued) vital buses are required to be OPERABLE as support systems.
;

The inverters satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement. |

LCO LCO 3.8.6.a requires OPERABILITY of the inverters associated
with the one [ division) of the onsite Class 1E power
distribution subsystem of LCO 3.8.8.a. The intent is that
all required non-redundant loads, as well as one required
load from each required redundant pair of loads, be powered
from the same safety [ division) and that all required AC,
DC, and inverter sources, as well as the distribution
subsystem itself, will be OPERABLE so that the AC, DC, and
inverter sources and the distribution subsystem will be
capable of fully supporting the non-redundant loads.

When redundant counterpart loads (e.g., the second members
of the pair) are required to be OPERABLE, LCO 3.8.6.b
requires that they receive inverter su) port from the other

Os
(division) inverters associated with tie one (division) of
the onsite Class IE power distribution subsystem of
LCO 3.8.8.b. Therefore, LCO 3.8.6.b requires this other
(division) inverters to be OPERABLE.

(VS-BWR/6: LC0 3.8.6.c requires OPERABILITY of the
(Division 3) inverters associated with the onsite Class 1E
power distribution subsystem of LCO 3.8.8.c when the High
Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) System is required to be
OPERABLE, or when other loads assigned to the HPCS System
(division) are required to be OPERABLE, or both.)

See the Bases for Specification 3.8.5 for additional
information on inverter OPERABILITY, and inverter support
and supported systems.

i

LCO 3.8.6 specifies the minimum number of inverters required
to be OPERABLE in MODES {VS-BW,CE,W: 5 and 6) {VS-GE: 4 and
5) and any time when handling irradiated fuel {VS-GE: (or
moving loads over irradiated fuel in tha primary or
secondarycontainment]). It ensures tit availability of

(continued)
1
'

; (continued)
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Inverters-Shutdown
B 3.8.6

,

BASES (continued)

LCO sufficient inverter power sources to operate the plant in a
(continued) safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of postulated

events during shutdown (e.g., fuel-handling accidents,
inadvertent reactor vessel draindown).

As described in the previous section, " Applicable Safety
Analyses," in the event of an accident during shutdown, the
TS are designed to maintain the plant in a condition so that
even with a single failure, the plant will not be in
immediate difficulty. In some cases, this is accomplished
by requiring completely redundant and independent systems to
be OPERABLE. In other cases, if justified based on a single
plant design, administrative measures may be sufficient to
relax the single-failure criterion. Also, an alternative
backup system that provides the same functional capability
may be substituted provided Q e backup system is OPERABLE,
or can be made OPEPABLE in sufficient time to mitigate the
consequences of an accident during shutdown. When required
to be OPERABLE, systems are reliable only if their support
requirements are also met. The inverters comprise a typical
support system.

APPLICABILITY The inverters required to be OPERABLE in H0 DES (VS-BW,CE,W:
5 and 6) (VS-GE: 4 and 5) and also any time when handling
irradiated fuel (VS-GE: [or moving loads over irradiated
fuel in the primary or secondary containment)) provide
assurance that:

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup
are available for the irradiated fuel in the core in
case of &n inadvertent draindown of the reactor
vessel, ,

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel-handling accident
are available; l

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events
,

that can lead to core damage during shutdown are l

OPERABLE; and
l

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold
shutdown condition and refueling condition.

(continued)

(continued)
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Inverters-Shutdown
B 3.8.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY Inverter requirements for (VS-BW,CE,W: H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4)
(continued) {VS-GE: MODES 1, 2, and 3) are covered in

Specification 3.8.5, " Inverters-Operating."

ACTIONS A.I. A.2. A.3. A.4. A.S. and A.6

With one or more of the required inverters inoperable, some
equipment is not receiving the minimum support it needs.
Therefore, it is required to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS,
handling of irradiated fuel (VS-GE: moving of loads over
irradiated fuel ) any activities that could potentially
result in inadvertent draining of the reactor vessel, arid
operations involving positive reactivity additions.

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.
These actions will preclude the occurrence of actions that
could potentially initiate the postulated events, it is
further required to immediately initiate action to restore
the required inverters and to continue this action until

p restoration is accomplished in order to provide the
necessary inverter power to the unit's safety systems.

The Completion Time of "Immediately" is consistent with the
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The
restoration of the required inverters should be comaleted as
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time tie unit's
safety systems may be without power or powered from a
constant voltage source transformer.

Required Action A.6 verifies that the Required Actions for
those supported systems declared inoperable because of the
inoperability of one or more inverters have been initiated
and within the same Completion Time as that specified for
Required Action A.S.

Required Action A.6 ensures that identified Required Actions
associated with supported systems affected by the
inoperability of one or more inverters have been initiated.

(continued)

(continued) 1
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B 3.8.6

|

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS This can be accomplished by entering the supported systems'
(continued) LCOs. [ Alternatively, the appropriate Required Actions for

the supported systems may be listed in the Required Actions
forConditionAofthisLCO.)
[For this facility, the identified supported systems
Required Actions are as follows:)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are
functioning properly with all required circuit breakers
closed and AC vital buses energized from the inverter. The
verification of proper voltage and frequency output ensures
that the required power is readily available for the
instrumentation of the Reactor Protection System and
Engineered Safety feature Actuation System connected to the
AC vital buses. The 7-day Frequency takes into account the
redundant capability of the inverters and other indications
available in the control room that will alert the operator
to inverter malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. [Unitname)FSAR,Section[ ],"[ Title)."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part S0,
Appendix A. " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants.'

:

|

|
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.7

n

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.7 Distribution Systems-Operatina

BASES

BACKGROUND (VS-BW.CE,W,BWR/4: The onsite Class IE AC and DC electrical

power distribution system is divided by [ division) l powerinto
[two) reduridant and independent AC and DC electrica
distribution subsystems. Each [ divisional) AC and DC
electrical power distribution subsystem is comprised of
[ PLANT SPECIFIC: List the major AC, AC vital, and DC bus-
names used in Table B 3.8.7-1. For example: 4.16 kVac
ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE (ESF) buses. 480 Vac load centers,
buses, motor control centers, and 120 Vac power distribution
panels; 120 Vac vital buses; and 250/125 Vdc buses).
[ divisions) (or subsystems) are required for safety fun [Two)ction
redundancy; [any one) [ division) (or subsystem) provides
safety functnon, but wuthout worst-case single-failure
protection.)

(VS-BWR/6: The onsite Class IE AC and DC electrical power
g distribution system is divided by [ division) into [three)

independent AC and DC electrical power distributioni

ed subsystems. Each
distribution subsys[ divisional AC and DC electrical power

,

tem is comprised of PLANT SPECIFIC:
List the major AC, AC vital, and DC bus [ names used in Table
B 3.8.7-1. For example: 4.16 kVac ESF buses, 480 Vac load
centers, buses, motor control centers, and 120 Vac power
distribution panels; 120 Vac vital buses; and 250/125 Vdc
heses). All three [ divisions
for safety function redundancy);(or subsystems) are requiredany two [ divisions) (or
subsystems) provide safety function, but without worst-case
single-failureprotection.)

Each [4.16 kV ESF bus) has at least [one separate and
independent offsite source of power) as well as a dedicated
onsite diesel generator source. Each
normally connected to a preferred sourc[e.4.16 kV ESF bus) isDuring a loss of
one offsite power source to the [4.16 kV ESF buses), a
[4.16 kV) transfer scheme is accomplished by utilizing a
time-delayed bus undervoltage relay. If all offsite sources
are unavailable, the onsite emergency power system will
supply power to the [4.16 kV ESF buses). Control power for
the [4.16 kV breakers) is supplied from the [ Class IE
batteries). Additional description of this system inay be

(continued)

(continued)
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~~

B 3.8.7

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND found in the Bases for Specification 3.8.1, 'AC Sources-
(continued) Operating," and the Bases for Specification 3.8.3,

"DC Sources-Operating."

The secondary plant di *ribution is at (480) V. The(480)V
distribution system includes (PLANT 5"CCIFIC: List items
such as emergency buses, load * * %d transformers; the
identifying numbers of these . iso be included).
The (480) V load centers fr ... ,oos, stem are located
(in separate rooms in the t.onvol building). Control power
for the (480) V breakers is supplied from the (Class IE
batteries), as described in the Bases for
Specification 3.8.3, "DC Sources-Operating.'

distributionpane;IVacmotorcontrolcentersandpowerTheClasslE[480
s are powered from (PLANT SPECIFIC:

Provide bus and/or load center information and
nomenclature).

The Class IE [120) V power distribution panels are powered
from (PLANT S'ECIFIC: Provide distribution panel
information and nomenclature). All (120) V distribution
panels tha provide control or instrumentation necessary for
operation of safety systems are required to be included in
this specification.

The (120) Vac vital buses (2YVI, 2VV2, 2YV3, and 2YV4) are
arranged in four load groups and are normally powered from

| (PLANTSPECIFIC: Provide power path and nomenclature
! between the inverters and the ouses). The alternate power

supply for the vital buses is a (Class IE constant voltage
source transformer) powered from the same (division) as the
associated inverter, and its use is governed by LCO 3.3.5,
" Inverters-Operating." Each constant voltage source

,

I transformer is powered from [ PLANT SPECIFIC: Provide power
path and nomenclature).

There are {VS-BW,CE,W,0WR/4: (two)) {VS-BWR/6: (three))
independent (125/250] Vdc electrical power distribution
subsystems. (PLANTSpECIFIC: Provide power path and'

nomenclature for the DC power distribution system.)

The list of all required distribution buses is located in
Table B 3.8.7-1.

(continued)
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Distribution Systems-Operating i

B 3.8.7

BASES (continued)
,

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of design basis transient and
SAFETY ANALYSES accident analyses in [FSAR Chapter 6, " Engineering Safety

Features,' and Cha)ter 15, ' Accident Analyses,'] assume ESF
systems are OPERABLE. The AC and DC electrical power -

distribution systems are designed to provide sufficient
capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure
the availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that
the fuel, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and containment'

design limits ara not exceeded. These limits are discussed
in more detail in the_ Bases for Technical Specifications 3.2 ,

(Power Distribution Limits), 3.4 (Reactor Coolant System),
and 3.6 (Containment Systems).

The OPERABILITY of the AC and DC electrical power distribu-
tion system is contistent with the initial assumptions of
the accident analp es and is based upon meeting the design
basis of the plant. This -includes maintaining at least one-

[ division) of the onsite or offsite AC electrical power
sources, DC electrical power sources, and associated
distribution systems OPERABLE during accident conditions
in the event of:

( a. An assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite
,

i AC electrical power; and

b. A worst-case single failure.

The AC and DC electrical power distribution system satisfies
Criter a 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LCO The required AC and DC (divisional) power distribution
subsystems listed in Table B 3.8.7-1 ensure the availability
of AC and DC electrical power for the systems required to
shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition
after an anticipated operational occurrence (A00) or a
postulated DBA. The {VS-BW.CE,W.BWR/4: (Division 1 and 2))
{VS-BWR/6: [ Division 1, 2, and 3)) AC and DC electrical
power distr 1bution subsystems are required to be OPERABLE.

{VS-BW,CE,W,BWR/4: Maintaining the (Division 1 and 21 AC
and DC electrical power distribution subsystems OPERABLE
ensures that the redundancy incorporated into the design of
ESF is not defeated. Either (division) of the AC and DC

1

(continued)

O, (continued)
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.7

BASES (continued)

LCO power distribution system is ca)able of providing the
(continued) necessary electrical power to t1e associated ESF components.

Therefore, a single fa lure within any system or within the
electrical power distribution subsystems will not prevent
safe shutdown of the reactor.)

{VS-BWR/6: Maintaining the (Division 1, 2, and 3) AC and DC
electrical power distribution subsystems OPERABLE ensures
that the redundancy incorporated into the design of ESF is
not defeated. [Any two of the three) (divisions) of the
distribution system are capable of providing the necessary
electrical power to the associated ESF components.
Therefore, a single failure within any system or within the
electrical power distribution subsystenr, 'l not prevent
safe shutdown of the reactor.)

OPERABILITY is met, as it applies to AC and DC electrical
power distribution subsystems, provided the associated
auses, transformers, lond centers, motor control centers,
and electrical circuits are fully energized to their proper
voltages and frequencies. The components of each AC and DC
electrical power distribution subsystem must be kept within
the manufacturers' specifications for environmental factors
such as temperature and humidity.

In addition, breakers must be open between redundant buses
to prevent two power sources from being paralleled. The
open breakers also preclude unlimited continued operation
where a single failure (loss of one source) could cause a
loss of two redundant buses. Thus, if two sources are
paralleled through redundant distribution buses that are
cross-tied, the distribution buses must be considered
inoperable. If two redundant buses are powered from the
same source, however, only the bus that is not being powered
from its normal source shall be considered inoperable.

(For this facility, as a minimum, the following support
systems associated with the AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystems governed by LCO 3.8.7 to ensure
their OPERABILITY are as follows:)

[For this facility, the supported systems affected by the
inoperability of the support systems governed by LC0 3.8.7,
and the justification of whether or not each supported
system is declared inoperable, are as follows:)

(continued)
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.7

{3) BASES (continued) |

f

|

APPLICABILITY The AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems are
required to be OPERABLE in (VS-BW,CE,W: MODES 1, 2, 3, and
4) (VS-GE: MODES 1, 2, and 3) to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant )
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
of A00s or abnormal transients; and !

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained
in the event of a postulated DBA.

AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystem
requirements for (VS-BW,CE,W: MODES 5 and 6) (VS-GE: MODES
4 and 5) are covered in the Bases for Specification 3.8.8.

A Note has been added to provide clarification that for this
LCO, all required AC and DC electrical power distribution
subsystems shall be treated as an entity with a single
Completion Time.

O
j ACTIONS Ms

With one or more required AC buses, load centers, motor
control centers, or distribution panels, except AC vital
buses, in 2Dn division inoperable the remaining AC
electrical power distribution (VS-BW,CE,W,BWR/4: subsystem
is) (VS-BWR/6: subsystems are) capable of supporting the
minimum safety functions necessary to shut down the reactor
and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, assuming no
single failure. The overall reliability is reduced,
however, because a single failure in the remaining power
distribution (VS-BW CE,W,BWR/4: subsystem) (VS-BWR/6:
subsystems) could result in the minimum required ESF
functions not being supported. Therefore, the required AC
buses, load centers, motor control centers, and distribution
panels must be restored to OPERABLE status within a
determined amount of time ([ 1 hours), not to exceed 8 hours
if more than two systems are made inoperable because of the
distribution system inoperability.

(continued)

(conti'.. -).
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B 3.8.7

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS [ ] hours will be a specific number for each specific bus
(continued) 9n each specific plant. For a specific bus. [ hours is

defined as the most limiting Completion Time of]all the
supported systems .that are made inoperable by the
inoperability of the bus. Thus, a prior determination must
be made to obtain the most limiting Completion Time of all
the systems supported by each bus. []doesnotexceed
8 hours, however, if three or more systems are made
inoperable by the bus inoperability.

Note that the equipment referred to is all in one [ division)
power distribution subsystem.

When equipment governed by LCO 3.8.7 is inoperable in
(VS-BW.CE W BWR/4: both[ divisions two or

divisions)) and results in lo))s o{VS-BWR/6:s f functionalmore
capab lity, then LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately entered.

Ikl
With one AC vital bus inoperable, the remaining OPERABLE AC
vital buses are capable of supporting the minimum safety
functions necessary to shut down the unit and maintain it
in the safe shutdown condition. Overall reliability is
reduced, however, since an additional single failure could
result in the minimum required ESF functions not being
supported. Therefore, the required AC vital bus must be
restored to OPERADLE status within 2 hotms. For an AC vital
bus to be considered OPERABLE, it must be powered from its
DC-to-AC inverter. An alternate Class lE constant voltage
source may be used if approved for this purpose as stated
in the licensing basis of the plant. Requirements imposed
on the alternate source are governed by LCO 3.8.5,
" Inverters-Operating." The 2-hour Completion Time takes
into account the importance to safety of restoring the AC
vital bus to OPERABLE status, the redundant capability
afforded by the other OPERABLE vital buses, and the low
probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

{VS-BWR/6: However, if the inoperable AC vital bus is
associated with (Division 3), tien continaed operation for
up to a [2-hour) Completion Time is plant specific and is
meant to be the most limiting Completion Time for all
systems that a [ Division 3) AC vital bus supports;

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.8.7

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS furthermore, the (2-hour) Completion Time is not to exceed
(continued) 8 hours if more than two systems are made inoperable because

of the LDivision 3) AC vital bus inoperability. The
(2-hourj Completion Time for (Division 3) takes into account
the importance to safety of restoring the (Division 3) AC
vital m to OPERABLE status, the redundant capability
afforded by the other OPERABLE vita' buses, and the low
probability of a DBA occurring during this period.)

When more than one AC vital bus is inoperable, there is a
loss of functional capability. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must
be imediately entered.

L.1

With one or more required DC buses in gng (division)
inoperable the remaining DC electrical power distribution
{VS-BW,CE.W.BWR/4: subsystem is) (VS-BWR/6: subsystems are)
capable of supporting the minimum safety functions necessary
to shut down tie reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition, assuming no single failure. The overall
reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure

(Q in the remaining DC electrical power distribution
(VS-BW,CE,W,BWR/4: subsystem)
result in the minimum required (VS-BWR/6: subsystems) could,'

ESF functions not being
supported. Therefore, the required DC buses must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours. The 2-hour
Completion Time for DC buses is censistent with Regulatory
Guide 1.93, " Availability of Electric Power Sources"
(Ref. (1)).

(VS-BWR/6: However, if the inoperable DC bus is associated
with(Division 3),thencontinuedoperationforuptoa
(2-hour) Completion Time is plant specific and is meant to
be the most limiting Completion Time for all systems that a
(Division 3) DC bus supports; furthermore, the (2-hour)
Completion Time is not to exceed 8 hours if more than two
systems are made inoperable because of the (Division 3) DC
bus inoperability. The (2-hour) Completion Time for
(Division 3) takes into account the importance to safety of
restoring the (Division 3) DC bus to OPERABLE status, the
redundant capability afforded by the other OPERABLE DC
buses, and the low probability of a DBA occurring during
this period.)

| (continued)
l
l (continued)

V
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.7

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS When one or more DC buses are inoperable in more than one AC
(continued) and DC electrical power distribution subsystem, there is a

loss of functional capability. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be
<

immediately entered.

DJ

With one or more features specified under Condition A, B,
or C inoperable in the one (division) of AC and DC
electrical power distribution subsystem MQ one or more
required support or su) ported features, or both, inoperable
associated with the otler OPERABLE AC and DC electrical
power distribution subsystem (s), or with opposito OPERABLE
DC electrical power subsystem (s), or both, there is a loss
of functional capability and LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately
entered. However, if the LCOs of the support or supported
feature, or both, takes into consideration the loss of
function situation, LCO 3.0.3 may not need to be entered.

Ed

With one or more features specified under Condition A, B,
or C inoperable in one (division) of AC and DC electrical
power distribution subsystem, verify that the Required
Actions for those supported systems declared ino)erable by
the support features go* x m i by LCO 3.8.7 have >een
initiated and within a o ~ ion Time of ( ) hours.o

The . )-hour Completion Time is defined as the most limiting
of all the Required Actions for all the supported systems
that need to be declared inoperable upon the failure of one
or more features specified under Condition E.

1

Required Action E.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems affected by the
inoperability of the supported features governed by this
LCO have been initiated. This can be accomplished by
entering the supported systems' LCOs.
appropriate Required Actions for the sup(Alternatively, theported systems may
be listed in the Required Actions for Condition E of this
LCO.)

(for this facility, the identified supported systems
Required Actions are as follows:)

(continued)

(continued)
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.7

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS F.1 and F.2
(continued)

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does
not apply if the inoperable devices or components cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the associated Completion
Time. This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3
within (VS-BW,CE,W: 6 hours) {VS-GE: 12 hours) and in
{VS-BW,CE,W: MODE 5) {VS-GE: MODE 4) within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience related to the amount of time required to reach
the required MODES from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

I

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.7.1 l
REQUIREMENTS i

This Surveillance verifies that the AC and DC electrical !
power distribution systems are functioning pro)erly, with !all the required circuit breakers closed and tie buses
energized frca normal power. The verification of proper
voltage availability on the buses ensures that the required

(N power is readily available for motive as well as control
v) functions for critical system loads connected to these(

buses. The 7-day Frequency takes into account the redundant
ca) ability of the AC and DC electrical power distribution
su) systems, and other indications available in the control
room that will alert the operator to subsystem malfunctions.

SR 3.8.7.2

This. Surveillance verifies that the frequency on the AC
vital buses is within limits. (For this facility, the
purpose of this Surveillance is as follows:)

The 7-day frequency takes into account the redundant
capability of the AC and DC electrical power distribution
subsystems and other indications available in the control
room that will alert the operator to subsystem malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.93, " Availability of Electric Power
Sources," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, December
1974.

O
V
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Distribution Systms-Operating
B 3.8.7

{This version of Table B 3.8.7-1 is V5-BW,CE,W,BWR/4)

Table B 3.8.7-1 (page 1 of 1)

AC and DC Electrical Power Distribution System

TYPE VOLTAGE (Division 1)* [ Division 2)*

AC safety (4160 V) (ESF Bus) [NB01) [ESF Bus) (NB02)
buses

(480 V) 1. cad Centers Load Centers
[NG01,NG03) (NC02. NG04)

(480 V) Motor Control Motor Control
Centers Centers

(NG01A,NG0ll, (NG02A,NG021,
NG018, NG03C, NG02B, NG04C,
NG031,NG03D) NG041,NG04D)

(120 V) Distribution Distribution
Panels Panels

(NP01,NP03) (NP02,NPO4)

DC buses (125V) Bus (NK01) from Bus (NK02) from
battery (NKll) and battery (NK12) and

charger (NK21) charger (NK22)

Bus (NK03) from Bus (NK04) from
battery (NK13) and battery (NK14) and

charger (NK23) charger [NK24]

Distribution Distribution
Panels Panels

(NK41,NK43,NK51) (NK42,NK44,NK52)
_

AC vital (120V) Bus [NN011 from Bus (NN02] from
buses inverterLNN11) inverterI;NN12)

connected to bus connected to bus
(NK01) [NK02)

Bus (NN03] from Bus (NN04]-from
inverter |:NN13) inverterI;NN14)

connected to bus connected to bus
(NX03) (NK04)

* Etch (division) of the AC and DC electrical power distribution system is a
subs.ystem.

= -
-
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! Distributien Systems-Operating j
"

B 3.8.7 1

: l

: {This version of Table B 3.8.7-1 is VS-BW,CE,W,BWR/6)

Table B 3.8.7-1 (page 1 of 1)

AC and DC Electrical Power Distribution System1

TYPE VOLTAGE (Division 1)* (Division 2)* (Division 3)*
||

AC safety (4160V) (E5FBus) (ESFBus) (ESFBus)
buses (NB01) (NB02) (NB03)

(480V)
Load Centers Load Centers
(NG01,NG03) [NG02,NG04)

(480V)
Motor Control Motor Control Motor Control

Centers Centers Centers
(NG01A,NG0ll, [NG02A,NG021, (NG05A,
NG018, NG03C, NG028, NG040, NG050)
NG031,NG03D) NG041,NG04D)

(120 V)
Distribution Distribution ' Distribution
Panels LNP01, Panels (NP02, Panels JNP05,

NP03) NPO4) NP06),

DC buses (125V) Bus (NK01] Bus (NK02) Bus (NK05)

O
,

from battery from battery from battery

charger)(NK21)charger)(NK22)(NN11 and [NK12 and (NK15) and
-

charger+

(NK25)
Bus (NK03) Bus [NK04)

from battery from battery
: (NN13) and

cha(NK14)andcharger (NK23) rger(NK24)

Distribution Distribution Distribution
Panels (NK41, Panels (NK42, Panel (NK45]
NK43,NK51) NK44,NK52)

i

AC vital (120 V) Bus (NN01) Bus (NN02) Bus (NN05)
buses from inverter from inverter from inverter

(NNll) (kN12) (NN15]| connected to connected to connected to
bus (NK01) bus (NK02] bus (NK05)

i

Bus [NNO3) Bus (NN04)
i from inverter from inverter
I (NN13) (NN14)
! connected to connected to |

bus (NK03) bus (NK04) l

* Each (division) of the AC and DC power distribution system is a subsystem. I

1
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Distribution System--Shutdown
B 3.8.8

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.8 Distribution System-Shutdaga

BASES

BACKGROVND A description of the AC and DC electrical power distribution
system is provided in the Bases for Specification 3.8.7,
'' Distribution System-Operating."

APPLICABLE The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC and DC electrical power
SAFETY ANALYSES sources and associated power distribution subsystems during

shutdown and refueling, as specified in the LCO, ensures
that (Ref. 1):
a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or

refueling condition for extended periods; i

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is
available for moni+9eing and maintaining the unit
status; and

Adequate power is provided to mitigate eventsc.
postulated during shutdown, such as an inadvertent
drain 60wn of the vessel or a fuel-handling accident.

Although in many cases the FSAR may only address bounding
analyses that are typically for power operation, for other
modes of operation, the GDC (Ref. 2), among other ret;uire-
ments, are still required to be met. As these GDC are not
MODE specific, and as it is a function of the Technical
Specifications (TS) to ensure that the plant is operated
within its design basis, with regard to distribution
systems, the requirements established in the TS must be
consistent with the CDC related to electrical systems, as
well as with other GDC related to safety-related systems,
since the AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems
comprise a typical support system.

In general, when the plant is shut down, the TS requirements
ensure that the plant has the capability to mitigate the

(continued)

(continued)
,
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Distribution System--Shutdown
B 3.8.8

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE consequences of postulated accidents assuming a single
SAFETY ANALYSES failure, because either:

(continued)
a. Redundant and independent systems are required to be

OPERABLE; or

b. Appropriate administrative measures are established
and/or alternate backup systems that can provide
functional redundant capability are required to be
OPERABLE or put into operation in a )eriod of time
commensurate with the accident and tie initial
conditions considered.

This statement, in general, is reflected in the system LCOs
for shutdown MODES of operation.

In addition to the postulated shutdown events directly
addressed in the plant FSAR, it is necessary to consider
evaluations of plant data that show a large number of events
can take place during shutdown. If not mitigated, some of
these events can lead to core damage. Typically, the loss
of decay-heat removal while there is substantial core decay
heat poses a significant likelihood of a release due to a
severe core damage accident.

To avoid the consequences of possible accidents during
shutdown, different requirements are established according
to the design of each plant. So, as far as residual heat
removal (RHR) is concerned {VS-BW.CE,W,: the OPERABILITY of
the two RHR loops is required in MODE 3 5 and 6 when the
reactor coolant loops are not filled (MODE 5) and when the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) water level above the top of
the reactor vessel flange is less than 23 feet (MODE 6).
See Specifications 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not
filled," and {VS-W: 3.9.7, " Residual Heat Removal and
Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level.") {VS-CE: 3.9.5,
" Shutdown Cooling and Coolant Circulation-Low Water
Level.") (VS-BW: 3.9.5, " Decay Heat Removal and Coolant
Circulation-Low Water Level.")) {VS-GE: the OPERABILITY of
the two RHR shutdown cooling subsystems is always required
in MODE 4, and in MODE 5 when RCS water level above the top
of the reactor vessel flange is less than 23 feet. See
Specifications (VS-BWR/4: 3.4.8.) {VS-BWR/6: 3.4.9,)
" Residual Heat Removal-Shutdown," and 3.9.8, " Residual

(continued)

(continued)
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Distribution System-Shutdown
B 3.8.8

b
BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Heat Removal-Low Water level."} Therefore, in these
SAFETY ANALYSES conditions, [ portions of) [ Division 1 and 2) AC and DC

(continued) electrical power distribution subsystems are required to
be OPERABLE as support systems.

The AC and DC electrical power distribution system satisfies
Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LCO LCO 3.8.8.a requires OPERABILITY of one [ division) AC and DC
electrical power distribution subsystem. The intent is that
all required non-redur,Jant loads, as well as one required
load from each required redundant pair of loads, be powered
from this svety (division) and that all required AC and DC
sources, as well as the distribution subsystem itself, will
be OPERABLE so that the AC and DC sources and distribution
subsystem will be capable of fully supporting the required
loads.

When redundant counterpart loads (e.g., the second members
of the pair) are required to be OPERABLE, LC0 3.8.8.b

[] requires that they receive power from the (necessary
id portions of the) other (division) AC and DC electrical power

<

distribution subsystem. Therefore, LCO 3.8.8.b requires
[the necessary portions of) this other [ division) DC
electrical power subsystem to be OPERABLE.

{VS-BWR/6: LCO 3.8.8.c requires OPERABILITY of the
[ division 3) AC and DC electrical power distribution
subsystem when the High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) System
is required to be OPERABLE, or when other loads assigned
to the HPCS System [ division) are required to be OPERABLE,
or both.)

See the Bases for Specification 3.8.7 for additional
information on AC and DC electrical power distribution
subsystem OPERABILITY and AC and DC electrical power
distribution support and supported systems.

LCO 3.8.8 specifies the minimum number of AC and DC
electrical power distribution subsystems required to be
OPERABLE in MODES {VS-BW,CE,W: S and 6) {VS-GE: 4 and 5)
and any time when handling irradiated fuel {VS-GE: (or

1

(continued) l
l

(continued) ]U
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Distribution System-Shutdown
B 3.8.8

BASES (continued)

LCO moving loads over irradiated fuel in the primary or
(continued) secondary containment)). It ensures the availability of

sufficient power to operate the plant in a safe manner to
mitigate the consequences of postule.ted events during
shutdown (e.g., fuel-handling accidents, inadvertent
eactor vessel draindown).

As described in the previous section, " Applicable Safety
Analyses," in the event of an accident during shutdown, the
TS are designed to maintain the plant in a condition such
that, even with a single failure, the plant will not be in
immediate difficulty. In some cases, this is accomplished
by requiring completely redundant and independent systems to
be OPERABLE. In other cases, if justified based on a single
plant design, administrative measures may be sufficient to
relax the single-failure criterion. Also, an alternative
backup system that provides the same functional capability
may be substituted provirled the backup system is OPERABLE or
can be made OPERABLE in sufficient time to mitigate the
consequences of an accident during shutdown. When required
to be OPERABLE, systems are reliable only if their support
requirements are also met. The AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystems comprise a typical support system.

APPLICABILITY The AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems
required to be OPERABLE in MODES (VS-BW,CE,W: 5 and 6)
(VS-GE: 4 and 5) and also any time when handling irradiated
fuel (VS-GE: [or moving loads over irradiated fuel in the
primary or secondary containment)) provide assurance that:

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventery makeup
are available for the irradiated fuel in the core in
case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor
vessel;

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel-handling accident
are availabic;

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are
OPERABLE; and

(continued)

(continued)
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Distribution System--Shutdown
B 3.8.8

p
BASES (continued)

.

APPLICABILITY d. Instrumentation and control capability is available
(continued) for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold

shutdown condition and refueling condition.

AC and OC electrical power distribution subsystem
requirements for {VS-BW,CE,W: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4) {VS-GE:
H0 DES 1, 2, and 3) are covered in Specification 3.8.7,
" Distribution System-Operating.*

ACTIONS A.1. A.2. A.3. A.4. A.5. and A.6

With one or more of the required AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystems inoperable, some equipment is not
receiving the minimum support it needs. Therefore, it is
required to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, handling of irradiated
fuel,{VS-GE: moving of loads over irradiated fuel,} any
activities that could potentially result in inadvertent
draining of the reacter vessel, and operations involving
positive reactivity additions.

Q Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion!"/ of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.
These actions will preclude the occurrence of actions that
could potentially initiate the postulated events. It is
further required to immediately initiate action to restore
the required AC and DC electrical power distribution
subsystems and to continue this action until restoration is
accomplished in order to provide the necessary power to the
unit's safety systems.

The Completion Time of "Immediately' is consistent with the
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The
restoration of the required distribution subsystems should
be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the
time the unit's safety systems may be without power.

Required Action A.6 verifies that the Required Actions for
those supported systems declared inoperable because of the
inoperability of one or more AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystems have been initiated and within the
same Completion Time as that specified for Required
Action A.S.

(continued)

p (continued)
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Distribution System-Shutdown
B 3.8.8

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Required Action A.6 ensures that those identified Required
(continued) Actions associated with supported systems affected by the

inoperability of one or more AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystems have been initiated. This can be
accomplished by entering the supported systets' LCOs.
[ Alternatively, the ap)ropriate Required Actions for the
supported systems may )e listed in the Required Actions for
Condition A of this LCO.)

[For this facility, the identified supported systems'
Required Actions are as follows:)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the AC and DC electrical
power distribution system is functioning )roperly, with all
required circuit breakers closed and the auses energized
from normal power. The verification of 3 roper voltage
availability on the buses ensures that tie required power is
readily available for motive as well as control functions
for critical system loads connected to these buses. The
7-day Frequency takes into account the redundant capability
of the AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems,
as well as other indications available in the control room
that will alert the operator to subsystem malfunctions.

SR 3.8.8.2

This Surveillance verifies that the frequency on the AC
vital buses is within limits. [Forthisfacility,the
purpose of this Surveillance is as follows:)

'

The 7-day Frequency takes into account the redundant
capability of the AC and DC electrical power distribution
subsystems, as well as other indications available in the
control room that will alert the operator to subsystem
malfunctions,

_

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit name) FSAR, Section [ ),"[ Title)."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants."

O
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Refueling Equipment Interlocks
B 3.9.1

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.1 Refuelina Eagloment Interlocks

BASES

BACKGROUND Refuelug equipment interlocks restrict the operation of the
refueling equipment or the withdrawal of control rods to
rekforce plant procedures in preventing the reactor from*

The refueling
!M.achievingcriticalityduringrefueling.hterlock circuitry senses the conditions of the refueling

dff"equipmentandthecontrolrods. Depending on the sensed
b conditions,. interlocks are actuated to prevent the operation

Tf ef5the' refueling equipment or the withdrawal of control
93, . ,. c > - p

GDC;tS" pof:10 CFR'50, Appendix A, requires that one of the
,~ i

two required; independent reactivity control systems must be

capable of9:olding)the reactor core subcritical under coldconditier# (Ref.1.GThe control rods, when fully inserted,
serve as thettystem capable of maintaining the reactor-
subcritical'in cold conditions during all fuel-movement
activities and accidents. '

Two channels of tr tatio ,are provided te sense the
position of the refueling platfomethe loading of the
refueling platform main hoist, and the full _ insertion of all
control rods. With the reactor mode' switch in the refueling
position, the indicated conditions areEcombined in logic
circuits to determine if all. restrictions on refueling
equipment operations and control rod insertion are -
satisfied.

A contr:1 rod not at its full-in position interrupts power
to the refueling equipment and prevents operating the
equipment over the reactor core when loaded with a fuel

iassembly. Conversely, the refueling equipment.5 cated over '

the core and loaded with fuel inserts a contro
withdrawal block in the Control Rod Drive Syse to prevent ;

iwithdrawing a control rod.
1

The refueling platform has two mechanical switches that open
before the platform and the fuel grapple are physically
located over the reactor vessel. The main hoist has two
switches that open when the hoist is loaded with fuel. The

(continued)

(continued)-
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Refueling Equipment Interlocks
B 3.9.1

BASES (continued) '
_

;

DACKGROUND refueling interlocks use these indications to prevent
(continued) operation of the refueling equipment with fuel loaded over

the core whenever any control rod is withdrawn, or to.

1 prevent control rod withdrawal whenever fuel-loaded
refueling equipment is over the core (Ref. 2).

. .

&
APPLICABLE The refuel (a's interlocks are explicitly assumed in the FSAR
SAFETY ANALYSES ana is of b_ control rod removal error during refueling

( /3) . TMs analysis evaluates the consequences of
c rol rodMithdrawal during refueling. A prompt

'

reactivity excur(ion,during refueling could potentially;
,

resultiin fueltfallinv: with subsequent release of
radioactivemateria1Ltctheenvironment.,

g- o . g<
' Criticalityand,!therefore,subsequentpromptreactivity ,

excursions are, prevented.during the insertion of fuel,
provided all controbredssere fully inserted during the fuel
insertion. The refuelfrig Anterlocks accomplish this by
preventing loading fuelhiato the core with any control rod
withdrawn, or by prevent $eg withdrawal of a rod from the
core during fuel loading, '

The refueling platform lotiation switches" activate at a point
[ ] ft [ ] inches from the outside of th'eMeactor core.
Considering switch hysteresis and maximum platform momentum
toward the core at the time of power itss with a fuel
assembly loaded and a control rod withdrawn, the fuel does
notreachbeyond[]ft[] inches;fromthecore.

The hoist switches open at a load lighter than the weight of
a single fuel assembly in wator. A fuel assembly in water
weighs (715 (dry)] lb, and the switchea are set at [680) lb.

" Refueling Equipment Inter 1ccks' 'satisfles Criterion 3 of
the NRC Irterir. Policy Statement.

LCO To prevent criticality during refueling, the refueling>

interlocks ensure that fuel assemblies are not loaded with
any control rod withdrawn or that a rod cannot be withdrawn
while a fuel assembly is being loadeo.

(continued)

(continued)
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Refueling Equipment Interlocks
B 3.9.1

O
Q BASE 3 (continued)

LCO To prevent these conditions from developing, the all-rods-
(continued) in, the refueling platform over-core position, the refueling

platform main hoist fuel-loaded inputs, and the refueling
equipment interlocks are required to be OPERABLE. These
inputs and interlocks provide refueling equipment or control
rod blocks to prevent operations that could result in
criticality-during refueling operations.
4:.

f,y{4er$this facility, OPERABLE refueling equipment interlocksd they associated inputs constitute th following:]

g%sP M?
Fot,this facility, the following support systems are

%r(egsked GPEMBLE to ensure refueling equipment interlock
t4rtnhe h W ILITY:)

(Fod facil y, those required support systems which
upon'thei { failure do not declare the refueling equipment
interloc Jehannelstinenerable and their justification are
as foll

:)N& ? h
~. w 4

R
Mr 3y.

p] In MODE 5, a proahA reactivity excursion could cause fuelAFPLICABILITY
damage and subsequenVrelease oferadioactive material to the
environment. The refselingIequipment interlocks protect
against prompt reactivity excursionsDduring MODE 5. The
interlocks are only required to bef0PRABLE during CORE
ALTERATIONS with reft . ling equipmert associated with the

<

interlocks. 4;
In MODES 1, 1, 3, and 4, the reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
head is on an1 no fuel loading activities are possible.
Therefore, the refueling interlocks are not required to be
OPERABLE in these MODES.

ACTIMS Ad

With one or more of the required refueling equipment |

interlocks ino)erable, the plant must be placed in a
condition in w11ch the LCO does not apply. CORE ALTERATIONS
with the affected refueling equipment must be imediately
suspended. This action ensures that operations are not-
performed with equipment that ruld potentially not be

(continued),

b (continued)V
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Refueling Equipment Interlocks
B 3.9.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS blocked from unacceptable operations (e.g., loading fuel -

(continued) into a cell with a control rod withdrawn).

Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall not preclude completion
of the movement of a component to a safe condition.

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.1 ih<
REQUIREMENTS .my '

Perfefmanceof|aCHANNELFUNCTIONALTESTdemonstratesthat
each required' refueling equipment interlock will function
pro erly when a simulated or actual signal indicative of a
required condition is3 injected into the logic. The CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL, TEST > may berperformed by any series of
sequentia1Joverlapping, or total channel steps such that
the erGre'channeleis' tested.

/J
The7-dayFregsneyis'NAedonengineeringjudgmentandis
considered adequate in1 view bf other indications of
refueling interlocks and.their associated input status that
are available to plant operations personnel.

Q,
~

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal ReguLtions, Part 50,
Appendix A, Section VI, GDC 26. " Reactivity Control
System Redundancy and Capability.% .

2. (UnitName]FSAR,Section[]b"[ Title)."
3. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section ( ], "[ Title]."

i

9
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Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock
S 3,9.2

0
\
\ B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

,

B 3.9.2 Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock

BASES
__

BACKGROUND The refuel position one-rod-out interlock restricts the
movement of control rods to reinforce plant procedures which !

prevent the reactor from becoming critical during refueling
operations. During refueling operations, no more than one

geentralkodispermittedtobewithdrawn.
Mt

gp( GDC 24;ef 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, requires that one of theNi

MW' epa' required independent reactivity control systems be' e
Te ble:sf> holding the reactor core suberitical under cold

condittees (Ref;tl). The control rods serve as the systems

capath of[ maintaining the reactor subcritical in cold
conditions
The ref/ p #csitioN -rod-out interlock prevents the
selection of/assecondicontrol rod for movement when any.
other contrbl~redsis not fully inserted (Ref. 2). It is
a logic circuit wMah has Jredundant channels. It uses theO all-rods-in signab(from the control rod f111-in position
indicators discussed daiLCO 3.9.'4) and a rod selection
signal (from the Reaietor Manual Centrol System).

' %
This specification assures that t d performance of the
refuel position one-rod-out interlock',iin the event of a
Design Basis Accident (DBA),. meets the assumptions used in
the safety analysis of Reference 3.

APPLICABLE 'The refuel position one-rod-out interlock is explicitly
SAFETY ANALYSES assumed in the FSAR analysis of the control rod removal-

error during refueling (Ref. 3). This analysis evaluates
the consequences of control rod withdrawal during refueling.
A prompt reactivity excursion during refueling could-
potentially result in fuel failure with subsequent release
of radioactive material to the environment.

:

The refuel position one-rod-out interlock and adequate
SHUTDOWN MARGIN (LC0 3.1.1) prevent criticality by stopping
withdrawal of more than one control rod. With one controi

,

(continued)

(continued)
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Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock
B 3.9.2

BASES (continued);

APPLICABLE rod withdrawn, the core will remain subcritical, thereby
SAFETY ANALYSES preventing any prompt critical excursion.

" Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock" *.atisfie: Criterion'

3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

'

ToprevektcriticalityduringMODE5,therefuelpositionLC0
one-rod-out' interlock ensures no more than one control rod
m_ayLbe withdrawn. Both channels of the refuel position
onejrod-outEinterlock are required to be OPERABLE.

..> .

[For this' facilitih a: refuel position one-rod-out interlock
channel is considered OPERABLE when:]

[For this facility, th'e following support systems are
required OPERABLE to ensure refuel position one-rod-out
interlock channel OPERA 81LITY:]

3e,

[For thia facility,''those' required support systems which
upon their failure do not declare the refuel position one-
rod-out interlock channels inoperable and their!

' justification are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY InMODE5,withthereactorMODEswitciinberefuel
'

position, the OPERABLE refuel position one-rod-out interlock
provides protection against prompt reactivity excursions.

4

In MODES 1 through 4, the refuel position one-rod-out
interlock is not required to be OPERABLE and is bypassed.
In MODES 1 and 2, the Reactor Protection System (RPS)
(LC0 3.3.1.1) and the control rods (LC0 3.1.2) provide'

mitigation of potential reactivity excursions. In MODES 3
and 4, with the reactor MODE switch in the shutdown

! position, a control rod block (LC0 3.3.2.1) ensures all
control rods are inserted, thereby preventing criticality
during shutdown conditions.

(continued)

O
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Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock
B 3.9.2

,,

',]
BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With one or both channels of the refuel position one-rod-out
interlock inoperable, the refueling interlocks may not be
capable of preventing more than one control rod from being
withdrawn. This condition may lead to criticality.

Control rod withdrawal must be immediately suspended, and
, action,must be immediately initiated to fully insert all

4 insertable control rods in core cells containing one or more
gyfuel assemblies. Action must continue until all such
as control? rods.are fully inserted. Control rods in core cells
'Dcontaining'no fuel ar em m es do not affect the reactivity

"of3the core and,. then ' ore do not have to be inserted.

-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3. 9. 2. l'.
REQUIREMENTS ; .

[,,
.

Performance of, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each channel
demonstrates theiassociated refuel position one-rod-out

A interlock will function properly when a simulated or actual
(v) signal indicativeTof a required. condition is injected into

the logic. The CHANNEL' FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by
any series of sequential, overlapping, or total channel
steps such that the entire channe1~1s tested. To perform
the required testing, the applicable condition must be
entered (i.e., a control rod must.be withdrawn from its
full-in position).

The 7-day frequency is considered adequate because of
demonstrated circuit reliability, procedural controls on
control rod withdrawals, and visual and audible indications
available in the control room to alert the operator of
control rods not fully inserted. The 1-hour Frequency to
perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when any control rod is
withdrawn is similarly adequate.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, Section VI, GDC 26, " Reactivity Control
System Redundancy and Capability." |

L
| (continued) |

i 73 (continued)
'
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Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock
B 3.9.2

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ],"(Title)."

(continued)
3. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ],"[litle]."
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Control Rod Position - -

B 3.9.3 i

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.3 Control Rod Position j

1
1

BASES

BACKGROUND Control rods provide the-capability to maintain the reactor
subcritical under all conditions and to limit the potential
a ' t and rate of reactivity increase caused by a
as function in the Control Rod Drive (CRD) System. During

Mrefuelia0, movement of control rods is limited by the
4Wrefueling interlocks (LCO 3.9.1 and LCO 3.9.2) or the

%g(controlired; block with the reactor MODE switch in theWptsewn, position (LCO3.3.2.1),w py gy
GDC 28M?lo CFR'50, Appendix A, requires that one of the
twoWeq"uihindependent reactivity control systems be
capable ofiholding the reactor core suberitical under cold

capable "ef(maintaining;the reactor suberitical in coldconditioni (Ref.1),.dThe control rods serve as the system
conditionsyyQ'.gf-

hw . .

The refueling inter 16cks allow a single control rod to be
withdrawnatanyd'44meunlessfuelisbeingloadedintothep) core. To preclu e'loedtngifuelrassemblies into the core-*

D with a control rod withdrawn. all? control rods must be fully
inserted.- This prevents the reactor
criticality during refueling operatt'o?from achievingns.

g y.

s

APPLICABLE Prevention and mitigation of prompt reactivity excursions
SAFETY ANALYSES during refueling are provided by the refueling interlocks

(LCO 3.9.1 and LCO 3.9.2), the SHUTDOWN MARGIN (LCO 3.1.1),
the intermediate range monitor (IRM) neutron flux scram
(LC0 3.3.1.1), the average power range monitor (APRM)
neutron flux scram (LC0 3.3.1.1), and the control rod block
instrumentation (LCO 3.3.2.1).

The safety analysis of the cortrol rod removal error during
refueling in the FSAR (Ref. 2) assumes that the refueling'

interlocks and adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN are in place.

(continued)

(continued) .
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Control Rod Position
B 3.9.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Additionally, during refueling, all control rrJs
SAFETY ANALYSES must be fully inserted to ensure that an ina/vertent

(continued) criticality does not occur.

" Control Rod Position" satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement.

LCO All contso rods must be fully inserted during applicable
refueling conditions to prevent an inadvertent criticality
during refueling.

[For this facility,:a control rod is considered to be fully
inserted whent]|

*.

[For this facility the following support systems are
required OPERABLE to ensure that one or more control rods
are fully inserted:)

[For this facilih those re' quired sepport systems which
upon their failure do not :deciareith4t one or more control
rods are not fully inserted and.their justification are as
follows:]

~

,

[For this facility, the supported systems:' impacted because
one or more control rods are not fully inserted and the
justification of whether or not each tupported system is
declared inoperable are as follows:J

,

,

l APPLICABILITY During MODE 5, loading fuel into a core cell with the -
control rod withdrawn may result in inadvertent criticality.
Therefore, the control rod must be inserted before loading
fuel into a core cell. All control rods must be inserted
before loading fuel to ensure that a fuel loading error does

| not result in loading fuel into a core cell with the control
rod withdrawn,

An exception to this requirement is allowed (LC0 3.10.6) ifi

fuel is being loaded in an approved spiral reload sequence
that does not use a complete set of blade guides. The
approved spiral reload sequence typically involves reloading

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Position
B 3.9.3

BASES (continued)
_

APPLICABILITY such that fuel is always being loaded on the periphery of |

(continued) the fueled zone. During the spiral reloading, all control |
rods in core cells containing fuel are fully inserted, and i

the control rod in the next cell tc be loaded is fully
inserted. This minimizes the reactivity insertion of each |

'fuel assembly and the probability of a reactivity excursion.
l

Thisupecification does not apply in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4,
,sincetthe vessel head is in place and refueling operations

g6 ah not ossible,
pf %

Q pW ;MNAi1Nnd'AACTIONS >
<

Mi
With hq p 4edntrol? rod not fully inserted during the applicable
conditionsdan inadvertent- criticality could occur that is
not analyzed in the.FSAR. All fuel-loading operations must
be immediately suspended. Suspension of thcse activities
shall not preclude the completion of movemer *. of a component
to a safe condition.V

.p .

O Required Action A'.2 initiat'esunction to verify that the
Required Actions have beeniinitiated for the supported
systems declared inoperable =because,of one or more control
rods not fully inserted within the(same Completion Time as
that specified for Required Action; A.1h

a n
$RequiredActionA.2 ensures.thitidentifiedRequiredActions

associated with supported systems impacted because of one or
more control rods not fully Inserted, have been initiated.
This can be accomplished by entering the supported systems
LCOs or independently as a group of Required Actions needed
to be initiated every time Condition A is entered. [For
this facility, the identified supported systems Required
Actions are as follows:]

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.1
! REQUIREMENTS

During refueling, to ensure that the reactor remains
subcritical, all control rods must be fully inserted prior
to and during fuel loading. Periodic checks of the control
rod position ensure this condition is maintained.

(continued)
1

(continued)
%/
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Control Rod Position
8 3.9.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The 12-hour Frequency considers the procedural controls over
REQUIREMENTS control rod movement during refueling as well as the

(continued) redundant functions of the refueling interlocks.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, Section VI, GDC 26, " Reactivity Control
System Redundancy and Capability."

gq f ' _

2f!HunitName]FSAR,Section[ ],"[ Title]."

y :,u . .

- -

%" . *'

..
,,

.{ i.

%Qu
'

f.'
,e * A:-

' '
,., a, -

:|

'
:

I

l
|

|

9
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Control Rod Position Indication'
B 3.9.4 '!

/ B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.4 Control Rod Position Indication j

BASES

BACKGROVHD The two full-in position. indication channels for each
control rod provide information necessary to the refueling

-interlocks to prevent inadvertent criticalities during
refiolini operations. During refueling, the refueling
j"isteMocics (LCO-3.9.1 and LC0 3.9.2) use the two full-in

sithen indication channels to'11mit the operation of the
efuelleg equipment and the movement of the control rods..

The nee of the-full-in- position indication channel
ff r att control rod removes the all-rods-in3 9

TermissWe foKthe refueling equ pment interlocks and-
prev s'ifuelloading. Also, th s condition causes the
with rawal?of <an;y other cortrol ~ rod.Fposition one-rod-out interlock to not allow the-
re

Ms
GDC 26 ok 10 CFR $ 5ppendix A, requires that one of the
tworequiadminderienfentreactivitycontrolsystemsbe
capable of holdi ,the reactor core subcritical under cold'
conditions (Ref ' )F The:centrol rods' serve as the system

O capable of maintaining,the reactor subcritical in coldr

conditions. "i g g , v
*:. + ,,

'

|%Preventionandmitigationofpromp|trenbtivityexcursionsAPPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES' during refueling. are.provided>by the refueling interlocks

(LCO 3.9.1 and LCO 3.9.2 , th9 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (LC0 3.1.
the intermediate range mo)nitor_ (IRM) neutron flux scram.1),
(LCO 3.3.1.1), the average power range' monitor (APRM)-

_neutron flux scram (LCO 3.3.1.1), and -the control rod block -
instrumentation (LCO 3.3.2.1).

The safety analysis for the control rod removal error during
refueling .(Ref. 2) assumes that the refueling interlocks are
OPERABLE and an adequate. SHUTDOWN MARGIN is available. The
two full-in position-indication channels .are required to be
OPERABLE so that the refueling' interlocks can ensure that
fuel cannot be loaded with any control rod withdrawn, and>
that no more than-one-control rod can be withdrawn at atime.

'

" Control Rod Position Indication" satisfies Criterion 3 of
.;

; the NRC Interim Policy Statement-
.

(continued)
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Control Rod Position Indication
B 3.9.4

BASES (continued)

LCO Each of the two control rod full-in position indication
channels rust be OPERABLE to provide the required inputs to
the refueling interlocks. A channel is OPERABLE if it
provides correct position indication to the refueling
interlock logic.

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required OPERABLE to ensure control rod position indication
channel DPEBASILITY:]

ANKo
(Forrthfs f5dility, these required support systems which
uperbtheir failure do not declare the control rod position
indication,thannels inoperable and their justification are
as follows ]' j Q

w g ..

[For this facility, lhe supported systems impacted by the
inoperability ofia cor!.rol rod position indication channel
and the justification"of whether or not each supported
system is declared inoperable are as follows:)

N .s j ,
':,." . A . , ,

APPLICABILITY DuringMODE5,eachcoNEN$ rod.musthavetwoOPERABLEfull-
in position indication, channels!to ' ensure the applicable
refueling interlocks will be}0PERABLE4

/ ?
In MODES 1 and 2, requirements for control > rod position are
specified in LCO 3.1.2, " Control Rod OPERABILITY " In MODES
3 and 4, with the reactor MODE switch in the' refuel
position, the full-in position indication channels are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that the refuel position
one-rod-out interlocks are OPERABLE.

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.3.1. and A.3.2

With one or more full-in position indication channels
inoperable, alternative compensating actions must be taken
to protect against potential reactivity excursions from new
fuel insertions or control rod withdrawals.

The first (and safest) alternative involves immediately
suspending CORE ALTERATIONS and control rod withdrawal, and

; imediately initiating action to fully insert all insertable
control rods in core cells containing one or more fuel

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Position Indication
B 3.9.4

BASES (continued)
C

ACTIONS assemblies. Actions must continue until all insertable
(continued) control rods in core cells containing one or more fuel

assemblies are fully inserted.

Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and control rod withdrawal
shall not preclude completion of the movement of a component
to a safe condition.

Tha9second alternative requires immediately initiating
settens.to fully insert the control rod (s) and disarm the

Adrive(;)i ssociated with the inoperable full-in positiona

/$findictler(s)toensurethatthecontrolrodisnot '

$with#ewn, gActions must continue until all associated
.

Vzg1 e fully inserted and drives are disarmed.

An i
'

% full-in channel may be bypassed to allow
refte 'ng rstions to proceed. Under this condition, an
alterni.+c [h,thed must be used to ensure the control rod is
fullyinser;ted(e.g,.,"usethe"00"notchposition
indicatibel) . Ifna11 fuel is removed from a core cell, the
full-in positiesliridications may be bypassed since the
control rod'm'afie withdrawn and the position indication isz

'Q notrequiredtobgePERABLEpo
!s 3r ~ ,o

G Required Action All initiates action to verify that the
Required Actions hav,e,been? initiated for the supported
systems declared inoperable becauseLof the inoperability of
one or more control rod position indication channels within
the same Completion Time as thatfspecified for other
Required Actions in Condition A. '

Required Action A.1 ensures that Mentified Required Actions
associated with supported systems 1mpacted because of the
inoperability of one or more control rod position indication
channels have been initiated. This can be accomplished by
entering the supported systems LCOs, or independently as a
group of Required Actions needed to be initiated every time
Condition A is entered. [For this facility,'the identified
supported systems Required Actions are as follows:)

.

(continued)

J
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Control Rod Position Indication
B 3.9.4

BASES (continued) ,

SURVEli. LANCE SR 3.9.4.1
REQUIREMENTS The full-in position indication channels are verified to be

OPERABLE when they are available for all fully inserted
control rods.

The 24-hour Frequency is considered adecuate because of the
procedural controls on control rod withcrawals and the
visual and audible indications available in the control room
to alert. the.qoperator of control rods not fully inserted,

p,, v %

t!.S i. . . i.,e .(
1. Vfit16'10, Coh of Federal Regulations, Part 50,REFERENCES

Appen' dix A, Section VI, GDC 26, " Reactivity Control
System'Redundancytand Capability."

'

<r u.,,
2. (Unit'Name[F$AR, Section [ ), "[ Title] . "

, a_ ,

1.,
_

'
r V t q

'

m-
~

,

*
.

'g_

i

e
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Control Rod OPERABILITY-Refueling
-B 3.9.5

4

O
B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.5 fontrol Rod OPERABILITY-Refuelino

BASES
-

BACKGROUND Control rods-are components of the Control Rod Drive (CRD)
System,.the primary reactivity control system for the
reattor. In conjunction with the Reactor Protection System

JS85)hthe CRD System provides the means for the reliable

, y(sentr'oWof reactivity changes during refueling operation.In addMion, the control rods provide the capability to
, maintsia the, reactor suberitical under all conditions and to
imEth , ntial amount and rate of reactivity increase

'cens'6d 'iitelfunction in the CRD System.
A % %

GDC# (10;CEF50, Appendix A, requires that one of the-
two Yequired? independent- reactivity control systems- be

capable eO61 ding)jhe -reactor core subcritical under coldconditio'ar(Re,fg1 MThe CRD System is the system capable
of maintaynspe ytor subcritical in cold conditions.

3$% -

A [T $P %
i / APPLICABLE Prevention and mitiga$1onfof-prompt reactivity excursions
V SAFETY ANALYSES during refueling are?provided by refueling-interlocks

(LCO 3.9.1 and LCO 3.9.2), the SHUTOBWN MARGIN (LCO 3.1.1),
the intermediate range monitor '(Ilut)ineutron flux scram
(LCO 3.3.1.1), the average power;rangeTecnitor (APRM)
neutron flux scram (LCO 3.3.1 '1); and the control rod block
instrumentation (LC0 3.3.2.1).''-

The safety analysis for the control rod removal error' during

withdrawal (during refueling.Ref. 2) evaluates the consequences of control' rod
refueling

A prompt reactivity excursion-
during refueling could potentially result in fuel failure
with subsequent release of radioactive material to the

i environment. Control rod scram provides backup protection
| should a prompt reactivity excursion occur.

" Control Rod OPERABILITY-Refueling" satisfies Criterion 3
| of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.
i

(continued) |

|O
1
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Control Rod OPERABILITY-Refueling
B 3.9.5

BASES (continued)
'

LCO Each withdrawn control rod must be OPERABLE. The withdrawn
control rod is considered OPERABLE if it is capable of being
automatically inserted upon receipt of a scram signal,
including scram accumulator pressure > [940) psig.

[For this facility, the folicwing support systems are
required OPERABLE to ensure control rod OPERABILITY during
refuelingi)

[Foyth fkbility, those required support systems which
upon,their failure do not declare the control rods
inoperable and their justification are as follows:)4xy , ; y ,

,,[h p }
APPLICABILITY During MODE N, withdrawn control rods must be OPERABLE to

ensure that' in a! scram the control rods will insert and
provide the required negative reactivity to maintain the
reactor subcritical

~

yg .
W.x ; -

For MODES I and 2,'controlirod requirements are found in
LCOs 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.1:4 1and 3.1.5. During MODES 3 and 4,
control rods are only allowed to be Withdrawn under special
operations LC0 3.10.3, " Sin le Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot
Shutdown," and LCO 3.10.4; Single, Control Rod Withdrawal-
Cold Shutdown," which provide adequate requirements for
control rod OPERABILITY during these conditions.

g>

"

ACTIONS AJ,

With one or more iithdrawn control rods inoperable, action
must be immediate'y initiated to fully insert the inoperable
control rod (s). nserting the control rod ensures that the
shutdown and scrarc capabilities are not adversely affected.

SURVEILLANCE SR' 3.9.5.1 and SR 3.9.5.2
REQUIREMENTS

During MODE 5, the OPERABILITY of control rods is primarily
required to ensure that a withdrawn control rod will
automatically insert if a signal requiring a reactor
shutdown occurs. Because no explicit analysis exists for

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod OPERABILITY-Refueling !

B 3.9.5 .|

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE automatic shutdown during refueling, the shutdown function
REQUIREMENTS is satisfied if the withdrawn control rod is capable of

(continued) automatic insertion and the associated CRD scram accumulator
pressure is [940] psig.

SR 3.9.5.1 and SR 3.9.5.2

Thef.7-dayFrequencyconsidersequipmentreliability,
proc'edural controls over the scram accumulators, and control

<droom alarms and indicating lights which indicate low
" accumulator charge pressures.

.:

- ,
.

_.

REFERENCES 1. ,Tdle 10,: Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Q ppendix A,'Section VI, GOC 26, " Reactivity Control

' System Redundancy and Capability."
fi

2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title)."J

__

(w ,;

,

,
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RPV Water level
B 3.9.6

-|

6 *, . 3 nEFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.6 Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Water Level-

BASES
1

- - |
BACKGROUND The movement of fuel- assemblies within containment with -- ;

irradiated fuel in Containment, requires a minimum water
level, of (23] ft above the top of the RPV flange. During '

refueling, this maintains a sufficient water level in the
gfcontairunent, refueling cavity, refueling canal. fuel

fy!transf,er) canal, and spent-fuel pool. Sufficient water isN*4necessaryto,retainiodine: fission-productactivityinthe
q' water $1n ,the event of a fuel-handling accident-(Refs. Ir

j

and"2) 43ufficient iodine activity would be retained to {

limits;ffsite doses from the accident to < 25% of 10 CFR-100 |limitto
asprgidedbytheguidanceofReference3. |

1

y, .f

APPLICABLE During moMemenkoffuel assemblies, the water -level in the-
SAFETY ANALYSES refueling cavity)and _ refueling canal is an initial condition -

design parameter'insthe analyt.is of a fuel-handling accident-
pd in Containment postulated by Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref.1),

A minimum water level of'[23] ft;(8egulatory Position C.I.c
of Ref.1) allows a# decontamination factor of:100-
(Regulatory Position ~C.I.g of Ref.tl)nto be _used in the
accident analysis for iodine. This. relates to the
assumption that 99% of the tota 1Jiodine' released from the
pellet / cladding gap of all the dropped fuel-assembly rods is

3retained by the refueling cavity water. ;The fuel
.pellet / cladding gap is assumed to contain 10% of the total '

fuel-rod iodine inventory (Ref.1).

Analysis of the fuel-handling accident inside containment .is
described in Reference 2. With a minimum water level of
(23] ft and a minimum decay time of 100 hours' prior to fuel
handling, the analysis and test programs demonstrate that
the iodine release due to a postulated fuel-handling
accident is adequately captured by the water, and that-
offsite doses -are maintained with allowable limits-(Ref. 4).

"RPV Water Level" satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim
Policy Statement.

(continued)

O
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RPV Water level
B 3.9.6

|

BASES (continued)
_

LC0 A minimum water level of (23) ft above the top of the RPV
flange is required to ensure that the radiological-
consequences of a postulated fuel-handling accident are
within acceptable limits, as provided by the guidance of
Reference 3.

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required,0PERABLE to ensure RPV water level indication
channelLOPERABILITY:]

[Foh s fablity, those required support systems which
upon<their. failure do not declare the RPV water level
indicatiorifchanneliinoperable and their justification are as
followst]~

"
.

.: ,

. . _ _

APPLICABILITY Within the containment, LCO 3.9.6, " Reactor Pressure Vessel
Water Level," is applicable when irradiated fuel assemblies
are seated within theiRPV and when fuel assemblies are being
moved over or within the,RPV. The LCO minimizes the
possibility of a fuel-handling. accident in containment that
is beyond the assumptions ~ of. the safety analysis. If
irradiated fuel is not 'present over or within the RPV, there
can be no significant radioactivity release as a result of a
postulated fuel-handling accident. Requirements for fuel-
landling accidents in the spent fuel storage pool are
covered by LC0 3.7.6.

ACTIONS Ad

If the water level is < {23] ft above the top of the RPV
flange, all operations involving movement of fuel assemblies
shall be suspended immediately to ensure that a fuel-
handling accident cannot occur. The suspension of fuel
movement shall not preclude completion of movement to-a safe
position.

In the event that.the required RPV water level indication
channels are found inoperable, the RPV water level is
considered to be not within limits and Required Action A.1
applies.

1

(continued)

O
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RPV Water l'evel-
B 3.9.6

BASES.(continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

ft above the-
Verification of a minimum water level of [23) basis for thetop of the RPV-flange ensures that the design- 1

postulated fuel-handling accident analysis during refueling'
operations is met. Water at' the required -. level above the
top of the RPV flange limits the consequences of damaged
fuehrods, which are postulated to result' from a fuel-

g ling accident in containment (Ref. 2),-.

4;r W
fThe-Frehency of-24 hours is based on engineering judgment:

[% ,'wateriand thelnormal procedural controls on valve positions'

and JCconsidered adequate in view of the large volume of-

- , . ,

Mich makeVsignificant unplanned level changes unlikely,
j@Sk W
, y

REFERENCES 1. Regulhory Guide 1.25, ." Assumptions Used for'
Evalcating thetPotential Radiological Consequences of
a Fuel-fiendlin (Accident in the-Fuel Handling and!
Storags Facili "for Boiling and Pressurized Water.
Reactors," U.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
March 23,19ft; 2

2. [ Unit Name] FSARf'Section [~ -),j "[ Title]'."

3. NUREG-0800,~"StandardReview.Pl$n,"Section15.7.4,.
" Radiological Consequences of. Fuel-Handling'

- Accidents," U.S. Nuclear < Regulatory Commission.

4. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Fart--.20,
Section 20.101(2), " Radiation Dose Standards for
Individuals in Restricted Areas."j

/O
-

N.)s i
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RHR-High Water Level
B 3.9.7

\ B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.7 Residual Heat Removal (RHR)--Hioh Water level

BASES

i

BACKGROUND The purpose of the RHR System in MODE 5 is'to remove decay
heat and sensible heat from the reactor coolant as required -
by,$DC 34. Each of the two shutdown cooling loops of the

!
3

IGRfystemcanprovidetherequireddecay-heatremoval.
1Sach loop consists of one motor-driven pump, a heat jg ' exchanger, and associated pi aing and valves. - Both loops

i hg ave,a common suction from t1e same, recirculation loop.c

Eachipump<dischargesthereactorcc1 ant,.afterithasbeen3
cooledgeirculation through'.the respective heat

-

exchangers, tolthe reactor via separate feedwater lines or
to the' upper containment pool via a common single-flow
distribution /sparger. The RHR heat exchangers transfer heat
to the Standby Service > Water System (LC0 3.7.2). The RHR
shutdown 4 pooling; node is manually cor. trolled,

*c;. p
In addition"tu the,RHR subsystems,-the volume J water above
the reactor pressWw vessel 1(RPV) flange provides a heatO sink for decay-heat removal,

Q ~ s' .

,

e
,

APPLICABLE If the reactor coolant temperature'is fnot maintained below
SAFETY ANALYSES 200'F, boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This

could lead to inadequate cooling of the reactor fuel because
of the resulting loss of coolant in the RPV The loss of
reactor coolant would eventually challenge the integrity of
the fuel cladding, which is a . fission-product barrier. One
train of the RHR System is-required to be OPERABLE and-in
operation to prevent this challenge.-

Although the RHR system does not meet a specific criteria of
the NRC Interim Policy Statement, it was. identified in the
Policy Statement as an important contributor to risk
reduction. Therefore, the RHR System is retained as a
technical specification.

LCO Only one RHR subsystem is required to be OPERABLE and in
operation in MODE 5 with the water level 2 [23]' ft above the

(continued)

(continued)
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RHR-High Water Level
B 3.9.7

BASES (continued)

LC0 RPV flange. Only one subsystem is required because the
(continued) volume of water above the RPV flange provides backup decay-

heat-removal capability.

An OPERABLE RHR subsystem consists of an RHR pump, a heat
exchanger, valves, piping, instruments, and controls to
ensure an OPERABLE flow path.

i(For this facility an RHR subsystem in operation constitutes
the following:]y

A-
(For[thisfa1'lity,thefollowingsupportsystemsare
required >0PERABLE:to ensure RHR System OPERABILITY:]

[For his fac'ility, th'ose required support systems which
upon theirefailure.do not declare the RHR System inoperable
and their justification are as follows:]

[Forthisfacifity,,RHR'Systemandthejustificationoftheisupported systems impacted by the
inoperability of an
whether or not each supported system is declared inoperable
are as follows:]

~

4--;

e. .

APPLICABILITY One RHR subsystem must be OPERABLE'and in. operation in
MODE 5, with the water level 2 [23] ft,above the top of the
RPV flange, to provide decay-heat removal. RHR System
' requirements in other MODES are covered by LCOs in
Section 3.4, " Reactor Coolant System"; Section 3.5,
" Emergency Core Cooling System". and " Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling"; and Section 3.6, " Containment Systems." RHR
System requirements in MODE 5, when the water level is
< (23] ft above the RPV flange, are given in LCO 3.9.8.

|

ACTIONS A.I. A.2. A.3. A.4. A.5. and A.6

If no RHR subsystem is OPERABLE or is not in operation,
actions shall be taken immediately to suspend operations
involving an increase in reactor decay-heat load. Also,

I actions shall be taken to restore one RHR subsystem to
| OPERABLE status and operation within 15 minutes. The

15 minute Completion Time is sufficient for an operator to

(continued)

(continued)
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RHR-High Watet level
B 3.9.7

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS initiate corrective action. In this Condition, the volume
(continued) of water above the RPV. flange provides adequate capability I

to remove decay heat from the reactor core. Actions must "

continue until at least one RHR subsystem is restored to
OPERABLE status and to operation.

If at least one RHR subsystem is not restored to OPERABLE-
status within 15 minutes, additional-actions are required to

, minimize any potential fission-product release to the
J environment. This includes initiating immediate action to

$Vrestore"the following to OPERABLE -status * secondary
% containment, sone Standby Gas Treatment System subsystem, and

%Qoneisecondary containment' isolation valve and associated
instFumentation;in each associated penetration not isolated.
This magtbe performed es an administrative check, by
examining 41ogs'or other information, to determine whether
the componenty are out of service for maintenance or other
reasons. XIt'does not mean to perform the surveillances
needed to! demonstrate the OPERABILITY'of the components.
If, howeverganytfeguired component is ino)erable, then it
must be restoredito'0PERABLE, status. In t11s case, a-
surveillance may'Dood to belperformed to _ restore the

O, component to OPEIE9LE status.V Actions must continue until
all required comp'on nts are 0PERABLE.

Required Action A.6 initiates actionito verify that the
Required Actions-have been initiated'for the supported
systems declared inoperable because ofithe inoperability of
required RHR subsystems within' the same Completion Time as
that specified for other Required Actions in Condition-A.

Required Action A.6 ensures that identified Required Actions
associated with supported systems impacted because of the
inoperability of required RHR subsystems have been
initiated. This can be accomplished by entering the-
supported systems LCOs, or. independently as a group of
Required Actions needed to be initiated every time
Condition A is entered. (For this facility, the identified
supported systems Required Actions are as follows:]

(continued)
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RHR-High Water Level
B 3.9.7

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

This surveillance verifies that the RHR subsystem is
OPERABLE, in operation, and circulating reactor coolant.
The flow rate is determined by the flow rate necessary to
provide sufficient decay-heat removal capability. The
Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient in view of other visual
and audible indications available to the operator for
monitoring:the RHR subsystem in the control room,

e- .

.r'

REFERENCES None..
,

.

E

%

.

O
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RHR-Low Water Level
-B<3.9.8-

(
'

B 3.9 REPJCLING OPERATIONS

B 2.9.8 Ep.sidual Heat Removat (RHR)-Low Water Level i

;

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of the RHR System in MODE 5 is to remove decay-
heat and sensible heat-from the-reactor coolant as required
by SC 34. Each of the two shutdown cooling loops of the !

AJistem can provide the. required decay-heat removal.
'g: Bach Dep consists of one motor-driven pump, a heat '

- Pexchanger,andassociatedpi)ingandvalves. Both loops
.havementommon suction from tie same recirculation loop.
Easttipo discharges the reactor coolant, after it has been
' teel ed, circulation through the respective heat
exch , to%e reactor via the associated recirculation
loo
Ser$ e@R% eat-exchangers transfer heatLto the Standby

vice Water Sfstem (LCO 3.7.2). The RHR shutdown cooling
mode is peitually controlled.

%f s@('
Pg, g

If the reactor coelht temperature is not maintained below
,.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES 200*F, boiling ofMhe reactor coolant could result. This s

-

V) could--lead to inadequateFeocling#ef the reactor fuel due to
>

,

'

the resulting| loss ef? coolant in the reactor pressure vessel
(RPV). The loss of reactor coolant?would eventually
challenge the integrity of the fue11 cladding, which is a
fission-product barrier. Two trains ofM he RHR System are
required to be OPERABLE, and one in operation, to prevent-
this challenge. '

.

Although the RHR System does not meet a specific criterion-
of the NRC Interim Policy Statement, it was identified in-
tne Policy Statement as an important contributor to risk
reduction. Therefore, the RHR System is retained as a
technical specification..

:

LC0 In MODE 5, with the water level < 23 ft above the RPV
-

I

flange, both RHR subsystems must be OPERABLE. Additionally,
one subsystem of RHR must be in; operation.

(continued) |
|

(continued)

|
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RHR-Low Water Level
B 3.9.8

BASES (continued)

| An OPERABLE RHR subsystem consists of an RHR pump, a heat
| LCO
'

(continued) exchanger, valves, piping, instruments, and controls to
ensure an OPERABLE flow path.

(For this facility, an RHR subsysterc in operation
constitutes the following:]

[For thisifacility, the following support systems are
required 10PERABLE to ensure RHR System OPERABILITY:]

e Y
[fehthisfacility,theserequiredsupportsystemswhich
uponttheir failure do not declare the RHR System inoperable
and'thejpustgcation are as follows:]

s- m ,

[For this fahility, the supported systems impacted by the
inoperability oflan RHR System and the justification of
whether or not each supported system is declared inoperable
are as follows ]i ' -

(
% 'J pA q t

APPLICABILITY TwoRHRsubsystemsareisq0iredtobeOPERABLE,andonemust
be in operation in MODE;5', when the-water level is
< [23] feet above the top of-the1RPV' flange to provide
decay-heat removal. RHR System requirements in other MODES
are covered by LC0 in Section 3.47 " Reactor. Coolant System";
Section 3.5, " Emergency Coro Cooling SystemFand " Reactor-
Core Isolation Cooling"; and Section.3.6, " Containment
Systems." RHR System requirements.in_ MODE 5 when the water
level is 2 (23] ft above the RPV flange are given in
LC0 3.9.7.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

If one RHR subsystem is inoperable or not in operation,
actions shall be taken and continued until the RHR subsystem
is restored to OPERABLE status and operation or a water
level 2 (23] ft is established above the RPV flange.

! Raising the water level will result in conditions that
require only a single RHR subsystem to be OPERABLE and inl

operation (LCO 3.9.7). A Completion Time of 15 minutes is
allowed for an operator to initiate corrective action.

(continued)

(continued)
|
:
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RHR-Low Water Level
B 3.9.8

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS B.1. 6.2. B.3. B.4. and B.5
(continued)

If no RHR subsystem is OPERABLE or is not in operation,
i

actions shall be initiated immediately and continued without
interruption to restore one RHR subsystem to OPERABLE status
and operation.. Since the unit 11s in Conditions A and B
concurrently, the restoration of two OPERABLE RHR subsystems
andione operating RHR subsystem should be accomplished,

anpeditiously,

g[hp,ykith ns5RHR subsystem OPERABLE or in operation, alternate
p

4 actions /shall have been initiated within 15 minutes under
d CoeditioncAito, establish E (23] hen the LCO cannot beft of water above the top of"tWRPytflange.n Furthermore, w

fulfi1%ipalternate decay-heat-removal methods, as
specif1'edsin theiplant's Abnormal and Emergency Operating
ProceduresMshould be implemented. These include the use of-
the ReactorjWater Cleanup
regenerative heat' exchanger (RWCU) System, operating with thebypassed. The method used to
remove decaycheat"should be the most
choice,basedupoglantconditions,prudentandthesafest

g
If at least one IBM subsystemf s_ not restored to OPERABLEi

(- status immediately, additicnal' actions are required to
minimize any potential ~ fissian-product release to the
environment. This includes' initiating immediate action to
restore the following. to OPERABLE < status: secondary
containment, one Standby Gas Trsatment' System subsystem, and
one secondary containment isolation valve and associated
instrumentation in each associated penetration not isolated.
This may be performed as an administrative check, by
examining logs or other. information, to determine whether
the components are out of service for maintenance or other
reasons. It does not mean to perform the surveillances
needed to demonstrate the OPERABILITY Of the components. If,
however, any required component is inoperable, then it must
be restored to OPERABLE status. In this case, the

: survetilance may need to be performed to restore the
comporent to OPERABLE status. Actions must continue until
all required components are OPERAELE.

Required Action 8.5 initiates action to verify that the
Required Act(5,-s have been initiated for the supported

(continued)
_

(continued)
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RHR-Low Water Level
B 3.9.8

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS systems declared inoperable because of the inoper attlity of
(continued) required RHR subsystems within the samo Completion Time as

that specified for other Required Actions in Condition B.
.

.

Required Action B.5 ensures that identified Required Action
associated with supported systems impacted because of the.
inoperability of required RHR subsystems have been
initiatedhuThis can be accomplished by entoring the
suppor,ted/ systems LCOs, or-independently as a qroup of
Requiimd Actions needed to be initiated every 1ime Condition
MsMnteredM [For this facility, the identified supported.
systems Reghired, Actions are as follows:]

4;7g@f 49',
,

Mh|c3 bfd
QN ?SURVEllt.ANCE SR 3.9.8 QP g"g'REQUIREMENTS

This surveilla.nceiverifies that one RHR subsystem is
OPERABLE, in overationfiand circulating reactor coolant.
The ficw rate is determi' ed>by the flow rate necessary ton
provide sufficient 'ds6b-heat-removal capability. In
addition, this surveillance verifles,that the other RHR
subsystem is OPERABLE.CThe Frequenc)d audible indications

;of 12 hours is

sufficient in view of otherivisual an
available to the operator for monitoring'the RHR subsystem

'

in the control room. tf
*

-
.

REFERENCES None.

._.
__

O
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ISLH Testing b _ cation
b3.10.1

B 3 10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

B 3.10.1 Jnservice leak and Hydrostatic IISLH) Testina Doeration

i

f BASES

BACKGROUND Tho parpose of this MODE 4 special operations Lt0 is to give
flexibility and to obtain a good inspection in performing i

certain reactor coolant pressure tests when the
metallurgical characteristics of the reactor pressure vessel
(RPV) require the pressure testing at temperatures > 200'F
(normally coriasponding to MODE 3).

-

Inservice r. g cstatic testing and system leakage pressure
tests required by Section XI of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers-(ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
(Rof,1) are performed prior to the reactor going critical
after a rei4eling outage. Recirculation pump operation and
a water solid RPV (exce)t for an air bubble for pressure
control) are used to ac11 eve the necessary temperatures and I

pressures required for these tests. The minimum
temperatures (at the required pressures) allowed fw these
tests are determined from the RPV pressure and temperature

/, (P/T) limits required by LCO 3.4.9. These limits areI

conservatively based on the fracture toughness of the
reactor vessel, taking into account anticipated vessel
neutron fluence.

With increased reactor vessel iluence over time, the minimum
allowable vessel temperature (at a given pressure)
increases. Periodic updates to the RPV P
performed as necessary, based on the resu/T limit curves arelts of analyses of
irtadiated surveillance specimens removed from the vessel.
Hydrcstatic and leak testing will eventually be required
with minimum reactor coolant temperatures > 200'F.

I

The hydrostatic test requires increasing pressure to (psig) and because of)%
of design pressure (1250 psig) or [
the expected increase in reactor vessel fluence, the minimum
allowable vessel temperature per LCO 3.4.9 is increased to
( 'F). This increase to ( %) of design pressure does-
not exceea the Safety Limit of 1375 psig.

.-

(continued)

O
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ISLH Testing Operation
B 3.10.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The ac:eptance criterion for permitting irradiated fuel to
SAFETY ANALYSES be in the reactor while allowing hydrostatic testing to be

performed is that the offsite dose criteria of

[10 CFR-Title) be met. The leak-break frequency of the
reactor pressure vessel boundary during the performance of a
hydrostatic test has been categorized as a ( ) favited

The evaluation of the potential
condition (Rof. 2) lease and dose to the offsite public due

.

fission-product re
to potential fuel melt as a result of dryout from a leak or
break event during a hydrostatic test has been approved by
the NRC (Ref. 3).

Allowing the reactor to be considered in H0DE 4 during
hydrostatic or leak testing when the reactor coolant
temperature is > 200'F effectively provides an exception to
MODE 3 requirements including OPERABILITY of primary
containment and the full complement of redundant Emergency
Core Cooling Systems. Since the hydrostatic or leak tests
are performed water solid, at decay heat values, and near
H0DE 4 conditions, the stored energy in the reactor core
will be verj low. Under these conditions, the potential for
failed fuel and a subsequent increase in coolant activity
above the limits of LCO 3.4.7, "Rentor Coolant Specific
Activity," is minimized. in addition, the secondary
cont.nnment will be OPERABLE in accordance with this special
operations LCO and will be capable of handling any airborne
radioactivity or steam leaks that could occur during the
performance of hydrostatic or leak testing, (Ref. 3). The
consequences of a steam leak under pressure testing
conditions with secondary containment OPERABLE will be
conservatively bounded by the consequences of the accident
[ postulated main steam line break (MSLB) outside of primary
containment] analysis described in Reference 4. The
Reference 3 analysis of the postulated MSLB outside of
primary containment is bounding because bxplain).
Therefore, requiring the secondary containment to be
OPERABLE will conservatively ensure that any potential
airborne radiation from steam leaks will be filtered through
the Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS), thereby limiting
radiation releases to the environment.

In the event of a large primary system leak, the reactor
vessel would r.pidly depressurize, allowing the low-pressure
core cooling systems to operate. The capability of the low
pressure coolant injection and low pressure core spray

(continued)

(continued)
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ISLH Testing Operation
B 3.10.1

CASES (continued)

APPLICABLE subsystems as require.1 in H0DE 4 by LCO 3.5.2 would be more
SAFETY ANALYSES than adecuate to keep the core flooded under this low decay

(continued) heat loac condition (Ref. 3). Small system leaks would be
detected by leakage inspections before significant inventory
loss occurred.

For the purposes of this test, the protection provided by
normally required HODE 4 applicable LCOs, in addition to the
9condary containment rJquirements required to be met by
this special operations LCO, will ensure acceptable

I consequ(3ees during normal hydrostatic test conditions and
during postulated accident conditions.

The components, process variables, and LCOs addressed by
special operations LCOs satisfy Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LCO As described in LCO 3.0.8, compliance with this s,Neial
I operations LC0 is o0tional. Operation at reactor coolant

temperatures > 200" can be in accordance with Table 1.1-1O for MODE 3 operation without meeting this special operations
V LCO or its ACTINS. This option may be required due to P/T

|

;

limits, however, which require testing at temperatures i

> 200*F while the ASME inservice test itself requires the
safety / relief valves to be gagged, preventing their
OPERABILITY.

If it is desired to perform these tests while complying with
this special operations LCO, then the MODE 4 a)plicable LCOs i

and specified H0DE 3 LCOs must be met.
the MODE 4 applicable LCOs are as follows(For t11s facility,
operations LCO allows changing Table 1.1-1] temperature

: This special
l

limits for H00E 4 to 'N/A." The additional requirements for :

secondary containment LCOs to be met will provide sufficient
protection for operations at reactor coolant temperatures
> 200*F for the purposes of performing either an inservice
leak or hydrostatic test.

In order for this special operations LC0 to accomplish its
objective, the SRs for LCO 3.6.4.1, LC0 3.6.4.2,
LCO 3.6.4.3, and LCO 3.7.2 must be met and the following
additional support systems must be OPEPABLE: (List].

(continued)

(continued)
G
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ISLH Testing Operation
B 3.10.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 This LC0 allows primary containment to be open for frequent,
(continued) unobstructed access to perform inspections, and for outage

activities on various systems to continue consistent with
the MODE 4 applicable recuirements that are in effect
immediately prior to, anc i:=:diately after, this operation.

4

APPLICABILITY The MODE 4 requirements may only be modified for the
)erformance of the ISLH tests so that these operations can
>e considered as in MODE 4 even though the reactor coolant
temperature is > 200*F. The additional requirement for
secondary containment OPERADILITY per the imposed MODE 3
requirements provides conservatism in the response of the
facility to any event that mt.y occur. Operations in all
other MODES are unaffected by this LCO.

ACTIONS /k1

If an LCO specified in LCO 3.10.1 is not n,et, the ACTIONS
applicable to the stated requirements shall be entered and
complied with immediately. Required Action A.1 has been
modified by a Note which clarifies the intent of another
LCO's (list) Required Action to be in MODE 4 including
reducing the average reat tor coolant temperature to s 200*F.

A.2.1 and A.2.2

Required Action A.2.1 and Required Action A.2.2 are
alternate ACTIONS that can be taken instead of Required
Action A.1 and are provided to restore compliance with the,

normal MODE 4 requirements and thereby exit this special
operations LCO's Applicability. Activities that could
further increase reactor coolant temperature or pressure are,

suspended immediately in accordance with Required Action
A.2.1 and the reactor coolant temperature is reduced to
establish normal MODE 4 requirements.

The 24-hour Completion Time for Required Action A.2.2 is
based on engineering judgment and provides sufficient time
to reduce the average reactor coolant temperature from the
highestexpectedvalueof( 'F) to 5 200*: with normal
cooldown procedures.

(continued)
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ISLH Testing Operation
,

B 3.10.1 |
.

i

BASES (continued)

:

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.1.1 j
REQUIREMENTS i

The LCOs made applicable are required.to have their ,

Surve111ances met to establish that this LCO is being met. |
.

,_

REFERENCES 1.- ASi4E Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
" Rules for Inservice-Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant ,

Components." .

,

2. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title)."

3. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title)." '

4. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title)."
. _ _ _._ _._____. _ _ ___ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _

O

:
,

'

|

.

O
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Reactor Mode Switch Interlock Testing
B 3.10.2

g
B 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

B .10.2 Reactor Mode Switch Interlock Testino

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this special operations LCO is to permit
periodic testing in MODES 3, 4, and 5 of various interlocks
and calibrations by imposing administrative controls on
plant operations.

The reactor mode switch is a conveniently located,
multipositica, keylock switch provided to select the
necessary scram functions for various plant conditions
(Ref. 1). The reactor mode switch selects the appropriate
trip rela
bypasses.ys for scram functions and provides appropriateThe mode switch positions and related scram
interlock f'nctions are summarized as follows:

a. SHUTDOWN-Initiates a reactor scram; bypasses main
j

steam line isolation and reactor high water level i
scrams;

(] b. REFUEL-Selects Neutron Monitoring System (NMS) scram
V function for low neutron flux level operation (but

does not disable the average power range monitor
scram); bypasses main steam line isolation and reactor
high water level scrams;

c. STARTUP OR HOTSTANDBY-Selects NHS scram function for
low neutron flux level operation (intermediate range
monitors); bypasses main steam line isolation and
reactor high water level scrams; and

d. RUN-Selects NHS scram function for power range
operation.

The reactor mode switch also 3rovides interlocks for such
functions as control rod bloc (s, scram discharge volume trip
bypass, refueling intselocks, suppression pool makeup, and
main steam isolation valve isolations.

Operation of the reactor mode switch from one position to
another may be required to confirm certain aspects of these
various interlocks during periodic tests and calibrations.

(continued)

{v
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Reactor Mode 50 itch Interlock Testing
B 3.10.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The acceptance criterion for reactor mode switch interlock
SAFETY ANALYSES testing is to preclude fuel failure by precluding reactivity

excursions or core criticality.

The rod scram and interlock functions of the shutdown and
refuel positions of the reactor mode switch in MODES 3, 4,
and 5 are provided to preclude reactivity excursions which
could potentially result in feel failure. Interlock testing
which requires moving the reactor mode switch to other
positions (RUN or HOT star.dby or startup) while in Modes 3,
4, or 5, re.1uires administratively inaintaining all control
rods inserted and no other CORE ALTERATIONS in progress.
With all control rods inserted and no CORE ALTERATIONS in
progress, there are no credible mechanisms for unacceptable
reactivity excursions during the planned interlock testing.

For postulated accidents such as unintentional rod
withdrawal or rod dron, the accident analysis dernonstrates
that fuel failure will not occur (Ref. 2). [ Discuss main
accident events analyzed.)

The companents, process variables, and LCOs addressed by
special cperations LCOs satisfy Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 As described in LCO 3.0.8, compliance with this special
operatioris LC0 is optional. MODE 3, 4, and 5 operations not
specified in Table 1.1-1 can be performed in accordance with
other special operations LCOs (i.e., LCO 3.10.3, LC0 3.10.4,
and LCO 3.10.7) without meeting this LCO or its ACTIONS. If
any testing is 3erformed which involves the reactor mode
switch interloccs and requires its repositioning beyond that
specified in Table 1.1-1 for the current MODE of operation,
it can be performed provided all interlock functions
potentially defeated are administrative 1y controlled. In
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with the reactor mode switch in shutdown
per Table 1.1-1, all control rods are fuliy inserted and a
control rod block is initiated. Therefore, all control rods

in core cells that contain one or more fuel assemblies must
be verified fully inserted while in MODES 3, 4, and 5 with
the reactor mode switch in other than the shutdown position.

(continued)

(continued)
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Reactor Mode Switch Inter 1cck Testing )B 3.10.2 I

l
n

BASES (continued)
_

LCO Since rod withdrawal could inadvertently occur while in
(continued) MODES ? or 4 with the reactor mode switch in the hot standby

or staitup, or run position, the rod block is (explain why
rod block is not in effect). The additional LCO requirement
to preclude CORE ALTERATIONS is appropriate for MODE 5
operations, as discussed below, and is inherently met in
MODES 3 and 4 by the definition of CORE AL1ERATIONS which
cannot be performed with the vessel head in place.

In MODE 5, with the reactor modo switch in the refuel
positioi, only one control rod can be withdrawn ender the
refuel position one-rod-out interlock (LCO 3.9.2). The
refueling equipment interlocks (LCO 3.9.1) appropriately
control other CORE ALTERATIONS. Due to the increased
potential for error in controlling these multiple interlocks
and the limited duration of tests involving the reactor mode
switch position, conservative controls are required
consistent with MODES 3 and 4 operations. The additional
controls of administratively not permitting other core
alterations will adequately ensure that the reactor does not
becomo critical during these tests.

s To ensure the control rods are fully inserted and no other
I CORE ALTERATIONS are in progress, the SRs of this LCO mustV be met and the following additional support systems must be

OPERABLE [ List).

Any required periodic interlock testing involving the
reactor mode switch while in MODES 1 and 2 can be performed
without the need for special operations exceptions. Mode
switch manipulations in these MODES would likely result in
plant trips. In MODES 3, 4, and 5, this special operations
LC0 is only permitted to be used to allow reactor mode
switch interlock testing that cannot conveniently be
performed while in other modes. Such interlock testing may
consist of required surveillances or calibrations, or may be
the result of maintenance, repair, or troubleshooting
activities. In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the interlock functions

| provided by the reactor mode switch in shutdown (i.e., all
control rods inserted and incapable of withdrawal) and
refueling (i.e., refueling interlocks to )revent inadvertent
criticality during CORE ALTERATIONS) can >e administratively
controlled adequately during the performance of certain
tests.

|

(continued)
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Reactor Mode Switch Interlock Testing
B 3.10.2 :

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.I. A.2. A.3.1. and A.3.2

These Required Actions are provided to restore compliance
with the Technical Specifications overridden by this special
operations LCO, Corrp11ance will also result in exiting the
Applicability of this special operations !CO.

All CORE ALTERATIONS, if in progress, are immediately
suspended in accordance with Required Action A.1 and all
insertable control rods in core cells that contain one or
more fuel assemblies are fully inserted. This will preclude '

potential mechanisms which could lead to criticality.
Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall not preclude the
completion of movement of a component to a safe condition.
Placing the reactor mode switch to the shutdown position
will ensure that all inserted control rods remain inserted
and result in operation in accordance with Table 1.1-1.
Alternatively, if in MODE 5, the reactor mode switch must be
placed in the refuel position, which will also result in
operating in accordance with Table 1.1-1. A Note is added
to Required Action A.3.2 to indicate that this Action is not
applicable in MODES 3 and 4 since only the shutdown position
is allowed in these MODES. The 1-hour Completion Time for
Required Actions A.2, A.3.1, and A.3.2 provides sufficient
time to normally insert the control rods based on operating
experience and is acceptable given that all operations which

: could increase core reactivity have been suspended.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.2.1 and SR 3.10.2.2
REQUIREMENTS

Meeting the requirements of this s)ecial operations LCO
maintains operation consistent wit 1 or conservative to
operating with the reactor mode switch in shutdown (or
refuel for MODE 5). The functions of the reactor mode
switch interlocks which are not in effect due to the testing
in progress are adequately compensated for by the special
operations LCO requirements. The administrative controls to
ensure that the operational requirements continue to be met
are to be periodically verified. The surveillances
performed at the (12-hour) and (24-hour) Frequency are
intended to provide appropriate assurance that each
operating shift is aware of and verify compliance with these
special operations LCO requirements.

_

(continued)
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Reactor Mode Switch Interlock Testing
B 3.10.2

'O
BASES (continued)g

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section (7), "[ Title)."

2. (UnitName)FSAR,Section(),"(Title)."
- - -

___

O

o
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Single Control Rod Withdraral-Hot Shutdown
B 3.10.3 ;

p
y/ B 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

B 3.10.3 Sinole control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown

BASES

_

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 3 special operations LCO is to
permit the withdrawal of a single control rod for testing
while in hot shutdown by imposing certain restrictions. In
MODE 3, the reactor mode switch is in the shutdown position,
all control rods are inserted and blocked from withdrawal.
Many systems and functions are not required in these
conditions due to other installed interlocks that are
actuated when the reactor mode switch is in the shutdown
position. However, circumstances will arise while in MODE 3
which present the need to withdraw a single control rod for
various tests (e.g., friction tests, scram timing, and
coupling integrity checks). These single control rod
withdrawals are normally accomplished by selecting the
refuel position for the reactor mode switch. This spectal
operations LCO provides the appro)riate additional controls
'o allow a single control rod witidrawal in H0DE 3..

O
G

APPLICABLE With the reactor mode switch in the refuel position, the
SAFETY ANALYSES analyses for control rod withdrawal during refueling are

appitcable and, provided the assumptions of these analyses
are 'atisfied in MODE 3, these analyses will bound the
consequences of an accident. Explicit safety analyses in
the FSAR (Ref.1) demonstrate that the functioning of the
refueling interlocks and adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) will
preclude unacceptable reactivity excursions.

Refueling interlocks restrict the movement of control rods
to reinforce operational procedures which prevent the
reactor from becoming critical. These interlocks prevent
the withdrawal of more than one control rod. Under these
conditions, since only one control rod can be withdrawn the
core will always be shut down even with the highest worth
control rod withdrawn if adequate SDH exists.

The control rod scram function provides backup protection to
normal refueling procedures and the refueling interlocks
which prevent inadvertent criticalities during refueling.

(continued) j
!

lQ (continued) |\j
I
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Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown
B 3.10.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Alternate backup protection can be obtained by assuring that
SAFETY ANALYSES a five-by-five array of control rods, centered on the

(continued) withdrawn control rod, are inserted and incapable of
withdrawal.

The components, process variables, and LCOs addressed by
special operations LCOs satisfy Criteria 1, 2, ard 3 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LCO As described in LCO 3.0.8, compliance with this special
operations LCO is optional. MODES 3 and 4 operation with
the reactor mode switch in the refuel position can be
performed in accord 6nce with other special operations LCOs
(i.e., LCO 3.10.2 and LCO 3.10.4) without meeting this
special operations LCO or its ACTIONS. However, if a single,

control rod withdrawai is desired in MODE 3, controls
consistent with those required during refueling must be
implemented and this special operations LCO applied. The
refueling interlocks of LCO 3.9.2, required by this special
operations LCO, will ensure that only one control rod can be
withdrawn.

To back up the refueling interlocks (LCO 3.9.2), the ability
to scram the withdrawn control rod in the event of an'

inadvertent criticality is provided by this special
operations LCO's requirements in item 0.1. Alternately,
provided a sufficient number of control rods in the vicinity
of the withdrawn control rod are known to be inserted and
incapable of withdrawal, the porsibility of criticality on
withdrawal of this control rod is sufficiently precluded so
as not to require the scram capability of the withdrawn
control rod.

'

In order for the control rods to be considered fully
inserted and the control rods in the five-by-five array to,

be disarmed, the SRs of this LC0 must be met and the
following support systems must be OPERABLE (list).

APPLICABILITY Control rod withdrawals are adequately controlled in
MODES 1, 2, and S by existing LCOs : List.) In MODES 3 and
4, control rod withdrawal is only allowed if performed in

(continued) >

(continued)
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Single Control Rod Vithdraral-Hot Shutdown
B 3.10.3

BASES (continued) ;

APPLICABILITY accordance with this special operation LCO or Special
(conti.1ued) 0)erations LCO 3.10.4 and if limited to one control rod.

T11s allowance is only provided with the reactor mode switch
in the refuel position. For these conditions, the one-rod-
out interlock (LCO 3.9 2), control rod position indication
(LCO 3.9.4), and scram functions (LCO 3.3.1.1 and LCO 3.9.5)
or the added administrative control in Item D.2 of this
special operations LCO minimizes potential reactivity
excursions.

ACTIONS /kl

If one or more of the requirements specified in this special
operations LCO are not met, the ACTIONS applicable to the
stated requirements of the affected LCOs are immediately
entered as directed by Required Action A.I. This Required
Action has been modified by a Note which clarifies the
intent of any other LCO's Required Actions, in accordance
with the outer applicable LCOs, to insert all control rods
and to also require exiting this special operations

O., Applicability LCO by returning the reactor mode switch to
the shutdown position.

A.2.1 and A.2J

Required Action A.2.1 and Required Action A.2.2 are
alternative ACTIONS that can be taken instead of Required
Action A.1 and are provided to restore compliance with ti.e
normal MODE 3 requirements, t.hereby exiting this special
operations LCO's Applicability. All insertable control rods
are required to be fully inserted. Placing the reactor mode
switch in the shutdown position will ensure that all
inserted rods remain inserted and restore operation in
accordance with Table 1.1-1. The 1-hour Completion Time for
both of these Required Actions provides sufficient time to
normally insert the control rods.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.3.1. SR M 3.2. and SR 3.10.3.3
REQUIREMENTS

The other LCOs mada applicable in this special operations
LCO are required to have their Surveillances met to ,

I

(continued)

(O (continued)
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Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown
B 3.10.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE establish that this special operations LCO is being met. If

REQUIREMENTS the local array of control rods is inserted and disarmed
(continued) while the scram function for the withdrawn rod is not

available, periodic verification is required to preclude the
possibility of criticality. Also, SR 3.10.3.3 verifies that
all other control rods are fully inserted. The 24-hour
Frequency is acceptable because of the administrative
controls on control rod withdrawals and the protection
afforded by the LCOs involved and hardware interlocks which
preclude additional control rod withdrawals.

_

REFERENCES 1. [UnitName)FSAR,Section(15),"[ Title)."
. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

O
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Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown
B 3.10.4

8 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

B 3.10.4 Sinale Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown

BASES
- - - - - -

,_

BACKGROUND The purpose of thi: MODE 4 special operation LCO is to
permit the withdrawal of a single control rou for testing,
while in cold shutdown, by imposing certain restrictic.is.
In MODE 4, the reactor mode switch is in the shutdown
position, and all control rods are inserted and blocked from
withdrawal. Many systems and functions are not required in
these conditions due to the installed interlocks associated
with the reactor mode switch in the shutdown position.
Circut' stances will arise while in MODE 4, however, the,t
present the need to withdraw a single control rod for
various tests (e.g., friction tests, scram time testing, and
coupling integrity checks). Certain situations may also
require the removal of the associated control rod drive
(CRD). These single control rod withdrawals and possibit
subsequent removals are normally accomplished by selecting i

the refuel position for the reactor mode switch.

O
APPLICABLE With the reactor mode switch in the refuel position, the ;

SAFETY ANALYSES analyses for control rod withdrawal during refueling are
applicable and, provided the assumptions of these analyses
are satisfied in MODE 4, these analyses will bound the
consequences of an accident. Explicit safety analyses in
the FDR (Ref.1) demonstrate that the functioning of the
refueling interlocks and adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) will'

preclude unacceptable reactivity excursions.

Refuelina interlocks restrict the movement of control rods
to reinforce operational procedures that prevent the reactor
from becoming critical. These interlocks prevent the
withdrawal of more than one control rod. Under these
conditions since only one control rod can be withdrawn, the,

core will always be shut down even with the highest worth
control rod withdrawn if adequate SOM exists.

The control rod scram function providos backup protection to
normal refueling procedures and the refueling interlocks,
which prevent inadvertent criticalities during refueling.
Alternate backup protection can be obtained by assuring that,

'
(continued)

-(continued) ,
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Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown
B 3.10.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE a five-by-five array of control rods, rentered on the
SAFETY ANALYSES withdrawn control rod, are inserted and incapable of

(continued) withdrawal . This alternate backup protection is required
when removing the CRD because this removal renders the
withdrawn control rod incapable of being scrammed.

The components, process variables, and LCOs addressed by
special operations LCOs satisfy Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement.

.

LCO As described in LCO 3.0.8, compliance with this special
operations LCO is optional. MODE 3 and H0DE 4 operations
with the reactor mode switch in the refuel po-ition can bo
performed in accordance with other LCOs (i.e., special
operations LCO 3.10.2 and LCO 3.10.3) without meeting this
special operations LC0 or its ACTIONS. If a single control
rod withdrawal is desired in MODE 4, contt .s consistent
with those required during refueling must be implemented and
this special operations LCO applied.

The refueling interlocks of LCO 3.9.2 required by this
special operations LCO 3.10.4 will ensure that only one
control rod can be withdrawn. At the time CRD removal
begins, the disconnection of the position indication probe
will cause LCO 3.9.4 and, therefore, LC0 3.9.2 to fail to be
met. At this time, a control rod withdrawal block will be
inserted to ensure that no additional control rods can be
withdrawn and that compliance with this special operationsi

LCO is maintained,
,

t

| To back up the refueling interlocks (LC0 3.9.2) or the
| control rod withdrawal block, the ability to scram the

withdrawn control rod in the event of an inadvertent
criticality is provided by this special operations LCO's,

requirements in item 0.1. Alternatively, when the scram
function is not OPERABLE or the CR0 is to be removed, a
sufficient number of rods in the vicinity of the withdrawn
control rod are required to be inserted and made incapable
of withdrawal. This precludes the possibility of
criticality upon withdrawal of this control rod, including
its CRD.

(continued)
_

(continued)
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Single Control Rod Withdratal-Cold Shutdown ;

; B 3.10.4

BASES (continued)
,

LCO Additionally, in order for this special o)erations LCO to be
(continued) met, the associated SRs must be met and tie following

support systems must be OPERABLE [ list).

APPLICABILITY Control rod withdrawals are adequately controlled in "

MODES 1, 2, and 5 by existing LCOs. In MODES 3 and 4,
control rod withdrawal is only allowed if performed in
accordance with special operations LCO 3.10.3 or this
s)ecial operations LCO and if limited to one control rod.
T11s allowance is only provided with the reactor mode switch
in the refuel position.

During these conditions, the one-rod-out interlock ;

(LCO 3.9.2), control rod position indication (LCO 3.9.4),
and scram functions (LCO 3.3.1.1 and LC0 3.9.5), or the
added administrative controls in Item C.2 of this special'

operations LCO provide mitigation of potential reactivity
excursions.

.

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. and A.2.2

If one or more of the LCOs or requirements-of this special
operations LCO are not met with.the affected control rod
insertable, these Required Actions restore opcration
consistent with normal MODE 4 conditions (i.e...all rods
inserted) or with the exemptions allowed in this special 4

operations LCO. Required Action A.1 has been modified by a
Note which clarifies the intent of any other LCO's Required
Actions, in accordance with the other applicable LCOs, to
insert all control rods and to also require r,:iting this
special operations Applicability LCO by returning the
raactor mode switch to the. shutdown position.

Required Actions A.2.1 and A.2.2 are specified based on the
anumption that the control rod is being withdrawn. If the
control rod is still insertable, the ACTIONS require thati

the control rod be inserted and the reactor mode switch
i placed in the shutdown position. The 1-hour Completion Time

for Required Actions A.2.1 and A.2.2 provides sufficient-
time to normally insert the control rods.

(continued)
i

(continued) |

O -!
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Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown
B 3.10.4

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS B.l. B.2.1. and B.2.2
(continued)

If one or more of the LCOs or requirements of this special
operations LCO are not met with the affected control rod not
insertable, withdrawal of the control rod and removal of the
associated control rod drive must immediately be suspended.
If the CRD has been removed such that the control rod is not
insertable, these ACTIONS require the most expeditious
action be taken to either restore the CRD and insert its
control rod or restore compliance with this special
operations LCO.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.4.1. SR 3.10.4.2. SR 3.10.4.3. and SR 3.10.4.4
REQUIREMENTS

The other LCOs made applicable by this special operations
LC0 (LCO 3.9.2, " refuel position one-rod-out interlock";
LCO 3.9.4, " Control Rod Position Indication"; LCO 3.3.1.1,
" Reactor Protection System Instrumentation"; Functions 1.a.
1.b, 2.a. 2.e,11, and 12 of Table 3.3.1.1-1 for MODE 5,
LCO 3.3.8.2, " MODE 5, Reactor Protection System Electric
Power Monitoring," and LCO 3.9.5, " Control Rod
OPERABILITY-Refueling") are required to heve their
associated Surveillances met to establish that this special
operations LC0 is being met. If the local array of control
rods is inserted and disarmed while the scram function for
the withdrawn rod is not avolable, periodic verification is
required to ensure that the possibility of criticality
remains precluded. Also, all the control rods are verified
to be inserted as well as the control rod withdrawal block.
Verification that all the other control rods are fully
inserted is required to meet the SDM requirements.
Verification that a control rod withdrawal block has been
inserted provides assurance that those control rods whose
position indication instrumentation is inoserable, are fully
inserted. The 24-hour Frequency is accepta)1e because of the
administrative controls on control rod withdrawals, the
protection afforded by the LCOs involved, and hardware
interlocks to preclude an additional control rod withdrawal.

t

REFERENCES 1. (UnitName]FSAR,Section(15),"(Title)."
_ . _ _ .
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Single CRD Removal-Refueling
B 3.10.5

8 3.10 SPECIAL UPERATIONS

B 3.10.5 Sinale Control Rod Drive (CRD) Removal-Refueling

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 5 special operations LCO is to i

permit the removal of a CRD during refueling operations by
imposing certain administrative controls. Refueling
interlocks restrict the movement of control rods and the
operation of the refueling equipment to reinforce
operational procedures that prevent the reactor from
becoming critical during refueling operations. During
refueling operations, no more than one control rod _is '

permitted to be withdrawn from a core cell containing one or
more fuel assemblies. The refueling interlocks use the
" full in" position indicators to determine the position of
all control rods. If the " full in" position signal is not
present for every control rod, then the all-rods-in
permissive for the refueling equipment interlocks is not
present and fuel loading is prevented. Also, the refuel
position one-rod-out interlock will not allow the withdrawal
of a second control rod.

'

The control rod scram function provides backup protection to
normal refueling procedures as do the refueling interlocks
described above, which prevent inadvertent criticalities
during refueling. The requirement for this function to be
OPERABLE precludes the possibility of removing the CRD once
a control rod is withdrawn from a core cell containing one
or more fuel assemblies. This special o)erations LCO
provides controls sufficient to ensure t1at the possibility
of an inadvertent criticality is precluded while allowing a
single CRD to be removed from a core cell containing one or
more fuel assemblies. The removal of the CRD involves
disconnecting the position indication probe, which causes
noncompliance with LC0 3.9.4, " Control Rod Position
Indication," and, therefore, LCO 3.9.1, " Refueling Equipment
Interlocks," and LCO 3.9.2, " Refueling Position One-Rod-Out
Interlock." The CRD removal also requires isolation of the
CRD from the CRD Hydraulic System, thereby causing
inoperability of the control- rod-(LCO 3.9.5, " Control Rod
Operability-Refueling").

(continued),

,

'

O
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ISingle CR0 Removal-Refueling
B 3.10.5

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE With the reactor modo switch in the refuel position, the
SAFETY ANALYSES analyses for control rod withdrawal during refueling are

applicable and, provided the assumptions of these analyses
are satisfied, these analyses will bound the consequences of
accidents. Explicit safety analyses in the FSAR (Ref.1)
demonstrate that the functioning of the refueling interlocks
and adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) will preclude
unacceptable reactivity excursions.

Refueling interlocks restrict the movement of control rods
and the operation of the refueling equipment to reinforce
operational procedures that prevent the reactor from
becoming critical. These interlocks prevent the withdrawal
of more than one control rod. Under these conditions, since
only one control rod can be withdrawn, the core will always
be shut down even with the highest worth control rod
withdrawn if adequate SDM exists. By requiring all other
control rods to be inserted and a control rod withdrawal
block initiated, the function of the inoperable one-rod-out
interlock (LCO 3.9.2) is adequately maintained. This
s >ecial operations LCO requirement to suspend all CORE
A.TERATIONS adequately compensates for the inoperable
all-rods-tn )ermissive for the refueling equipment
interlocks ( .00 3.9.1) .

The control rod scram functicn provides backup protection to
normal refueling procedures and the refueling interlocks

I which prevent inadvertent criticalities during refueling.
Since the scram function and refueling interlocks may be
suspended, alternate backup protection required by this
special operations LCO is obtained by assuring that a five-
by-five array of control rods, centered on the withdrawnt

l control rod, are inserted and are incapable of being
withdrawn (by insertion of a control rod block).

The components, process variables, and LCOs addressed by
special operations LCOs satisfy criteria 1, 2, and 3 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LCO As described in LC0 3.0.8, compliance with this s)ecial
operations LCO is optional. MODE 5 operation wit 1 any of

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Single CRD Removal-Refueling i
B 3.10.5

BA$ES (continued)

LCO the following-LCO 3.3.1.1, LCO 3.3.1.3, LCO 3.3.8.2, ;

(continued) LC0 3.9.1, LCO 3.9.2, LC0 3.9.4, or LCO 3.9.5-not met I

can be performed in accordance with the Required Actions
of these LCOs without meeting this special operations LCO
or its ACTIONS. However, if a single CRD removal from a
core ec11 containing one or more fuel assemblies is desired
in MODE 5, controls consistent with those required by
LC0 3.3.1.1, LC0 3.3.1.3, LCO 3.3.8.2, LCO 3.9.1, LCO 3.9.2
LCO 3.9.4, and LC0 3.9.5 must be implemented and this
special operations LCO applied.

By requiring all other control rods to be inserted and a
control rod withdrawal block initiated, the function of the
inoperable one-rod-out interlock (LCO 3.9.2) is adequately
maintained. This special operations LCO requirement to
suspend all CORE ALTERA110NS adequately. compensates for the
inoperable all-rods-in permissive for the refueling
equipment interlocks (LCO 3.9.1). Assuring that the
five-by-five array of control rods, centered on the
withdrawn control rod, are inserted and incapable of
withdrawal adequately satisfies the backup protection that
LC0 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection System Instrumentation,"O and LCO 3.9.2 would have otherwise provided.

The exemation granted in this special operations LCO to
assume t1at the withdrawn control rod is the highest worth
control rod to satisfy LCO 3.1.1, " Shutdown Margin (SDH),"
and the inability to withdraw another control rod during
this operation without addit'onal SDH demonstrations, is
conservative (i.e., the withdrawn control rod may not be
the highest worth control rod).

(For this facility, an OPERABLE control rod block
constitutes the following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure control rod block
OPERABILITY:)

(For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not required declaring the control
rod block inopemble and their justification are as
follows:)

(continued)

O
V
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Single CRD Removal-Refueling
B 3.10.5

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY MODE 5 operations are controlled by existing LCOs (list).
The allowance to comply with this special operations LCO
in lieu of the ACTIONS of LCO 3.3.1.1, LCO 3.3.1.3,
LC0 3.3.8.2, LCO 3.9.1, LCO 3.9.2, LCO 3.9.4, and LCO 3.9.5
is appropriately controlled with the additional
administrative controls required by this special operations
LCO, which reduces the potential for reactivity excursions.

ACTIONS A .1. A. 2.1 and A . 2 J,

If the requirements of this srecial operations LC0 are not
met, the immediate implementation of these Required Actions
restores operation consistent with the normal requirements
for failure to meet LCO 3.3.1.1, LCO 3.3.1.3, LCO 3.9.1,
LC0 3.9.2, LCO 3.9.4, and LC0 3.9.5 (i.e., all control rods
inserted) or with the allowances of this special operations
LCO. The Completion Times for Required Action A.1, Required
Action A.2.1, and Required Action A.2.2 are intended to
require these ACTIONS be implemented in a very short time
and carried through in an expeditious manner to either
restore the CRD and insert its control rod or restore,

| compliance with this special operations LCO.

In the event that the control rod block is found inoperable,
Required Action A.1, Required Action A.2.1, and Required
Action A.2.2 apply.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.5.1. SR 3.10.5.2. SR 3.10.5.3. SR 3.10.5.4. and
REQUIREMENTS SR 3.10.5.5

Verification that all the other control rods are fully
inserted is required to assure the SDM is within limits.
Verification that the local five-by-five array of control
rods is inserted and disarmed while the scram function for
the withdrawn rod is not available is required to ensure
ths.t the possibility of criticality remains precluded.
Verification that a control rod withdrawal block has been
inserted provides assurance that those control rods whose
position indication instrumentation is inoperable are fully
inserted. The Surveillance for LC0 3.1.1, which is made
applicable by this special operations LCO, is required in

(continued)

(continued)
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Single CRD Removai-P,efur'ing
B 3.10.5

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE order to establish that this special operations LCO is treing
REQUIREMENTS met. Verification that no other CORE ALTERATIONS are being-

(continued) made is required to tssure the assumptions of the safety
analysis are satisfied.

Periodic verification of the noministrative controls
established by this special operations LCO is prudent to
preclude the possibility of an inadvertent criticality. The
24-hour Frequency is acceptable given the administrative
controls on control rod removal and hardware interlocks to
block an additional control rod withdrawal.

'

REFERENCES 1. (UnitName)FSAR,Section(15),"(Title)."
=_

i

O-
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Multiple Centrol Rod Withdrawal-Refueling
B 3.10.6

B 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

B 3.10.6 Hultiole Control Rod Withdrawal-Refuelina

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 5 special operations LCO is to
permit multiple control rod withdrawal during refueling by
imposing certain administrative controls.

Refueling interlocks restrict the movement A control rods
and the operation of the refueling equipment to reinforce
operational procedures that prevent the reactor from
becoming critical during refueling operations. During
refueling operations, no more than one control rod is
permitted to be withdrawn from a core cell containing one or
more fuel assemblies. . When all four fuel assemblies are
removed from a cell the control rods may be withdrawn with
no restrictions. Any number of control rods may be
withdrawn and removed from the reactor vessel if their cells
contain no fuel.

The refueling interlocks use the " full in" position

O indicators to determine the position of all control rods.
If the " full in" position signal-is not present for every
control rod, then the all-rods-in permissive for the
refueling equipment interlocks is not present and fuel
loading is prevented. Also, the refuel position one-rod-out
interlock will not allow the withdrawal of a second control
rod.

To allow more than one control rod to be withdrawn during
refueling, these interlocks must be defeated. This special
operations LCO establishes the necessary administrative
controls to allow bypass of the " full-in" position
indicators.

APPLICABLE Explicit safety analyses in the FSAR (Ref.1) demonstrate
SAFETY ANALYSES that the functioning of the refueling interlocks and

adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN will prevent unacceptable
reactivity excursions during refueling. To allow multiple
control rod withdrawals, control rod removals, associated
control rod drive (CRD) removal, or any combination of !these, the " full ir" position indication is allowed to be

|
(continued) 1

(continued)
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Hultiple Control Rod Withdracal-Refueling
B 3.10.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE bypassed for each withdrawn control rod if all fuel has
SAFETY ANALYSES been removed from the cell. With no fuel assemblies in the

(continued) core cell, the associated control rod has no reactivity
control function and is not required to remain inserted.
Prior to reloading fuel into the cell, however, the
associated control rod must be inserted to ensure that an
inadvertent criticality does not occur, as evaluated in the
Reference 1 analysis.

The components, process variables, and LCOs addressed by
special operations LCOs satisfy Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement.

.. -

LCO As described in LCO 3.0.8, compliance with this s)ecial
operations LCO is optional. MODE 5 operation witi
LCO 3.9.3, LCO 3.9.4, or LCO 3.9.5 not met can be performed
in accordance with the Required Actions of these LCOs
without meeting this special operations LCO or its ACTIONS.
If multiple control rod withdrawal or removal or CRD removal
is desired, all four fuel assemblies are required to be
removed from the associated cells. Prior to entering this
LC0 any fuel remaining in a cell whose control rod was
previously removed under the provisions of anothy LCO must
be removed.

When loading fuel into the core with multiple control rods
withdrawn, special [ spiral reload sequences are used to

I ensure that reactiv1ty aod tions are minimized. Otherwise,
all control rods must be fully loaded before loading fuel.

Additionally, in order for this LCO to be met, the
associated SRs must be met and the following support systems
must be OPERABLE [ List).

.

APPLICABILITY MODE 5 operations are controlled by existing LCOs. The
exemption from other LC0 requirements (e.g., the ACTIONS

| of LCO 3.9.4) allowed by this special operations LCO is
appropriately controlled by requiring D1 fuel to be removed
from cells whose " full in" indicators t:i allowed to be
bypassed.

(continued)

| O
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Multiple Control Rod Withdrawal-Refueling
B 3.10.6

d

BASES (continued)
.

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. and A.2.2

If the requirements of this special operations LC0 are not !

met, the immediate implementation of these Required Actions
restore operation consistent with the normal requirements
for refueling i.e., all control rods- inserted in core cells
containing one(or more fuel assemblies) or with the

,

exemptions granted by this special operations LCO. The
Completion Times for Required Action A.1, Required Action
A.2.1, and Required Action A.2.2 are intended to. require
that these ACTIONS be implemented in a very short time and
carried through in an expeditious manner to either restore
the affected CRDs and insert their control rods or restore
compliance with this special operations LCO..

;

i SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.6.1. SR 3.10.6.2. and SR 3.10.6.3
REQUIREMENTS'

Periodic verification of the administrative controls
established by this special operations LCO is prudent to
preclude the possibility of an inadvertent criticality. The

'

'

24-hour Frequency is acceptable given the administrative
i controls on fuel assembly and control rod removal, and takes

into account other indications of control rod status
available in the control room.

!
REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [15), "[ Title)."3

OV
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Control Rod Testing-Operating
B 3.10.7

(D
yi B 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

B 3.10.7 [ontrol Rod Testino 0oaratino

BASES
_.= ,

isACKGROUND The purpose of this s)ecial operationi. LCO is to P rmit
control rod testing w111e in H0 DES I and 2 by impo lng
certain administrative controls. Control rod patterns
during startup conditions alre controlled by the operator nnd
the rod pattern controller
only the specified control r(RPC) (LCO 3.3.2.1) such thatod sequences and relative
positions required by LCO 3.1.6 are allowed over the
operrting range from all control rods inserted to the low
power setpoint (LPSP) of the RPC. The sequences effectively
limit the potential amount and rate of reactivity increase
that could occur during a control rod drop accident (CRDA).
During these conditions, control rod testing is sometimes
required that may result in control rod patterns not in
compliance with the prescribed sequences of LCO 3.1.6.
These tests may include SliUTDCWN MARGIN dimonstrations,
control rod scram time testing, control rod friction
testing, and testing performed during the Startu) Test,._

/} Program. This special operations LC0 provides tie necessary() exemptions to the requirements of LCO 1.1.6 and provides
additional administrative contrnis to allow the deviations *

in such tests from the prescribed sequenc9s in LCO 3.1.6.

APPLICABLE The analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating
SAFETY ANALYSES the CRDA are summarized in References 1, 2, 3, and 4. CRDA

analyses assume the reactor operator follows prescribed
withdrawal sequences. These sequences define the potential
initial conditions for the CRDA analyses. The RPC provides
backup to operator control of the withdrawal sequences to
ensure that the initial conditions of the CRDA analyses are
not violated. For special sequences developed for control
rod testing, the initial control rod patterns assumed in the
safety analyses of References 1, 2, 3 and 4 may not be
preserved and, therefore, special CRDA analyses were
performed to demonstrate that these special sequences will
not result in unacceptable consequences should a CRDA occur
during the testing. The safety analysis for the special
CRDA analysis that demonstrates acceptable consequences is
in Reference 5. These special CRDA analyses are as follows

(continued)(3
Q) (continued)
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Control Rod Testing-Operating
B 3.10.7

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE [ explain). These analyses address the specific test being
,

SAFETY ANALYSIS performed. '

(continued)
The components, process variables, and LCOs addressed by
special operations LCOs satisfy Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement.

.

LCO As described in LC0 3.0.8, compliance with this special
operations LCO is optional. Control rod testing may be
performed, in compliance with the prescribed sequences of
.00 3.1.6, and during these tests no exemptions to the 3

requirements of LCO 3.1.6 are necessary. For testing
performed with a sequence not in compliance with LC0 3.1.6,
the requirements of LC0 3.1.6 may be suspended provided
additional ad,ninistrative controls are placed on the test to
ensure that the assumptions of the special safety analysis
for the te?t sequence remain valid. When deviating from the
prescribei sequences of LCO 3.1.6, individual control rods
must be bypassed in the Rod Action CL .rol System (RACS).
Assurance that the test sequence is followed can be )rovided
by a second licensed operator or other qualified mem)er of
the technical staff verifying conformance to the approved
test sequence. These controls are consistent with those
normally applied to operation in the startup range as
defined in SR 3.3.2.1.5 when it is necessary to deviate from
the prescribed snquence (e.g., an inoperable control rod
that must be fully inserted).

Additionally, in order that this LCO be met, the associated
SRs must be met, and the following support systems must be
OPERABLE (list).

APPLICABILITY Control rod testing while in MODES 1 and 2 with THERMAL
POWER greater than the LPSP of the RPC is adequately
controlled by the existing LCOs on power distribution limits
and control rod block instrumentation. Control rod movement
during these conditions is not restricted to prescribed
sequences and can be performed within the constraints of
LC0 3.2.1, LCO 3.2.2, LCO 3.2.3, and LCO 3.3.2.1. With
THERMAL POWER less than or equal to the LPSP of the RPC, the

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Testing-Operating
B 3.10.7

BASES (continued)
~

.

|

l APPLICABILITY provisions of this special operations LCO are necessary to
{(continued) perform special tests which are not in conformance with the

prescribed control rod secuences of LC0 3.1.6. While in-
MODES 3 and 4, control roc withdrawal is only allowed if
performed in accordance with- special operations LCO 3.10.3
or special operations LC0 3.10.4 which provide adequate
controls to ensure that the assumptions or the safety
analyses of Reference 1 and 2 are satisfied. During these

Ispecial operations al.d while in MODE 5, the one-rod-out
interlock (LCO 3.9.2) and scram functions (LCO 3.3.1.1 and
LCO 3.9.5) or added administrative controls prescribed in
the applicable special operations LCOs minimize potential
reactivity excursions.

_

Af T10NS /L1

With the requirements of this special operations LCO not met
l(e.g., the control rod pattern not in-compliance with the !

special test sequence), the testing is required to be
immediately suspended. Upon suspensior, of the special test,

O the provisions of LCO 3,1.6 are no longer exempted and
appropriate actions are to be saken either to restore the
control rod sequence to the prescribed sequence of LCO 3.1.6 |or to shut down the reactor if required by LCO 3.1.6.

--

SUPIEILLANCE SR 3.10 M
REQUIREMENTS

During performance cf the special test, a second licensed-,

cperator or other qualified member of the technical staff is
required to verify conformance with the approved sequence
for the test. L'ote: t. member of the technical staft is
cansidered to be qualified if he possesses skills equal to a
licensed operator in the following areas [ list]. 'This
verification must be performed daring control rod movement
to prevent deviatians from the specified sequence. This
Surveillance provides adequate assurance that the specified
test sequence is being followed ar.d is also su)plemented by
SR 3.3.2.1.5, which requires verification of tie bypassing
of control rods in RACS and subsequent movement of these
control rods.

(continued)
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Control Rod Testing-Operating
B 3.10.7

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. NEDE-240ll-P-A-9-US, " General Electric Standard
Application for Reactor Fuel," Su)plement for United
States, Section 5.2.2.3.1, Re.ntem)er 1988.

2. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( ), "[ Title)."

3. ANF-87-66, Revision 1, "[ Unit Name) Plant Transient
Analysi s. "

4. ANF-87-67 Revision 1, "[ Unit Name) Reload Analysis."

5. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title)."
.

. ..
.
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O

,

!

|

|
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, SDM Tsst-MODE : 5y H

p B:3.10.8

B 3.16 SPECIAL OPERATIONS .- c.
,

B 3.10.8 Shutdown Marain- f SDM) Test-MODE 5
,

BASES l
'

1.

'

BACKGROUND The purpose' of this MODE 5 spechl operations- LC0 is tos
permit SitUTDOWN MAR 3IN-(SOM) testing.to be performed.for---

these plant configurations:iniwhich the reactor, pressure
^

; vessel (RPV) head;is either,not;in~placciorathe head bolts
-are ret fullyitensioned.' ,'+

LCO 3.1.1 requiresithatiadequate SOM be"demonstratedI j>

'

following fuel movements oY controlJrod-' replacement within j
the RPV.: The demonstration;must be perfnW prior:to ori . ;

within 4 hours after criticality-ist reached.c TThis:,SDN test y

may be 'perfomed prior to or during;the1firsti startup 1 :
following refueling. Performing;the SOM test prior to

,

startup requires the testito beiperformed whileTin, MODE. 5L :

.with the~ vessel hadbolts less than. fully tensioned'(andz
possibly with;the. vessel' head removed). :Wh11elin M00E15,3
the reactor mode switch is required to be-in the shutdown or! <

refuel position |where the applicable! control rod blocks - i
ensure that .the reactor will not7become criticali The.SDM
test requires the reactor moderswitch to be in thelstartup' s
or hot: standby position /since more;than one controlirod will

'

:be withdrawn;for the! purpose of-demonstrating adequate _SDM.1
~

,

This special operationsLLCO|provides the. appropriate
additional ~ controis to allow withdrawing more thantone-

control rod from a core.ce11Lcontaining:one orLeore fuel.
.

,

assemblies when the reactoraussel head: bolts (are lesslthan. 1
fully tensioned.L

'

i

.[ Provide a~ discussion of. how the .SDM test--.is done including a
the-use of in sequence criticals and in :some cases,f not- i

. following- the approved | banked iposition/ withdrawal sequence ,

. (BPWS) (See LCO 3.10.7, "Contro1> Rod; Testing" Operating," .
?which allows exception to''the BPWS). :LCO-3.10.7Jalso
requires that1the specialssequences (outsideitheiBPWS) must
be programmed into the rod worth = mini.mizer or.be verified byn

a sesond licensed operator.)1.-

.I . CABLE- The accep'.ance criterion.for performing the SDM test in;-,

t SM TTY ANALYSE!, MODE 5 is that the reactor remains;suberitical.- t
.

I(continued) b

a |( -(continued);
h ''
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SDM Test-MODE 5
B 3.10.8

BASES (contir.ued)

APPLICABLE Subcriticality is maintained by requiring the control rod
SAFETY ANALYSES block instrumentation to be OPERABLE, the rod pattern

(continued) controller (RPC) control sequence to be programmed with the
SDM test sequence or be verified by a second licensed
operator, and all out-of-sequence withdrawals to be in the
notch out mode, and (explain).

Prevention and mitigation of unacceptable reactivity
excursions due to potential accidents during control rod
withdrawals with the reactor mode switch in the startup or
hot standby position while in MODE 5 is provided by the
Intermediate Range Monitor (IRM) neutron flux scram
(LCO 3.3.1.1), average power range monitor (APRM) neutron
flux scram (LCO 3.3.1.1), and control rod block
instrumentation (LC0 3.3.2.1). The limiting reactivity
excursion during startup conditions while in MODE 5 is the
control rod drop accident (CRDA).

CRDA analyser assume that the reactor operator follows
prescribed witt.drawal saquences. For SDM tests performed
within these defined sequences, the analyses of
References 1, 2, 3, and 4 are applicable. For sequences
developed for the SDM testing, the control rod patterns
assumed in the safety analyses of References 1, 2, 3, and 4
are applicable. However, for some sequences developed for
the SDM testing, the control rod patterns assumed in the
safety analysis may not be met and, therefore, special CRDA,

analyses are required to demonstrate that the SDM test'

sequence will not result in unacceptable con.s mences should
a CRDA occur during the testing. The safety a.>'ysis for
the special CRDA analyses that demonstrate acce able
consequences is in Reference 5. These special 4A analyses,

are as follows [ explain). For the purpose of ti.. test,
protection provided by the normally required MODE 5
applicable LCOs, in addition to the requirements of this

| LCO, will maintail normal test operations as well as
postulated accidents within the bounds. of the appropriate
safety analyses (Refs.1,. 2, and 3). In addition to the
added requirements for the RPC, IRM, and APRM, the notch
out mode is specified for out-of-sequence withdrawals.
Requiring the notch out mode limits withdrawal steps to
[ explain) which limits inser 3d reactivity to [ explain).

(continued)
___

(continued)

O
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SDM Test-MODE 5 -
B 3.10.8-

,

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The components, process variables, and LCOs addressed by
SAFETY ANALYSES special operations LCOs satisfy Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of.the

(continued) NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LCO As described in LC0 3.0.8, compliance with this special
o>erations LCO is optional. SDM tests may be performed-
wille in MODE 2 in accordance with Table 2.1-1 without ~
meeting this special operations LCO or its ACTIONS.- For !
SDM tests performed while in MODE 5, additional requirements |
must be met to ensure that adequate protection _against
potential reactivity excursions -is available. .Because
multiple control rods will be withdrawn and the reactor
will potentially become critical, the approved cot. :1
rod withdrawal- sequence must be enforced by the RPC
(LC0 3.3.2.1, function 16, MODE 2), or must be verified by
a second licensed operator or other qualified member of the
technical staff. To provide additional protection against
an inadvertent criticality, control rod withdrawals .that do
not conform to the
of-sequence contrcl[BPWS] specified in LCO 3.1.6 (i.e., out-rod withdrawals) must be made in_ the

(- notched withdrawal mode to minimize the: potential reactivity-

insertion associated with each movement.. Because the\'
reactor vessel head may be removed during these tests, no
other CORE ALTERATIONS may be in progress. This special
operations LCO then allows changing the Table 1.1-1 reactor
mode switch position requirements to include the startup or
hot standby position such that the-SDN tests may be

| performed while in MODE 5. In addition to the requirements
of this LCO, the normally required MODE 51pplicable' LCOs -
(list] must be met.:

.

APPLICABILITY These SDM test special operations-vequirements are only
applicable if the SDM tests are to be parformed while in
MODE 5 with the reactor vessel tc e remoyed or the head
bolts not- fully tensioned. Addit h l requirements during ;
these tests to enforce control ros eithdrawal sequerces and
restrict other CORE ALTERATIONS p e ita protection against
potential reactivity excursions. Ogntions-in all ether
modes are unaffected by this LCO.

(continued)

O
V
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SDM Tast-H0DE 5
B 3.10.8

BASES (continued)

..CTIONS Ad

With the requirements of this LC0 not met, the testing
should be immediately stopped by placing the reactor mode
switch in the shutdown or refuel position. This results in
a condition that is consistent with the requirements for
H0DE 5 where the provisions of this special operatior.s LCO
are no longer required.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.8.1 and SR 3.10.8.2-

REQUIREMENTS
As indicated by the Notes, the control rod withdrawal
sequences during the SDM tesu, may be enforced by the RPC
(LC0 3.3.2.1, function Ib, MODE 2 requirements) or by a $

second licensed oparator or other qualified member of the
technical staff. As noted, wither the applicable SRs for

t the RPC (LCO 3.3.2.1) must be satisfied according to the
applicable Frequencies or the proper movement of control
rods must be verified. This latter verification (i.e.,
SR 3.10.8.2) must be performed during control rod movement
to prevent deviations from the specified sequence. These
surveillances provide adequate assurance that the specified
test sequence is being followed.

SR 3.10.8.3

Periodic verification of the administrative controls
established by this LC0 will ensure that the reactor is
operated within the bounds of the safety analysis. The
[12-hour] Frequency is intended to provide appropriate
assurance that each operating shift is aware of and verifies
compliance with these special operations LC0 requirements.

REFERENCES 1. HEDE-240ll-P-A-9-OS, " General Electric Standard
Application for Reactor Fuel," Su)pleiaent for United
States, Section S.2.2.3.1, Septem)er 1988.

2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title)."

(continued)

(continued)
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; SDN Test-MODE: 5
B 3.10.8

|
i

'

BASES (continued) |

REFERENCES- 3. ANF-87-66,' Revision 1, '"(Unit 'name] Plant Trans_ient.
.(continued) Analysis."

4. ANF-87-67, Revision 1, "[ Unit Name] Reload Analysis."

5. (Unit Name) FSAR,'Section-[ ], "[ Title)."
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Recirculation Loops-Test'ing
B 3.10.9-

B 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

B 3.10.9 Recirculation Loons-Testina

BASES -

;

I
BACKGROUND The purpose of.this special operations LCO in MODES 1;and 2

- is to allow either the. PHYSICS TESTS or the Sttctup Test
Program to be performed with fewer.than two recirculation
loops in operation. Testing performed as part of the
StartupTestProgram(Ref.1)orPHYSICSTESTSauthorized
under the provisions.of 10 CFR 50.59 (Ref. 2) or otherwise
approved bysthe NRC, may be required toLbe performed under)
natural circulation conditions with the reactor critical. 1

'LCO 3 4 1. . ,. ." Recirculation loops-Operating,". requires that-
one or both recirculation-loops be-in-operation during
M00ES 1 and 2. This special operations LCO provides the.

--

appropriate additional _ restrictions to. allow testing at
natural circulation conditions.or in single loop operation
with the reactor critical.

,

APPLICABLE The acceptance criterion-for allowing testing with the,

( SAFETY ANALYSES recirculation ' loops not operating in M00ES,1 and 2 is that
postulated accidents will .not exceed their allowable =
consequences (explain). _

The operation of the reactor coolant Recitslation System is
an-initial condition; assumed in the-analysis.of the design
basis loss-of-coolant: accident. (Ref. 3). : During .a LOCA
caused by a recirculation loop pipe break, t'Je intact loop:
is assumed to provide coolant flow during the first few -,

| seconds of, the . postulated-accident.- Durin's PHYSICS TESTSL
| = at or below [5%) of RATED THERMAL-POWER'I.RTP), or-limited -

'

| - testing during-the Startup Test Program for'the initlal
L cycle, the decay heat in the reactor coolant'is. sufficientl.v

low such that'the consequences of an accident are reduced:
: and the coastdown characteristics-of the recirculation loops
|-

are not importemt'(dent- (DBA).Ref. 4). ! idition, the pt,bability of .

a Design Basis Acci ,therjaccidentEoccurring'

! during the limited time allowed -at natural circulation or in, +

' single loop opemition is low.

Additionally, other postulated accidents which are affected
by the operation of the. recirculation loops have b.en- *

(continued)-

. h - (continued)
L Q
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I
Recirculation Loops-Testing

B 3.10.9

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE determined to be acceptatle during these tests or the
SAFETY ANALYSES Startup Test Program as analyzed in Reference 5 (explain

(continued) the other analysis).

The components, process variables, an> LCOs addressed by
special operations LCOs satisfy Critoria 1, 2, and 3 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 As described in LCO 3.0.8, compliance with this special
operations LCO is optional. However to perform testing ats

natural circulation conditions or with o single operating
loop, operativi sist be l'sihd ' those tests defined in
the Startup Te lagram or .. . -oved PHYLICS TESTS performed
at < [5%) RTP. To minimize the probability of an accident
while operating ut natural circulation conditions or with
one operating loop, the duration of these tests is limited
to s 24 hours. This special operations LCO then allows
suspension of the requirements of LC0 3.4.1 during such
testing. In aduCion to the requirements of this LCO, the
normally required MODE 1 or MODE 2 applicable LCOs must be
met.

[For this facility, an OPERABLE THERMAL POWER
instrumentation constitutes the following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure THERMAL POWER
instrumentation OPERABILITY:]

|
| [For this facility, those required support systems which,
| upon their failure, do not require declaring the THERMAL
| POWER instrumentation inoperable and their justification are' ',ollows:)u

,_

APPLICABILITY This special operations LC0 may only be used while
performing testing at natural circulation conditions or
while operating with a single loop,. as may be required as
part of the Startup Test Program or during low power PHYSICS
TESTS. Additional requirements during these tests to limit
the operating time at natural circulation conditions

(continued)

(continued)
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Recirculation Lotps-Testing
B 3.10.9

BASES (continued)
*

APPLICABILITY reduce the probability that a DBA may occur with both
(continued) recirculation loops not in operation. - Operations in all-

other MODES are unaffected by this LCO.

ACTIONS M
With testing performed at natural circulation conditions or
while operating with a single loop and the duration of the
test exceeding the.24-hour time limit, ACTIONS should be
taken to'promptly shut down. Inserting all insertable
control rods will result in a condition that does not
require both recirculation loops to be in operation. The
1-hour Completion Time provides sufficient time to insert
the withdrawn control rods.

M
With the requirements of this LCO not met for reasons other
than those specified in Condition A (e.g., low power PHYSICS
TESTS exceeding 5% of RTP, or unapproved testing at natural
circulation), the reactor mode switch should immediately be
placed in the shutdown position. This results in ay

condition that does not require both recirculation loops to
be in operation. The action to immediately place the
reactor mode switch i_n the shutdown position is to prevent
unacceptable consequences from an accidant initiated from
outside the analysis bounds. Also, operation beyond
authorized bounds should be terminated upon discovery.

In the event that the required THERMAL POWER instrumentation
is found inoperable, Required Action B.1 applies.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.9.1 and SR 3.10.9.2
'

Periodic verification of the administrative controls
established by this LCO will ensure that the reactor is

: operated within the bounds of this LCO. . Because the 1-hour
) Frequency provides frequent checks of the LC0 requirements-

during the allowed 2a-hour testing interval, the probability!

of operation outside the limits concurrent with a postulated
accident is reduced even further.

/' (continued)
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R: circulation Loops-Testing
B 3.10.9

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1, [ Unit Name) -FSAR, Section [14), "[ Title)."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.59,
" Changes, Tests and Experiments."

3. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section (6), "[ Title)."

4. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title)."
,

S. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( ), "[ Title)."

O
.

O
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Training Startups
B 3.10.10-

A
Q B 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

B 3.10.10 Trainino Startuos

|

BASES 'I
;__ -- - ._

BACKGROUND The purpose of this ~special~ operations LCO is to permit- '

training to be performed while in MODE 2 to provide plant-
startup experience for reactor operators. This training
involves withdrawal of control- rods to achieve criticality
and-then further withdrawal of control rods as would be'.
experienced during an actual plant startup. During these
training startups, if the reactor-coolant is allowed to heat
up, maintenance of a constant reactor vessel water level
requires the passage of reactor coolant through the Reactor-
Water Cleanup System as the reactor coolant specific volume
increases. Since this:results in reactor water discharge
to the radioactive waste disposal system, the amount of-
this discharge should be minimized.. This special operatims -

,

LC0 provides the1 appropriate additional controls to allow '

one residual heat removal-(RHR) subsystem to be aligned in
the shutdown cooling mode so -that the reactor coolant -
temperature can be controlled during the. training startups,

O thereby minimizing the discharge of reactor water to the-.

y1 radioactive waste disposal system.

.__

'

APPLICABLE The Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) is designed to '.

; SAFETY ANALYSES provide core cooling following a loss-of-coolant accident ;

(LOCA). The low pressure coolant injection _(LPCI) mode of
the RHR System is one of the ECCS subsystems assumed to
function during a LOCA. With reactor power s 1% of RATEDe

THERMAL POWER (RTP)-(equivalent to all OPERABLE intermediate,

range monitor (IRM) channels s 25 or 40 divisions'of full |
.

| scale on range 7) and reactor coolant temperature < 200'F,
the stored: energy in the reactor core and c alant' system is
very low and a reduced complement of.ECCS systems can

*

,.rovide the required core cooling,-thereby allowing-
operation with one'RHR subsystem in the shutdown coolinc ;

i. ode (Ref. 1).

The components, process variables, and LCOs addressed by
special operations LCOs satisfy Criteria -1, 2,: and 3 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement.'

- =-

.
I, continued)

O
'
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Training Startups
B 3.10.10

BASES (continued) ;

1

LC0 As described in LCO 3.0.S, capliance with this special I
operations LCO is stional. Training startups may be ;

performed while in H0DE 2 with no RHR subsystems aligned in I

the shutdown cooling mode and, therefore, without meeting |
this special operations LCO or its ACTIONS. Howeve., to i

minimize the discharge of reactor coolant to the Radioactive-
Waste Disposal System, performance of the training startups
may be performed with one RHR subsystem aligned in the
shutdown cooling modo to maintain reactor coolant
temperature $ 200*F. Under these. conditions, the THERMAL
POWER must be maintained below 1% of RTP-(equivalent to
al; OPERABLE IRM channels s 25 or 40 divisions of full scale
on range 7) and the reactor coolant tem)erature must be
$ 200'F. This special operations LC0 tien allows changhg
the LPCI OPERABILITY requirements. In addition to the
requirements of this LCO, the normally reoutred MODE 2
applicable LCOs must also be met.

[For this facility, an OPERABLE IRM channel and reactor
coolant temperature instrumentation constitutes the
following:]

[For this facility, the io11 swing support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure IRM channel and reactor
coolant temperature instrumentation OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which
upon their failure do not require declaring the IRM channels
and reactor coolant temperature instrumentation inoperable
and their justificat'on are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY Training startups while in MODE 2 may be performed with one
RHR subsystem aligned in the shutdown cooling mode to
control the reactor coolant temperature. Additioaal,

requirements during these tests to restrict the reactor
power and reactor coolant temperature provide protection
against potential conditions which could require operation
of both RHR subsystems in the LPCI mode of operation.
Operations in all other MODES are unaffteted by this LCO.

_

(continued)
,

:
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Training Star?ups
B 3.10.10

BASES (continued) !
!

ACTIONS Ad-

With the requirements of this LCO not met-(i.e., any -
OPERABLE IRM channel > 25 or 40 division of full scale on
range 7, or reactor-coolant temperature 2 200'F) the reactor
may be in a condition that requires the full complement of.
ECCS subsystems, and the reactor mode switch must be
immediately placed in the shutdown position. This results
in a condition.that does not require all RHR subsystems to
be 0PERABLE in the LPCI mode of operation. This action may
restore compliance.with the requirements-of this special-
operations.LC0 or may result in placing the plant in either-
MODE 3 or MODE 4. '

In the event that the required IRM channels or reactori
doolant temperature instrumentat'on are' found inoperable,
Required Action A.1 applies.

-

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.10.'l and OR -3.10.10.2
REQUIREMENTS

CN Periodic verification that the THERMAL POWER and reactor-
'

( ) coolant- temperature limits of this special operations LCOL
are satisfied will. ensure that- the stored energy in.the
reactor core and reactor coolant are sufficiently low to
preclude the need for all RHR subsystems to be aligned in

-

the LPCI nde of operation. The:1-hour Frequency arovides
frequent enecks of the:e LCO requirements' during- tie:
training startup.

'

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit None] FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title)."
'

,

@ ,

--M

i
;

1

i

i

i *

a
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Acronyms
|

APPENDIX A

Q(3 Acronyms

j

'

1
i

The following acronyms are used, but not defined, in the Standard Technical
Specifications:

AC alternating current
CFP Code of Federal Regulations

- Edirect currentDC
8'00al Safety Analysis Report(SAR

LCO 4. 7 limpiting Condition for Operation
SR J$v eillance Requirement

%;;NRS
GDC rigDesign Criterf a cr General Design Criteriong

M*5h

The following acronymsrspre %
*

h definitions, in the Standard Technica'
A

,

Specifications:
~

ACOT ANA . TIONAL TEST
ADS Autom rization System
ADV atmosp alv
AFD axial flux ren

p AFW auxiliary f at
J AIRP air intake, c n, purification1v ALARA as low as reas y av

ANS American Nuclear Socie
ANSI American National Standards e
A00 anticipated operational o
A0T allowed outage time

i APD axial power distributio
APLHGR AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE
APRM average power range monitor

; APSR axial power shaping rod
| ARO all rods out |
| ARC auxiliary relay cabinets i

| ARS Air Return System I
i ARTS Anticipatory Reactor Trip System |'

ASGT asymetric steam generator transient
|ASGTPTF asymetric steam generator transient protective trip -

functi.on
ASI exial shape index

i
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers |

- __ _ _. -

(continued)
1

p
(
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

ASTM American Society for Testing Materials-
1ATWS anticipated transient without scram i

ATWS-RPT anticipated transient without scram recirculation pump i

.

trip
AVV atmospheric vent valve

,

/

MST boric acid storage tank
BAT boric acid tank
BDPS Bor # 011ution Protection System
Bhi i ection surge t e k
BIT .. ni ction tank
BOC inni of cycle
BOP g ance? plant
BPWS k f,.4 . , withdrawal seque.nce
BWS1 age tank
BTP Branc ic& sition

9;< ,

CAD containmeq'lMaos
'

ution
CAOC constant mWal- rol
CAS Chemical Ac
CCAS containment c att ignal
CCGC containment combu eg ol-
CCW component cooling r
CEA control element as
CEAC control element ass c at
CEDM control element dr he mech w
CFT core flood tank
CIAS containment ise2ation actuation
COLR CORE OPERATIlvG i.1MITS REPORT
COLSS Core Operating Limits Supervi -System
CPC core protection calculator
CPR critical power ratio
CRA control rod assembly
CR0 control rod drive
CRDA control rod drop accident
CRDM control rod drive mechanism
CREHVAC Control Room Eksergency Air Temperature Control System
CREFS Control Room Emergency Filtration System
CREVS Control Room Emergency Yentilation System
CRFAS Control Room Fresh Air System

*

CS core spray
CSAS containment spray actuation signal

(continued)

O-
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Acronyms

APPCN0lX A (continued)

O
CST condensate storage tank
CYCS Chemical and Volume Control System

!

DBA Design Basis Accident |
DBE Design Basis Event !

DF decontamination factor |

DG diesel generator i
DIV drywell isolation valve
DNB . parture from nucleate boiling
DNBR arture from nucleate boiling ratio
DOP -- ytl phthalate
DPIV 11 purge isolation valve
DRPI - ta, od position indicator

EAB o a boundary,

ECCS 4 e Cooling System
ECW assen hilled water
ECP est' cri position
EDG emel n nerator
EFAS Emerg Actuation Syst*m
EFIC emerge r ation and control
EFCV excess flow kv
EFPDs effective fC EFPYs effective f r
EFW emergency fe
EHC electro-hydraul e cont 1
EOC end of cycle
EOC-RPT end of cycle recirculati
ESF -engineered safety featu
ESFAS Engineered Safety Feat etuation System
ESW essential service water
EVS Emergency Ventilation System

. FBACS Fuel Building Air Cleanup System
'

FCV flow control valve
FHAVS Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System
FSPVS Fuel Storage Pool Ventilation System-
FRC fractional relief capacity
FR Federal Register

| FTC fuel temperature coefficient
FW1.B feedwater line break:

;

(continued)

O
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

O-

HCS Hydrogen Control System; Hydrazine Control System
HCU hydraulic control unit
HIS Hydrogen Ignition System
HELB high energy line break
HEPA high efficiency particulate air
HMS Hydrogen Mixing System
HPCI high pressure coolant injection,

HPCS high pressure core spray'

! HPI high ressure injection
'

HPSI hi essure safety injection
HPSP r setpoint
HVAC entilation, and air conditioning
HZP t zer, ower

ICS tem
IEEE Insti El ical and Electronic Engineers
IGSCC inte u s corrosion cracking
IRM inte diat o monitor
ISLH inservice and tatic
ITC isotherma e fficient

Kerelay control relay

OLCS Leakage Control Syst
LEFM linear elastic fracture mech cs
LER . Licensee Event Report
LHGR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE
LHR linear heat rate
LLS low-low set
LOCA loss-of-coolant accident
LOCV loss of condenser vacuum
LOMFW loss of main feedwater
LOP loss of power
LOPS loss of power start
LOVS loss of voltage start
LPCI low pressure coolant injection
LPCS low pressure care spray
LPD local power density
LPI low pressure injection
LPRM -local power range monitor
LPSI low pressure safety injection
LPSP low powar setpoint

_

(continued)
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Acr:nyms

APPENDIX A (continued)
O
( l

,

LPZ low population zone
!

LSSS limiting safety system settings i

LTA lead test assembly |
LTOP low temperature overpressure protection !

MAPLHGR maximum average planar luear heat generation rate
MAPFAC MPLHGR factor
MAPFAC, MAPLHGR factor, flow-dependent component
MAPFAC' PLHGR factor, power-dependent component
MCPR IMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO
MCR - control room
HCREC control room environmental control4

MFI \p ~ im flow interlock
MFIV 'sh ater isolation valve -.

MFLPD '4+ 'm tion of limiting power density-

MFRV ed hter regulation valve
MFW in' r
MG motor ator
MOC mid . f cyc] ft

MSIS mai teak Jn signal
MSIV

main %' " o
main - on-valve

sdim reakMSLB
MSSV main steam s yv
MTC moderator t ra' cient,

v
NDT nil-ductility temperat e
NDTT nil-ductility transition t

: NI nuclear instrument
| NIS Nuclear Instrumentation em
| NHS Neutron Nonitoring Syst

NPSH net positive suction head
NSSS Nuclear Steam Supply System

OOCH Offsite Dose Calculation Manual
OPDRV operation with a potential for draining'the reactor

vessel
OTSG once-through steam generator

PAM post-accident monitoring
PCCGC primary containment combustible gas control
PCI primary containment isolation

(continued)
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1

| Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)
'

. '

PCIV primary containment isolation valve
PCHRS Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiner System

| PCP Process Control Program
| PCPV primary containment purge valve

PCT peak cladding temperature
; PDIL power dependent insertion limit

PDL power distribution limit
PF position factor

! PIP position indication probe
PIV p isolation valve
PORV rated relief valve
PPS - ective System
PRA obabi tic risk assessment
PREACS ump st Air Cleanup Syster; Penetration Room

up System,

PSW r
P/T press te ature
PTE PHYS ion
PTLR PRESS E AN ERATURE LIMITS REPORT

t

QA quality ass
QPT quadrant p
QPTR quadrant. power ti ti

! QS quench spray.
(

RACS Rod Action Control Sy tem
RAOC relaxed axial offset control
RAS recirculation actuation signal
RB reactor building
RBM rod block monitor
RCCA rod cluster control assembly
RCIC reactor core isolation cooling
RCIS Rod Control and Information System
RCP reactor coolant pump
RCPB reactor coolant pressure boundary
RCS Reactor Coolant System
REA rod ejection accident
RHR residual heat removal
RHRSW residual heat removal service water

i RMCS Reactor Manual Control System
i RPB reactor pressure boundaries

RPC rod pattern controller
RPCB reactor power cutback

,

(continued)

: 9
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Acronymsi

APPENDIX A (continued)

RPIS Rod Position Information System
RPS Reactor Protection System
RPT recirculation pump trip
RPV reactor pressure vessel
RS recirculation spray
RT reference temperature
RTm nil-ductility reference temperature
RTCB reactor trip circuit-breaker
RTD nesistance temperature detector
RTM actor trip module

|
RTP ED THERMAL POWER

|

RTS tor Trip System i

RWCU tor water cleanup
RWE w rawal error

I
RWL awal limiter

!
RWM

- nimizer
RWP on k Permit
RWST er storage tank !

RWT efue ater tank
i

SAFDL speci e fuel design limits
SBCS Steam ol em
SB0 station
SBVS Shield Bui; ystem,

| SCAT spray chemic t
; SCI secondary cont la
! SCR silicon control rec ier.
) SDV scram discharge volume

SDM SHUTDOWN MARGIN
'

! SER Safety Evaluation Repor
SFRCS Steam and Feedwater Rup

'

SG steam generator
'

Control System

SGTR steam generator tube rupture i
SGTS Standby Gas Treatment. System <

| SI safety injection l
SIAS safety injection actuation aignal I

'

| SIS safety injection signal l

| SIT safety injection tank !
: SJAE steam jet air ejector !

SL Safety Limit
. SLB steam line break

,

'

| SLC standby liquid control !
SLCS Standby Liquid Control System |

;

SPMS Suppression Pool Makeup Systemi

; SRM. source range monitor <

1
.

(continued)
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

O
| S/RV safety / relief valve
'

S/RVDL safety / relief valve discharge line
SSPS Solid State Protection System
SSW standb) service water
SWS Service Water System
STE special test exception
STS Standard Technical Specifications

TADOT tr tuating device operational test
TCV ontrol valve
TIP s ng incore probe
TLD ermol nescent dosimeter
TM/LP he / low pressure
TS 'ications
TSV e

UHS Ultim te He k

VCT volume contw
VFTP Ventilation .ing ram
VHPT variable high now 6p
v/o volume perce: ,

'
VS vendor specihc .

ZPMB zero power mode bypass
.

|

|

|

|

9
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